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WordStar Manuals 

WordStar is now documented in two new manuals for beginners: 

o WordStar Training Guide 

o WordStar Operator·s Guide (to be p.1blished sane time in 1981) 

along with three manuals derived from the old WordStar Userls Guide. These 
three replace that manual as of release 3.0: 

o WordStar General InfOJJllation Manual 

o WordStar Reference Manual 

o WOrdStar Installatim Manual 

For an overview of WordStarls features without any detailed explanations, 
read the General InfoIllBtion Manual. 

To choose a system on which to use WordStar or to determine whether your 
present system is adequate, read Section 1 of the Installation Manual. 
If you have just received WordStar and you are ready to make it work on 
your equipment or if you need to make custom changes, continue reading 
under the appropriate section (terminals, printers, printer protocols, 
printer drivers, or label patcher). 

If you have a running WordStar system and you are ready to start using 
it, read Sections I and 2 of the Reference Manual. Detailed explanations 
of editing commands may be found in Sections 3-6; explanations of ordi
nary printing commands, in Sections 7 and 8; explanations of optional 
MailMerge commands, in Sections 9-12. You will find a summary of all 
WordStar commands in Appendix A, and error messages in Apt:endix B. 

WordStar is rich in command functions. It has all the basic functions for 
simple tasks, of course, but it also has many time-saving convenience 
functions that perform what would otherwise require numerous basic functions. 
So when you begin learning WordStar, you can start with the most essential 
commands at first. Then, as you become more proficient, you can pick up the 
others that you need later o~ 

Other helpful aids in using WordStar include the screen menus, the Help Menu 
explanations, the WordStar Quick Reference, and the WordStar Reference Card. 
If you need even further help, you can always ask your dealer or, should your 
dealer be unable to help you, call MicroPro. 





Welcome to WordStar Release 3.01 

This new release of WordStar has some outstanding features that 
will make using WordStar even more rewarding for you. Horizontal 
scrolling, column move, new menus, and a new WordStar option 
called SpellStar are the latest enhancements you'll use to turn 
out perfect documents easily and speedily. 

Here's what the new features do and how they do it. 

Horizontal Scrolling 

Horizontal scrolling is most useful in creating oversized 
documents, because it gives you a better picture of how a wide 
document will actually look. 

Say you want to produce a document on 11" x 14" paper. You can 
set your right margin to extend past the last screen column 
(column 79 for most terminals), as usual. As you enter text past 
the last column, WordStar will scroll text to the left, so that 
you have a blank s~reen area into which you'll continue to enter 
text. . 

Before horizontal scrolling, when you entered lines wider than 
the screen, WordStar put a "+" flag in the rightmost column and 
continued the text on the next screen line. You couldn't easily 
see if your right margin was justified or if columns were 
properly aligned, because the format was broken up by 
continuation lines. Horizontal scrolling allows you to see ~ 
your text as it will appear when printed. 

Horizontal scrolling is similar to the familiar vertical 
scrolling WordStar has always had. With both kinds of scrolling, 
a "screen window" moves over a document larger than the screen to 
show you the text you're entering or some other portion you want 
to see. So, when you enter text in a blank screen area, 
previously-entered text scrolls off the screen. 

It may take you a little while to get used to horizontal 
scrolling if you've used earlier WordStar versions. Just keep in 
mind the similarity to vertical scrolling, and when you start 
wondering "where the words went," be assured that a cursor 
movement command can take you wherever you want to go in your 
text. Whenever you're in doubt as to where you are, check the 
status line for the column number. 

The familiar "+" will still be there in the rightmost column to 
let you know you've exceeded screen width, but your long lines 
will now keep going horizontally "off" the screen into a new 
screen area. 

As you enter text past the last column, the screen window scrolls 
right 22 columns at a time.* You can keep scrolling 22 columns 
at once, up to a maximum right margin of 255. If word wrap is 
off, you can keep scrolling up to about 32,000 columns! 
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"'QD will move you to the end of your line in increments, if the 
end is more than 80 columns from the cursor. 

Here's an example of how WordStar Release 3.0 handles an 
oversized document: 

IGC ..... DfT'I ... ,~ --cue, ... LI"---

__ • C-_/c-_U ...... ~ .... __ ... ea .... 'c-... .. .... b. "-" ..... .-..-..., ----------------------------------------------------------------

-......... 

.. _ .... c..-.. _ 
•• /l ...... __ • 

'_ .... I~"_ •• 
• /1"1 .-, ...... 

__ c-.w... c-• . ,.' .... _ ... 
...--. ~.,...- .... - ..... - ...... . ,.,. .... _ .... - .. 
... _-.-n.. 
"."""'--

Printed Document 
< -- 125 characters -- > 

Document Onscreen 
(first and second screen views) 

* The 22-column scroll is the default condition and may be 
changed. See the WordStar 3.0 Installation Manual, Appendix E. 
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When you then want to go back to the previous screenful of text, 
use a command that moves the cursor off the left side of the 
screen (AA or AS). The screen window will scroll to the left, and 
"+" flags will appear in the rightmost column. And, of course, 
word wrap will automatically take you back to the first screen, 
placing the cursor at the left margin. AQS will also always take 
you directly to the beginning of the line in one scroll. 

You should be aware that even if your right margin is less than 
80, you could end up with lines that continue beyond the right 
edge of the screen. For example, this could happen if you are 
entering or inserting text with word-wrap off, or you insert text 
that pushes the line past the last column, or you join two 
paragraphs so that the line that joins them extends beyond the 
last column. 

If you then try to move the cursor into the offscreen portion of 
the extended line, you may find that much of your text 
"disappears" from the screen. Don't be alarmed! You can get 
back to it simply by employing one of the commands that moves the 
cursor left (AA, AS, AQS). 

To learn more about horizontal scrolling, read pages 2-12 and 3-
4,S of the WordStar Reference Manual. 

Column MQQe. 

Column mode allows you to move, copy, and delete ~ID~ of text 
and numbers. With previous releases of WordStar, you could move 
only blocks of text that extended from margin to margin. Column 
mode is particularly useful in creating and editing tables and 
diagrams. 

AKN is the toggle command that gives you either block mode or 
column mode. The default situation is that block mode is ON, 
column mode is OFF. 

When you move text in WordStar's block mode, the carriage returns 
move along with the block of text. In column mode, this isn't 
so. When you move a column composed of lines ending in carriage 
returns, a block of blank lines will remain in their place. To 
remove the gap in your document, you will have to delete these 
blank lines. 

You cannot use the command AKy (Delete block) to delete blank 
lines while you're in column mode, because column move, copy, and 
delete commands do not affect carria~e returns. So, to eliminate 
the blank lines, enter the command KN to return to block mode, 
mark the block of blank lines, and delete them with AKy• 

Column mode does not change the way you use WordStar to enter 
text or edit within a column. For example, it doesn1t allow you 
to word wrap or justify columns. All text entry and edit 
operations will still affect your text from margin to margin, 
whether or not you are in column mode. 
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You should keep this principle in mind when you use print control 
characters (for underlining, boldfacing, or doublestriking, for 
example) in columns. You need to make sure the print control 
characters begin and end on each line of the column you want to 
be affected. 

For instance, if you are creating a table of several columns, and 
you want the first three lines of the first column to be 
boldfaced, you can't just use the ApB command (for boldface) at 
the beginning of the first line and the end of the third line. If 
you do, the first three lines of ~ column will be boldfaced. 

Instead, use the ApB command at the beginning and end of the 
first three lines of the first column. 

This: 

ABxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxAB xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

produces this result: 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
... .,.,vw ......... -.r .. 
....... .AAAAAAAA 

xxxxxxxxxx 

This: 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 

ABxxxxxxxxxxAB xxxxxxxxxx 
ABxxxxxxxxxxAB xxxxxxxxxx 
ABxxxxxxxxxxAB xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

produces this result: 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 

See Section 6 of the reference manual for a complete description 
of how to use column mode. 
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New Menus 

All the menus in WordStar 3.0 have been revised so that you can 
read them more easily and locate commands faster. Commands are 
grouped and labeled according to the jobs they do. 

For more about the new menus, see Sections 
reference manual. 

SpellStar 

and 2 of the 

SpellStar makes all your documents letter perfect, by 
"proofreading" them so you can weed out all spelling and typing 
mistakes. There are two training chapters (Chapters 19 and 20 of 
the WordStar Training Guide) that take you step-by-step through 
the program, and one reference section (Section 13 of the 
Reference Manual) to use once you have practiced with SpellStar. 

The two training chapters assume that you will be using a double
density 8" disk to hold the SpellStar and WordStar files. If 
you're using single density 8" or 5 1/4" disks, you will need 
more than one disk for WordStar, SpellStar and the dictionary. 
This will modify somewhat your use of the training guide, and you 
should pay particular attention to the notes concerning disk 
space. 
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

Copyright (c) 1981 by MicroPro International Corporation. All 
Rights Reserved Worldwide. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval 
system, or translated into any human or computer language, in any 
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, magnetic, optical, 
chemical, manual, or otherwise, without the express written per
mission of MicroPro International Corporation, 1299 Fourth Street, 
San Rafael, california 94901 U.S.A. 

TRADEMARK 

The names MailMerge, WordStar, DataStar, WordMaster, SuperSort, 
I/O Master, and MicroPro International Corporation are trademarks 
of MicroPro International Corporation. 

DISCLAIMER 

MicroPro International Corporation makes no representations or 
warranties with respect to the contents hereof and specifically 
disclaims any implied warranties of merchantibility or fitness for 
any particular purpose. Further, MicroPro International Corpora
tion reserves the right to revise this publication and to make 
changes from time to time in the content hereof without obligation 
of MicroPro International Corporation to notify any person or 
organization of such revision or changes. 

References are made throughout this manual to the Control Program 
for Microprocessors, commonly known as CP/M. CP/M is a trademark 
of Digital Research of Pacific Grove, Californi~ 
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Section 1 Introduction 

AN OVERVIEW OF WORDSTAR 

Section 1 
Introduction 

WordStar is a screen-oriented word-processing system with integrated printing. 
Both initial entry of text and alteration of text previously entered are dis
played directly on the screen. Most formatting functions take place imme
diately, resulting in the display of a true print image; additional enhance
ments are performed during printout. The MailMerge option adds form letter 
generation and other capabilities. Originally designed for use under the 
Command Program Monitor (CP/M), WordStar has since been modified for use on 
other operating systems. 

THE EDITING FUNCTION 

WordStar's editing function is used to create and alter documents stored on 
diskette. Features of the edit function include video editing, automatic disk 
buffering, on-screen text formatting, powerful editing commands, flexible find 
and replace commands, help system, dynamic page break display, precis~ control 
of text format, and hyphen help. 

Video Editing 

A portion of the document being entered or corrected is always shown on the 
terminal screen: additions and corrections are immediately displayed. Text 
entry is accomplished merely by typing the desired text; command functions 
such as cursor motion or deletion of text are quickly accomplished with visual 
feedback. 

A : TEST • roc PAGE 1 LINE I COL 1 INSERT ON 
< < < M A I N MEN U > > > 

* * Cursor Movement * * I * Delete * I * Miscellaneous * I * Other Menus * 
"s char left "0 char right I "G char I "I Tab "B Reform I (fran Main only) 
"A word left "F word right IDEL chr lfl~ Insert off / ON I"J Help "K Block 
"E line up "X line down I"T word rtl"L Find/Replce againl"Q Quick "p Print 
* * Scrolling * * I "y line I RE'IURN End paragraph I "0 Onscreer. 
"z line up "W line down I I"N Insert a RETURN I 
"c screen up "R screen dCMlI I "u Stop a coomand I 
L---l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--! R 
WordStar is a screen-oriented word-processing system with 
integrated printing. Both initial entry of text and alteration 
of text previously entered are displayed directly on the screen. 
Most formatting functions take place • 

~ical Screen Display 
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Section 1 Introduction 

Autaoatic Disk Buffering 

The size of a document is not limited by the amount of random access memory 
(RAM) in your computer, but by disk capacity. Text is brought into RAM as 
required, with no operator intervention or concern. 

cm-screen Text Fomatting 

Text is displayed on the screen as it will appear when printed, thereby 
facilitating review and correction before printing. On-screen text formatting 
is accomplished with the aid of these features: word wrap; automatic margina
tion, justification, line spacing, and centering; and paragraph re-form. 

WORD WRAP 

Paragraphs may be entered at high speed without striking the RmURN key. When 
a word exceeds the right margin, WordStar automatically moves the word being 
entered to the next line and justifies and redisplays the line just completed. 
The RETURN key is used only to indicate the end of a paragraph, blank line, or 
other point where a permanent line break is desired. The typist need not break 
rhythm to think about the end of the line, nor feel the necessity of looking 
up from the material being entered. 

AU'IDMATIC MARGINATION« JUSTIFICATION « 
LINE SPAClt-N« AND CENrERIt-N 

With word wrap in effect, each completed line is automatically adjusted to fit 
the left and right margins, justified (right-aligned) unless the user has 
selected ragged-right format, and, optionally, double-spaced or triple spaced. 
A line of text can be centered between the current left and right margins with 
a keystroke command. 

PARAGRAPH RE-FORM 

Text from the cursor position to the end of the paragraph may be lire-formed" 
on command to change the margins or line spacing, to change from ragged right 
to justified or vice versa, or to clean up after alterations. 

1Werful Editing Cmmands 

In addition to the basic functions--cursor motion, scrolling, 
by character, word, or line, and selection of insertion or 
WordStar's editing commands include the following: 

o set or clear a variable tab stop--ordinary or decimal 

o move, copy, or delete a block 

o set or move to a place marker 

o find or find and replace text 

o write to and read fran additiooal. files 

text deletion 
ove r typing-
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Section 1 Introduction 

Flexible Find and Replace Qmnands 

Searching operations and substitution operations can be done once, n times, 
globally (on the entire document), on whole words only, ignoring case (u~r 
or lower), and/or selectively (the operator is asked whether replacement is to 
be performed in each instance). 

Help System 

A menu of cornnands appears at the top of the screen dur ing editing, or may be 
suppressed for additional text display area. When the first character of a 
two-character command is entered, after a short pause the menu automatically 
changes to show all commands that begin with the key just entered. Additional 
explanations of various topics can be called up at will, by selecting from the 
Help Menu (shown here). 

"J A: TEST .OOC PAGE 1 LINE 1 CDL 1 INSERT ON 
> > > < < < H E L P MEN U 

H Display and set the help level 
B Paragraph reform (CTRL B command) 
F Flags in rightmost column of screen 
D Ordinary dot conmands (P corrmand) 

I I * Other Menus * 
I S Status line I (from Main only) 
I R Ruler line I"J Help "K Block 
I M Margins and tabs I"Q Quick "p Print 
I P Place markers 1"0 Onscreen 
I V Moving text ISpace bar returns 
I Iyou to Main Menu. 

L---l---!---l--l--l--!--!--!--l--l--l---R 
D 

'Itle Help Henu 

Dynamic Page Break. Display 

Within certain limitations, the page breaks that will occur at printout are 
indicated on the screen during editing, and change appropriately in response 
to every insertion or deletion. Thus printing is unnecessary to review page 
layout or page break positions. 

Precise Control of Text Format 

WordStar remembers which spaces and carriage returns were typed by the opera
tor and which were inserted by the word wrap or paragraph refonm operation. 
For example, if text is entered with two spaces after periods, the spaces will 
remain through the initial word wrap and any later reforming, even if they 
fall initially at end of line and later in mid-line. Anything produced by the 
automatic formatting features can be altered by explicit editing commands 
afterwards. All automatic features can be disabled. 

WordStar General Information Manual 1-3 



Section I Introduction 

IIyplen-Belp 

WordStar can identify desirable places to divide a word between lines with a 
hyphen. At each occurence, the operator may decide whether to hyphenate, and 
optionally adjust the hyphen position. Hyphen-Help inserts temporary ~ 
which do not print if moved to mid-line by later reforming. 

tbving Text and Wide DoctIDents 

WordStar allows you to move either an ordinary block of text or a column of 
text, as in a table. For documents more than 80 columns wide, WordStar also 
allows horizontal scrolling of text in either direction. 

~HE PRINTING FUNCTION 

WordStar's printing function is used to 
print documents which have been entered 
and saved on diskette with the edit 
function. The print function features 
concurrent printiDJ - one document may 
be printed while another is being 
edited. Print formatting features in
clude page formatting, pagination con
trol, special effects, microspace 
justification, and operator options. 

Page Formatting 

Each page is vertically formatted with top margin, variable heading and 
footing texts, page m.nnber, and bottom margin. The page size and margins may 
be specified with "dot conmands" inserted in the document; defaults make such 
specification unneccessary for typical cases. The heading and footing may be 
changed as many times as desired throughout the document. 

The page mmiler appears by default at bottom center, but may be placed at top, 
bottom, left, center, right, or alternating left and right via specifications 
in the heading and/or footing texts. The page number may be set to any number 
desired, or suppressed completely. 

Paginatim Control 

Page breaks occur whenever the page is full, or in response to unconditional 
page or conditional page directives in the document. Conditional page 
directives allow specifying that a group of lines is to print together, at the 
top of the next page if they will not fit the current page. Use of these 
conmands will prevent inappropriate page breaks without the necessity of 
explicitly readjusting page ends every time changes are made in the document. 
Page breaks are shown on the screen during editing. 
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Section I Introduction 

Special Effects 

Underline, Double Strike, Boldface, and 6tt'i~ are generated at print time, 
in response to special characters imbedded in the document. WordStar can 
print these enhancements on regular printers as well as on daisy-wheel 
printers. During editing, the special characters used to invoke the enhance
ments are displayed at the beginning and end of the affected text, allCMing 
most standard CRT terminals to be used. 

SUbscripts (CO2), superscripts (e2x), variable character pitch (pica, elite, 
or your choice of number of characters per inch), variable line height (6, 8, 
or your choice of lines per inch) and alternate ribbon color are fully 
supported on daisy-wheel and other incremental printers, and within limita
tions on Teletype-like printers. 

Underline, double strike, boldface, and strikeout may be used freely in mid
paragraph as well as in separate lines such as titles; use of these features 
is completely compatible with word wrap and paragraph reform. Print enhance
ments may be used in all caIbinations. For example, underlined text and 
boldfaced subscripts are possible tAx). 

Ricrospace Justification 

When printing justified text on a daisy wheel printer, the white space in each 
line is evenly distributed between the words and characters for superior 
appearance. On printers not capable of incremental spacing, and on the termi
nal display while editing, justification is accomplished by varying the number 
of blanks between words. 

~rator Options 

The operator may specify any combination of the follCMing printing features: 

o starting and ending page numbers 

o use of Ilform feed II characters 

o pausing between pages for single-sheet paper loading 

o printing exact file contents without page formatting 

o outputting to a disk file instead of the printer 

Print operation can be suspended or aborted at any time while printing is 
being performed, whether or not a document is being edited. 

THE MAILRERGE OPTION 

WordStar's MaiLMerge option allCMs production of form letters and provides 
other enhanced printing capabilities. The separately supplied MaiLMerge 
option activates the IMaiLMerge" comnand. The MaiLMerge comnand has all of 
the capabilities of the regular print function (as described above) except the 
ability to edit while printing, plus a number of additional capabilities, 
including the following: 
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Section 1 Introduction 

Merging Text 

MailMerge can insert variable information into a document and automatically 
print a copy for each set of data. For example, a personalized letter can be 
produced for each name and address on a mailing list. The letter is prepared 
with the edit function in the usual manner, with imbedded directives added to 
control the merging. The information to be inserted commonly comes from a 
IIdata file ll

; alternately, the operator may be queried for variable informa
tion, or values may be set at the beginning of a document for insertion at 
multiple places in the document. 

JBta Files 

Data files containing mailing lists or other information to be inserted into 
documents by MailMerge may be prepared with WordStar's edit function or with 
MicroPro's screen-oriented data entry program, DataStar. The compatible for
mat used also allows generation of data files by programs written in BASIC or 
another language. 

Nested and Olained Printing 

One document may invoke another document file by name during printout. 
IlBoiler plate ll paragraphs used in many documents can be recorded on separate 
files and invoked from as many documents as desired; insertion of variable 
information and reformatting may be performed during printout of the invoked 
file. A large document that is maintained on multiple files may be printed 
with a single operator request through the use of a control file containing 
commands to invoke printout of the various sections. 

Screen Display and Inp.It 

Corrmands "may be imbedded in a document file to display messages to the opera
tor on the screen during printout, and to request operator input of variable 
information. 

Printing Multiple {»pies 

A conmand may be imbedded in a document to cause repeated pr inting. Such 
repetition also occurs automatically when variable information is read fram a 
data file. In addition, the operator may request multiple-copy printing when 
MailMerge is invoked. The operator-requested multiple-copy printout comple
ments that invoked by commands in the file, to permit producing (for example) 
two or more copies of each letter printed fram a mailing list. 

Print-Time Fomatting 

The forming of text into lines, normally done during text entry with 
WordStar's edit function, is also performed by MailMerge. Thus, variable 
information may be inserted in mid-paragraph: MailMerge will realign the 
margins as necessary. 
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Section 1 Introduction 

Print-'l'ime Onlitionals 

WordStar allows you to write conditional statements to control printing of a 
docmnent. These statements may be canpounded and may contain ar i tl"anetic and 
logical terms. 

ADDITIONAL WORDSTAR FEATURES 

Keyboard Buffering 

If the operator types faster than the screen display can respond, the key
strokes are saved until they can be processed. Also, screen updating is 
usually suspended until WOrdStar catches up with processing all the key
strokes. Thus, the operator can enter text or type commands at high speed, 
then pause when he/she wishes to see the latest screen display. The only 
exception to this is during disk I/O, which is indicated by a message at the 
top of the screen as well as the usual noise from the disk drive. 

Convenient Defaults 

While WOrdStar has many options and user-set quantities, all are set to gen
erally useful values at startup. For example, the left margin is at column 1, 
the right margin is at column 65 and there are tab stops every 5 columns. The 
page paper length defaults to 66 lines long for normal 11 inch forms, with 
margins at the top and bottom. Thus, WordStar can be used initially without 
even knowing how to change these variables, and there will rarely be need to 
change more than a fe.w of them for a typical document. 
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Section 2 

COMPATIBILITY 

Section 2 
System Requirements 

System Requirements 

WordStar is compatible with a wide variety of hardware configurations, and can 
share files with other software: 

File O>mpatibility 

The disk files used by WordStar for documents are standard CP/M text files, 
with very minor additions; a "non-docurnent" edit mode is available to suppress 
even the minor differences. All formatting features such as word wrap, 
justification, and settable tabs can be individually enabled and disabled. 
The formatting performed by the print command can be suppressed. 

Thus, WordStar is useful as a general purpose text editor/print despooler as 
well as a self-contained word processing system. It may be used to edit 
program source files, to input files for other text formatters, for data 
entry, etc. The print function may be used to print output written to disk by 
other applications or programs (even while you use the edit function to pre
pare the input for the next run!). 

Terminal Compatibility 

Once installed, WordStar's video editing function will operate on almost any 
CRT terminal or video board 16 x 64 or larger that has a cursor positioning 
function and that is accessible as a console device under CP/M (also Apple II 
16 x 40). If the CRT has line insert and line delete functions, these will be 
used for split screen update after changes in the text. If the CRT has a 
highlighting method such as inverse video or bright/dim, the highlighting 
method will be used to distinguish menus and other prompts from the text being 
edited, as well as for distinguishing blocks of text "marked" in preparation 
for block copy, move, or delete. Certain memory-mapped video boards meeting 
requirements detailed in the Installation Manual can alternately be operated 
in direct memory access mode for extra fast and smooth screen update. 

Printer O>mpatibility 

WordStar will drive almost any p~inter, whether it is Teletype-like or daisy 
wheel, and whether it is accessed via CP/M's "list output" logical device or 
via direct hardware I/O instructions issued by WordStar. OEM daisy wheel and 
similar printers are supported when used with the MicroPro "I/O Master" S-Hm 
interface board. 

For daisy wheel and similar incremental printers, variable line spacing (1 to 
127 forty-eighths of an inch), variable character pitch (1 to 127 one-hundred
twentieths of an inch), and automatic microspace justification are supported. 
For other printers, selection of two character widths is supported (when 
supported by the printer) and limited user-definable access to other special 
control sequences is provided. Subscripts, superscripts, and boldface text 
print differently on non-incremental printers. 
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It is possible to use a fast printer for drafts and a daisy wheel for finished 
copy with no special considerations other than creating two versions of 
WordStar installed for different printers. 

'The INSTALL program supplied with WordStar allows easy menu selection of any 
of about twenty common terminal types and of one of the following printers 
(see Appendices A, B, and C for complete lists): 

o Diablo 1619/1628/1649/1658 

o Qume Sprint 5 

o NFX: Spinwriter 5519/5528 

o OEM daisy wheel printer (Diablo Hy-Type II, Qume Sprint 3, NEC 
55000) connected to either a MicroPro "1/0 Master" interface board 
or an Imsai PIo-4/4 with an Imsai cable G 

o Teletype-like printer 

Operation of the INSTALL program is described in the Installation Manual. 
Installation for unusual terminals, video boards, and printers is handled by 
''patching'' the program. Extensive provisions have been made for user patching 
to accomodate various console and printer devices, as well as to customize 
other features. Such modifications are discussed in the Installation Manual. 

THE TERMINAL 

The Screen 

The screen is capable of displaying at least 16 lines of 64 charactersi· 24 
lines of 80 characters is a common size. We will refer to the leftmost 
character position on each line as "column I", and the rightmost character 
p:>sition as "the right-most column" since the actual number of columns on the 
screen varies from terminal to terminal. 

'!he CUrsor 

The cursor indicates where the next character will appear on the screen. 
Depending on the terminal, the cursor may appear as a rectangle, triangle, or 
underline, and mayor may not blink. 

BighlightiD] 

Many terminals have some way of making certain text stand out on the screen. 
One common method is to use bright and dim displaYi another is inverse video, 
whereby the characters to be differentiated are black on a white background 
instead of white on a black background. If your terminal has one of these 
highlighting methods and WordStar is installed to use it, WordStar will use 
highlighting to distinguish menus and error messages from text, and to indi
cate text in the document that has been "marked" as a block. 
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Insert and Delete Line 

Many terminals have special control codes to permit deleting or inserting a 
line of text on the screen, automatically moving the lines below up or down. 
If your term,inal has these capabilities and WordStar is correctly installed to 
use them, WordStar will use split screen upward and downward scrolling to 
achieve rapid screen update as text is edited or scanned. 

Most computer keyboards are similar to typewriter keyboards, but with a number 
of additional keys. Placement and labelling of keys varies from keyboard to 
keyboard. A 'picture of a typical keyboard showing all keys that are essential 
to use of WordStar is shown below (see Appendix B of the Installation Manual 
for keyboard arrangements of special versions such as the TRS-80 Model I): 

space bar 

Typical. Keyboard 

The CTRL key is used like a shift key to enter the control characters 
(control-A through control-Z). TO type a control character, hold the CTRL key 
down while typing the letter. In this manual, "control II is abbreviated II ...... ; 

that is, .... A means control-A, typed by holding down CTRL and typing an A; "B 
means control-B, etc. COntrol characters are used for commands to WordStar, 
to tell WordStar to do something; other keys enter document characters. 

Your DEL key may be labelled DELETE, RUB or RUBOUT and mayor may not be 
shared with the underscore key and mayor may not require SHIM' to activate. 

Your ESC key may be labelled ESCAPE. 

The RRIURN key may be labelled C'.ARRIAGE RE'lURN or ENrER. 

Note that the space bar is for entering spaces. Unlike on a typewriter, you 
cannot use the space bar to move over characters already on the screen. 
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A number of additional keys may be present, including: 

BACl<SPACE: same as ..... Hi use with WordStar for backspacing. 
TAB: same as ..... Ii use with WordStar for tabbing. 

LINE FEED: same as ..... J. 

Some terminal keyboards have four cursor motion keys with arrows pointing in 
four directionsi these can be activated for WordStar through special installa
tion procedures (Installation Manual). 

Many terminals have a REP~ key which may be held down along with another key 
to type that character continuouslYi other terminals auto-repeat any character 
~hose key is held down. 

OTHER COMPONENTS 

'l'be Disk Drives 

In addition to the terminal, a computer suitable for WordStar use has one or 
more disk drives into which diskettes may be inserted for file storage. To 
use WordStar, you should know how to load diskettes into your particular 
drives. Before beginning extensive entry of documents, you should have a 
supply of blank diskettes. Also, remember that you cannot change diskettes 
indiscriminately while using WordStar--the appropriate times for changing the 
diskette in a drive will be described in Section 4 ("Changing Diskettes"). 

"!he Rest of the CcIIp1ter 

The remainder of the computer need not be understood to make effective use of 
WordStar. We will occasionally refer to parts of the computer such as ''RAM'' 
(random access memory) for the better understanding of those familiar with 
such termsi if such words are all Greek to you, don't be concerne<L 

WordStar operates under CP/M and a few other operating systems. The operating 
system is used by WordStar to maintain files of data on diskette, and by the 
user for a number of utility functions. (Files are discussed in Sections 3 
and 4.) After turning your computer on, you must start ("boot") your opera
ting system before you can invoke WordStar. Refer to your computer or opera
ting system instruction manuals for "booting" directions. 

When you turn on your computer and boot CP/M, the system's "console command 
processor" (probably referred to as the CCP in your system manuals) is 
invoked. It prompts with UA)" and waits for you to enter a command. 

WordStar can then be called up by typing ''WS'' and pressing carriage return, as 
discussed in greater detail in the Reference ~ 

There are also a number of CP/M commands ("console commands") which can be 
given at this point. Functions performed by CP/M commands needed in con
junction with WordStar use include 

o 

2-4 

Determining the amount of space left on a diskette (STAT command in 
most systems). 
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o Determining the size of a particular file (USTAT filename h
). 

o Making a copy of a file on another diskette (PIP command). 

PIP may be used to make backup copies of documents, as well as to set up 
diskettes (Section 4). You may also use the WordStar copy command to copy 
files (refer to the Reference Manual). 
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Files and Diskettes: Part 1 

FILES 

Understanding the nature of a file is important to understanding the operation 
of WordStar. Since we will refer to files frequently, we will discuss them 
and related concepts before proceeding. 

What is a file? A file is a collection of characters stored, in order, under 
a name, on a diskette. 

Text files 

Files containing text are used to store documents, such as letters, books, 
grocery lists, and so on diskette. When you enter a document int9 the compu
ter with WordStar, you are using WordStar to create a file containing the text 
of the document. When you make corrections in a document, you are modifying an 
existing file. 

Documents and Files 

Generally, we will use the words "file" and "document" interchangeably to 
refer to the textual material being entered or altered with WordStar. OCca
sionally, of course, what you think of as a "document" may not correspond to a 
"file". For example, a book (a large document!) might have each chapter stored 
as a separate file, or a commonly used paragraph (less than a document) might 
be stored on a separate file for later retrieval for inclusion in future docu
ments. 

structure of a Text File 

The characters are stored in a file containing text in exactly the order you 
would type them on a typewriter. Every place you would hit the space bar, a 
"space" character is stored in the file. At the end of each line, where you 
would return the carriage, there is a "carriage return" character stored in 
the file. 

Note 

There really is a "character" for "carriage return" that is stored 
between lines in the file. You can take advantage of this knowledge 
when editing a document. For example, if you want to join two lines 
together, you delete the "carriage return" at the end of the first 
line. If you command the cursor to back up from the beginning of a 
line, the cursor goes to the end of the preceding line. 

(Technically speaking, there are two characters, called "carriage 
return" and "line feed", between lines of a text file. Since 
WordStar automatically manipulates the line feed along with the 
carriage return, the user need not be aware of the second character 
except in a few specific contexts which will be mentioned later.) 
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~ Importance of Saving 'l'ert 

A.file is the only non-ephemeral storage in the computer. Text entered into 
WordStar (or modif ication to previously entered text) is permanently filed 
only when the operator gives one of WordStar's save commands. For example, if 
you enter text then turn off your computer without saving, the text will be 
gone when you turn the computer on again. Save your ~entl 

NAMING FILES 

A file is identified by a 'Iname"; this name is typed whenever the file is 
referred to, (e.g., to determine its size, edit it, or print it). A name is 
chosen for a file when it is created. The name may be changed with a CP/M 
system command (REN) or with the WordStar rename command (see NNo-File 
Commands, II Reference Manual). 

Name am Type 

As described in detail in your operating system documentation, a file name 
contains up to three parts: the primary part is a name consisting of one to 
eight letters and/or digits (most punctuation characters can also be used). 
Lower case letters may be typed in, but they are taken as equivalent to upper 
case letters. This name can optionally be followed by a period and one to 
three more characters called the "typell or "extensionll• Commonly, type IX)C is 
used for documents to distinguish them from other files, but blank (omitted) 
file types also work. Examples of valid file names as described so far: 

ABC.XYZ 
X 

Drive Name 

IBrrER.OOC 
GRX:ERY .LST 

ClIAPrERl. .OOC 
XXS-8-79.00c 

The third part of a file name, a drive letter, is optional. It is entered 
first and separated from the rest of the name with a colon. This letter, A or 
B (or C or D if you have more drives) specifies the drive (A or B) containing 
the diskette for the file. Examples: 

A:ABC.D B:FOO B:ABRA~.BRA 

When no letter is included in the file name, the file name is assumed to be on 
the drive currently logged. 

A file name as we have just described it may be referred to as an-liunambiguous 
file namell or lIufnll in your system documentation. 

(])oosing File Names 

File names may be chosen any way you wish, provided the same name and type are 
not already in use for another file on the same diskette, except that you 
should not use type ''BAKII (backup). Choose something that helps you remember 
the file contents. 
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DI&a::1're:s All) FILES 

1be Logged Disk Drive 

The "Logged DriveN (or current logged drive or current drive) is the disk 
drive used for any file for which no drive letter is entered when the file 
name is entered. The logged drive is drive A when the operating system (CP/M) 
is started. The logged drive may be changed with a CP/M command (by typing 
drive letter followed by a colon to the console command processor), or with 
WordStar commands (described later). For example, if you are going to be 
working with files on a diskette in drive B, you might find it convenient to 
change the logged drive to B to eliminate the need to type B: before each file 
name. 

WordStar displays the file directory (i.e., the names of all files on the 
diskette) of the logged drive. Thus, to view the file directory of drive B, 
you must change the logged dr i ve to dr i ve B. 

Diskette capacity 

A diskette has a fixed capacity in characters (bytes). This is the total for 
all files on the diskette, including non-text files such as the WordStar 
program or PIP or STAT as well as your documents. The exact number of charac
ters varies with the diskette type and system; an ordinary 8-inch single
density IBM-compatible diskette will hold a total of 24lK (243,892) characters 
on most systems. The total number of files is also limited (sometimes to 64), 
but unless you use very short files, the total number of characters is the 
limiting factor. 

If a diskette gets full, it may be impossible to save a document that has just 
been entered or corrected. It is not permissable to change diskettes after 
entry or correction of a file has begun, so check your disk space (STAT 
command in most systems) before commencing entry or correction. If the 
diskette you are using doesn't have lots of extra space on it, start another. 
Watch your disk space! 

File Sizes 

A printed page of text usually contains two or three thousand characters; the 
exact size of course depends on the line length, number of lines, and number 
of blank lines. A system console command is available (STAT filename in most 
systems) to display the current size of a given file. 

While you are learning WordStar, you will probably work with files of moderate 
size--several pages only. With such files, it is prudent to keep empty space 
on the diskette equal to twice the size of your largest document. When the 
space gets less than this, start a new diskette; if you are going to be adding 
to existing files, move some of them to the new diskette. 

For large files, of course, it may not be practical to keep this much space, 
as the file may be bigger than a third the capacity of a diskette. We recom
mend that, when practical, large documents be divided into several files of 
moderate size. For example, each chapter of a book might be a separate file. 
We will discuss large file considerations further in the Reference Manual. 
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File Backup 

Prudent data processing practice includes keeping addi tional copies of all 
data. This permits recovery if a file is destroyed by any unforeseen ci~cum
stances such as computer breakdown, power failure, accidentally deleting the 
wrong file, spilling a cup of coffee on the diskette, etc. 

In microcomputer word processing, the best method of backup is to make a copy 
of the file on a different diskette, then remove this diskette and store it 
safely. Any time you have invested considerable effort in correcting or up
dating a file, exit from WordStar and make another backup. Be sure to label 
your backup diskettes carefully - next time you go to use the document, you 
will want to be sure you can identify the latest version! 

Files may be copied in most systems with a command called "PIP"; refer to your 
system documentation. WordStar also has a file copy command that will be 
described later. Some systems have a command with a name such as DISKCOPY 
that makes and verifies a copy of an entire diskette; if this is available, it 
is the best method due to the verification. 

Orderly and regular backup procedures take little effort and will save much 
grief should a file loss or diskette loss ever occur. Back up your filesl 
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SETTING UP DISKETTES 

Initializing diskettes requires greater understanding of the operating system 
commands than other aspects of WordStar use. In some installations, a single 
individual may learn this process, and make a supply of initialized diskettes 
for use by a number of typists, who will then need only to understand the 
operation of WordStar proper. Be sure, however, to keep extra initialized 
diskettes at hand and make sure all operators know how to monitor the empty 
space on their diskettes. 

WordStar Installation 

If you don't already have a copy of WordStar installed to work with your 
terminal and printer, refer to the Installation Manual before attempting to 
initialize a diskette or to use WordStar. 

wordStar Files 

The WordStar program consists of the following files: 

WS.a>M 

WSMffiS. OVR 

WSOVLYI.OVR 

MAIIMRGE.OVR 

Main "Program. The program loaded when you call up 
WordStar. In order to call up WordStar, you must have 
this file on the diskette in the drive you call it from 
(normally A). (You can select another name dur ing instal
lation. For details, see the Installation Manual.) 

Message File. The text of all WordStar messages and 
menus. This file should always be on-line when WordStar 
is in use. WSMSGS.OVR may be on the diskette in drive A, 
or in the diskette. in the logged drive (if other than A)-
WordStar will find it either place. 

Overlay File. WordStar overlays. This file contains 
elements of theWordStar program, and must be on-line at 
all times in order to use WordStar. 

MailMerge File (Optional). MailMerge overlays. This 
file, which must be present on the system in order to use 
the optional MailMerge command, is supplied separately. 

Setting Up a WordStar System Diskette 

You will normally want to put the following on each WordStar working diskette: 

1. The "system image": the portion of· the operating system read into 
RAM whenever the system boots or warm-restarts (this includes when 
WordStar exits to the system). This is not a file, but is on a 
reserved area of the diskette, copied from one diskette to another 
with a special, system-dependent program sometimes called SYSGEN. 
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2. The files for any "transient" CP/M commands you wish. We recommend 
STAT. COM and PIP.COM for all diskettes. 

3. The files required by WordStar: 

a. WS.COM, the WS program (as produced by the "installation" 
procedure, described in the Installation Manual). 

b. WSMSGS.OVR, the WordStar message text file. This file should 
always be on the diskette in drive A, or on the diskette in the 
logged drive. 

c. WSOVLYl.OVR, the WordStar overlay file. This file must always 
be on the diskette in the logged drive, or on the diskette in 
drive A. We recommend that you keep a diskette containing all 
three of these files in drive A whenever you use WordStar. 

d. MAILMRGE.OVR (optional). This file must be present on the dis
kette in drive A (or in the logged drive) in order to use 
WordStar's MailMerge capability. 

In most systems, files (items 2 and 3) are moved with the CP/M utility program 
PIP; refer to your operating system documentation. Once your WordStar is 
installed, a WordStar command may also be used to move files. 

Work Diskettes 

A diskette in drive B can be used for document file storage only. It need 
have none of the above items on it (provided WSMffiS.OVR and WSOVLYl.OVR are on 
the diskette in drive A), making its entire capacity available for document 
storage. (However, it is often to include items 2 and 3 for convenience.) 

Note 

For WordStar to operate, there must always be a diskette in drive A, 
and also in the logged drive if other than A. 

(]JAR;IK; DISKEI'IES 

']be Simple and Safe Rule 

Change diskettes only when the system is ready to accept a command (A> or B> 
prompt), and after changing diskettes type control-C ("C). Don't forget the 
AC! Changing diskettes at the wrong time, such as when WordStar is editing 
or printing a file, or forgetting the control-C results in errors under some 
versions, and destroys existing files under other versions. Under certain 
systems, AC is unnecessary, but it does no harm. 

1.be WordStar Exception 

When WordStar is running, diskettes may be changed if WordStar is neither 
editing a file nor printing. The no-file menu (descrlbed later) must be on 
the screen, and printing must be inactive. AC is not used in this case. 
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Used with caution, this exception is a convenience: it makes it unnecessary to 
re-invoke WordStar to edit a file on a different diskette, and eliminates the 
need to have WS.COM take up diskette space when working with large files. 

There is no general provision for changing diskettes in the midst of an edi~ 
Make sure you have plenty of working space on your diskette before invoking 
WordStar. 

caution 

Never change diskettes while editing or printing! 

When initiating editing with WordStar, the operator enters a file name. This 
may be the name of an existing file to be altered, or the name of a new file 
into which text is to be entered. The processes of altering an existing docu
ment and entering a new document are the same in WordStar, except of course 
that the new document starts out empty. 

saving a I))ct1DP'lt 

When an existing document is edited, the changes are entered temporarily into 
an ephemeral working document; no change is made in the permanent diskette 
storage until one of WordStar's save commands is given. When you save the 
document, the previous version of the file is changed to type I 'BAR II (backup), 
and the contents of the working document are filed under the file name of the 
previous version (see the illustration below under "SummaryU). 

For example, if you edit a previously entered file named LETTER.DOC, after 
saving it the new version will be on the original file name (LETTER. DOC) and 
the version of the document that existed before the edit will now be called 
LE'ITER. BAK. 

When a new document is entered, the text goes into the working document as it 
is entered and is permanently recorded on diskette only when a save command is 
given. After saving the first time, the entered text will be on the specified 
file name. There will be no BAK file since there was no prior version. 

To review, the working document is the version of the document containing 
changes and additions made during editing. The original file is not altered 
until you give a save command (and even then the original version is kept, 
with type BAK). If the edit is interrupted for any reason-operator command, 
power failure, etc.--the working document is lost and the original file is 
unchanged (non-existent for a new file). 

The most important point about the working document is its transitory nature: 
working document text is not permanently recorded on diskette until you ~ 
i~ Save your document! For convenience, WordStar contains a "save and re
editll command which does a complete save, then initiates editing of the file 
just saved. Use of this command periodically during long edit sessions is 
highly recommended. 
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Best:oring the Backup File 

Alternately, if you make changes in a document, then decide before saving that 
you want the original kept, you may use WordStar's abandon command as des
cribed later. This command discards the working document, leaving the origi
nal file unchanged. 

If you discover after saving that you made drastic errors while editing file 
LETT~DOC, you may recover the prior version by using operating system com
mands to copy or rename LE'ITER.BAK to LETTERJX)C, or by using WordStar's "read 
additional file" command. 

Note that only one prior version is kept. If you want to keep a version 
indefinitely, make a copy on another file name--say ~OLD or ~00l. 
If the "save and re-edit" command is used during an edit, the BAl< file (upon 
completion) will be the version at the last "save and reedit". 

We have made three important points in the above paragraphs: 

4-4 

1. Disk files aren1t changed at all until a save command is given, and 
any work not saved will be lost. 

2. When an existing file is edited and saved, the new version is filed 
under the original primary name and type. 

3. When an existing file is edited and saved, the previous version is 
filed under the original primary name and type BAK. 

Working 

Document TEXT.DOC 
==> 

in RAM (Disk File) 

(TEXT. DOC) 

________ v ______ __ 

TEXT.BAK 

(Disk File) 

Sanple Backup Procedure 
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File Update in Detail 

We will now describe the implementation of the ~orking document and the file 
changes which occur when a file is edited in a more precise and technical 
manner, and point out implications for large documents. (New and non-techni
cal readers may skip the rest of this section). 

During an edit, the working document is stored in RAM and, for large docu
ments, on temporary disk files that are created and erased automatically. 
Initially, the beginning of the original (input) document is read from disk 
into RAM for display and possible modification. As you proceed through the 
document, additional text is automatically read as required. If and when the 
capacity of your RAM is reached, some of the text from the beginning of what 
is in RAM is automatically written to a temporary output file. 

Upon saving, the rest of the text is copied to this temporary file. Then, any 
existing BAK file is deleted, the input file is renamed to type BAK, and the 
temporary file is renamed to the file name being edited, thus becoming the 
output file. 

If you move the cursor backwards through the file over more characters than 
are contained in RAM (the number of characters RAM will hold depends on how 
much RAM you have), text is read back from this temporary output file, and, if 
necessary, text from the end of that in RAM is written to another temporary 
file. This backing up operation is logically transparent, but it is slow and 
uses extra diskette space for the additional working file. 

Thus, large files can be edited most rapidly and with minimum diskette space 
requirements by working forward through the file, from the beginning to the 
end. To move from near the end to near the beginning, use a "save and reedit" 
command ("KS) as described later. Saving is a relatively quick operation 
because, if the cursor is near the end of the document when the save command 
is given, much of the text is already in the temporary file which is renamed 
to become the output file. 
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section 5 
Editing a Document 

This section introduces the concepts and terminology relating to WordStar's 
on-screen formatting. Section 6 describes those concepts that apply to 
printing. Descriptions of the specific editing commands and print directives 
are given in the Reference Manual. 

LINE-FORMING 

Here we will introduce WordStar's on-screen line formatting features, word 
wrap and paragraph reform, and define a number of terms used when discussing 
WordStar. 

Margins 

WordStar uses left and right margins that determine where on the page the text 
appears and how long the lines are. Like a typewriter, the left margin and 
right margin are set to the desired columns; the difference between them 
determines the line lengt~ By default, the left margin is column 1 and the 
right margin is column 65; commands for changing the margins will be described 
later. 

Line Spacing 

WordStar allows you to set single, double, triple, or greater line spacing; 
the default is single. 

Justification 

"Justified" text has additional spaces inserted between the words to make the 
right end of each line in a paragraph come out exactly at the right margin; 
"ragged right" text does not l'l.ave these spaces. The bulk of this manual is an 
example of "justified" text; this particular paragraph is ragged right to 
provide an example of the difference. WordStar's justification is on by de
fault, but may be turned off to produce ragged right text. Some users prefer 
ragged right, e.g. for correspondence which they wish to appear hand-typed. 

Note 

Justified text is always displayed on the screen with whole spaces 
inserted to achieve justification; this leads to uneven word 
spacing. However, if you have a daisy wheel printer capable of 
incremental spacing and WordStar is properly installed for it, the 
printed copy will be "microspace justified" with the white space 
added evenly throughout the line. 

Margins, line spacing, and justification are all applied automatically by 
WordStar to text as it is entered, or upon command to previously entered text. 
We will refer to this process as forming the text; and will describe the 
process in more detail. 
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Forming a line 

Given a collection of words, WordStar ~ a "line h in the document as 
follows: 

1. Establishes the left margin: inserts the necessary number of spaces 
to move from colwnn 1 to left margin coltnnn. 

2. Places as many words as fit on the line. If all the words fit, then 
this is a partial line and WordStar stops here. Otherwise, saves 
the excess words for later lines and does steps 3 and 4. 

3. If justification is on, adds spaces between words to align right 
margin. 

4. Adds a carriage return to the end of the line--or two for double 
spacing, three for triple spacing, and so on. 

Word Wrap 

When word wrap is on (as it is by default), lines are automatically formed as 
text is entered by the operator. The operator types words, without using the 
return key within a paragraph. On the first keystroke, indentation to the 
left margin occurs; whenever text is typed beyond the right margin, a line is 
"formed" as described, and the partly-typed word that did not fit on the line 
is moved down to the next screen line and over to the left margin. This all 
happens automatically; the operator just keeps typing, and the lines form on 
the screen as they will print. 

Word Wrap 

REFORMING A PARAGRAPH 

A doctnnent is a changing entity. After entry, one usually makes revisions and 
corrections. During entry, one can pause in typing, read the screen, and 
immediately start rewriting. Or, one might want to change the margins or line 
spacing of text already entered, or change text from justified to ragged right 
or vice versa. Thus, WordStar must be able to "reform." text already entered. 

Text is reformed by applying the line forming procedure described above re
peatedly until all words to the end of the paragraph have been formed into 
lines. First, of course, all the spaces and carriage returns added by pre
vious forming are removed. 
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This brings us to a very important point. WordStar must know where the 
paragraph ends. When reforming, the words in a paragraph are regrouped, 
frequently changing the line break points. However, the reforming process 
must not continue across the end of a paragraph - the next paragraph must 
begin on a new line, even if the last line of the preceding paragraph was not 
full of words. The same situation occurs with tables, columnar lists, etc: 
the user wants the text in these divided into lines as originally entered; 
WordStar should never remove the carriage returns between the lines of a table 
or list. Similarly, user-entered blank lines should not be removed from the 
document. 

Thus, there is the need to record in the file permanent, user-entered line 
breaks that WordStar will not alter when reforming, as distinct from the line 
breaks between lines in a paragraph, which are supplied by WordStar and which 
may be moved or removed as necessary during the reforming of the paragraph. 
This distinction is handled via permanent and temporary carriage returns. 

Carriage Returns 

PERMANOO (I'HARPII) CARRIAGE ~ 

A permanent ("hard") carriage return is a carriage return used at a point in 
the file where the user wants a line break, as at the end of a paragraph or 
between lines of a table. All permanent ("hard") carriage returns are expli
citly entered by the user, usually with the RETURN key. Permanent carriage 
returns are never moved or removed by WordStar's reforming process. The 
presence of a permanent (or "hard") carriage return at the end of a document 
line is indicated on the screen by a "<" in the rightmost column of the 
screen. 

TEMPORARY ("SOFr") CARRIAGE m:mEN 

A temporary ("soft") carriage return is a carriage return supplied by WordStar 
in the process of forming lines, either under word wrap during text entry or 
during paragraph reform upon user command. Temporary carriage returns will be 
moved or removed freely by WordStar upon later reformation of the text; thus, 
they should be present only between lines of a paragraph or at other points 
where the user does not want a fixed line break. The presence of a temporary 
(or IIsoftl') carriage return at the end of a line is indicated on the screen by 
a hlank rightmost column. 

To review, all carriage returns supplied by WordStar in the process of automa
tically forming lines are "soft" carriage returns and may be moved or removed 
by WordStar if the text is later reformed; all carriage returns entered by the 
user are ''hard'' carriage returns (indicated by < in the rightmost screen co
lumn) and will not be moved or removed except by an explicit editing command. 

When entering text under word wrap, do not use the RETURN key between lines of 
a paragraph, but do use the RETURN key wherever you want a fixed line break 
(e.g., the end of a paragraph, between lines of a table, after headings and 
ti tIes, etc). To make a blank line (as between block paragraphs) press the 
RETURN key a second time. 

Spaces 

WordStar also makes a distinction between the spaces entered by the user and 
the spaces supplied by the system: 
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P~ ("HARP") .5.fACE. 

A permanent ("hard") space is a space entered into the file by the user, by 
pressing the space bar. Permanent (or "hard") spaces are never deleted by 
WordStar's reforming process. 

TEMPORARY ("SOFl"I) .s.mcE 

A temporary ("soft") space is a space supplied by WordStar in the process of 
forming lines: the spaces to the left of the left margin, and the spaces added 
between words to achieve justification (when justification is on). All exis
ting temporary (or "soft") spaces are deleted before a line is reformed, as an 
insertion or margin change may reduce the number of spaces needed. 

WordStar never forgets spaces typed by the user. Spaces that fall at the end 
of a line are not visible, but they will reappear if later reforming makes 
them fall in mid line. User-entered spaces at the beginning of a paragraph 
(after a hard carriage return) are forced to the right of the left margin, 
like any other character. 

When entering text under word wrap, wherever you want a space, type a space. 
For example, indented paragraphs can be formed by pressing the space bar a 
number of times just after pressing the RETURN key to end the previous para
graph. This will cause the first line of the paragraph to be indented from 
the left margin, i.e., a number of columns more than the rest of the para
graph. 

If you like two spaces after periods, type that way, and WordStar will never 
print the sentences closer than that. The spaces may fall at the end of the 
line when initially entered, but they will be remembered. (The sentences may 
also print farther apart, because of justification.) 

Hyphenation 

WordStar has a "hyphen-help" feature that allows you to hyphenate words when 
reforming paragraphs for better line appearance. When WordStar is reforming a 
paragraph and encounters a word that will not fit at the end of a line, a 
prompt will be displayed to allow you to insert a hyphen if desired before 
continuing to reform the paragraph. WordStar will indicate a position for the 
proposed hyphen; you may place the hyphen elsewhere within the word if you 
prefer. After the word has been hyphenated, or if you instruct WordStar to 
skip the hyphen, WordStar will continue reforming the paragraph. Hyphen-Help 
may be turned on or off as desired. 

Summary of Reforming 

Text that has been entered with the RETURN key used only at paragraph ends, 
blank lines, and other fixed line breaks can be partially or wholly reformed 
at will to change the margins, line spacing, or to change between justified 
and ragged right format. There is nothing done by word wrap as text is 
entered that cannot be redone as often as desired by the paragraph reform 
command. Thus, one can initially concentrate on entering the text of a docu
ment without regard to format; subsequently, one can manipulate the margins, 
spacing, and justification to achieve the desired appearance. 
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Section 6 
Printing a Document 

Section 5 described line forming, which is done as text is entered and altered 
and is recorded in the file and visible on the screen. This section intro
duces the additional formatting operations done as text is being printed by 
the print function, under the control of optional print directives entered in 
the file. 

Paginatioo. 

The print function divides the text into pages, and can add headings and page 
numbers. Page breaks (both conditional and unconditional) can be specified by 
the user where desired; otherwise the print function starts a new page when
ever a page is full. 

Since the appropriate places for page breaks can change as text is added, 
deleted, or moved, the page breaks are not recorded in the file. However, the 
places where they will fall are displayed on the screen by the dynamic ~ 
~ diRPlay feature, described later in this section. 

Special Effects 

Subscripts, superscripts, boldface, underline, and other special printing 
effects are activated by special characters entered into the file before and 
after the desired text. During editing, these characters display as control 
characters; during printout, the print function responds appropriately to 
produce the desired effect. These features may thus be used freely in mid
paragraph -- they fall through word wrap and paragraph reform with no special 
user consideration; there is no need to manually align the underline with the 
text to be underlined, or to align the subscript with the space it prints in. 

Changes in line height, character width, and ribbon color, insofar as suppor
ted by your particular printer, can also be performed by the print function in 
response to directives imbedded in the file. 

User control of print formatting is accomplished via print directives imbedded 
in the file. WordStar has two types of print directives, ~ control 
characters and M commands_ 

Print control characters are single-character directives for functions such as 
begin/end underline or change ribbon color; print control characters can be 
used freely in mid-word, mid-line and mid-paragraph. 

Dot commands are special lines entered into the file for functions such as 
setting the paper length, or specifying a page heading, or causing a new page 
to be begun. All dot commands have defaults suitable for normal use. 
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Print Omtrol Qaracters 

Print control characters are single-character commands entered into the file 
to specify functions, including begin/end underline, begin/end strikeout or 
change ribbon color. 

For example, a control-S character in the file turns underlining on if off, or 
off if on. To print 

The word underline is Wlderlined. 

type the following: 

The word ~P~SUnderline~P~S is Wlderlined. 

and see this displayed on the screen: 

The word ~SUnderline~S is underlined. 

(where ~S represents a control-S character--not a caret and an SI) 

As described in more detail in the Reference Manual, a print control character 
is entered into the file by typing a special prefix (~P), then the desired 
character. If typed without the prefix, control characters perform editing 
command functions. 

As another example, a control-H character in the file causes the the character 
after the control-H to print in the same position as the character before the 
control-He This facility is useful for printing accent marks over letters, as 
used in a number of European languages. To print 

Ie dix-septiene siecle 

type the following: 

Ie dix-septie~pftH'me sie~pAH'cle 

and see this displayed on the screen: 

Ie dix-septieAB'me sie~H'cle 

All the print control characters are described in the Reference Manual. 

Print control characters can be used freely in mid-line and in mid-paragraph; 
they are treated as other file characters and fall through word wrap and 
paragraph reform with no special operator consideration. When a paragraph is 
reformed, the underlines, etc. move with the words; a phrase can be underlined 
with two ~S's, one at the beginning and one at the end. It doesn't matter if 
the end is on a different line from the beginning. 

However, the columns they occupy on the screen are disregarded in forming 
lines, since the characters themselves don't print. Thus, if a line in a 
paragraph contains an underlined word, that line will appear longer when 
justified on the screen, because of the print controls to start and stop 
underline. Each print control displays as an A and a letter. 
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Dot C'aImands 

DQt commands are special lines entered into the file for purposes such as 
posi tioning the text on the paper, setting the page m.unber, or starting a new 
page. Dot commands do not in themselves print, but control the printing. The 
dot commands have defaults suitable for normal use; you can begin using 
WordStar without using dot commands at all. 

The general form of a dot command begins with a period (hence the name), in 
column 1 (i.e., immediately after a carriage return), followed immediately by 
a 2-letter code in upper or lower case identifying the function, optionally 
followed by a number, text, or other argument depending on the particular 
command. A number, if used, may be separated from the code by nothing, 1 
space, or several spaces. hnY. additional ~ .Qll .the ~.l.ine (up to and 
including the next carriage return) .is assumed .t..Q he .a comment .and .is no..t. 
printed. Here are three examples: 

.Mr 5 

.HE Section II 

.CP 12 

Indicates that a 5-line margin is to be used at the 
top of each page 

Indicates that "Section 11" is to be pr inted at the 
top of each page until another .HE command is given 

Starts a new page if fewer than 12 lines remain on 
the current page 

Full descriptions of all the individual dot commands will be given in the 
Reference Manual. WordStar can be initially learned using the default page 
format. Dot commands are being introduced here because they will be referred 
to frequently in subsequent sections. Dot commands are normally used in con
junctioo with documents rather than programs. Since dot commands invoke print 
functions, they do not appear in the printout unless print formatting is sup
pressed. 

Dot commands are entered into the file like any other text, using the edit 
function as will be described in the following sections. Dot command lines 
are not counted as lines in the page for page break determination, since they 
do not print unless print formatting is suppressed. 

The print function has no error messages for dot commands. Unrecognized dot 
command lines have no effect, and are not printed: they are assumed to be 
comments. However, unrecognized or incomplete dot commands are brought to 
your attention during editing with a "?" in the rightmost column of the screen 
line. 

Avoid document lines intended for printout that begin with a period in column 
1, as they will be taken as dot commands and not printed. For example, be 
sure that a space or other character appears before any ellipsis you use. A 
"trick" to use in this case is to place control characters (such as .... 8 .... S) in 
column 1. The control characters will be dropped when your document is 
printed. (See the Reference Manual for details.) 
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Dynamic Page Break Display 

Dynamic Page Break Display is the ability to continually determine and 
display, while the document is being changed, where the page breaks will fall 
during printing. The pagination information is displayed in two ways: the 
page and line where the cursor is positioned are displayed on the top line of 
the screen, and the following display appears at each page boundary: 

----P 

A page break is displayed wherever a full page would occur on printout, and 
wherever a page break is caused by an unconditional page (.PA) or a condi
tional page (.CP) dot command. 

Dynamic page break display responds to those dot commands which influence the 
number of lines printed on a page: 

.LH (line height) 

.PL (paper length) 

.MT (top margin) 

.MB (bottom margin) 

However, response is limited to these commands at the very beginning of the 
file only, as documents are handled with a constant number of lines on a page. 
(The print function will handle arbitrary changes in vertical page format; the 
dynamic paging limitation relates only to display of page breaks while 
editing. ) 

If one of those dot commands appears in the file in a position where dynamic 
page break display cannot handle it, a warning message appears next to it on 
the screen and the command is ignored for page break display purposes. In 
this case, the printed page breaks may not be the same as those displayed on 
the screen during editing. 

Dynamic page break display can be turned off and is always disabled in the 
non-document edit mode. 
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Terminals Supported 

In general, WordStar may be run on any 48K Z-80, 8080, or 8085 microcomputer 
system that runs under CP/M or one of its derivative operating systems. Here 
are the terminals to which WordStar is known to be compatible, listed in five 
groups (terminals supported with standard installation, terminals supported 
with special installation, terminals available on request, terminals for which 
special versions of WordStar are available, and terminals currently under 
evaluation or development). 

STANDARD INSTALLATION 

The following terminals are supported through simple responses to the standard 
installation menus: 

Beehive 150 

Canpucolor II 

Cromemco 3100 

Flashwriter I 

Flashwriter II 

Heath H-19 (Zenith Z-l9) 

Hewlett Packard 262lA/P 

1MSAI VIO module 

Infoton 1-100 

Lear-Siegler ADM-3A 

Lear-Siegler ADM-3l 

SPECIAL INSTALLATION 

MicroTerm Acr-N 

MicroTerm Acr-V 

Perkin-Elmer 550 

Processor Tec soL(VDM 

Soroc 1Q-120 

S'lI'PC cr-82 

TEC Model 571 

Televideo 912/920 

TRS-80 Model II with FK; CP/M 

TRS-80 Model II with LIFEBOAT CP/M 

The following terminals are supported through special responses to the instal
lation menus (available from your dealer): 

ADDS Regent 25 
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ADDS Regent 45 

ADDS Regent 60 

ADDS VT-100 

DEC VT-52 

Terminals Supported 

DIREcr' VP800/B 

Lear-Siegler ADM-2 

so Systems 

Televideo 950 

The following ter.minals, similarly supported, will soon be available: 

Beehive 0030 

DataMedia Model 2500 

DataMedia Model 3025 

EECO Model D300/400 

ELBIT DS-1920X 

ELBIT DS-4801X 

Infoton 400 

ON REQUEST 

Lear-Siegler ADM-42 

Cl1RON 8030B 

Perkin-Elmer OWL-1200 

Polymorphics VTI module 

Teleray Model 12 

Teleray 3900 

The following terminals can be supported on request, with help from MicroPro's 
Beta test menu. (MicroPro's Technical Services Department requests your 
opinions after testing installations on any of these terminals.) 

ADDS Regent 20 

ADDS Regent 40 

Ann Arbor 6080 

Data General D100/D200 

SPECIAL VERSIONS 

Hazeltine 1400/10/20 

IBM 3101 

TRS-80 Model II w/P&T CP/M 

TRS-80 Model II with Cybernetic CP/M 

Special versions of WordStar are available for the following terminals: 

A-2 

Apple II 40-column 

Apple II 80-column 
M&R Sup'R'Term* (and others) 
Videx Videoterm+ (and others) 

Archives 

* Turns the cursor off 
+ Leaves the cursor on 

Heath H-89 (Zenith Z-89) 
with Lifeboat CP/M 

Heath H-89 (Zenith Z-89) 
with Magnolia CP/M 

Heath H-89 (Zenith Z-89) 
with Zenith CP/M 

Superbrain 
with DOS Version 1.0/2.0 

Superbrain 
with DOS Version 3.0 
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UNDER CONSIDERATION 

The following terminals are presently under consideration for possible future 
support: 

Ampex Dialogue 80 

Datamedia DT80/1 

DEC VT132 

GTe Model 101 

Hazeltine 1552 

Hazeltine Series 80 

IS 64 x 16 VOO 

Ithaca Audio 64 x 16 VDU 

NOT SUPPORTED 

MicroAngelo VOO 

Screensplitter VDU 

SSM VBIB Video module 

SSM VB2 VDU 

SSM VB3 VOO 

TRS-80 Model III 

Xitec SCT-100 VDU 

Wordstar cannot currently be run on the following systems: 

PET 5WI'P Co. 
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Formats Supported 

FORMATS SUPPLIED BY MICROPRO 

The following disk formats are supplied by MicroPro: 

Altos 

Apple II 13-sector 

Apple II 16-sector 

Black Hawk Micropolis Model II 

Q)S Versatile 4 

Conpal.-8B 

Cranenco System III 

Delta 

Digital Microsystems 

Dynabyte 000/2 

Dynabyte 000/4 

Exidy Sorcerer w/Lifeboat CP/M 

Heath H-89 (Zenith Z-89) 

Heath H-8 with H17/H27 

Icom 3712 

Icom 3812 

IMS 8BBB 

IMSAI 8-inch 

ISC Intecolor Model 8B63/836B/8963 

Micranation 

Micropolis Model II 

Mostek 

North Star single-density 

North Star double-density 

NYlac Micropolis Modiel II 

Pertec PCC 2BBB 

Research Machines a-inch 

so Systems 8-inch 

Spacebyte 

SUperbrain 

Tarbell 

TEl 8-inch 

TRS-8B Model I 5-inch 

TRS-8B Model II 

Vector Graphic 

Vector MZ 
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FORMATS SUPPLIED BY MICROPRO O.E.M.s 

The following disk formats are supplied by original equipment manufacturers 
(O.E.M.s) of MicroPro products: 

Archives RAm 

Gnat (WordStar only) 

FORMATS SUPPLIED BY DISTRIBUTORS 

The following disk formats are supplied by various MicroPro distributors: 

B-2 

Altair 8800 disk 

AVIJ Eagle 

BASF System 7100 

Black Hawk single-density 

CDS Versatile 3B 

Cromemco Z2D 

Digi-Log Microterm II 

Durango F-85 

Exidy Sorcerer with Exidy CP/M 

Icam 2411 micro floppy 

IMS 5000 

Imsai 5-inch 

Intel MDS 

Kontron PSI-80 

Meca 5-inch 

Micropolis Model I 

MITS 3200/3202 

MSD 5-inch 

NYlac single-density 

Ohio Scientific C3 

Processor Technology Helios II 

Quay 500/520 

HAIR 

REX 

Sanco 7000 5-inch 

so Systems 5-inch 

TEl 5-inch 

Vista V80 5-inch, single-density 

Vista V200 5-inch, single-density 
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Printers Supported 

WordStar currently supports two kinds of printers, specialty printers and 
teletype-like printers. 

SPECIALTY PRINTERS 

The following bidirectional printers, which offer microspace justification, 
are supported through responses to the standard menus: 

Diablo 63~ 

Diablo l355/55A/55WP Hi-Type I 

NEe 55~~ w/Diablo Hi-Type II interface 

NEC 55l~/2~ w/serial interface 

Diablo l6l~/2~ w/serial interface NEe 5515/25 w/Diablo look-alike serial 

Diablo l64~/165~ (not 1641) NEe 553~ 

rTOH StadNriter l5~~ Qume Sprint 5 w/serial interface 

I'lOH Model l54~ Xerox l71~/2~ 

Xerox l73~ 

Xerox l74~/5~ 

TELETYPE-LIKE PRINTERS 

The following Teletype and Teletype-like printers, which generally support all 
WordStar features except bidirectional printing and microspace justification, 
are also available through responses to the standard installation menus: 

Alphacom Sprinter 4~ ID 4400 

Anadex DP-8~~~ Malibu 165 

Anadex DP-95~~/~1 MicroTek m-8~ 

Base II Model 8~~B MPI Model 88 

Centronics 7~~-9 Okidata Microline 8~ 

Centronics 73~ Paper Tiger 445G 

Centronics 737 Paper Tiger 46~G 

Centronics 779 Paper Tiger 56~ 
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C-2 

CoIrprint 912 

DEC LA34 

Eaton LRC7000 

Epson TX-80 

IBM Selectric (serial) 

Printers Supported 

Teletype 40 

Teletype 43 

Quantex Series 6000 

Texas Instruments TI-8l0 

Xyrnec HY-Q 1000 
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Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

WordStar is a powerful, comprehensive word-processing 
system that is easy to learn and easy to use. Although 
WordStar has a wide range of functions and commands, its 
use at the keyboard is simplified by screen menus that may 
be varied for different levels of users. Even though this 
manual contains over a hundred pages of detailed explana
tions, this does not mean that WordStar is overly complex 
and difficult to learn.WordStar is a visual system which 
you must experience "in the cockpit," i.e., seated at your 
terminal. Nevertheless, every phase of WordStar has been 
carefully documented, along with recommended procedures 
for getting the most out of its features. 

To begin your WordStar experience, sit at a terminal, look 
at the menus, and note the convenient keyboard layout. 
Look at the range of functions, enter some text, and then 
try manipulating it by by changing margins, substituting, 
and inserting. Read the manual, and try the operations on 
your terminal as you read. We hope you will enjoy 
WordStar as much as we've enjoyed putting it together. 
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WordStar Release 3.8 

This manual provides information current to WordStar Release 3.0. Specific 
features that have been added since Release 2.2 include the following: 

Edit Function 

Horizontal Scroiling: Documents wider than 80 columns can now be 
scrolled horizontally across the screen in either direction. You 
will be allowed to set margins up to 240 columns. (See Sections 2 
and 3 for details.) 

COlumn Move: A new command, ,"KN, allows you to move, copy, or delete 
either columns of text or ordinary margin-to-margin blocks. The AKN 
command acts as a toggle between column blocks and regular blocks 
and affects the way the other block commands work. (See Section 6 
for details.) 

New Menus: All menus have been re-designed for easier reading and 
better appearance. Although this re-design has been done mainly to 
accommodate smaller screen sizes, users of larger screen sizes will 
also benefit from it. Each menu will now contain more information, 
will display commands in related groups, and will display each 
group of commands in a more compact area of the screen. (See 
Sections 1 and 2 for details.) 

A New WOrdStar Optioo 

SpellStar: If you have purchased this WordStar option, a new "no
fileb command, S, allows you to check the spelling of words in a 
document. Initially, you are allowed to check against a dictionary 
of some 20,000 words provided by SpellStar; but with continued use 
of this feature, you can then either add to the existing dictionary 
or create new dictionaries of your own. (See Sections 1 and 13 for 
details.) 
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Section I 

Section 1 
Introduction 

Introduction 

This section explains how to start WordStar and describes the commands 
available to you between editing tasks. The section covers everything you 
need to know before starting to enter documents with the editing function, as 
discussed in Section 2. 

STARTING WORDSTAR 

Prerequisites 

Before you can call up WordStar, you must 

• Have a diskette containing a copy of WordStar "installed" to work 
with your terminal and printer. The installed WordStar consists of 
three files (described in the General Information Manual): 

WS.COM (or other name chosen during installation) 

Ws-1SGS .OVR 

WSOVLYl.OVR 

If you or another person have not yet installed WordStar to work on 
your system, see the Installatim Manual. 

• Know how to turn on your computer and "boot" (cold-start) your CP/M 
operating system. Since these procedures depend on the computer and 
the version of CP/M, you will have to refer to other manuals. 

To start WordStar, first boot your operating system (CP/M). When CP/M is 
ready, it will display the prompt "A)" (if A is the logged drive) or "B)" (if 
B is the logged drive). CP/M will also display this prompt any time you exit 
from Wordstar or whenever CP/M completes execution of a system command. 

Calling Up WordStar 

Once the system prompt "A)" appears, there are three ways to call up WordStar: 

At the system prompt "A)" type 

This starts WordStar with no file being edited; a copyright message appears 
for several seconds, then the no-file menu (as described below) is displayed. 
Example (you type underlined text): 
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This basic method is sufficient for initial use; you may defer reading about 
the other two methods for now. 

DIRECrLY lD EDITltN 

Type WS, a space, and the name of the file, including disk drive and type as 
appropriate. WordStar will proceed to editing this file, as though the "edit 
a document" command had been given from the no-file menu as described below. 
Examples (you type underlined text); 

A>WS IBITER·OOC RE'lURN 

A>WS B:AeC • XXX RE'lURN 

DIRECTLY lD EDITltN 
ON MmHER D.lS.K D.BIYE. 

This method is for extremely long files, where the new file must be placed on 
a different diskette because of space limitations. Type WS, a space, the 
source drive name, the name of the file, another space, and the target drive 
name. (If the file is on the diskette in the drive currently logged, the 
source drive name may be omitted.) A drive name, if used, consists of a 
letter followed by a colon. Make sure you don't type anything after the 
target drive name, not even a space. Example (you type underlined text); 

A>WS A:In)K.rx::x:: B: RE'IURN 

This means, "Edit file BOOK.DOC on the diskette on drive A and place the new 
version on file BOOK.DOC on the diskette on drive B." When the save is com
pleted, the file on the diskette on drive A will have been renamed BooK.BAK, 
while the file on the diskette on drive B will now be called BOOKJX)C. If you 
use a "save and resume" command ("KS), the next editing session will result in 
a save from B to A, the following session from A to B again, and so on. 

If, when you call up WordStar, you get the message 

You are trying to run an unINSTALLed WordStar. 
Please run INSTALL first. 

then your WordStar has not yet been installed to work with your 
terminal and printer. Refer to the Installation Manual for informa
tion on installatio~ 

THE NO-FILE COMMANDS 

When started without a file name, or whenever editing ~f a file is terminated, 
WordStar displays the "no-file menu". The words "editing no file" are dis
played at the top of the screen, and a "menu" of commands that may be entered 
is shown. Below the menu, WordStar displays the directory (the names of all 
files on the diskette) of the logged drive if the file directory display is 
ON. Figure 1-1 shows a typical screen display with the no-file menu: 
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< < < NO-FILE MENU > > > 
* * * Preliminary Commands * * * 1* File Canrrands *1* System Commands * 
L Change logged disk drive I P Print a file IR Run a program 
F File directory off (OO) I E Rename a file I X Exit to system 
H s~t help level I 0 Copy a file I 

* * Camrands to Open a File * *1 Y Delete a file 1* WordStar Options * 
D Open a document file I 1M Run MailMerge 
N Open a non-docl.llreIlt file I Is Run Spellstar D 

DIRECTORY of disk A: 
CHAPI'Rl. IXX: CHAPrRl. BAK CHAPI'R2 .00::; 
mNrENTS.IX>C CONrENTS. BAK r'ILEl.IXX: 
LE'rrER.IX>C LETrER. BAK TEXTI. oc,c 
MAILMR:;E.OVR WS. COO W~.ffiS. OVR 

CHAPrR2 .BAK CHAPrR3 .oc,c CHAPl'R3 • BAK 
FILEl.BAK FILE2.oc,c FILE2 • BAR 
TEXTI. BAK TEXT2 .!XX: TEXT2 • BAK 
WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figure 1-1. Screen Showing No-file Menu 

To perform one of the functions shown on the no-file menu, enter the single 
letter shown for that function. The letter may be entered in upt:er or lower 
case, or with the CTRL key depressed. Unrecognized characters are ignored. 
No RETURN or other key is used after the command letter. When a command is 
entered, the letter is displayed in the upper left hand corner of the screen 
and further action is taken depending on the command. 

Table 1-1 gives brief descriptions of the preliminary commands, followed by 
detailed descriptions in later paragraphs. 

Table 1-L Preliminary Commands 

Command Description 

L Change Logged Disk Drive. Displays the name of the current logged 
disk drive and allows selection of a new logged disk drive. Use L 
to allow display of directory of a different drive, or for conven
ience before working with files on a different drive. 

F File Directory Toggle. Controls display of file direct.ory (names of 
all files on diskette in logged disk drive). The first F command 
turns the directory display off, the second F turns the directory 
display on again, etc. To display the directory of a different 
drive, change the logged disk with the L command. 

H Set Help Level. Asks for the new "help level" (0 to 3), which 
dete~ines the degree of menu display and other prompting supplied 

I 
by WordStar. Unless the help level is already 0, an explanation of 
the help levels is displayeCL 
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Olange Logged Disk Drive (the L Cmmand) 

The L command allows changing the logged disk drive. (The IIlogged disk drive" 
was explained in the General Information Manua!). Typing an L at the no-file 
menu changes the screen display to the display shown in Figure 1-2 (at help 
level 3): 

L editing no file 

The LOGGED DISK (or CUrrent Disk or Default Disk) is the 
disk drive used for files except those files for which 
you enter a disk drive name as part of the file name. 
WordStar displays the File Directory of the Logged Disk. 

THE LOGGED DISK DRIVE IS NOW A: 

NEW LOGGED DISK DRIVE (letter, colon, RETURN)? • 

DIRECTORY of 
CHAPTRl.DOC 
CONTENTS 
LETTER. DOC 
WS.COM 

disk A: 
CHAPTR1.BAK 
FILE1.DOC 
LETTER.BAl< 
WSMSGS.OVR 

CHAPI'R2 • DOC CHAPTR2 • BAl< 
FILEl.BAl< FILE2.DOC 
MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.DOC 
WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figure 1-2. L Command Display 

To log a different drive, type the letter (A or B), an optional colon, and 
RETURN (C, 0, etc. are also acceptable if you have more drives). To leave the 
logged drive unchanged, type ~U, or just press RETURN. 

File Directory Toggle (the F Cmmand) 

The F command turns the file directory display off and on. The first F 
entered turns the directory display off, the next F restores it, etc. No 
additional information need be entered, and no screen changes take place. 
However, when directory display is off, the no-file menu item for F changes to 
read 

F=File directory on (OFF) 

To display the directory of the diskette in a different disk drive, change the 
logged drive with the L command (next example). To cause the directory on the 
screen to be updated after putting a new diskette in a drive, re-log the same 
drive with the L command, or press F twice. 

Set tre Help Level (the H CaImand) 

The help level setting controls the amount of explanatory material automa
tically displayed by WordStar, and determines whether and when part of the 
screen is used while editing to display a "menu" of command keys which may be 
entered. 
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The help level is initially set to 3, the most helpful level. As you gain 
experience with WordStar, you will want to reduce the help level in order to 
have more of the screen available for file display. 

The help level is changed with either the H command on the no-file menu 
(above) or with the ~JH command (Section 2) while editing a file. Either 
command displays an explanation of help levels and current help level, and 
requests a new help level, as shown in Figure 1-3. 

H edi t.ing no file 

HELP LEVELS 
3 all menus and explanations displayed 
2 main editing menu <l-control-char commands) suppressed 
I prefix menus (2-character commands) also suppressed 
o command explanations (including this) also suppressed 

CURRENT HELP LEVEL IS 3 

ENTER Space OR NEW HELP LEVEL (0, 1, 2, OR 3): B 

partial DIRECTORY of disk A: ~Z=scroll up 
CHAPTRI. DOC CHAPTRI. BAK CHAPTR2 • DOC CHAPTR2. BAR 
CONTENTS FILEl.OOC FILEl.BAK FILE2.DOC 
LETTER. DOC LETTER.BAR TEST.DOC 

Figure 1-3. Help Level Command Display 

Tha help level question takes a single-key response--no RETURN is needed. 
Pressing any key other than 0, 1, 2, or 3 leaves the help level unchanged. 

Note 

If you enter a digit (or press any key) before the explanation 
displays, some or all of the explanation will be omitted. This 
provides rapid response for the user who knows what he wants and 
types, for example, IH2". 

The differences between help levels 3, 2, and 1 are manifest primarily when 
editing a file, as noted in Section 2. Level 0 differs from the higher levels 
in that extra explanations associated with several commands are skipped. The 
explanations omitted at help level 0 include, for example, the explanation of 
the logged disk drive for the L command (Figure 1-2), the explanation of the 
help levels (Figure 1-3), and the explanations displayed by the D command 
(Figure 1-4). 

The two lines which remind you of the control characters which may be used 
while answering any question whose prompt ends in a question mark, 

~S=delete character ~=delete entry AF=File directory 
iD=restore character JR=Restore entry Io=cancel command 

These prompts are displayed above such questions only at help level 2 or 3; 
but the keys work at all help levels, even if the prompts do not appear. 
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Messages like the two-line prompt above are displayed automatically--provided 
that a high enough help level has been set. But you may also call up other, 
longer messages to explain such things as setting the help level, entering 
text with WordStar, reforming a pargraph, reading the screen flags, using 
print control characters and dot commands, setting margins and tabs, setting 
place markers, and moving text. (See the ''Help Menu" in Section 2 for more.) 

'lHE CXHIMm USED ro OPm A FILE 

Table 1-2 gives brief descriptions of the commands used to open a file, 
followed by detailed descriptions in later paragraphs. 

Table 1-2. Commands to Open a File 

~OImlal1d ~s~:a::i~tiQD 

D Open a Document File. Asks for a file name, then initiates editing 
of the specified file. The file specified may be an existing file 
or a new file. 

N Open a Non-Document File. Same as D except that the file is edited 
as a non-document, without dynamic pagination and with different de-
faults. Use D, not N, for normal WordStar word-processing (see Sec-
tion 6). 

Open a DoctmIent (the D CaImand) 

With the no-file menu on the screen as shown in Figure 1-1, type D. (or .Q. or 
2Q) to begin editing a file. WordStar then displays an explanation and a 
request to enter the file name as follows: 

1-6 

D editing no file 

Use this command to create a new document file, 
or to initiate alteration of an existing document file. 

A file name is 1 to 8 letters/digits, a period, 
and an optional 1-3 character type. 
pile name may be preceded by disk drive letter A-D 
and colon, otherwise current logged disk is used. 

ftS=delete character 
iD=restore character 

~=delete entry 
ftR=Restore entry 

NAME OF FILE TO EDIT? • 

ftP=File directory 
ftU=cancel coumand 

partial DIRECTORY of disk A: ~Z=scroll up 
CHAPTRl.OOC CHAPTRI. BAl< CHAPTR2. OOC CHAPTR2 • BAl< 
CONTENTS FILEl.DOC FILEl.BAK FILE2.DOC 

Figure 1-4. D Commarxl Display 
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You may then type the desired file name, followed by a carriage return (see 
the General Information Manual). The form of a file name is summarized on the 
screen as a reminder. For example, you might type 

to edit file ~ on the logged drive, or 

B: LF:ITER.IXX: REnlJRN 

to edit the file ~ on the diskette in drive B. 

To edit file BOOK.DOC on drive A and place the new version of BOOK.DOC on 
drive B, type: 

A; WK pIXX: B: RE'1tJRN 

After the carriage return, WordStar proceeds to editing the file, as described 
in Section 2. You may then enter text into the document and use WordStar's. 
editing commands. If the file does not exist, NEW FILE is displayed for 
several seconds. If the NEW FILE message appears when you intended to edit an 
existing file, you probably typed the name wrong or have the wrong diskette in 
the drive. Abandon the edit (~KQ) to get back to the no-file menu. 

Note 

If the "help level" is zero, the explanatory material shown in 
Figure 1-4 is omitted from the screen display; only the question 
"NAME OF FILE TO EDIT" will appear. If you start typing the file 
name before display of the explanatory material, WordStar will omit 
some or all of the explanation. 

Partial Directory Display 

In an example above (Figure 1-3), the screen shows only part of the disk 
directory, as indicated by the word "partial". Partial directory display 
occurs whenever there are more file names than will fit on your screen. To 
view additional file names, use CTRL Z to move (scroll) the file directory 
display up a line, or CTRL W to move the file directory display down a line. 
Reminders about these control characters--u~Z=scroll up" and "~W=scroll 
down"-appear in the line above the directory whenever these characters can be 
entered and will bring more file names onto the screen. 

QUESTION RESPONSES 

Many WordStar commands ask the user questions for additional information. 
SOme questions accept single-character answers; others accept a line of input 
terminated by carriage return. Each class has a number of common characteris
tics which we will describe here. In all cases, the "interrupt" character, 
~U, may be typed to abort the command asking the question. 

One-ala.racter Answers 

Questions that expect a one-character answer can be recognized by the fact 
that the prompt ends in a colon. These questions accept the next key pressed 
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as the response without waiting for RETURN to be typed. An example of such 
resp:>nse is elicited by the "set help level" command question (see above). 

Yes-No Questia'lS 

Some questions expect a yes-no answer; these have prompts of the form II ••• 

(Y/N):." These questions accept Y, y, or "y (control-Y) as "yes" and any 
other key as "no". You are free to use the RETURN key, the space bar, or any 
handy key to indicate a "no" response. An example of such a question is the 
''REPLACE (YIN) : II question asked by the replace command (Section 5). 

Line-Inplt Questions 

These questions have prompts ending in "?". They include all file name ques
tions (as from the D and P commands), the margin and tab stop column ques
tions, and several others. When answering a line-input question, typing 
errors can be corrected; the previous response to the same question, or a 
portion thereof, can be restored without reentry. The file directory can be 
displayed and scrolled at will. 

The answer to a line-input question can be terminated with the RETURN, LINE 
FEED, or ESCAPE keys. The ESCAPE key has a special meaning in the Print (P or 
"KP), Find ("QF), and Replace ("~ questions: it suppresses following options 
questions; for the margin and tab stop questions ("OL, "OR, "01, and "ON) 
ESCAPE means to use the cursor column (as shown in the status line), whereas 
RETURN means to abandon the command. In other cases ESCAPE is equivalent to 
REmmN. LINE FEED is always equivalent to RE'IDRN. 

When answering a line input question, you can correct typing errors (before 
the RETURN key is pressed), display the directory, and do other things with 
the special characters shown in Table 1-3. Note that "X means control-X -
hold the CTRL key down while typing x. 

At help levels 2 and 3, the following reminder of the more common special 
characters appears above most line-input questions; the special characters are 
valid at all help levels and at all questions whose prompt ends in "?". 

"S=delete character 
"D=restore character 

"'Y=delete entry 
"'R=Restore entry 

"F=File directory 
"U=cancel 

Table 1-3. Special Olaracters for Responses 

Chat:a~tet: E!.m~tiQD 

"y Erase Entire Answer. (You may also use "X.) 

"s Erase One Character. (You may also use "H, BACKSPACE, or DELETE.) 

"0 CUrsor Right. Unerase one character: one character is restored from 
a previously erased answer or from the answer given the last time 
the specific question was asked. 

"R Unerase. Restore an entire erased answer or a previous answer. To 
use the same response as last time (e.g., if you want to print a 
second copy of the same file), just type "'R and press RETURN. 
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Table 1-3. Special Characters for Responses (Continued) 

Character Function 

"F Display File Directory. Display the file directory of the logged 
disk drive for the duration of the current command. "F does nothing 
if the directory is already on the screen. 

"z Scroll Directory Up. If only part of the file directory is dis
played, scroll the file directory up to bring additional file names 
into view. 

"w Scroll Directory Down. If only part of the file directory is dis
played, scroll the file directory up to bring additional file names 
into view. 

"p Use Next Key. Use the next key pressed literally as part of the 
answer, even if it is a control character that normally has a 
special function, or one of the terminating characters. USE "P- to 
enter a "hard" hyphen (regular - ) even if soft hyphen entry ("OE) 
is ON. (See Section 4 for definitions of hard and soft hyphens.) 

- Enter Soft Hyphen. Enters a "soft hyphen" if soft hyphen entry has 
been turned ON ("OE; Section 4). Permits using soft hyphens in the 
"Find" and "Replace" commands. Use "P- to force entr~' of a hard 
hyphen. 

"u Interrupt. Interrupts and terminates the command in progress; 
clears any commands or text already typed. 

Table 1-4 gives brief descriptions of the file commands, with detailed 
descriptions of some commands in later paragraphs. 

Table 1-4. File Commands 

Command pescriptiQn 

P Print a File. The P command is used initially to start printing a 
document. However, once printing has started, pressing P a second 
time suspends printing; and once printed has been suspended, 
pressing P a third time continues printing. The P line in the menu 
changes as appropriate. Detailed descriptions of the three uses of 
the P command are given in Sections 7 and 8. 

E Rename a File. The E command allows you to change the name of a 
file. (E functions like the CP/M rename command REN.) 

o Copy a File. The 0 command allows you to make a copy of a specif:led 
file without having to use the CP/M program PIP.COM. You may copy 
files from or to different disks as long as both disks are on-line 
at the same time. 
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Table 1-4. File eom.ams (Continued) 

Command Description 

M Run MailMerge. Before you can use the MailMerge feature of 
WordStar, the MAILMP!;E.OVR file must be present on the disk in drive 
A. The M command allows merging data from a data file into text at 
print time for production of form letters, and performs other en
hanced print functions. IF MAILMRGE.OVR is not present, an error 
message will be displayed. (The MAILMRGE.OVR file is provided 
separately.) See Sections 9-12 for details. 

S Check Spelling. In order to run this WordS tar feature, you must 
have the SPELSTAR.OVR file on the disk that contains WS.COM, 
WOOVLYl.avR, and WSMSGS.OVR. The SPEISrAR.DCI' file may be on either 
of your disks. "The S command allows you to run WordStar's spelling 
program (SpellStar) to check for spelling errors. If SPEISrAR.OVR 
is not present, an error message will be displayed. (The 
SPELSTAR.OVR file is provided separately.) See Section 13 for 
details. 

Y Delete a File. Asks for file name, then erases the file. Performs 
the same function as the CP/M erase command ERA. 

<lleck Spelling (the S CaJmand) 

With the No-file menu <Figure 1-1) on the screen, type S to begin a spelling 
check on a file, or to perform dictionary maintenance operations. The screen 
display then changes to the display shown in Figure 1-5 (at help level 3): 

S editing no file 

For spelling check, enter name of file to be checked. 
(AR for last file edited) 

For dictionary maintenance, enter name of file 
containing words to add or to delete from dictionary. 

~S=delete character 
iD=restore character 

~=delete entry 
"'R=Restore entry 

"'F=File directory 
"'O=cancel command 

lWIE OF FILE TO CHECK / ADD TO DICTIONARY? • 

DIRECTORY of disk A: 
CHAPrRl.DOC CHAPrRl. BAK CHAPrR2.DOC CHAPrR2 • BAI< 
SPELSTAR.OVR SPELSTAR.DCT FILEl.DOC FILE2.DOC 
LETTER.DOC LETTER.BAR MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.DOC 
WS.COM WSMSGS.OVR WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figure 1-5. S Command Display 

The S command is used to check a file with WordStar's new spelling program, 
SpellStar. For a detailed description of SpellStar, see Section 13. 
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Rename a File (the E CDImarxl) 

The E command allows you to rename files without having to exit from WordStar. 
(same as the CP/M REN command). When you type E, the screen changes to the 
display shown in Figure 1-6 (at help level 3): 

E editing no file 

AS=delete character 
Jo=restore character 

-Y=delete entry AF=File directory 
AR=Restore entry iO=cancel command 

NAME OF FILE TO RENAME? II 

DIRECTORY of 
CHAPTRI • DOC 
CONTENTS 
LETTER. DOC 
WS.COM 

disk A: 
CHAPrRl. BAK 
FILEl.OOC 
LETTER.BAK 
WSMSGS.OVR 

CHAPTR2.00C CHAPrR2.BAK 
FILEl.BAK FILE2.00C 
MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.DOC 
WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figur.e 1-6. E Command Display 

You may rename a file on another drive by specifying the drive before the name 
of the file to be renamed (e.g. B:FILENAME.TXT). The NEW NAME? prompt is 
displayed after the name of the file to be renamed has been entered. 

Copy a File (the 0 CDImarxl) 

The 0 command allows you to copy files without exiting from WordStar. When 
you type 0, the screen display (at help level 3) changes to the display shown 
in Figure 1-7. (The second prompt appears after user's response to first.) 

o editing no file 

AS=delete character 
"'D=restore character 

-Y=delete entry ~F=File directory 
AR=Restore entry iO=cancel command 

NAME OF FILE TO COPY FROM? D 
NAME OF FILE TO COPY TO? 

DIRECTORY of 
CHAPTRI. DOC 
CONTENTS 
LETTER.DOC 
WS.COM 

disk A: 
CHAPTRI. BAK 
FILEl.OOC 
LETTER.BAK 
WSMSGS.OVR 

CHAPrR2.00C CHAPrR2.BAK 
FILEl.BAK FILE2.00C 
MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.DOC 
WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figure 1-7. 0 Command Display 
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If the name of an existing file is entered as the file to copy to, WordStar 
displays the prompt 

FILE d:name.typ EXISTS -- OVERWRITE? (yIN): • 

Press Y (or y or ~) to proceed with the copy, destroying the present contents 
of file you are copying to. Pressing any other key will cause the NAME OF 
FILE 'lU mPY' 'lU? question to be reasked; press R:£IIURN or "'u to abort the copy 
conmand. 

You may copy files from and/or to drives other than the logged drive by 
specifying a drive before the file name (e.g. B:FlLENAME.TXT). The exact file 
name to be copied must be entered; you may not use asterisks (*) nor question 
marks (?). You may use hyphens in the file names (with this or any other 
WordStar command) if soft-hyphen entry ("'OE; see section 4) is OFF (OFF is the 
default) or by entering the - as "'P-. 

Delete a File (the y Calmand) 

With the no-file menu (Figure 1-1) on the screen, type Y to initiate deletion 
of a file. The screen display then changes to the display shown in Figure 1-8 
(at help level 3): 

y editing no file 

AS=delete character 
AD=restore character 

~=delete entry 
AR=Restore entry 

AF=File directory 
AU=cancel command 

NAME OF FILE TO DELE'l'E? • 

DIRECTORY of 
CHAPTRl.DOC 
CONTENTS 
LETrER.DOC 
WS.COM 

disk A: 
CHAPTRI. BAK 
FILEl.DOC 
LETrER.BAK 
WSMSGS.OVR 

CHAPTR2.DOC CHAPTR2.BAK 
FILEl.BAK FILE2.DOC 
MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.DOC 
WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figure 1-8. Y Command Display 

Enter the name of the file to delete, followed by RETURN. The form of a file 
name and use of control characters to correct typing errors, is the same as 
for the D command (previous example). 

After the file is erased, the no-file menu reappears on the screen and another 
command may be entered. If you enter a Y, then decide not to delete a file, 
you may cancel the command with ~, or by pressing RETURN only. 
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Table 1-5 gives brief descriptions of the system commands, followed by 
detailed descriptions in later paragraphs. 

Table 1-5. System Commands 

Command Description 

R Run a Program. The R command allows you to run a program without 
exiting from WordStar. For example, the amount of disk space could 
be checked by using the CP/M program srAT.COM. 

X Exit to System. Exit to CP/M (or other operating system). Use X 
when you are through with WS and wish to use a system command. 

Run a Program (the R Cmmand) 

The R command allows you to run a different program without exiting from 
WordStar. This command is especially useful for determining the amount of 
available disc space by running the CP/M program srAT. When R is entered at 
the no-file menu, the prompt shown in Figure 1-8 is displayed (at help level 
3): 

R editing no file 

Enter name of program you wish to Run, 
optionally followed by appropriate arguments. 

Example (shows disk space): S'l'AT 

AS=delete character 
JD=restore character 

~=delete entry 
~Restore entry 

AF=File directory 
LJ=cancel command 

COMMAND? D 

DIRECTORY of 
CHAPrRl. DOC 
CONTENTS 
LETl'ER.DOC 
WS.COM 

disk A: 
CHAPTRl.BAK 
FILEI.DOC 
LETl'ER.BAK 
WSMSGS.OVR 

CHAPTR2.DOC CHAPTR2.BAK 
FILEl.BAK FILE2.DOC 
MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.DOC 
WSOVLYl.OVR 

Figure 1-9. R Command Display 
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Enter the name of the program to be run and press RETURN. Only executable 
programs (file type .COM) should be specified. An attempt to Run a non
executable file may result in an error message, or may lock up your system 
making it necessary to re-boot. When the program has completed, the following 
prompt is displayed: 

Hit any key to return to WordStar: 

This allows you to view any results displayed by the program before returning 
to the WordStar no-file menu. 

The R command will handle any CP/M console command (CCP command) except the 
resident commands <TYPE, DIR, ERA, REN, and SAVE). File names or other argu
ments may follow the program name, as in CP/M commands. For example: 

STAT LETTER. DOC 

shows the size of file ~ on the logged drive. Asterisks and question 
marks can be used to form "wild card" file names, as in CP/M console commands. 
For example: 

STAT B:*.DOC 

shows the size of all files of type JX)C on the diskette in drive B. (*'s and 
?'s are not allowed in file names entered in other WordStar commands.) 

In order to use the R command, you must have WS.COM (or other name as speci
fied during INSTALLation) on the disk in drive A or the current logged drive. 

Exit to the System (the X Ccmnand) 

The X command is used to exit to the operating system (CP/M). When you type 
an X at the no-file menu, the CP/M prompt (A» appears at the bottom of the 
screen. 
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Section 2 
Getting Acquainted 

with WordStar 

WORKING WITH A DOCUMENT 

This section provides an overview of document editing. Later sections focus 
on specific topics. Enough commands and general background are given in this 
section to allow you to enter and modify text. 

For best results, turn on your computer, start WordStar and type D, followed 
by a filename to open a file. Then try each command as it is described here. 
A little experience will go a long way in familiarizing you with WordStar's 
power. 

Opening a DoaIDent 

To open a document, type D from the No-File Menu (Section 1>. If this file is 
being opened for the first time, Wordstar will first display NEW FILE for a 
few seconds; if the file has been opened before, the NEW FILE message will be 
skipped. 

WordStar then enters its file-editing state. For a new file and help level 3, 
the screen appears as follows: 

A: TEST .OOC PAGE 1 LINE 1 COL 1 INSERT ON 
< < < M A I N MEN U > > > 

* * CUrsor Movement * * I * Delete * I * Miscellaneous * I * Other Menus * 
AS char left AD char right lAG char IAI Tab AB Reform I (from Main only) 
AA word left AF word right IDEL chr lfl~ Insert On or Off IAJ Help AK Block 
AE line up AX line down I~ word rtlAL FindlReplce againlAQ Quick Ap Print 
* * Scrolling * * I "Y line 1Rm'URN End paragraph I "0 Onscreen 
AZ line up ~ line down I I"N Insert a RmURN I 
"c screen up AR screen down I I~ Stop a command I 
L---l---!---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 R 

• 

Figure 2-1. Screen Display for a Hew File 

The top line is the status line. A:TEST.DOC is the name of the file being 
edited; the page, line, and column are those of the cursor position, and will 
change as you enter text or move the cursor. 
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The main menu occupies the next eight screen lines, assuming the help level is 
still set to 3. (For the convenience of users with 40-column screens, the 
display can be paged from left to righ~) The menu provides a brief reminder 
of the functions of the different command keys. We will describe some of the 
functions in this section, with complete coverage in Sections 3-6. In the 
menu, as in this manual, the" symbol means to hold down the CTRL key while 
typing the key that follows. 

The line below the menu is the ruler line: 

L--I--I---I--I---I--I--I--I--I--I--I------R 

The L indicates the current left margin setting; R indicates the right margin, 
and I's indicate where tab stops are set. 

The menu and ruler line are "highlighted" on terminals with bright/dim or 
inverse video (black on white) capability to distinguish them from the docu
ment being edited. 

The portion of the screen below the ruler line is the text area, where text 
from the document being edited is displayed. For a new file, the text area is 
initially blank; for an old file, the text area shows the first several lines 
of text. 

Entering Text 

To enter text, just start typing. Each non-control character typed is entered 
into the text of your document. If you type beyond the right margin, notice 
that WordStar moves the word that wouldn't fit inside the margin to the next 
line, positioning the cursor after the word to allow you to continue typing. 
This is word wrap. You will also notice that WordStar adds spaces between 
words to make the right margin line up. 'l11is is justification. 

When entering text within a paragraph, don't use the RETURN key-let word wrap 
do the work. Section 4 describes commands to set the margins, disable justi
fication, specify double spacing, etc., to control the appearance of text 
entered under word wrap. 

TO make a correction or addition, move the cursor to the desired position and 
type the new tex~ 

ftNing the Cursor 

TO move the cursor, use the cursor up, down, left, and right commands as shown 
on the menu. You will find the cursor left and right word commands faster 
than the cursor left and right character commands when you wish to move 
across a line. (Either "H or the BACKSPACE key, if your terminal has one, may 
be used for moving the cursor left by character. 

When you type with the cursor on a character previously entered, you will 
notice that Wordstar inserts the new characters and pushes the old characters 
to the right. This is insertion. Insertion is initially ON. Insertion may 
be turned OFF, and back ON, by typing "V. Characters typed with insertion OFF 
will overtype (replace) existing characters. The status line shows whether 
insertion is on. 
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Deleting Characters 

After making a correction by backing up the cursor and typing the desired 
text, unwanted characters may remain at, and to the right of, the cursor. To 
delete these, use the "'G (delete character right) command. Each press of the. 
"'G key deletes the character at the cursor, moving the following part of the 
line left one character. (Use "T to delete all or part of a word.) 

If you notice a typing error immediately, you may use the DELETE (or RUBOUT on 
some keyboards) key, then type the corrected text. Each press of the DELETE 
key deletes one character to the left of the cursor, moving the cursor left. 
Other deletion commands are shown on the menus and described in Section 3. 

After you have made changes in a paragraph, the right margin may no longer be 
lined up. Some lines may be too short, others may be too long. There may be 
document lines which are so long that they extend beyond the right-hand edge 
of the screen. (Wordstar no longer wraps long lines to a new linec) 

Realigning the Right Hargin 

To realign the right margin of a paragraph entered under word vlrap, use the 
reform command ("'B), as follows: place the cursor in or above the first 
"messy" line and type "B. WordStar will "reform" all the lines to the next 
place ~ was pressed (as indicated by a < in the rightmost screen column). 

While the paragraph reform command ("'B) is working, it may encounter a long 
word that won't quite fit on a line and looks as though it can be hyphenated. 
When this occurs, WordStar will display an explanatory message and stop re
forming to allow you to press the hyphen (-) key (if you wish to hyphenate 'the 
word at the cursor position), or to press "B to continue reforming without 
hyphenating. This "Hyphen-Helpll feature is described in detail in Section 4. 

Reforming a long paragraph takes several seconds, during which II"EII appears in 
the upper left corner of the screen. The reformed text is displayed only 
after the reforming is complete or a word to hyphenate has been encountered. 

Making Blank Lines 

To insert a new paragraph, begin by pressing "'N to make one or more blank 
li.nes after the cursor. Then type the desired text. Wordstar will insert a 
new blank line automatically each time word wrap takes place. 

Pausing for the System 

When the screen is filled with text and the cursor is on the bottom line of 
the screen, the screen will start to scroll (roll) upward each time the cursor 
goes to a new line. If you type fast, the screen may not keep up, but when 
you pause, the display will be updated to reflect all characters typed. 

Occasionally the word WAIT may appear in the status line, usually accompanied 
by an audible click from your disk drive. When this happens, stop typing or 
type slowly until WAIT disappears. 
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Page Breaks 

When you have entered more text than will print on a page, a line of hyphens 
appears across the screen, with a P in the rightmost column, to show you where 
the page break will occur during printing: 

-----------------------------,----, -----P 
This is dynamic page break display. In section 7 we will discuss the use of 
"dot commands" to specify places where you want a new page to begin even 
though the current page isn't full, and to specify formatting items such as 
the number of lines printed on a page. 

Examining Text 

To look at text which is currently not on the screen, use the "scroll up 
line" , "scroll down line", "scroll up screenful", and "scroll down screenful" 
commands shown on the menu to bring the desired text into view. Also, "cursor 
down" with the cursor already at the bottom of the screen scrolls the screen 
up a line, and "cursor up" at the top scrolls it down. 

Depending on the type of terminal you have, commands such as "scroll down 
line" may immediately move the screen down, or may redisplay all the text on 
the screen, taking a second or two. It is not necessary to wait for the 
previous command to complete to enter the next one. If you know you want to 
move the file display down five lines on the screen, type five "w's rapidly. 
Each one will interrupt the redisplay started by the previous one; when the 
screen stops changing, text on the screen will have moved down five lines, 
with five lines gone off the bottom and five previously not visible lines 
displayed at the top. 

You will notice that the behavior of the editing commands reflects the way 
characters are stored in the file. For example, if you keep moving the cursor 
"right", after getting to the end of the line it will move to the left end of 
the next line down on the screen. This is because the file contains the 
characters of a line, in left-to-right order, then a "carriage return" charac
ter, then the characters of the next line; the carriage return is between the 
rightmost character of one line and the leftmost character of the next. 

If you move the cursor as far right as it will go without moving to the next 
line, then give a "delete character right" ("G) command, the carriage return 
will be deleted, joining the next screen line onto the end of the one the 
cursor is on. Generally, carriage returns can be edited like other charac
ters. 

US ING THE MENUS 

WordStar has far more commands than there are control keys. Hence, many 
commands require two-character sequences. The first character, referred to as 
the prefix key, selects one of five additional menus. All two-character 
commands begin wi th "Q, "J, "K, "0 or "Pi these five prefix keys are listed 
in the right-hand column of the main menu for ready reference. 
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If you type a prefix key then wait about a second, a new menu will appear, 
showing all the commands that begin with that prefix. The delay is so that if 
you know the command you want, you may type the two keys rapidly, in which 
case the menu display won't change. 

If you type a prefix then don't want any of the commands on its menu, type a 
space, or some other key not defined on the menu. The main menu will reap
pear. You can look at a menu by typing the prefix, reading as desired and 
then pressing the space bar to "cancel" the prefix. You can search for a 
command by calling up all of the menus in succession in this manner. 

'l'he second character of the two-key command may be typed with or without the 
CTRL key, with the same effect; letters may also be typed in upper or lower 
case. 

The Quick Menu 

For example, ~Q brings up the Quick Menu (the exact appearance of the menus on 
your screen may be slightly different, because of revisions and because the 
menus display differently for 64-column wide screens than for 80 column or 
wider screens): 

"Q A: TEST .IXX.': PAGE 1 LINE 1 COL 1 INSERT ON 
< < < QUI C K MEN U > > > 

* * Cursor Movement * *1* Delete *1 * Miscellaneous * I * Other Menus * 
S left side D right side IY line rtlF Find text in file I (from Main only) 
E top of scrn X bottom scrnlDEL lin IflA Find and Replace I~J Help "K Block 
R top of file C end of filel* * * *IL Find misspelling I~Q Quick ~P Print 
B top of block K end of block I Q Repeat corrmand or I "0 Onscreen 
0-9 marker Z up W down I key until space I Space bar returns 
V last Find or block I bar or other key Iyou to Main Menu. 
L---!---!----l---l--l--!--!--l--l--l--l-----R 
D 

Figure 2-2. The Quick Menu 

You can see additional cursor motion commands, such as top of screen and end 
of file, commands for deleting the left and right portions of a line, commands 
for finding and substituting, and additional commands that are probably not 
self-explanatory. All of these will be detailed in later sections; you do not 
need to know all of them to begin using WordStar. 

The Block Menu 

The Block Menu includes some very important commands, those for working with 
blocks, for saving files, and for working with files (Figure 2-3): 
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~K A:TEST.DOC PAGE 1 LINE 1 COL 1 INSERT ON 
«< BLOCK MENU »> 

* saving Files * 1* Block Operations *1 * File Operations *1 * Other Menus * 
S Save and resumelB Begin K End IR Read P Print I (from Main only) 
D save-done I H Hide / Display 10 Copy E Rename I ~ J Help "K Block 
X Save and exit IC Copy Y DeletelJ Delete I~Q Quick "p Print 
Q Abandon file Iv Move W write 1* Disk Operations *I~O Onscreen 

* Place Markers *IN Column off (ON) IL Change logged disk I Space bar returns 
0-9 Set/hide # 0-91 IF Directory on (OFF) Iyou to Main Menu. 
L---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l R 

• 

Figure 2-3. 'Ibe Block Menu 

Saving a File 

As noted in the General Information Manual, text entered and altered during 
editing is in a transitory "working document" only. You must issue a "save" 
command if you want your document available for later use. The basic "save" 
command is ~Kb, which saves the working document under the file name chosen 
when the edit was initiated, then returns to the no-file menu (Section 1). 

Also on the Block Menu is the print command, ~KP, which is used when editing 
is in process to initiate, stop, and continue printing. (When editing is not 
in process, the P command on the no-file menu performs exactly the same 
functions.) Since only saved documents (as opposed to the working document 
you are in the midst of editing) can be printed, you will normally print a 
different file than the one being edited. 

Printing a Docmnent 

Printing will be described in detail in Sections 7 and 8; basic printing can 
be accomplished as follows: First, if you have just entered the material you 
wish to print, save it (~KD). Make sure your printer is ready (turned on, 
initialized,loaded with paper, etc.) and that the paper is positioned as 
desired. Then type a P command at the no-file menu; type ~KP if you are 
editing. WordStar will ask for 

NAME OF FILE '10 PRINr? • 

Type the name of the file, and press ESCAPE. Printing will commence and the 
no-file menu (or the file being edited) will return to the screen. Other 
commands may be given while printing is in progress. 

You can edit one document while another document is printing. However, key
board response is slower, so we suggest editing while printing mainly for 
reviewing text on the screen and making occasional slowly-typed corrections. 
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ibe Onscreen Menu 

The Onscreen Menu contains commands that allow you to set double spacing, 
change margins and tab stops, disable word wrap, and perform other functions 
related to on-screen document formatting: 

~O A:TEST.DOC PAGE I LINE I COL I INSERT ON 
< < < a N S C R E E N MEN U > > > 

* Margins & Tabs * 1* Line Functions *1 * More Toggles * I * Other Menus * 
L Set left margin IC Center text IJ Justify off (ON) I (from Main only) 
R Set right margin IS Set line spacing IV Vari-tabs off (ON) I~J Help ~K Block 
X Release margins I IH Hyph-help off (ON) I "Q Quick "P Print 
I Set N Clear tab I * Toggles * I E Soft hyph on (OFF) I ~O Onscreen 
G Set paragraph tablW Wrd wrap off (ON) ID Prnt disp off (ON) ISpace bar returns 
F Ruler from line IT RIr line off (ON) IP Pge break off (ON) Iyou to Main Menu. 
L--l--1--l--1--!--!--!--!--!--!--!---R 
D 

Figure 2-4. ibe Onscreen Menu 

In addition, the Onscreen Menu shows whether word wrap, justification, and 
other features are currently ON or OFF. In the above example, all toggles are 
ON. 

'!be Print Menu 

The Print Menu is used for entering print control characters (described in 
the General InfoDmatian Manual and in Section 7 of this manual): 

"p A:TEST.OOC PAGE I LINE I COL I INSERT ON 
< < < P R I N T MEN U > > > 

*Special Effects*1 * special Effects * 1* Printing Changes *1 * Other Menus * 
(begin and end) I (one time each) IA Alternate pitch I (fram Main only) 

B Bold D DoublelH OVerprint character IN Standard pitch I"J Help "K Block 
S Underscore 10 Non-break space Ie Printing pause I"Q Quick "p Print 
X Strikeout IF Phantom space IY Other ribbon color I "0 Onscreen 
V Subscript IG Phantom rubout I * User Patches * I Space bar returns 
T Superscript IRETURN OVerprint lineIQ(I) W(2) E(3) R(4) Iyou to Main Menu. 

L---!---!--!--!--!--!--!--!--_·_!---!---!---R 
D 

Figure 2-5. ibe Print Menu 
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The Help Menu 

To complete the menu presentations, the Help Menu shows commands for control
ling help levels and displaying reference information and learning aids: 

A: TEST .OOC PAGE I LINE I roL 1 
«< HELP MENU 

INSERT ON 
> > > 

H Display and set the help level 
B Paragraph reform (CTRL B command) 
F Flags in rightmost column of screen 
D Dot conmands, print ctrl (p conmand) 

I * Other Menus * 
S Status line I (from Main only) 
R Ruler line I~J Help ~K Block 
M Margins and tabs I~Q Quick ~P Print 
P Place markers I~O Onscreen 
V Moving text ISpace bar returns 

I Iyou to Main Menu. 
L--l--!--l--l--!--!--!--!--l--l--l----R 

• 

Figure 2-6. The Help Menu 

~JH displays, explains, and sets the help level, in the same manner as the H 
command on the no-file menu, Section 1. The rest of the commands display 
explanations. For example, ~JV explains how to move a block of text, ~JX 
helps find commands for various functions, and "JD summarizes the ordi~ary 
dots commands. Some of these help commands display several screens of infor
mation; WordStar awaits a keystroke between screens. 

Help Levels 

As you gain experience using WordStar, you will learn the commands, and you 
will want to see more of your document on the screen instead of the menus. If 
you change the help level (discussed in Section 1) from 3 to 2 with the" JH 
command, the main menu will not display. The prefix menus will appear whenever 
you type a prefix key if you pause before hitting another key. If you change 
the help level to 1, the prefix menus will also be completely eliminated. 
Further changing the help level to 0 eliminates explanations displayed by 
various individual commands, such as the no-file D command or the help level 
command (Section 1). 

'mE OCREEN DISPLAY 

The screen display during editing consists of the status line, the menu, the 
file directory (if enabled), the ruler line, and the file display area. The 
file display area shows text from the file being edited plus "flag" characters 
in the rightmost column. The file display is updated only when WordStar has 
completed all commands which have been entered. 

The status Line 

During editing, the status line on the top line of the screen usually shows 
the following items: 
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• The command being entered or executed, if any 

• The name of the file being edited 

0 PAGE number 

0 LINE number 

0 COLumn number 

0 INSERT ON (if insertion is on) 

• plus other phrases as applicable 

The file name will disappear if necessary in order to allow all of the addi
tional status line information to fit on the screen line. 

The command in progress, if any, is shown in the upper left corner as the 
characters typed to invoke the function. If only the first (prefix) key of a 
two-key command has been entered, this character will display. If you type 
several commands ahead, they will display in sequence as executed. Exception: 
fast single-key commands, such as "cursor down line", do not display. 

DOCUMOO DISPLAY 

The next three status line items are normally these: 

PAGE PI? LINE 11 COL cc 

These are the print page number, print line number on the page, and print 
column number of the character at the cursor. They are continuously updated as 
the cursor is moved. 

The PAGE is the printout page number, assuming that the document is 
printed with page numbers running up from 1. If different printout page 
numbers are specified (by "dot commands" described later), these numbers 
will not be reflected in the status line. 

The LINE is the printout line; and does not count dot command lines 
(which control printout). 

The PAGE and LINE will not correspond exactly to the printout in certain 
cases of dot command use (e.ge, if the paper length (.PL dot command) is 
changed in mid-document). See ''Dynamic Page Break Display" in the Gen
eral Information Manual. 

'the COLUMN is the print column, not the screen column. The print column 
differs from the screen column when the line contains a non-printing 
character such as print control character (e.g., ~S to invoke under
lining), or when a marker (described in Section 6) is shown in the 
display line. 
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OON-DOCUMEm' DISPLAY 

If you initiate editing with the non-docurnent command N (Section 6) or if page 
break display has been suppressed (AOp command, Section 4), then the page and 
line are replaced with: 

FC--ccccc FL=llll 

FC=ccccc gives the file character number, or the number of characters 
between the cursor and the beginning of the file, plus 1. This counts 
all characters (bytes) stored in the file, including carriage returns, 
line feeds, etc. 

FL=llll gives the file line number, or the number of file lines (inclu
ding dot command lines) between the cursor and the beginning of the file, 
plus 1. 

Thus, when this type of status line is displayed, you can determine the size 
of the file in characters by moving the cursor to the end of file (AQC) and 
reading the FC=ccccc item. 

The remaining items in the status line are phrases which display under the 
conditions indicated: 

WAIT 

MAR REL 

decimal 

INSERT 00 

Shows when WordStar is reading or writing to the diskette. 
When this appears, stop typing, or type very slowly; 
otherwise characters you type may be missed. 

Shows when margins are released (AOX command, Section 4). 

Shows after tabbing to a decimal tab stop, as long as the 
decimal right-aligning action is in effect, as described 
in Section 4. 

Shows when insertion is on, that is, when typed char
acters are inserted into the file rather than typed over 
other characters in the file. Insertion is turned on and 
of f by typing AV. 

LINE SPAClll; n Shows except when single-spacing is in effect. The line 
spacing can be set with the "OS command, Section 4. 

PRINl' PAUSED Shows when printing of a file is suspended--after being 
stopped by user command, when stopped at a "pause for 
typewheel change" print control character (Section 7), or 
when a page has been completed under the PAUSE BETWEEN 
PAGES option (Section 8) • 

REPLACE (YIN): This question is displayed in the status line by the 
replace command (Section 5). 
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Note 

When several of the above phrases appear at once, it is normal for 
the LINE SPACING item to disappear off the right edge of the screen, 

The Menu 

A menu of editing commands may a~ar below the status line as described and 
illustrated earlier in this section. 

The main menu, showing single-control-character (non-prefix) editing commands, 
displays at the default help level, level 3 (Section 1>. When the help level 
is 2 or 3 and a prefix key (as shown on the main menu) is pressed, after a 
short pause, the command menu for that prefix 'is displayed. The menus, as 
well as the status line and ruler line, are displayed highlighted (in inverse 
video or dim display, when available) for differentiation from file text. 
When no menu is on display, more of the screen is available for file text 
display. 

A number of explanatory and warning messages display above or below the menu 
under certain conditions. For example: 

TYPE "KP ro <XNl'INUE PRINl' 

(explanation; appears during print pause) 

*** WARNING: WORD '100 I.aJG ro FIT MARGINS 

(warning; occurs when an overlong line with no spaces or 
other possible word wrap points is entered or reformed) 

Most such messages are cleared at the next keystroke. Messages and the condi
tions which cause them are described in Appendix B. 

The File Directory 

Normally, the file directory is not displayed during editing. However, the 
"KF command may be used, to invoke d~rectory display during editing if desired. 
<Also, a temporary file directory display may be invoked by typing control-F 
while entering a file name). When enabled during editing, the directory 
appears between the menu and the ruler. 

Usually while a file is being edited, WordStar will only display a partial 
directory to leave more screen space for file display. The "z and "w commands 
on the main editing menu will scroll the directory up and down in order to 
allow viewing of all file names. (When the directory is not displayed, or 
when there are no more directory lines to scroll onto the screen, these 
commands scroll the file display.) 

The file directory is normally displayed in alphabetical order, with .BAl< 
files after the corresponding non-.BAK file, and with non-text files such as 
.COM and .INT files at the end. Temporary files (.$$$) are also shown at the 
end of the directory. However, if the directory is unusually long (more than 
about 64 filenames of average length), it is normal for it to display 
unsorted. Long directories also display and scroll more slowly than those of 
moderate size. 
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The file directory (and occasionally also the ruler) will disappear temporari
ly when the menu, or questions evoked by various commands, or other messages 
use too many screen lines. Users with 16-line screens will observe this 
disappearance most often. The directory will reappear as soon as screen space 
permits. 

The Ruler Line 

Below the menu and file directory (when present), the highlighted ruler line 

L---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l---l R 

shows the current left margin (L), right margin (R), and variable tab stops 
(1). Decimal tabs (Section 4) will show as its. Non-tab columns between the 
margins display as hyphens. If the L or R setting occurs at a tab column, the 
! or # will be shown. 

If the left margin is temporarily moved in with the paragraph tab command 
("OG, Section 4), the L does not move, but the portion of the ruler outside 
the temporary margin is displayed without highlighting. 

Tab stops set outside the margins are active, and show as l's or its, only 
when the margins are released ("OX command, Section 4) or word wrap is off 
("OW, Section 4). If the right margin is set wider than the screen, text 
beyond column. 79 can be viewed by moving the cursor past the rightmost column. 
The ruler line display can be eliminated and restored with the "or command, 
Section 4. If the ruler display is turned off while the file directory 
display is turned on, WordStar uses a highlighted line of equal signs (=) to 
separate the directory display from the file display. 

The Text Area 

The rest of the screen displays lines of text from the document being edited. 
The portion of the document displayed always includes the cursor position in 
the file, so that the screen cursor can co~respond to the the file cursor. 

All columns of the screen except the rightmost are used to display text. For 
example, on an aO-column screen, at most 79 columns of text will appear on a 
line. The rightmost column of the screen is blank or displays a "flag" 
character to indicate a special type of line or a "hard" carriage return, as 
explained in the following paragraphs. 

EXCEPrIONAL LINES. 

Each line in the file display area shows what will usually print on one line 
of the document; exceptions include the following: 

Continuation ~ 

If a line is too long to be displayed on one screen line <79 columns for an 
aD-column screen), WordStar will display as much of the line as the screen 
will allow. That portion of the line that is beyond column aD may be brought 
into view by moving the cursor past column 79. When the cursor is past column 
79 (and the continuation line is on-screen), the column number shown in the 
status line still reflects the print column, not the screen column now 
occupied by the cursor. 
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OVerprint ~ 

For special effects, it is possible to have two or more consecutive lines 
which print over each other, so that two different characters can be printed 
in the same position to form a special graphic. On the screen, a hyphen (-) 
in the rightmost column (i.e., the "flag" column) indicates that the next 
screen line will print over the line so flagged. To terminate a line to be 
overprinted, type ~p and press RETURN to enter a carriage return without line 
feed, as described in Section 4. 

The dynamic page break display feature shows a line of _IS, with a P in the 
rightmost column, at places where a page break will fall during printout: 

---------------------------------------------P 
This line is added only for display purposes; there is no such line in the 
document. (If the page break is caused by a "form feed" (~L) character in the 
file, then the form feed (and the characters preceding it, if any) are shown 
on the screen line, with hyphens to their right.) The display of page break 
lines can be turned off, and back on, with the ~OP command. 

End=of-Fi1e ~ 

When_the document ends before the bottom of the screen, the remainder of the 
screen displays blank lines with periods in the rightmost (flag) column. For 
a new file, the screen is initially filled with such lines. 

Begi noing=of-Fi1e ~ 

If the file display is moved down on the screen until the beginning of the 
file is below the top of the display area, the portion of the screen above the 
beginning of the file is filled with blank lines with colons (:) in the 
rightmost column. 

Ordinary ~ 

Ordinary lines in the file display area show lines of text from the file that 
are not longer than the screen line and are not overprinted by the next line. 
Such lines can end in a "hard" or a "soft" carriage return, as described in 
the General Information Manual; the hard carriage return is indicated with a < 
flag, and the soft carriage return with a blank flag. 

The following example shows the screenls appearance after entering two 
paragraphs and a list, illustrating the display of hard an9 soft carriage 
returns. No menu is shown, indicating that the help level is set to 2 or 
less. The symbol • represents the cursor. 
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A:FILEl.IX>C PAGE 1 LINE 13 COL 1 
L---I---I---I---I---I---I---I---I---I---I---I--R 
This is a paragraph of text entered without using the RETURN 
key; word wrap formed the lines. The line breaks will be 
moved if the user invokes reformation. Note that the flag 
character column is blank, except on the last line, where a 
< indicates that RETURN key was used to end the paragraph. < 

The following list was entered using the RETURN key between 
lines, because the line breaks were desired in these 
positions. Note the <IS in the rightmost column: < 

~~s < 
Sentences < 
Paragraphs < 
DoclIDlents < 

• 
Figure 2-7. AaJearance of Text on the Screen 

EILE CBARAcrER DISEIAY 

Files edited by WordStar may contain all ASCII characters (hexadecimal code 
values 0 - 7F) except control-Z (IA hex). Most terminals display only the 
printing characters (codes 20 - 7E hex). WordS tar uses combinations of charac
ters to display other codes: 

Olaracter 

crRL I 

other 
Control 

Characters 

Delete 

Table 2-L Nal-displayable Olaracters 

How Displayed 

Tab (09 hex). Enough spaces to move to next multiple of 8 
columns. Note: this character is common in non-documents such 
as program source files, but it is not used for WordStarls 
variable stop tabs. See Section 6. 

,.. and letter or punctuation character (except IE and IF hex, 
which are used internally to represent soft hyphens and display 
as highlighted hyphens (-). 

Tilde (-, 7E hex). Occurrence of this character in a file is 
unlikely. 

Control letters are common in document files as they are used to control print 
enhancements such as underlining. They display as ,.. and a letter, just as they 
are printed in this manual. Although two characters appear on the screen only 
one character is in the file and is edited as a single character. For example, 
a "delete character" command ( .... G) will result in the disappearance of both the 
,.. and the letter from the screen. 
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Flag Characters 

Most of the "flag" characters which can appear in the rightmost column of the 
file display area were introduced earlier in this section; Table 2-2 sum
marizes all of them for reference. 

Table 2-2. Flag Olaracters 

Olaracter 

< 

+ 

Blank. Line ends in "soft" (mid-paragraph) carriage return; this 
line break may be changed by subsequent word wrap or paragraph 
reform operations. 

Line ends in "hard" carriage return; this line break will not change 
in subsequent word wrap or reform operations. 

This line is continued beyond column 80; an attempt to move the 
cursor to the right of coiumn 80 will bring more of the line into 
view. 

Next line will overprint this line. 

This screen line is after (below) the end of the document. Also 
appears on last line of document if there is no carriage return 
after the text. 

This screen line is before (above or prior to) the beginning of the 
doctmlent. 

P New page begins with following screen line. Appears only when page 
break display is on ("Op). 

? Line contains an unrecognized, and possibly erroneous, "dot command" 
(Section 7). Also appears while a dot command line is being typed 
in; disregard until entry is complete. Does not appear when editing 
a "non-document" (Section 6). 

J Line ends in "line feed" character without "carriage return" chara
cter. This is a non-standard file format never created in normal 
WordStar use. 

M Line contains a MailMerge dot command. See MailMerge (Sections 9-
12) • 

Note 

The flag character is not displayed on the last line of most termi
nals. Because of notmal hardware limitations, this position is left 
blank. Scroll the display up a line ("z) to see the flag column 
character for the last line. 
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Screen Updating 

The file display area of the screen is updated at the end of each command, or 
after each character of text entered, provided that no further keys have been 
struck. Only the changed portions of the screen are redisplayed. 

The file display is not updated until the command has been executed complete
ly. For example, the cursor to end of file command ("QC) can take several 
seconds or longer, during which the screen remains unchanged, except that "QC 
displays in the upper left hand corner and DISK WArT appears if necessary. 

Screen update is further deferred until all characters typed have been proces
sed, allowing WordStar to process commands and text entry typed at a much 
higher burst rate than the terminal display can keep up with. For example, if 
several "scroll up screenful" commands ("C) are typed quickly, the file dis
play area remains unchanged until all of them have been processed. This 
allows rapid motion through the file. 

If a character is typed while WordStar is in the midst of updating the screen, 
the update will be suspended until that character is processed, momentarily 
(or longer, if a slow command was entered) leaving the screen in a partially 
updated state. 

EXCEPrION 

The scroll up line ("Z) and scroll down line ("w) commands always display the 
new line scrolled onto the screen immediately. This makes possible rapid 
upward scrolling with all lines displayed, by holding down repeat CTRL Z. (On 
some keyboards, any key which is held down repeats; on others, there is a 
separate REPEAT key which should be held for repetitive transmission.) Simi
larly, repeat-control-W will scroll the text downward continuously on termi
nals capable of downward scrolling. 

All terminals are'capable of "scrolling" the text upward, but on those without 
the "line delete" code, WordStar will scroll instead of redisplay only if 
there is no menu above the file display area. Thus, users of "dumb" terminals 
will obtain faster upward scrolling (for example, with the "z command) if they 
suppress the menu b¥ reducing the help level. 
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Section 3 
Basic Editing 

Basic Editing 

Sections 3-6 describe all of the commands that are available while editing a 
file. The descriptions are organized into categories to facilitate reference. 
The categories are organized in the approximate order a new user will need to 
learn commands. But this doesn't mean that all commands in a category should 
be learned before progressing to the next. 

Each section includes concise tables of commands and most sections include 
additional descriptions. In particular, Section 4 contains extensive descrip
tion of the use of WordStar's on-screen text formatting features. 

The commands that are available when not editing a file (at the no-file menu) 
are described in Section 1. 

CURSOR MOTION 

Cursor motion commands are used to place the cursor at the desired point in 
the text before making a correction or addition~ All scroll motion commands 
move the display of the document up or down on the screen, or display an 
entirely different screen of text as necessary to bring the cursor destination 
into view. 

As noted at the end of this section, the cursor will not go to places on the 
screen that do not represent characters in the file. 

Table 3-1 shows all of the commands relating to cursor motion. The second 
character of a two-key command is shown as an upper case letter, but it may 
also be entered as a lower case letter or a control character. 

Note that the basic cursor motion keys ( .... S, .... E, .... 0, and .... X) are arranged in a 
diamond on your keyboard. The position of the keys corresponds to the direc
tion of cursor motion: 

A 
left 
word 

t! I 
F 

right 
word 

Figure 3-1. The CUrsor D.i.aI:ood 
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The adjacent keys to each side of the diamond, AA and AF, move the cursor 
farther in the same direction--to the next word instead of the next character. 
Furthermore, prefixing any of the four basic diamond.keys with AQ moves the 
cursor as far as it will go on the screen in that direction. 

Table 3-1. Cursor Motion Commands 

Command Description 

AS Cursor Left Character. Moves the cursor to the previous character 
in the file, going to the end of the preceding line if at the 
beginning of the current line. One cornmon use of this command is to 
back-space over characters just entered to make a correction. (AH 
and BAO<SPACE are equivalent to AS). 

AO Cursor Right Character. Moves the cursor to the next ct~racter in 
the file, going to the beginning of the next line if at the end of 
the current line. 

AE Cursor Up Line. Moves the cursor up to the preceding screen line. 
The cursor remains as nearly as possible in the same print column; 
moves left if needed to avoid landing beyond the end of a line. 

"x Cursor Down Line. 1-loves the cursor down to the next screen line. 
The cursor remains as nearly as possible in the same print column; 
moves left if necessary to avoid landing beyond the end of a file 
line. 

AA Cursor Left Word. Moves the cursor back to the beginning of a word. 
See exact definition of "word" after this table. 

AF Cursor Right Word. Moves the cursor forward to the beginning of the 
next word. This is a fast way to get the cursor to the desired 
position in a line. 

AQS Cursor to Left Side. Moves the cursor to the leftmost column of the 
current screen line. 

AQO Cursor to Right Side. Moves the cursor right to the position after 
the last character displayed on the current screen line; usually 
this is not the right edge of the screen. 

AQE Cursor to Top. Moves the cursor to the top line of the text area, 
remaining as nearly as possible in the same column. 

AQX Cursor to Bottom. Moves the cursor to the bottom line of the text 
area (similar to AQE). 

AQR Cursor to Beginning of File. Moves the cursor to the beginning of 
the document. For a long document, doing a save (AKS) is faster and 
uses less diskette temporary file space if the cursor is currently 
near the end of the document. 
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Table 3-L CUrsor Motim Commands (Continued> 

Command Description 

"QC CUrsor to End of File. Moves the cursor to the position after the 
last character of the document. 

"QO-9 CUrsor to Place Harker. Moves the cursor to one of ten "place 
markers". Place markers are set by the operator with the commands 
"KO through "K9 (see Section 5). 

"QB Cursor to Beginning of Block. Moves the cursor to the beginning of 
the marked block, and displays the marker if it is presently ~~dis
played. Blocks are described in Section 6. 

"QK CUrsor to End of Block. Moves the cursor to the end of the cur
rently marked block, similarly. 

"QP CUrsor to Positim Before Previous Command. Moves the cursor to its 
position before the preceding command. This command is particularly 
useful after saves, to get back to where you were editing, and after 
"B (paragraph reform), to get back to the point where you were 
making changes. I 

"OJ CUrsor to Start of Last Find. CUrsor to Source of Last Block. Moves 
the cursor to its position before the last Find or Replace command 
(Section 5) or to the position of the source of the last block of 
text moved, copied, or deleted (Section 6), whichever has been used I most recently. 

Definition of a ~ordn 

For the purposes of the word left and word right commands ("A and "F) and the 
delete word command ("T), a "word ll is defined to include one punctuation 
character ( • , : ; 1 or 1) at the end, if present, and any number of fol
lowing spaces and tabs. Words may be separated by commas (for example) 
without spaces, and the cursor will come to rest after each comma. A carriage 
return is also treated as though it were a word, that is, the cursor will stop 
at the end of each line as well as at the beginning of each word in each line. 

Where the CUrsor Won't Go 

The cursor can be moved only onto characters present in the file, or to the 
position immediately after the last character of a file line. This latter 
position corresponds to being lion" the carriage return between lines. Recall 
that lines in the file are stored in variable length, with "carriage return" 
characters separating them. There is usually blank space on the screen to the 
right of each line for which the file contains no characters. The cursor 
cannot be moved into this space with the cursor motion commands. 
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To get the cursor to go beyond the actual characters at the right of the end 
of a line, the line must be extended. Put the cursor at the end of the line 
("QD) , then space or tab over to the desired column. If insertion is off, you 
can tab over without bothering with the "QO. The tab key ("I) acts like a 
cursor motion command when the cursor is over existing characters, but extends 
the line with spaces upon reaching the end of the existing text. 

Usually you will find that the cursor can be moved one or two more columns to 
the right of the last character visible on a line. This just means that there 
are one or two "space ll characters in the file between the last visible charac
ter and the carriage return. 

The cursor will not move beyond the position after the last character in the 
file, nor move to a position before the beginning of the file. 

The cursor will not come to rest in "markers" (see Section 5), nor in page 
break display lines ( P), as these are display items that do not 
represent file characters. 

The cursor will come to rest only on the first display character of a file 
character displayed with multiple characters (see Section 2). This occurs 
with respect to print control characters entered into the file to control 
enhancements such as underline, and with the <non-document) fixed "tab" char
acters, if you use them (Section 6). 

Bow the OJrsor Moves 

HORI ZONl'AL M.Ol'.IQN 

"Horizontal ll cursor motion follows the characters in the working document, 
wrapping to beginning (left) of the next line when moved to the right from the 
end of a line, or to the end (right) of the preceding line when moved to the 
left from the beginning of a line. For example, successive "cursor right" 
(~D) commands move the cursor to the right until the end of the line is 
reached, then the next "0 moves the cursor to the beginning of the next screen 
line, at the left edge of the screen. 

Horizontal cursor motion moves extra positions as necessary to avoid landing 
in a place the cursor won't go, such as on the letter of a control character 
displayed as "-letter, or on a display item that does not represent a file 
character, such as a marker or a page break line. 

Starting with release 3.0, lines of a WordStar document wider than 80 columns 
will be displayed on a single line, rather than wrapped to a second or third 
line. When the document first appears, only characters in columns 1-79 will 
be shown on the screen. However, as you attempt to move the cursor beyond 
column 79, the line in which the cursor rests will shift left 20 columns. 
(This number can be changed from 20 to another value if desired.) After about 
one second, the rest of the line in view will also shift left. The lines on 
the screen shift similarly to the right any time you move the cursor back to a 
column beyond the left side of the screen. 

Any time the margin is beyond the rightmost column that is visible on the 
screen, the ruler line will display a + at the right side of the screen. 
Flags displayed at the right side of the screen will have the same meanings as 
indicated in Table 2-2, even though the actual right margin is not in view. 
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For the purpose of scrolling horizontally, print control characters in the 
file are counted, even though they are not counted for the purpose of 
printing. with horizontal scrolling, it is ,possible to have a line more than 
240 columns wide. (The limit is about 32,000 columns.) 

VERl'ICAL MarION 

vertical cursor motion keeps the cursor in the same print column, or as near 
to it as possible. When the destination line is long enough, the cursor will 
usually move straight up or down, but it may jog left or right according to 
the "same print column" rule if one of the lines contains one or more print 
control characters. The print control characters, described in Section 7, 
display as a caret (A) and a letter (two columns), but don't print (or print 
in one column only). 

If the cursor is moved up (AE) or down (AX) and the destination line is 
shorter I the cursor will move left as necessElry to avoid landing beyond the 
end of the line. The cursor also moves sidewise, if necessary, to avoid 
landing in any of the other forbidden places previously described. It \-lill 
move vertically an additional line if necessary to skip over a page break 
line. 

When a command moves the cursor to a character not displayed on the screen, 
the screen display is scrolled to bring the cursor destination onto the 
screen. For example, if the cursor is already on the top display line, a 
"cursor up" (AE) will move the file display down a line in order to gi'Je the 
cursor a place to go. 

Commands that scroll the file display up or down also move the cursor to a 
different line if necessary to keep it on the screen. 

~~e cursor is also kept out of the bottom line of the screen by scrolling the 
file display or moving the cursor up when necessary. This makes the next line 
alwa.ys visible when text is being altered, reducing the chance of inadver
tently typing over it. 

Any attempt to move the cursor beyond the end of the file or before the 
beginning of the file leaves the cursor unmoved. Add lines to the file if you 
wish to move above the beginning or below the end. 

The scrolling commands change the text displayed on the screen, without neces
sarily moving the cursor; these commands are commonly used to bring the 
desired text into view. 

The cursor motion commands (previous section) also move the document on the 
screen, but only when necessary to keep the cursor destination in the display 
area. 
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Table 3-2. Scrolling Coounands 

Command Description 

"z Scroll Up One Line. Scrolls the file display (or directory) up one 
line: a line disappears off the top of the screen and a line is 
added at the bottom. 

"w Scroll Down One Line. Scrolls the file display (or directory) down 
one line. 

"c Scroll Up One "Screenful". Moves the display up by a "screenful", 
showing additional lines toward end of file. Cursor remains in same 
screen line, as nearly as possible to the same column. Actual 
ITlotion is about 3/4 the number of displayed lines, so that there is 
some overlap between successive "screenfuls". 

"'R Scroll Down One "Screenful". Hoves the display down a "screenful." 

"'QZ Continuous Scroll Up. Starts moving the screen display up con
tinuously, a line at a time. 

"'QW Continuous Scroll Down. Starts moving the screen display down 
continuously, a line at a time. 

Scrolling r"Z and "W) 

For upward scrolling (downward file motion), the cursor line is moved down 
only if it is already in the top line of the text area; otherwise the cursor 
remains on the same character. However, if the file directory (see "KF, 
Section 6) is displayed and there are additional lines of file names below the 
partial directory shown on the screen, "z will scroll the directory up one 
line and leave the file display unchanged. 

Continuous Scrolling (AQZ am "'00 

Whenever you initiate continuous scrolling, WordStar displays 

TYPE 1-9 'It) VARY SPEED, SPACE 'It) mop 

Press 1 for fastest scrolling, 9 for slowest. The default speed is initially 
3. Press any other key to stop the screen motion. 

Generally, text entry is accomplished simply by typing the text. However, 
related commands are used to control whether the text inserts or overtypes 
existing text, to control the forming of text into lines by word wrap, to 
indicate paragraph endings, or to "tab" to preset tab stops, etc. 

The basic commands for entering text are shown in Table 3-3, with more 
detailed explanations of some commands in the paragraphs that follow. Addi
tional commands and extensive discussion of on-screen text formatting for word 
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processing purposes are given in Section 4, after presentation of deletion and 
saving commands. 

Table 3-3. Basic Commands for Qrt:ermg Text 

ConJrand Description 

"'I 

Insertion ON/OFF. Determines whether characters t~7ped are inserted 
into current line, or replace (overtype) characters already in line. 
Press once to turn insertion OFF, and again to turn insertion back 
00. ~1hen on, INSERI' ON shows in status line. 

End Paragraph. With insertion ON, RETURN inserts a hard carriage 
return in the file; with insertion OFF, RETURN makes the carriage 
return at the end of the line "hard" if it is "soft", t.hen moves the 
cursor to the beginning of the next file line. 

Insert -nardD carriage Return. A "hard" carriage return is inserted 
at the cursor posi tion: and the cursor is left in front of it; that 
is, the cursor is not moved. Text to the right of or below the 
cursor moves down. 

Tab. Aclvcmce to the next tab stop. If there are no more tab stops 
on the current line, go to next line. Only tab stops set within the 
margins are used unless word wrap is off or margins are released. 

"'OI Set Variable Tab. Sets either an ordinary or a decimal tab stop 
(see Section 4) • 

.... 00 Clear Variable Tab. Clears a tab stop (see Section 4) • 

.... OF Set Tabs and Margins from DRulerD Line in File. Allows you to type 
a line of symbols in your file to be used to set tabs and margins 
(see Section 4) • 

.... Px Enter Control Character. ....p followed by a letter (x) enters the 
corresponding control character into the file; any other character 
except space is entered exactly as typed. This permits entering 
control characters that normally have command functions. For exam
ple, "p .... S or .... PS will enter a CI'RL S ( .... S) into the document. 

End Paragraph (RE'IURN) 

If the line spacing is set to 2 when you press RETURN, two returns are inser
ted or two lines moved down over, etc. RETURN should not normally be used 
between the lines of a paragraph; let word wrap form the lines instead. 

RETURN with insertion ON will split a line into two if the cursor is in mid
line, or produce a blank line if the cursor is at the beginning or the end of 
a line. 

~ with insertion OFF may be used to change a soft carriage return to 
hard; for example after deleting the last line or lines of a paragraph. 
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Insert "Bard- carriage Return ("N) 

Depending on the cursor position, ~N will create a blank line (cursor at 
beginning or end of line) or split a line into two lines (cursor in mid-line). 

Comparison of RB'roRN and "N 

Note the following differences between inserting a carriage return with RETURN 
and inserting a carriage return with ~N: 

• ~N makes an insertion whether insertion is ON or OFF; RETURN makes 
an insertion only when insertion is ON. 

• ~N leaves the cursor before the inserted carriage return; RETURN 
leaves the cursor after the carriage return. 

• ~N always single spaces; RETURN inserts multiple returns (or moves 
multiple lines) if the line spacing (~OS) is set greater than 1. 

Generally, RETURN is the more convenient key to use when paragraph ends or 
blank lines are needed in the course of continuous text entry. AN is a 
convenient way to make a blank line or lines into which to type a paragraph to 
be inserted. Using ~N first makes sure the new line or paragraph ends in a 
"hard" carriage return even if you forget to type RETURN at the end; only a 
single .... N is necessary before entering a paragraph of any length under word 
wra~ Experienced users find .... N extremely useful in correcting text already 
entered. 

The tab function works one way when insertion is ON and another way when it is 
OFF: 

Insertion ON: Tab inserts spaces, and possibly a "hard" carriage return, 
to reach next tab stop. Text after the cursor moves ahead. 

Insertion Qfl:: Tab moves the cursor over existing text; if there is no 
more existing text and the next tab stop is on the current line, the line 
is extended with spaces; if there are no more tab stops on the current 
line, WordStar inserts a "hard carriage return" and moves the cursor to a 
new line. 

Note that the tab key (with insertion ON, or cursor beyond end of line; and 
variable tabbing on) enters regular space characters into the file. These 
will be subsequently edited just as if they had been entered with the space 
bar. 

Each tab stop may be regular or "decimal". After you tab to a "decimal" stop, 
text moves left as entered until "." is pressed, aligning the data so the 
point is at the tab stop. See Section 4. 

For tab operation with variable tabbing turned off ( .... or command), see "Fixed 
Tabbing Mode," Section 6. 
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Enter Cmtrol Olaracter ("pz) 

Ap is used to enter "print control characters" for underlining, boldface, 
subscripting, etc. into the document. These characters are fully described in 
Section 7 and summarized in the Print Menu. Ap- may also be used to enter a 
"hard" (regular) hyphen when "soft hyphen entry" is on (see AOE, Section 4). 
In addition, Ap may be used to key in any code (1-7F hex) that your keyboard 
can generate, for special <non-document) purposes. The character entered with 
Ap will insert or overtype, depending on whether insertion is ON or OFF. 
Table 3-4 summarizes some of the uses of Ap. 

Table 3-4. SCme Uses for ~ 

Command Description 

Ap_ Enter Hard Hyphen.Always enters a "hard" (regular) - even if soft 
hyphen entry (AOE) is on or AB (with hyphen-help, AOH , on) is 
pausing to allow hyphenation. 

APO Enter Non-Break Space. Enter a control-G into the file at points 
where you want a space to print but you do not want the line wrapped 
or spaces inserted for justification. 

ApH Strikeover. Causes the next character to overprint the preceding 
character, i.e. to print in the same position. Strikeover displays 
as A H• 

Ap RETURN Enter Overprint Line. Enters "carriage return" code without "line 
or feed" overprint code into file, causing the LINE entered immedi-

Am ately after "Ap RETURN" to OVERPRINT the preceding line. A hyphen 
(-) appears in rightmost column of screen to indicate that next line 
overprints line with hyphen (-). 

Overprint Lines ("'p RETURN or "HO 

Overprint lines may be used to produce special effects, by printing multiple 
characters in the same column position. The Ap command is fully described in 
Section 7. 

Other Carmands 

Many other commands influence the on-screen formatting of text. Read Section 
4 for full descriptions; refer to the Onscreen Menu for a brief summary. 

Hints for Flltering Tables 

Set the margins wider than the table and clear all tab stops. Set a tab stop 
for each desired column. Press the TAB key after entering each field. Tab
bing after the last item on each line will automatically take you to the first 
field on the next line. Setting the margins and tab stops is discussed in 
Section 4 under the subheading "Setting Tab stops and Margins". 
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If the table is not at the end of the file, check that insert is ON before 
entering the table, or use IN to make a number of blank lines for the table. 

TO ensure that the table prints with the columns aligned as they appear on the 
screen (even if "B or word wrap is used accidentally), place a .UJ OFF dot 
command just before the table to turn microjustification OFF. If.OJ OFF is 
not used, and a line in the table is word-wrapped or reformed with "B (Section 
4), the line may not print exactly as it appears on the screen. Remember to 
use .OJ ON at the end of the table to turn microjustification back on. 

The commands shown in Table 3-5 are used to remove text from the document. 

Table 3-5. Deletion canmaoos 
Command Description 

"G Delete Character. Deletes the character at the cursor position. If 
the cursor is at the end of a line, deletes the carriage return, 
joining two lines. 

DELETE Delete Character Left. Deletes the character immediately left of 
the cursor. If the cursor is at the beginning of a line, deletes 
carriage return, joining the current line onto the preceding line. 
DELE'I'E, DEL, RUB and RIJa:xJT are alternate labelings of the same key. 

"T 

"QY 

"Q DEL 

3-10 

The code II" _" (IF hex) is generated by some keyboards if the CTRL 
key is held while DELETE is pressed. The latter code is accepted to 
make it unnecessary to release the CTRL key or (on some keyboards) 
move to the SHIFT key before rubbing out characters. 

Delete Word Right. Deletes the word containing the cursor, and 
following spaces. If the cursor is in mid-word, "T deletes only 
that portion of the word at and to the right of the cursor. If the 
cursor is between words, "T deletes only the spaces up to the next 
word; If the cursor is at the end of a line, "T deletes the 
carriage return and any spaces following. See "Definition of a 
Word" earlier in this section. 

Delete Line. Deletes the entire line on and off the screen in which 
the cursor is resting. with any associated overprint lines. The 
lines that follow move up on the screen. 

Delete to End of Line. Deletes from the cursor p:>sition rightward 
in the line in which the cursor is resting. Does not delete 
carriage return at end line, nor overprint lines. 

Delete to Beginning of Line. Deletes leftward to the beginning of 
the line (like "QY). (See DELETE in this table for other key 
names.) 
Delete Block. Deletes the currently marked block of text. See 
''Block Operations", Section 6. 
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A document that you are entering or changing is not permanently stored until 
"saved" on diskette. Furthermore, only a disk-saved document can be printed. 
The commands for saving (and abandoning) files are shown in Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6. Saving and 1\bandoning Commands 

Command Description 

"KS Save File and Resume. Saves the document and initiates re-edit: 
short for .... KD followed by another D (or m command for same file. 
Cursor is left at beginning of file; to restore cursor to previous 
position, enter "QP as the next command. 

Use :RS frequently to save your work so far, then continue editing 
the same document. Also, trlis command is the fastest way to get the 
cursor from the end to the beginning of extremely long files. 

"KD Save File--Done. Saves the document and goes to the no-file menu. 

"10{ Save File and Exit. Saves the document and exits from Wordstar to 
the operating systerr: • 

.... KQ Abandon File. Terminates editing of this file without saving the 
new version. Asks for yes-no confirmation if changes have been 
made; goes t.o the no-file menu after termination. 

Use "KQ when you c10 not want the changes saved; also useful when no 
changes have been made, as after "editing" a file to inspect the 
document on the screen. 

Every editing session whose results you want to keep must be ended with one of 
the "save" commands; a save must be issueO during editing if you want to print 
what you have done so far; saving frequently during long sessions is advisable 
to guard against power failures, computer breakdown, or catastrophic command 
errors. 

WordStar provides a "save and resume" (:RS) command to save your work so far, 
then continue editing. This eliminates the need to enter a no" command after 
saving, and is a convenience for saving periodically during long sessions or 
saving to permit printing the text entered so far. After this save, if the 
help level is not 0, WordStar displays a message reminding you that the "QP 
command may be used to return the cursor to its position before the save. 

Note 

Until saved, all changes made are temporary, and \-Till be lost in the 
event of a power failure, computer crash, full diskette, etc. The 
A KS command provides a convenient way to file and continue editing. 
Save early and save often! 
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After saving is completed, the original file (the one named in the ItDII command 
or after ''WSII in the system command that calls up WordStar) will contain the 
updated document, and a file with the same primary name but type BAK will 
contain the previous version of the document. Note that only ONE .BAK file is 
kept. Multiple saves, including ~KS's, will lose the original input file. The 
General Information Manual describes file changes because of a Itsave.1I 

After saving with the ~KD command, the no-file menu is displayed. You may 
then edit another file, print a file, or perform other commands. It is thus 
possible to edit several files in succession without re-invoking WS for each 
one. 

The commands in this section relate to saving (filing) the document being 
edited under the file name it came from. The ADDITIONAL FILE COMMANDS, 
described in Section 6, permit other file-related operations such as writing 
part or all of the document on a file with a different name, merging files, 
and splitting a file into several files. 
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Section 4 
On-Screen Text Formatting 

FORMATTING COMMANDS 

The commands for formatting text on the screen are shown in Table 4-1, 
followed by detailed descriptions of some of the commands. 

Table 4-1. On-Screen Text Formatting Commands 

carmand Descriptioo 

AQC Center Line. Document line containing cursor is centered between 
current margins. Blar~s at beginning and end of line are ignored. 

AOL Set Left Margin. Asks for left margin. Either enter a number 1-240 
and press RETURN or press ESCAPE to use cursor column margin number 
(as shown in COL item in status line). 

AOR Set Right Margin. Asks for right margin; enter column number of 
rightmost column to use for text, or press ESCAPE key to use cursor 
colunm. 

AOF Set Margins and Tabs from Ruler Line in File. Sets left margin to 
position of leftmost non-blank character in line containing the 
cursor, and right margin to rightmost non-blank character. This is 
a convenient way to reset the margins to match those used in a 
particular paragraph (or in a specially typed line). 

ACX; Paragraph Tab. Temporarily sets the left margin in one tab stop 
from itS present setting. For example, if the left margin is set at 
I and there is a tab stop at column 6, typing ACX; once will tempora
rily move the left margin to column 6. Successive AOG1S will set 
the left margin to successive tab stops. 

AOS Set Line Spacing. Asks for a number and sets line spacing. Enter 2 
for double spacing, 3 for triple spacing, etc. This spacing is used 
whenever word wrap wraps a line, by AB, and when the RETURN key is 
pressed. 

AB Reform Paragraph. IIFormsll existing text as it was formed during 
entry by word wrap (except with optional hyphen-help) to end of 
paragraph. Starting point is left margin of line containing cursor, 
or cursor position if to left of left margin. Ending point is next 
hard carriage return encountered, or form feed or end of file. 

Aor Set Tab Stop. Asks for column number at which to set a (variable) 
tab stop. An 1 w ill appear in the ruler line to show the new tab 
stop. Enter an # to set a decimal tab stop. An # will appear in 
the ruler line. (AO TAB can also be used.) 

AON Clear Tab stop(s). Asks for column at which to clear tab stop; type 
IIAII and RETURN to clear all tab stops. 
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Table 4-1. On-Screen Text Formatting Commands (Continued) 

Cmmand Descriptioo 

"'I Tab. Moves cursor or inserts spaces to next tab stop on line; if 
none, goes to first tab stop on next line. Unless word wrap is off 
or margins are released, only tab stops between the margins are 
used. Fully described in Section 3 for the variable (normal) mode. 
(TAB may also be used.) 

For Decimal Tabs, see explanation later in this section. 

"'ox Margin Release. Margins are released until the cursor has gone 
outside of margins then returned to between margins. MAR REL 
appears in status line while in effect. If margin release is al
ready in effect, another ~OX unreleases. Margin release has the 
same effect as turning word wrap off except that margin release 
terminates automatically. 

Qlscreen Menu Display ("'0) 

The Onscreen Menu shows whether the following features are currently ON or OFF: 

Hyphen-help 
Variable tabbing 
Page break display 
Word Wrap 

Setting the Margins ("'(L am "'m> 

Justification 
Print control display 
Soft hyphen entry 
Ruler display 

The left and right margins should be set to the desired values whenever text 
is being entered (unless word wrap is turned OFF), and whenever the reform 
paragraph command (~B) is used. 

Setting Ruler Lines ("'CF) 

The ~OF command also sets tab stops at any columns containing an !, or decimal 
tab stops at any columns containing an i, and clears tab stops at columns 
containing a hyphen (-). Thus a "ruler" for tab stops and margins may be 
entered into the file, as discussed later in this section. 

Setting Paragraph Tabs ("'00) 

The margin set with "'ex; is temporary; it wIll remain in effect only until 
RE'lURN is pressed, another margin command is entered, or the cursor is moved 
to a location in front of the place where ~ex; was typed. On terminals with 
highlighting, the ruler at the top of the screen will display un-highlighted 
to the left of the temporary left margin set with ~OO. 

RefoDDing a Paragrcqil ("'B) 

The "'B command may be used to reform text after making insertions or dele
tions. The ~B command may also be used to change margins, to change line 
spacing, to justify or unjustify the text, and/or to assist in hyphenation. 
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Set the desired parameters, position the cursor in the first line to be 
altered, and type "B. Upon completion, "B leaves the cursor after the hard 
carriage return (paragraph end) that terminated the reform operation. 

If Hyphen-Help ("OH) is ON, the "B command may pause to allow a hyphen to be 
entered to split a word between lines. To hyphenate, move the cursor if 
desired, then press the hyphen (-) key. To continue reforming without hyphe
nating, type "B. 

Additional description of the "B command follows later in this section. 

TOGGLE KEYS 

The toggle keys for formatting are shown in Table 4-2, followed by detailed 
descriptions of same of the toggles. 

Table 4-2. Formatting Toggle Keys 

CaImand Descripticn 

"00 Word Wrap ON/OFF. Turns word wrap off if currently on; turns word 
wrap on if currently off. Turning word wrap off also activates any 
tab stops outside the current margins. Word wrap is described in 
detail after this table. 

"OJ Justification ON/OFF. When ON, "soft" spaces are inserted in each 
line formed by word wrap or "B to bring the right end of each line 
out to the exact margin; when off, no "soft" spaces are inserted 
(and any already present are removed), leaving text "ragged right". 

"av Variable Tabbing ON/OFF. When ON, WordStar's variable tab stops are 
in effect, and spaces are entered into file for tabs. When OFF, the 
description under "Fixed Tabbing Mcx:1e" in Section 6 applies. Should 
normally be left on for word processing use. Note: when turned OFF, 
the ruler line continues to show the variable tab stops. 

"or Ruler Line ON/OFF. Turns display of the "ruler" line showing mar
gins and tab stops off and on. 

"OP Page Break Display ON/OFF. Controls display of page break lines 
------P in file display area of screen and P~E and LINE items 
in status line. 

"00 Print Control Display ON/OFF. Controls display of control charac
ters which do not print. Turn OFF to make the screen look more like 
printout when checking text; keep on while editing. 

Turning "00 off greatly improves visualization of text containing 
many print controls. Always turn "00 back ON before editing. If 
textual changes are made with print control display off, the print 
controls will usually remain in their old places, which will usually 
yield undesired results. 
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Table 4-2. Formatting Toggle Keys (Continued) 

Coomand Description 

"'OH Hypben-Belp ON/OFF. When Hyphen-Help is ON, the "'B command (reform 
paragraph) will pause upon encountering a long word that does not 
quite fit on the line. The operator may then position the cursor 
(which indicates where the hyphen will be placed) and press the 
hyphen (-) key to insert a (soft) hyphen and continue reforming, or 
press "'B to continue reforming without hyphenating. 

"'OE Soft Hyphen Entry ON/OFF. When soft hyphen entry is ON, the "_" key 
always enters a "soft" hyphen, rather than a regular (hard) hyphen 
or dash. A soft hyphen is a hyphen that will print ONLY if word 
wrap or paragraph reform ("'B) leaves it at the end of a line. 

Page Break Display Toggle ("'Op) 

When page break display is off, FC=ccccc and FL=111 display in status line as 
described in Section 2. By moving the cursor to the end of file and reading 
the FC= item, you can determine file size. 

Print Control Display Toggle ("'{D) 

Note the following lX'ints when "'00 is OFF, 

• those soft hyphens (see "'OE in this table) which will not print do 
not display; 

• the "non-break-space" character (control-Q) displays as a space, 
rather than ""'0"; 

• other print controls do not display (see Section 7). 

Soft Hyphen EntJ:y Toggle ("'CE) 

Turning soft hyphen entry ON allows hyphenating words with the - key as text 
is entered; only the hyphens which fall at the end of line will print. 
Turning "'OE ON is not necessary to hyphenate when "'B pauses for hyphenation 
under hyphen-help. Soft hyphens display highlighted; the "'00 command (above) 
can be used to suppress display of soft hyphens which will not print. To 
enter a hard hyphen--even if "'OE is ON-type "'p -. When "'OE is ON, the hyphen 
(-) key also enters a soft hyphen into a file name, or a text to search for or 
substitute, or answering other questions asked by various WordStar commands. 
To enter a hyphen in a file name when "'OE is ON, type ,"'p -. See the addition
al description of soft hyphens in the text later in this section. 
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Files containing soft hyphens will not print correctly with releases 
of WordStar earlier than 2.0. 
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Table 4-3. Defaults for Parameters 

Item Doa:aent Mode Noo-DoclIDent Mode 

Left Margin Column 1 Column 1 

Right Margin Column 65 Column 65 
(SO-column screen) (SO-column screen) 

Column 60 Column 60 
(64-column screen) (64-column screen) 

Variable Tab Stops Cols. 6, 11, 16, ••• , 56 Cols. 9, 17, 25, ••• , 73 

Variable Tabbing ON OFF 

Word Wrap ON OFF 

Justification ON OFF 

Ruler Display CN OFF 

Page Break Display ON Inoperative 

Print Control Display ON ON 

Soft Hyphen Entry OFF OFF 

Hyphen-Help ON OFF 

Any changes made in the items shown in Table 4-3 remain in effect as succes
sive files are edited, except that all of the ON/OFF items are re-defaulted if 
an N edit follows a D edit, or vice versa. 

ENTERING TEXT WITH WORD WRAP OR 

Set the margins ("OL and "OR, or "OF) if you don't want to use the defaults. 
Turn justification off ("OJ) if you want ragged right, set the line spacing 
("OS) for double or triple spacing if desired. On the first keystroke, inden
tation to the left margin (if not at column 1) will occur. 

Each time you type beyond the right margin, the partial word that didn't fit 
on the line is moved down to the left margin on the next line, and the pre
ceding line is justified (unless you selected ragged right). Within a para
graph, type without using the RETURN key, letting WordStar form the text into 
lines. Avoiding use of the return key in mid-paragraph is important: if you 
do use the RETURN key, the resulting "hard" carriage return will interfere 
with later paragraph reforming after corrections. 

At the end of a paragraph, press the RETURN key. This will record a "hard" 
carriage return (fixed line break) in the file, indicated on the screen by a < 
in the rightmost column. If you want a blank line between paragraphs, press 
RETURN twice. Two RETURNS are all you need between block paragraphs. Any
where else you want a fixed line break, as between lines of a list or a table, 
press the RETURN key. 
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Spaces in the Text 

MY spaces you type are permanently kept in the file; they are termed "hard" 
spaces. To form indented paragraphs, type the desired number of spaces at the 
beginning of each paragraph. The first time you press the space bar, WordStar 
will indent to the left margin before entering your space, so that your space 
is in addition to those supplied by WordStar to get to the margin. The TAB 
(~I) key may also be used to begin indented paragraphs (with a stop set at the 
desired column ("01». 

If you like two spaces after all periods, type that way. Your spaces will be 
kept. When a period falls at the end of a line, your spaces won't show on the 
screen but they will come back if later reforming makes the period fall in the 
middle of a line. 

The spaces added to your text by indentation to the left margin, along with 
any added to the line during justification, are termed "soft" spaces. Soft 
spaces appear the same on the screen as hard spaces, but they are distinct to 
WordStar. If the line is later rejustified, or Teformed to a new left margin, 
"soft" spaces will be selectively removed, but all spaces you entered (includ
ing with the TAB key) will be kept. 

Releasing the Margins 

My time you want to enter something outside the margins, you may release the 
margin ("OX), move the cursor to the desired position, and enter the desired 
text. You don't need to release the margins in order to get the dot of a dot 
command line in column 1. Word wrap automatically disables whenever you are 
entering a period in column 1, or whenever the current line already contains a 
period in that column. 

Print Control Characters 

A formed line containing print control characters will appear to extend beyond 
the right margin on the screen. This is because the print controls occupy no 
character positions on the printed page; when printed, the line will be the 
correct length. (The print control characters, such as CTRL S to turn under
lining on and off, are described in Section 7.) To view the text on the 
screen as it will print, you may turn off the display of print control charac
ters with "'00. Only the characters to be printed will then appear on the 
screen; a line containing print controls will appear the correct length. Be 
sure to turn print control display on again before continuing to edit. 

HINTS FOR EDITING FORMATTED TEXT 

Centering Lines 

To center a line of text between the current margins, place the cursor any
where in the line and type "OC. This command deletes spaces and tabs at the 
beginning of the line and enters the appropriate number of hard spaces to 
center the line. In determining centering, spaces at the beginning and end of 
the text on the line are ignored. 
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Correcting Text within a Paragrapb 

First set the margins, line spacing, and justification to match the paragraph 
to be altered-if they are not already so set. The most convenient way to set 
the margins is to place the cursor in any full-length line in the paragraph, 
then type "OF. 

Then, change the text without worrying about the format. Position the cursor, 
delete text, insert new text, and turn insertion off ("V) to permit over
typing, as appropriate. 

After you have the desired words in the paragraph, position the cursor in the 
first changed line (or the first line that looks messy), and type the para
graph reform command, "8. The paragraph will be fixed up to look the same as 
if it had just been typed in with word wrap on, and the cursor will be left on 
the line immediately following the paragraph. You may notice that "B stops 
part way through the paragraph and displays a message about hyphenation. This 
is hyphen-help, discussed further belOW. To continue without hyphenating, 
just type another "8. To prevent such stops, turn hyphen-help off ("OH>. 

If you insert near the beginning of a line, the end of the line will move 
right, possibly even overflowing to the next screen line. This is OK. "B 
will fix the overlong line. * When a line gets long enough to overflow onto 
the next screen line, a + appears in the rightmost column to indicate that the 
next screen line is part of the same document line. * (true for 3.0?) * 
Of course, text correction can be intermixed with text entry as desired. For 
example, if you notice a misspelled word two lines back, cursor up to it, 
correct it, and type "B to make sure that line and the following lines are 
correctly formed. A backspace ("S) after the "B will usually replace the 
cursor at the end of the paragraph, where you were entering tex~ 

Whenever you are altering a paragraph, make sure it ends up with a hard 
carriage return at the end. Sometimes deleting text at the end of a paragraph 
will leave it without one (no < in the rightmost column of the screen). To 
correct this, "harden" the carriage return by placing the cursor at the end of 
the line ("a:» and, with insertion off ("v), press RErllRN. Alternate methods 
of inserting hard returns include RETURN with insertion on and IN. After one 
of these, you will probably find there is an excess soft return (evidenced by 
a blank line on the screen) which you must delete ("G). 

Inserting a Paragrapb 

To insert a new paragraph between two existing paragraphs, position cursor on 
the first line of the second paragraph at the left margin and type "N. "N 
inserts a "hard" carriage return and leaves the cursor in front of it. Thus, 
the return needed to terminate the paragraph is now in the file and follows 
the cursor, which is on a blank line. Type the body of the paragraph. As 
word wrap forms lines, the paragraph below is pushed down. Type additional 
JNls (or RETURNs with insertion on) if necessary to get the desired number of 
blank lines between paragraphs. 
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Splitting a Paragraph 

To split a paragraph into two, position cursor at desired division point. 
Type AN. This splits the line and supplies a hard carriage return to termi
nate the first paragraph, leaving the cursor in the last line of the first 
paragraph. Now type AB, to remove any justification spaces from the last line 
of the first paragraph (the last line of a paragraph is never justified). 
Type additional AN's (or RETURNs with insertion on) if blank line(s) are 
desired between paragraphs. The second paragraph now begins with a partial 
line that is probably not indented correctly. Place the cursor at the begin
ning of this line, correct the number of spaces present (add spaces if you are 
using indented paragraphs; delete any leftover spaces for block paragraphs), 
then type AB to reform the second paragraph. 

Joining Two Paragraphs 

To join two paragraphs into one, place the cursor at the end of the last line 
of the first paragraph. Type AG,S to eliminate all carriage returns between 
the paragraphs, joining the first line of the next paragraph onto the current 
line. The cursor will now be in the middle of a long line. Establish the 
correct number of spaces as desired at this point (presumably one or two after 
a period). To avoid confusion over soft and hard spaces, the surest procedure 
is to delete all spaces adjacent to the cursor, then insert the one or two 
desired. Now type AB, to fix the long line and reform to the end of the 
paragraph. 

Note 

As noted earlier, the forming operation removes all "soft" spaces 
from the text at the start. There is an exception to this: whenever 
removing a soft space or soft carriage return would result in run
ning two words together with no space or "_" between them, the 
forming operation inserts a hard space in order to avoid running 
words together. This simplifies editing by making it unnecessary to 
type a space after words added to the end of a line. 

Changing Margins, Justification, or Line Spacing 

Paragraph re-form (AB) works just as well for applying new settings to exis
ting text as it does for applying the settings to modified text. Of course, 
it will also apply new settings to modified text. Set the desired margins, 
justification, and line spacing. You may wish to turn hyphen-help off (ACH) 
if you do not wish AB to stop to hyphenate words. Put the cursor at the 
beginning of the paragraph and type AB• The text will be reformed as speci
fied, even unjustified if previously justified, without the need to reenter a 
single character. 

For example, if you were to change the left margin to column 5, turn justifi
cation off, set the line spacing to 2, place the cursor at the beginning of 
the preceding paragraph, and type AB, you would end up with the following 
example of ragged right text: 

4-8 

Paragraph re-form (18) works just as well for applying new settings to 

existing text as it does for applying the settings to modified text. Of 
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course, it will also apply new settings to modified text. Set the desired 

margins, justification, and line spacing. You may wish to turn hyphen

help off (~OH) if you do not wish ~B to stop to hyphenate words. Put the 

cursor at the beginning of the paragraph and type ~B. The text will be 

reformed as specified, even unjustified if previously justified, without 

the need to reenter a single character. 

Since paragraph re-form ~B starts with the line containing the cursor, it may 
be used to change margins (or justification or line spacing), in mid-para
graph. For example, you might want the text to get narrower in mid-paragraph 
to leave a space for a diagram on one 
side of the page. To produce such a 
space, first form the entire paragraph to 
the margins you desire for the first 
portion. Then set the new margins, posi-
tion the cursor in the first line to have 
the new margins, and type ~B again. That 
line and succeeding lines will be re-
formed while the part above the cursor w ill remain unchanged. Additional 
margin changes may be made by applying ~B as many times as desired, each time 
starting farther down in the paragraph. 

~B will help you hyphenate existing text if hyphen-help (~OH) is ON. As 
explained under ''Hyphen-Help'' below, ~B with hyphen-help ON will stop whenever 
a long word that appears to be a good candidate for hyphenation is encoun
tered. You may press the hyphen (-) key to hyphenate and continue reforming, 
or press ~B to continue without hyphenating (thus placing the word on the next 
line). You may move the cursor (~S or ~D) before pressing the hyphen key (-). 
Hyphens entered through hyphen-help are "soft", that is, they will not print 
if later reforming places them in mid-line. 

Cursor Position Before Reform 

Paragraph re-form (~B) never shifts any text on the first line that is either 
to the left of the cursor position or to the left of the left margin currently 
set. This allows section numbers and outline numbers to remain left of the 
margin when the paragraph is reformed, as discussed below. 

When you wish to move a paragraph's left margin to the right, the cursor"must 
be placed to the left of all text on the first line before you type ~B; 
otherwise, the text to the left of the cursor will not be moved rightward. In 
other words, if the left margin of the paragraph as displayed on the screen is 
to the left of the current left margin setting, be sure to place the cursor to 
the left of all text on the first line (including any hard spaces used for 
paragraph indentation) before typing ~B. 

When the new left margin is set the same as, or to the left of, the left 
margin of the paragraph to be re-formed, the cursor need not be poSitioned to 
the left of the text on the first line. 
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Unless there is a section number or word outside the left margin, placing the 
cursor at the beginning of the first line to be reformed before typing ~B 
always works, and placing the cursor anywhere in the first line works unless 
the new left margin is set to the right of the left margin of the text as 
displayed. 

Text to the Left of the Left Margin 

The ~CX; (paragraph tab) command is particularly useful when entering or refor
ming text where there is a section number, word, or other text left of the 
margin. This command temporily resets the left margin to the next tab stop. 

1. This paragraph was entered by typing the 1, a perioo, ~OG, then the text 
of the paragraph. The next tab stop was located in column 6, so ~OG 
temporarily set the left margin to column 6. The temporary margin 
remains in effect until the RETURN key is pressed, or until a cursor 
motion command is used to move the cursor out of the paragraph or before 
the position within the paragraph where ~CX; was typed. 

a. Each successive ~OG moves the left margin over one more tab stop. 
To enter a paragraph like this, type ~OG, then "a" and a period, 
followed by a second "'OG, then the text of the paragraph. 

b. A convenient way to enter an outline is to set tab stops at all 
desired indentations, clear any other tab stops, and use multiple 
~CX;IS to establish each indentation. 

2. You may also use "'OG to reset the left margin temporarily when reformat
ting a paragraph with "'B. Be sure to place the cursor to the right of 
any section number (or other text left of the left margin) before pres
sing "'B. The temporary margin will be released when the "'B is complete. 

"'OG is useful when the only text outside the margin is to the left of the 
first line of a paragraph. If you wish to enter text left of lines after the 
first line, or to the right of any line, of a formed paragraph, enter the 
paragraph first, then enter the text outside the margins with the margins 
released. For example, Table 4-2 has two columns, with formed text in the 
''Description'' column. This table could be entered by setting the margins for 
the ''Description" colwnn, entering the command descriptions, then releasing 
the margins, turning insertion off, and typing the "Command" items. 

Preventi.ng Unwanted MicrO"'\Justification 

When printing text that has been "formed" with word wrap or paragraph reform 
(~B), WordStar will distribute the justification space evenly between the 
words on a line. This produces good appearance for paragraphs, but it can 
produce undesired results for tables or other text where the column alignment 
in the printout should be exactly as on the screen. Normally, such tabular 
text should not· be reformed; word wrap should be prevented during entry of 
tabular text by setting the margins wider than the table and using the RETURN 
(or TAB) key between lines. 

To ensure correct printing of colwnns of text, even if (inadvertently) word
wrapped or reformed, place the dot command .UJ OFF (Section 8) before the 
table. Type .UJ ON after the table to return to normal micro-justified 
printing. Further hints on entering tables are given in Section 3. 
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Bypben-Belp 

Hyphen-help assists in improving the appearance of text by hyphenating long 
words that fall at the end of lines. With hyphen-help on, the paragraph 
reform command (JB) will identify long words that won't quite fit on a line, 
check that the word contains two syllables, roughly establish the proper place 
to hyphenate, then stop to allow the operator to indicate whether to hyphenate 
or not. Since the cursor may not be in exactly the right place for a hyphen, 
you can move the cursor one or more characters in either direction before 
pressing the hyphen key (-). 

Hyphens entered via hyphen-help are "soft" hyphens; that is, they will not be 
printed if later reforming places them in the middle of a line, but they will 
remain in the file and be reactivated if further re-forming places them at the 
end of a line again. 

To use hyphen-help, make sure that ~OH is on (press ~O and look at the menu to 
check), make sure the margins, line spacing, and justification are set as 
desired, place the cursor at the beginning of the paragraph, and press ~B. 
When ~B finds a likely place to hyphenate, reforming stops and the following 
message is displayed at the top of the screen (except at help level 0): 

TO HYPHENATE, PRESS -. Before pressing -, you may 
move cursor: ~S=cursor left, ~D=cursor right. 

If hyphenation not desired, type ~B. 

The cursor will be on the character before which WordStar suggests inserting a 
hyphen. To hyphenate where the cursor is, press the - key. A "soft" hyphen 
will be inserted--regardless whether soft hyphen entry <'~OE) and insertion 
("V) are ON or OFF--and reforming will continue. If you wish to adjust the 
hyphen position, move the cursor left or right, then press -. If you do not 
wish to hyphenate the word, just press ~B, and reforming will continue, 
placing at the beginning of the next line the un-hyphenated word 

While the above message is on the screen, other commands may be used, such as 
"z to bring additional text into view. However, if the cursor is moved out of 
the word or right of the margin, or if a character other than the hyphen (-) 
key is entered, the message will clear and the hyphen (-) key will lose its 
special meaning. (If for some reason you wish to enter a regular (hard) 
hyphen while the above hyphen-pause message is on the screen, be sure to type 
"p-, not just -.) 

~B may stop for hyphenation and display the message shown above several times 
while one paragraph is being reformed -- one such pause occurs for each 'word 
which WordStar considers a good candidate for hyphenation. If you do not wish 
to hyphenate, you may turn hyphen-help off (~OH) to prevent such pauses. 

Even with hyphen-help 00, ~B may complete with no hyphenation pauses. This is 
normal; it indicates the paragraph contains no words which WordStar considers 
good candidates for hyphenation. ~B will not concern itself (or you) with 
words that fall in mid-line, with words with too few characters for the line 
being formed, with words that a~ar to have only one syllable, or with words 
whose entire first syllable does not appear to fit on the line. If you wish 
to hyphenate even in cases where ~B does not stop, it is possible to enter 
soft hyphens explicitly, as described in the next subsection. 
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WordStar supports two kinds of hyphen characters: regular (hard) hyphens which 
always print, and "soft" hyphens which indicate syllable breaks where a word 
may be divided between lines (and a - printed), but where no hyphen should 
print if the entire word is placed on the same line. 

Soft hyphens display as a -; on terminals with highlighting the - will be dim 
or in inverse video. Once a soft hyphen is entered into the file, it always 
remains (unless explicitly deleted), but it may be activated (printed) or 
deactivated any time the line containing it is formed. Whenever word wrap or 
paragraph reform <. .... S) encounters a soft hyphen, the soft hyphen is set to 
print if it falls at the end of a line (if the soft hyphen is used as a place 
to divide the word between lines); otherwise, it is set not to print. 

Soft hyphens are set to print or not print only during line-forming. Thus, if 
you make changes in the file (particularly the insertion or deletion of 
carriage returns after soft hyphens), and neglect to type ""s, you may get a 
hyphen that prints when it shouldnlt or vice versa. 

You can verify which soft hyphens will print by turning off display of print 
controls ( .... 00). Those soft h,YRhens which will not print will disawear from 
the screen. Be sure to turn , OD back on before attempting to edit. 

SOft hyphens are commonly entered using ""s with hyphen-help on, as described 
under the preceding subheading. 

Soft hyphens may also be entered explicitly, by turning on soft hyphen entry 
("OE), then pressing the hyphen (-) key whenever a soft hyphen is desired. 
For convenience, soft hyphens entered with the hyphen (-) key are always 
inserted even if insertion ("'V) is off. Each soft hyphen entered with the 
hyphen (-) key is initially a non-printing soft hyphen; the soft hyphen will 
be set to print if word wrap or .... S subsequently breaks the word at the soft 
hyphen. After adding a soft hyphen to existing text, be sure to reform (""S) 
if you want the soft hyphen to print. 

When soft hyphen entry is ON, you must either type .... p- or turn .... OE off to 
enter a reqular - (hard hyphen) into the file. One of these methods may also 
be used for the answer to a question asked by a WordStar command, such as a 
text to search for or a file name. Ordinarily, you should leave .... OE OFF. 

Soft hyphens may also be entered with the replace command (Section 5). For 
example, you may selectively change hard _IS (type .... p-) to soft hyphens (press 
- with ""OE on), or SUbstitute soft hyphens into all occurrences of a long 
word. Be sure to reform <."'s) after each such replacement. 
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cautim 

Do not use a release of WordStar earlier than 2.0 to print text 
containing soft hyphens. A pre-2.0 WordStar will print ........ or .... - for 
every soft hyphen encountered in the text. 
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Hard hyphens (regular _IS) are used whenever a - that always prints is de
sired, as in a word like hyphen-help or where a dash (--) is desired. A hard 
hyphen can be entered by pressing the hyphen key (-), unless "'OE is on or "'B 
is pausing for hyphenation (i.e., the prompt shown above under "Hyphen-Help" 
is displayed). A hard hyphen can alvays be entered by pressing "'P, then -. 

Line-forming ("'B or word wrap) will break a word at a hard hyphen if the 
hyphen happens to fall at the end of the line. However, unlike a soft hyphen, 
the hard hyphen will still be printed even if later reforming places the 
hyphen in the middle of a line. 

Setting Tab st0p3 and Margins 

The commands for setting the margins ("'OL and "'OR) and for setting and 
clearing tab stops ("'or and "'ON) all ask for a column number. 

For example, "'OL asks: 

LEFr MARGrN COWMN NUMBER (ESCAPE for cursor column)? D 

To set the left margin (in our example) by column number, type the desired 
column number and RETURN. To use the cursor column (as shown in the status 
line), just press the ESCAPE key. To keep the same margin (i.e., to cancel an 
unintended command), press RETURN, or press "'u, the WordStar "interrupt" key. 

To set the margins to match an existing line of text, position the cursor 
anywhere in this line and type "'OF. This is the most convenient method of 
setting the margins to match an existing (justified) paragraph, before making 
changes in the paragraph; this procedure may also alter the tab stops if there 
happen to be any lIs, #IS, or _IS in the line. 

To set and clear individual tab stops, ,"'or and ,"'00 are convenient. 

Using "Rulers· in Your Document 

To set the desired tab stops and clear all others, and set the margins at the 
same time, you may prefer to use a Jlruler" line. Type a line into the document 
with 

at each column where a regular tab is to be set 

# at each column where a decimal tab is to be set (next subsection) 

in all other coltnnnS between the left and right margins 

These must be hard hyphens; be sure soft hyphen entry ("'OE) is OFF 
before entering them; check the "'a menu if not sure.) 

Leaving the cursor anywhere in this line, type "'OF. The desired tabs and 
margins will be set, and all other tab stops cleared. To keep the ruler line 
from appearing in the printed document, turn it into a "commentJl dot command 
(a line beginning with two periods). 
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For example, to set tabs at columns 10, 20, and 30, set the left margin to 5, 
the right margin to 50, and clear any other tabs between columns 5 and 50, 
enter the following into the file, then use .AOF: 

----1-------- -------- -----------------

To keep the ruler in usable but non-printing form in the file, so that the 
tabs can be reset to these values whenever you wish to edit the table to which 
they apply, make the ruler an OVERPRINT line in a comment dot command line: 
position the cursor at the beginning of the line, turn insertion on, insert 
two periods, then type Ap and REmJRN (ApM also works). 

For the above example, such a ruler should appear on the screen as follows. 
Note the "-" in the rightmost column of the "comment II line. (This is an 
overprint flag, not a hyphen.) 

---1-----·-1----·-1 ~I 
This gets the •• out of the ruler while still suppressing printout of the 
ruler. To use the ruler, position the cursor in the ruler (not in the blank 
comment line), and type "OF. 

Ruler lines are usually unnecessary for text other than tables, since the "OF 
command responds to any non-blank characters and the tab stops often don't 
matter. 

In summary, to enter a non-printing, reusable ruler line, position the cursor 
at the beginning of a line. Type IN if necessary, to make a blank line ending 
in a RETURN. Type two periods, "P, RETURN, space over to the desired left 
margin, then type hyphens to the desired right margin, except l's at columns 
where tab stops are desired (or i's for decimal tab stops, described in the 
next subsection). Type AOF to make the tabs and margins specified by the 
ruler take effect. 

Decimal Tabs 

Decimal tabbing provides a quick and easy way to enter columns of numbers with 
the decimal points aligned, and to enter other text requiring right-alignment 
rather then the left-alignment produced by regular tabs. After you tab to a 
decimal tab stop, characters entered will move to the left, };Xlshing the entire 
field over to maintain right-alignment to the tab stop column. The cursor 
remains at the tab stop. When a period is typed, this right-aligning action 
terminates: the cursor will move right if additional characters are entered. 

Right-alignment also terminates when the RETURN key or the space bar is 
pressed, when the TAB key is pressed again and the next tab stop is not 
decimal, or if the cursor is moved out of the field. It is possible to move 
the cursor around within the "field" (the non-blank characters left of the tab 
stop) and make corrections; right-alignment will not terminate and WordStar 
will keep the field properly aligned as characters are inserted and deleted, 
provided that the cursor is kept within the field. Whenever right-alignment 
is in effect, the word decimal appears in the status line. 
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Decimal numbers entered under decimal tab will be aligned with the decimal 
point in the column at which the tab stop was set. Texts not containing 
decimal points or periods (or spaces), if entered under decimal tab, will be 
aligned with the last character one column to the left of the tab stop. 

Decimal tab stops can be set by using either of the methods for setting tab 
stops. With the "'01 command, type a # before typing the column number or 
pressing the ESCAPE key. When using a ruler, type a # instead of an ! at the 
tab stop column. The specified column should be the column in which you wish 
the decimal points to appear, or the column after the column in which you wish 
text not containing periods to en~ 

To edit text previously entered in a decimal tab field, make sure a decimal 
tab stop is still set at the proper column, turn insertion off (\n, and bring 
the cursor to the tab stop vith the tab key. This will restore right
alignment and make the word decimal appear in the status line. You may then 
move the cursor around as desired within the field and delete, replace, or 
insert characters as desired. (Once you have tabbed to the field, you may 
then turn insertion back ON agai~) WordStar will maintain the alignment by 
moving the characters in the field to the left of the cursor--Ieft or right as 
required. 

If you fill up a decimal field by entering enough characters to fill all the 
blank space to the left of the cursor, right-alignment will cease until you 
delete the excess characters. 

Decimal tabbing is only active when variable tabbing is ON (the default). To 
verify, press "'0 and check the menu; "'ov turns variable tabbing ON. 

As with regular tabs, no permanent record of the decimal tab columns is made 
in the file. You must reset the tab stops before entering additional informa
tion or editing text previously entered (with automatic right-alignment). 

Note 

You may wish to use a comma or some other character in place of a 
period to terminate "decimal" tabbing. WordStar has a provision for 
changing the "decimal point" character; see the list of patch items 
in the Installation Ranual. If you have a European version of 
WordStar, the "decimal point" may already have been changed to a 
corrma. 

Text Hider '.l1lan the Screen 

WordStar is not limited to the screen width in forming text. Users with wide 
printers, narrow screens, or who are preparing copy for photo-reduction can 
format text to widths up to 32,000 columns. There is no length limit for a 
manually formed line. However, if you are planning to type very long lines, 
remember that you should try to confine text mani~lation to columns 1-240. 
Some WordStar functions do not work effectively beyond column 240. 

Overprinting Olaracters 

The strikeover character, entered by typing "'PH and displayed as "'H, provides 
a way to print two (or more) characters in the same position. For example, to 
print lJall as required in French, it is necessary (on a printer with regular 
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ASCII characters only) to print an "a" and a .. 'N in the same 'position. This 
is accomplished by entering "''', backspace, "aN into the file. Type 

''''FHa (' C'rRL-P H a) 

Screen display: ''''Ha 

As another example, typing 

On paper: a 

(H CTRL-P H I CTRL-P H N CTRL-P H Z) 

will display 

H"'HI"HN"'HZ 

and will print an H, an I, an N, and a Z in the same position 

• 
producing the ~l used in this manual to represent the cursor. 

Overprint Lines 

One or more document lines which print on the same line can be used for 
special effects. For example, another way to make the cursor symbols • used 
in this manual is to overprint an H, an I, an N, and a Z in the same position, 
using three overprint lines to print the I, N, and Z over the H. 

When an overprint line follows a dot command, it is considered part of the dot 
command and is not printed. You can take advantage of this feature to keep 
"rulers" for setting tabs and margins with the "OF command in the file in a 
form that will not print, but may be used with "OF. 

Overprint lines are entered by typing the first line, then typing a "p before 
the RmlJRN at the end of the line, then typing the line that is to print over. 
TO overprint a third line, type "'P RETURN again and type another line. The "'p 
RETURN sequence enters a carriage return without line feed into the file. 
Each screen line that will be overprinted h¥ the following screen line will 
show a "_" flag in its rightmost column. 
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section 5 
Finding Text 

PLACE MARKERS 

Place markers provide a convenient means of remembering one or more positions 
in the document and for moving the cursor back to anyone of these positions 
later. Place markers are not storerl in the file and are remembered only for 
the duration of an edit. Previously entered place markers are not known if 
the file is edited again later, although they do last through a "save and 
resume" canmand ("'KS). The commands for handling place markers are shown in 
Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1. Place Marker Commands 

Cmmand Description 

"'K0-9 Set Place Marker. The marker indicated (0-9) is set to the cursor 
position. If the marker has already been set to this posi tion and 
displayed, it will be undisplayed (but still set); otherwise it will 
be displayed as <n>. 

"'~-9 Move to Place Marker. The cursor is moved to the specified place 
marker (0-9). If the marker is hidden, it will be displayed; if the 
marker has not been set, an error message will be displayed. 

There are ten place markers, numbered 0 through 9. Initially, all are 
"unset." lmy attempt to move the cursor to an unset place marker will produce 
an error message. 

A place marker can be set to the current cursor position by typing "'K followed 
by one of the digits 0 through 9 •. The marker will then be displayed as <n> 
highlighterl, at the set position, where n is the number. The marker display 
<n> is not actually in the file; cursor motion commands will skip over it. 

The cursor can be moved to any place marker already set by typing "'Q followed 
by the number. The usual caution about long backward moves in extremely long 
documents applies (Sect~on 6). 

If the cursor is already at a place marker, a place marker can be hidden 
(removed from the screen display) by typing "'K followed by ,the number. The 
position of the marker will still be remembered; if it is subsequently ac
cessed ("'an), it will reappear. 

The beginning of block marker, <8> and the end-of-block marker, <It> can also 
be set, hidden, and moved to in a similar manner (typing B or K instead of a 
digit); these markers will be discussed further in Section 6. 
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FIND AND REPLACE 

The commands used for Find and Replace are shown in Table 5-2, followed by 
detailed directions on how to use these camnands. 

Table 5-2. Find and Replace cammds 

Command Description 

.... QF Find a String. Asks for a string to find. If you press ESC after 
typing the string, moves cursor beyond the next occurrence of 
string; if you press RETURN after typing the string, .... QF allows for 
options • 

.... QA Find and Replace. Asks for a string to find, a string to replace it 
with, and options. If no options are given, the next occurrence of 
the find string after present cursor position is displayed and you 
are asked REPLACE (YIN>; if you type y, replacement is performed • 

.... L Find or Replace Again. The last Find or Replace command (whichever 
was more recently used) is repeated as though entered again with the 
identical response to all questions • 

.... OY Restore CUrsor. After a Find, Replace, or .... L canmand, moves cursor 
to its poSition before this command, or to the starting point of the 
last iteration if a repeat count or the G option was included in the 
command. Particularly useful after NOT FOUND errors. 

If certain other commands have been entered, .... QV has a 
different meaning (see description above in Section 3). 

Introduction 

The Find command ( .... QF) provides a convenient way to move the cursor to a 
desired place in the file, without inspecting the entire file on the screen. 
Used in conjunction with the "Find/Replace again" command (1,), it also prcr 
vides a convenient way to find all occurrences of a given word, phrase, or 
other string of characters. Use "Find" to find the first occurrence; observe 
it on the screen, and make changes if desired; then press AL to advance the 
cursor to the next occurrence. 

The Replace command ( .... QA) provides a convenient way to replace one word, 
phrase, or other string of characters with another word, phrase, or string, 
without explicitly positioning the cursor, deleting the old text, and typing 
in the new. By s}?ecifying the "global" option, lOU can replace all occur
rences in the entl.re fl.le with a single "Replace command. Before actually 
making the substitution, Replace displays the text found and asks whether to 
replace it in this instance. This permits selective replacement. The asking 
can be suppressed for rapid substitution if desired 
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The "Find/Replace Again" command ("L) may also be used to re{eat a "Replace" 
command, allowing other editing commands to be used between replace's without 
re-entering the entire Replace command each time. 

Replace has a number of coI1\Tenient additional uses, surn as inserting a com
monly used string with a keystroke; several of these are described under the 
heading "Hints for Using Find and Replace" later in this section. 

Basic Use of Find 

Find is initiated by typing AQF. Wordstar then asks: 

FIND? II 

This question appears below the menu, moving the top of the file display area 
down one line. Respond by entering any sequence of characters you wish to 
locate (the find string). then press RE'lURN. The find string may be a word, a 
phrase, a partial word, or any other string up to 30 characters. Wordstar 
then asks: 

OPTIONS? (? FOR INFO) n 

For now, just press RETURN; we will discuss this question shortly. 

WordStar then searches forward through the file from the location of the 
cursor to the next occurrence of your find string. When a find occ;urs, the 
cursor is left after the last character of the string, the screen is redis
played, and the command is complete. If the find str ing is not found, the 
cursor is left at the end of the document and an error message appears: 

*** NOT FOUND *** "<your find string>a *** Press ESC Key *** D 

For example, suppose you have just started editing a document (cursor is at 
beginning of file) and you wish to move the cursor to the first place where 
the words "Section II" appear. Enter AQF, then answer the questions thus 
(you type underlined text): 

FIND? Section ~ RETQRN OPTIONS? (? FOR INFO) RETURN 

The basic Find command looks only for an exact match for the characters you 
enter as the find string: the above example would not find "Section II" (two 
spaces between words) or "section II" (lower case S). 

The basic Find command will also locate the search string even if it is 
imbedded in other words. '!he above example would also find "Section III" if 
it occurred before "Section II"; an attempt to find "age" would also find the 
"age" in "page" or "agent" if one of these occurred first. Handling such an 
unwanted match is simple: just type AL, and WordStar will repeat the Find, 
starting from the current cursor position and thus finding the next match. 

Options described later in this section can modify the exact match rule. 

Find ignores the distinction between hard and soft spaces and carriage returns. 
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If the find string is null (RETURN only entered), the cursor will not be 
moved. This lets you cancel an unwanted Find command by pressing RE'1URN in 
response to each questio~ 

Basic Use of Replace 

~placen does a "Findn, then substitutes another string of characters for the 
find string, as specified. 

Replace is initiated by typing AQA. WordStar asks nFIND?n as for the Find 
command; after you have entered the find string, it asks: 

REPLACE WITH? • 

Type whatever you want substituted for the find string. Word star then asks 
nOPTI~ n as described above; respond by pressing RETURN only for now. 

WordStar then searches for the find string, as described above. If it is not 
found, a NOT FOUND error occurs and the cursor will be at the end of the 
document. If found, text in the vicinity of the find is displayed on the 
screen and 

REPLACE (yiN): 

appears in the status line. The cursor flashes back and forth between the 
string found and the question in the status line. If you want the substitu
tion performed, type Y (y and Ay also work). If not, press any other key. 

To repeat the Replace command from the new cursor position with the same 
answers to all three questions, type AL. 

For example, to replace the next occurrence (after the cursor) ofnJonesn with 
"Smith", you would type "QA and answer the questions as follows: 

FIND? ..IQ.ne..a RETURN REPLACE WITH? ..sm.1th RETURN OPTIONS? RETURN 

Find and Replace Options 

The "OPl'IONS?n question asked by Find and by Replace can be answered with one 
or more of the letters G, N, W, U, or B (in upper or lower case) a number 
between I and 65535, or a combination of these. Also,? can be entered to 
request a menu summarizing the options, followed by reasking OPTICH;? Termi
nate your answer by pressing the RE'lURN key. 

The effect of each of these options is shown in Table 5-3 

Table 5-3. Find and Repl.ooe ~ 

q;tion Description 

n Number (n). Do the Find or Replace n times. For example, when used 
with Find, it means find the nth (say fourth) occurrence of the 
string. When used with Replace it means replace the next four 
occurrences. The number may be more than one digit. mr FClJND error 
occurs if command cannot be performed that many times; as many Finds 
or Replaces as possible will have been done. 
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'!able 5-3. Find and Replace ~ons (Continued> 

Option Description 

G 

N 

B 

u 

w 

Global Search. Do Replace on the entire file: move cursor to the 
beginning of the file, then replace repeatedly (asking each time) 
until no more occurrences are founCL NOT FOUND error occurs only if 
no occurrences at all found. CUrsor is left at the end of the file. 
If used with Find, finds the last occurrence in the file. 

Automatic Replace. Replace without asking--convenient with G if you 
are sure there will be no undesired matches. 

Backward Search. Search backward instead of forward from current 
cursor position. If NOT FOUND error occurs, cursor will be at 
beginning of file. If used with G, Finding or Replacing starts at 
end of file and proceeds to beginning. 

Ignore Upper/Lower Case. Ignore the distinction between upt::er and 
lower case in the Find string; makes "age" also match "Age" or 
"AGE", etc. May be used with either Find or Replace. 

Whole Word Search. Match on whole words only. Find or Replace only 
those occurrences of the find string that have a non-letter, non
digit character before and after them. Makes "age" NOT match "page" 
or "agent". 

Note 

W will not find occurrences of the Find string at the very 
beginning and end of the file; there must be at least one 
character (any character, including space, carriage re
turn, etc) before and after the str ing. 

One more point about the OPTIONS? question: if you end your entry to the 
preceding question (FIND? for the Find command, REPLACE WITH? for the Replace 
command) by pressing the ESCAPE .key instead of the RETURN key, the options 
question will not be asked. 

In the following examples of Find and Replace options, typed entries are 
underlined: 

o FIND? ~ Rmt1RN 0PrIC6S? (? FOR INFO).u RE'It1RN 

Finds the 13th occurrence of "Jones" after the present cursor position. 

• FIND? section RRIDRN OPl'ICES? (? FOR INFO) lfi1ll REmJRN 

Finds previous (b) occurrence of "section" as a separate word (w), in 
ei ther upper or lower case (u). Will find "section" or "Section" or 
"SECI'ICN", but not "dissection" or "sectional" or "sub-section". 
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• FIND? J.obn J.Qnes. REmJRN REPLACE Wrm:? Jamea Il....smith REmJRN 

OPrIONS? (? FOR INFO),gn RmURN 

Changes all (g) "John Jones"'s in the document to "James D. Smith", 
without asking the operator whether to perform each substitution (n). 

• FIND? carraige REmJRN REPLACE wrffi? carriage RE'IURN 

OPrIONS? (? FOR INFO),gn RmlJRN 

Similarly correct the misspelled word "carriage" throughout the document. 

Special Characters in the Find String 

The control characters shown in Table 5-4 may be used in your response to the 
FIND? question (in either the Find or the Replace command) to match various 
classes of characters: 

Table 5-4. Special Find Olaracters 

Character Description 

~A Matches any single character. (To enter ~A into the find string, 
type ~P~A.) 

~S Matches any character not a letter or digit. (Since ~S alone is used 
to delete a character from the string being entered, you must type 
~P~S to enter a ~S in the find string.) 

~Ox Matches any character other than x, where x is any character entered 
immediately after the ~O. 

~N Matches the sequence "carriage return, line feed II (which is what is 
normally stored in the file between lines). The distinction between 
hard and soft carriage returns is ignored. 

~ also works in the answer to the REPLACE wrm:? question. When used 
in the latter case, it produces a "hard" carriage return. 

In addition, the question-response special characters described in Section 5 
may be used: "s, ~D, and "y to correct typing errors, "p to put any control 
character into the string, "R to restore the previous answer, etc. 

Examples showing use of the special characters in Table 5-3: 

• FIND? "Nsectioo II REWRN OPrIONS? (? FOR INFO) RE.WRN 

Finds "Section II" at the beginning of a line only. 

• FIND?.:H REWRN OPrIONS? (? FOR INFO).5Q RE'IURN 

5-6 

Finds the 50th carriage return after the cursor line, that is, moves 
forward 50 lines in the file. If cursor is at beginning of file when 
this command is given, then it finds the 51st line. 
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o FIND? JOi RE'IURN OPl'IOOS? (? FOR INFO) RE'IURN 

Finds the next blank line (two adjacent carriage returns) and leaves 
cursor on following line. 

o FIND?.x.:A:Ax RmURN OPl'IOOS? (? FOR INFO) RmURN 

Finds the next occurrence of two XiS with any two characters between 
them, for example "XABX", "XI,X", "X +X", etc. 

o FIND?.:lI REWRN REPLACE WI'IH? J.:NL RE'IURN 
OPl'IONS? (? FOR INFO).l3n RE'IURN 

Without asking, change the ne~t 13 carriage returns to "I, carriage 
return, I"; that is, add a I to the end of the current line and the next 
12 lines, and insert a I at the beginning of the next 13 lines. This 
form of command is useful in forming boxes around tables. 

~te 

In using the special find string characters, you must be aware of 
the fact that what is normally thought of as a "carriage return" 
between lines is actually two characters, a "carriage return" and a 
line feed; this fact impacts the use of AA and AS in the middle of a 
f inc1 str ing. 

Finding and Replacing 50ft Hyphens 

As noted in Section 4, a "soft hyphen" is a special character at which a word 
may be split between lines. Soft hyphens are not printed unless left at the 
end of a line by word wrap or paragraph reform (AB). 

If you turn soft hyphen entry ON (AOE) , then you can press the "_" key while 
answering the FIND? or the REPLACE WITH? question will enter a soft hyphen 
into the answer. This permits searching for soft hyphens and adding soft 
hyphens to text using the Replace command. The Find command treats all soft 
hyphens the same, whether or not they are active (set to print). Soft hyphens 
added to text with the Replace command are initially inactive; they will not 
print unless subsequent line forming places them at the end of a line. 

For example, the Replace command could be used to change all occurrences of 
the word "microcomputer" to "micro-com-puter". The _IS will be soft hyphens 
(and display highlighted) if soft hyphen entry (AOE) is on when ""QA is typed 
to initiate the Replace command. The soft hyphens thus added to the file will 
initially be non-printing; they will serve to tell AB and word wrap where the 
word may be hyphenated in later line-forming. Usually, after adding soft 
hyphens, you will want to re-form the affected text with ""B to activate the 
soft hyphens. 

Hhen soft hyphen entry is on, you may press Ap then - to enter a hard hyphen 
(one that always prints). 
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Hints for Using Find and Replace 

FINDIN; A LCm ~ 

Usually it is handiest to type only part of the string (maybe 5 or 10 charac
ters) in response to the FIND? question; if this results in finding the wrong 
thing, press AL to proceed to the next occurrence. 

RES'roRING .nm CURSOR 

To restore the cursor to the starting point after a N7l' FaJN) error, type Acrv . 

.Gl:DlW.t REPlACE 

Here are two approaches to making a global replace: 

• Use the G option, with N if selective replace not desired. 

• Move the cursor to the beginning of the document ("'QR) and execute a 
Replace command for a single replacement only. This will take care 
of the first occurrence; then type "'L to proceed to the next occur
rence. 

The second method lets you use other editing commands as desired between 
replaces, yet initiate the next Replace with a single keystroke. 

ACCEI·mwrnl1 GLOBAL REPIl\CE 

Normally, Replace displays each substitution, even if the N option in con
junction with the G option or a number (n) is in use. This screen updating 
accounts for most of the Replace command's execution time. If you press any 
key while such a command is executing (choose a harmless key, such as "cursor 
upn), WordStar's normal suppression of screen updating when another key has 
bpen entered will take effect, and the Replace will complete much faster. 

As just noted, a key pressed during a global Replace or a Replace with a 
number (n) \-dll suppress display of the ongoing changes while accelerating 
execution. Thus, if you have such a command in progress and you notice it is 
having an undesired effect on your document, use only the interrupt key ("'m 
to stop it. 

As detailed in Section 6, commands that move the cursor a long way backwards 
should be used with caution in large files because of long processing time, 
and since they can lead to a DISK FULL error because of the temporary file 
space used. Instead, saving with "'Rs is recommended to move the cursor to the 
beginning of the file. This applies to the G option; in a large file, if the 
cursor is not near the beginning of the file, execute a A KS before starting a 
global replace. Similarly, type AKS before using the Acrv command in a large 
file if the cursor is currently far beyond the starting point. 
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REPLACING m .f1U2 .or .fILE 

To replace all occurrences of a string from the present cursor position to the 
end of the file, respond to the OPl'ICNS question with a large number (n), such 
as 9999. All occurrences forward from the cursor will be changed, then a NOT 
FOUND error will occur. Using a large number (n) differs from using the G 
option in that the cursor is not moved to the beginning of the file first (as 
it is with the G option). 

To cancel an un\'lanted Find or Replace command, do one of the following: 

• enter RETURN only for each question 

• type .... U, the interrupt command 

TO stop a Find or Replace in progress, type "'u, the interrupt character. An 
INTERROPTED error will occur: the cursor will have been advanced to a random 
position. This is most useful after a typing error in the find string preven
ted finding something you thought was nearby, e.g., on the screen. With a 
long file, such an error \vill be indicated by the fact that instead of comple
ting in a second or two, the command continues processing and DISK WAIT 
appears in the status line. Stopping the command before it searches to the 
end of the file reduces the time to get the cursor back to the starting point. 

To use a single keystroke for a commonly-used insertion, use the Replace 
command with a null (RFlURN only) find string, then the desired string as the 
replace string, and the N option. This will insert the Replace string at the 
cursor position. Each time you press A L , the string will be inserted again at 
the current cursor {.X)sition. 

FINDlOO llNO DELEjI'ING A STRlOO 

To find and delete a string, use the Replace command with a null replace 
string (RETURN only). This will advance the cursor to the next occurrence of 
the find string, and replace it with nothing (i.e., delete it). Press "'L to 
repeat. 

To convert a file from a non-WordStar source so that its paragraphs can be 
reformed, you must change all carriage returns within each paragraph to 
spaces, then reform (they will all be "hard-). Position the cursor at the 
beginning of the first paragraph to be converted. Enter .... QA and (user entries 
are underlined): 

FIND?.:N REWRN REPLACE WI'IH RE'lURN OPTIOOS?.H RE'IURN 

Note that a space was entered for REPLACE WITH? The above will change the 
first carriage return to a space, joining the first and second lines, and 
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leave the cursor at the beginning of what was the second line. Type ~L'S 
until all carriage returns in the paragraph except the last one are removed. 
At this point, the paragraph is all one document line. Move the cursor to the 
beginning of the paragraph <no cursor motion is necessary if right margin is 
set to 1, since paragraph is now all one line), type AB and then stand back! 
A marginated and justified paragraph, with the cursor at the end! 

~rsor down to the next paragraph (the cursor will already be in the correct 
place if there are no intervening blank lines) and repeat the process, using 
the single keystroke ~L to remove each undesired carriage return, ~B to form 
each paragraph and cursor down to pass those carriage returns you want to 
keep. 

REPEATlOO A nm QE REPlACE 

To repeat a Find or Replace already typed, just press At. 

ll.S.llKi lll£ PREVIOUS RESOONSE 

Suppose you want to repeat the previous Find command, but with different 
options. Suppose the find string was long and tedious to type. Type ~QF, then 
respond to FIND? with a ~R. The previous find string will be displayed. 
Press RETURN to keep the old answer; OPTIONS? will then be asked as usual. 
Minor changes may be made in the answer by backspacing (with ~D, ~H, or 
BACKSPACE), retyping the desired characters, then using forward cursor (~D) or 
~R to restore the rest of the string before pressing RETURN. 

This method of resurrecting the old answer to the same question also works 
with the REPLACE? question, the OPTIONS? question, and other WordStar ques
tions whose prompt ends in? Section 1 gives more description of question
response control characters. 
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Section 6 
Other Editing Features 

BLOCK OPERATIONS 

The block move, block copy, and block delete commands give WordStar a powerful 
and easy-to-use "electronic cut and paste" ability. The commands used to 
carry out block operations are shown in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1. Block CaIma.r¥:1s 

Command Description 

"'KN Column Mode ON/OFF. The setting for this toggle determines whether 
any blocks you mark are to be interpreted by WordStar as column 
blocks or ordinary margin-to-margin blocks. 

"'KB Mark Block Beginning. Set block beginning marker (B> to cursor 
location, or hide marker if already set and displayed at cursor 
position. 

"'KK Mark Block End. Set or hide block end marker <K>. 

"'KV Move Block. CUrrently marked block of text is moved to the cursor 
position. Block markers move with text. 

"'KC Copy Block. Currently marked block of text is copied at cursor 
position. Original text not changed; block markers move with copy. 

"'KY Delete Block. Entire currently marked block of text is deleted from 
document. 

"'KW write Block. Asks for a file name, and writes currently marked 
block of text to that file. Text in document being edited is not 
changed. 

"'KH Bide Block. Block marking is undisplayed if currently displayed, or 
displayed if currently hidden. 

"'QB Move to Block Beginning. Cursor moves to block beginning marker; 
this marker is displayed if hidden. 

"'QK Hove to Block End. CUrsor moves to block end (similar to "'QB). 

"'ov Move to Block Source. CUrsor moves to poSition of beginning marker 
before last block move, block copy, block delete, or block write. 
Use to inspect place text moved from. (The "'ov command has a diffe
rent meaning if a Find or Replace has been executed since the last 
block operation (see Section 5).) 

Note 

CUrrently, you cannot use micro-justification with columnar-format
ted mater ial. For correct printing of text columns, enter .UJ OFF 
before the columns and .UJ ON following the columns. (See page 4-
10, Section 8, and Section 3 for more informatio~) 
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Exanples of Block ~rations 

Suppose you wish to ~ .a paragraph of text to a different posi tion in the 
document being editeCL Proceed as follows: Place the cursor at the beginning 
of the paragraph to be moved. Type A KB• This "marks" the beginning of the 
"block" to be moved; <B) will appear on the screen to indicate the position of 
the beginning marker. Move the cursor to the beginning of the line after the 
paragraph, and type ARK to "mark" the end. On a terminal with highlighting, 
the marked block will now show dim or in inverse video; on other terminals, 
<K) will be displayed at the end marker position. Now move the cursor to the 
desired destination, and type AKV. The marked paragraph, including the 
markers, will move to this position and appear on the screen. 

As a second example, suppose you wish to ~ .a sentence from within a para
graph to a different position. Proceed in a similar manner, marking the 
beginning (AKB) and end ("'KK) at any desired positions, whether or not in the 
middle of lines. Then position the cursor at the desired destination, which 
may also be in the middle of a line (as between two sentences), and type AKV 
to invoke the move. After moving the sentence, you will usually need to 
"reform" the source and destination paragraphs with the AB command for margin 
realignment. Also, depending where you set the begin/end markers, there may 
be too many or too few spaces before or after the moved sentence, or where the 
sentence came from. This can easily be corrected with a few editing commands. 

The block copy command, !KC, is similar except the marked text is not deleted 
at the source; the block delete command, A RY, deletes the entire marked block; 
and the block write command, A KW, copies the marked text onto a separate file 
(more about this later in this section under "Additional File Commands"). 
Related commands include block hide/redisplay, which eliminates and restores 
the display of the block markers (or the highlighting of the entire block) 
from the screen, and AQV, which, if issued after a block move or copy, moves 
the cursor to the place where the block came from. 

For a quick summary of the basic block commands while editing, type AK and 
wait for the menu to come up; type the help command AJV to display a summary 
of the process of moving a block. 

We will now describe the block commands in more detail. If this is your first 
reading of this manual, you may wish to skip to the next section, and come 
back here when you need a better understanding of the block commands. Since 
the block move, copy, delete, and write commands all operate on the current 
~~ of text, we will detail block marking first. 

Marking a Block 

A block is marked by placing the cursor at the desired beginning point and 
typing AKB, and placing the cursor at the desired end point and typing AKK. 
These commands work like the place marker commands (previous section): if the 
cursor is already at the indicated marker and the marker is displayed, it will 
be hidden (removed from the screen display). 

The beginning and the end can be marked in either order, with any other 
intervening commands, and will remain in effect until reset whether used or 
not. For example, you can mark a block, then edit the text within the block. 
If the block is later block-copied, the copy will reflect all the changes. 
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'l'he beginning and the end can be marked in either order,· with any other 
intervening commands, and will remain in effect until reset whether used or 
not. For example, you can mark a block, then edit the text within the block. 
If the block is later block-copied, the copy will reflect all the changes. 

The markers may be moved as desired. For example, if you execute another 
"mark end" ("KK) to correct the position of the end marker, it is not neces
sary to mark the beginning again. 

To remember the block beginning and end commands, note that the word BlocK 
begins with a B and ends with a ~ 

ORDINARY TIXr BLOCKS 

If the last line in the block you intend to mark is a complete line, we recom
mend placing the end marker at the beginning of the next line to include the 
carriage return at the end of the last line. The beginning and end markers 
may be set in mid-line to extract a sentence from the middle of a paragrap~ 
All lines between the lines containing the markers are always included in 
their entirety. 

If you are preparing for a column move, type "KN before setting markers to set 
the system for column mode. Then type "KB and "KK as described above, except 
that you must place "KK one space to the right of the end-point. The only 
difference will be how WordStar interprets these markers: they will define on 
the screen a rectangle whose upper left-hand corner is <B> and whose lower 
right-hand corner is <K>. On subsequent block operations, this rectangle will 
be what WordStar moves, copies, or deletes. 

How the Marked Block Is Displayed 

On terminals with highlighting (inverse video or high and low intensity) for 
which WordStar has been installed, the entire marked block is displayed high
lighted, with no <B> or <K> shown. This makes it easy to see what text is 
marked. The spaces on the screen after the end of the last line in the block, 
and the flag character « for hard carriage return) in the last line, are 
included in the highlighted area only if the end marker is after the carriage 
return at the end of that line. 

A marked block will not appear highlighted in the following instances: 

o the beginning marker is after the end marker, or at the same place 

o only one of the markers is set and displayed 

o the terminal has no highlighting capability, 

On terminals without highlighting, for ordinary margin-to-margin blocks, the 
beginning marker will display as <B> and the end marker will display as <K>; 
for column blocks, the beginning marker will display as a column of <B>s and 
the end marker will display as a column of <K>s. 
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Unlike the place marker commands (which will operate on and display a hidden 
marker), block operations cause an error if the marked block is currently 
hidden. This protects your document against accidental block commands. If 
such an error occurs when you wanted the block operation to be performed, type 
"'KH and repeat the command. 

Moving a Block 

The block move command ("'KV) moves all the text in the marked block to the 
cursor position, deleting the original at its old position. If no block is 
marked when the command is given, or if either marker is hidden, an error 
message occurs (Appendix B) • 

The destination may be in the middle of a line, if desired - for example when 
rearranging sentences in a paragraph. Just put the cursor where you want the 
block moved to. The cursor is left at the beginning of the moved text. 

The beginning and end markers move with the block and remain displayed. After 
inspecting the result, type "'KH to hide the block markers -- both to remove 
the distraction from the screen, and to protect against block commands typed 
by accident. If you wish to use the same block markers later, just type "'KH 
again. 

The block move command moves exactly the characters you have marked, and does 
no automatic reformatting. Thus, text reformatting is often required after a 
move. After rearranging sentences, for example, use paragraph reform ("'B, 
Section 4) to re-establish the margins. You may also notice that you included 
too many or too few spaces or carriage returns at the beginning or end of the 
block. These errors are easily corrected with a few regular editing commands. 

After a block move, the command "'QV will move the cursor to the place the 
block came from. It's a good idea to inspect here after moving, as you may 
have left too many spaces or carriage returns behind, or you may need to 
reform the paragraph. Note that any place markers "-9 in the marked block do 
not move with it-they remain at the place the block came from. 

For an example of moving a column block, see Figure 6-1. 

100-ICCCC m>DDDDDDD A CCCC IBB IDDDDDDDD 
IBB ICCCC DDDDDDDD A ecce IBB IDDDDDDDD 
IBB ICCCC DDDDDDDD A CCCC IBB IDDDDDDDD 
IBB ICCCC DDDOODDD A ecec IBB IDDDDDDDD 
1mL-ICCCC DDDIDDDD A CCCC Il~a IDDDDDDDD 

Figure 6-1. Moving a Co1la'l Block 

Cqlying a Block 

The block copy command ("'Ke) is identical to the block move command except the 
text is not deleted at the source; a copy of it is made at the cursor posi
tion. The cursor is left at the beginning of the new copy of the text. 
Again, the block markers move with the text. 
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Several copies of a block of text may be made, one after the other, by typing 
"KC several times in succession. Copies may be made in different places by 
moving the cursor between copy commands. Each copy is made from the previous 
one if you don't alter the markers; so make any desired copies of the text in 
its current form before altering it. 

For an example of copying a column block, see Figure 6-2. 

A IBB I ecce rIDDDDDDDD A BB cecc 1"Bi3"" IOODDDDOO 
A IBB I ecce DDDDDDDD A BB ecce IBB IDDDDDDDD 
A IBB ICcce DDDDDDDD A BB ecce IBB IOODOODDD 
A IBB I ecce DDDDDDDD A BB ecce IBB IOODDDDDD 
A IBB I ecce DDDDDDDD A BB cece IBB IOODDDDOO 
A IEL-lcece DDDDDDDD A BB ecce 1mL-IDDDDDDDD 

Figure 6-2. Copying a CoIUlll'l Block 

Deleting a mock 

The block delete command (JKy) is a convenient way to remove a large quantity 
of text from a file. It is also dangerous; the existence of this command is 
one of the reasons why you should hide a marked block (lGn when done with it. 

Block delete leaves the beginning and end markers both hidden and set to the 
posi tion the text was deleted from. The cursor is not moved; however, the "ov 
command may be used after A Ky to move the cursor to the position of the 
deletion. 

For an example of deleting a column block, see Figure 6-3. 

1"Bi3"" I CCCC 
IBB lcece 
IBB ICCCC 
IBB lcece 
IBB lcece 
1.mL-ICCCC 

DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDOODDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

ecce 
CCCC 
ecce 
CCCC 
ecce 
ecce 

Figure 6-3. Delet.ing a CoIUDl. Block 

Writing a mock to a File 

DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDD 

The block write command asks for a file name and writes the text in the marked 
block to that file. This permits extracting a segment of text from one 
document and saving it as though it were a different document. Uses of this 
command include moving sections from file to file and moving blocks within 
large files; block write and related commands are further discussed in the 
"Additional Files Commands" later in this section. 
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Block write does not move the cursor, and does not alter ·the text in the 
document currently being edited. If a file with the specified name already 
exists, WordStar w ill ask 

FILE d:name.typ EXISTS OVERWRITE? (YIN): • 

If, in response to the above prompt, you type Y, WordStar will proceed with 
the block write, destroying any previous contents of the specified file. If 
you type N, WordStar will ask you again for the file name. 

IJbe Limit on Block Length 

There is limit to the amount of text that can be block-moved, or block-copied 
at a time. The limit varies from about 500 characters if your computer has the 
minimum amount of RAM WordStar can run in, to many thousands of characters in 
a 56K or 64K system. If the block is too long, the command will result in a 
BLOCK TOO LONG error message. When this message occurs, repeat the operation 
with two or more commands each operating on half (or less) of the text. 

caution with Long Documents 

Block move, block copy, block delete, and block write all involve moving the 
file cursor (internally--not visible on screen) to the location of the marked 
block, then back to the original position. If the cursor is a long way from 
the marked block, the command will execute very slowly and run the risk of a 
DISK FULL because of the work file space used (as discussed in "Long 
Documents" later in this section). For moving and copying text when the 
source and destination are far apart, it may be easier to use the block write 
command and the additional file read command (Section 6). 

ADDITIONAL FILE COMMANDS 

The commands described in this subsection relate to use of files other than 
the file being edited. Common applications of these commands include merging 
documents, extracting a section to form a separate document, assembling a 
document from previously prepared sections, and "cut and paste" within a 
document. 

The files operated on by these commands and the files operated on by editing 
are interchangeable. You can extract a portion of one document with the block 
write command, then later edit the resulting file or you can merge a document 
previously entered by editing operations into another with the read additional 
file command, and so on. The commands are shown in Table 6-2, with discus
sions following. 

Table 6-2. Mlitional File Commands 

CoImaIxI Descriptim 

"'KW Wr i te Block. Asks for the file name, and writes the marked block of 
text into that file (as described in the previous subsection) • 
Document currently being edited is not altered. 
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Table 6-2. hiditional File Canmarx1s (Continued) 

Camand Descriptim 

AKR Read File. Asks for file name, and inserts the entire contents of 
the indicated file into the current document at the cursor posi
tion. The file read may have been created with the block write 
command, or through the normal editing process--such files are 
interchangeable. 

AKJ Delete File. Asks for file name, then erases the file. Space 
occupied by file is made available for reuse. Equivalent to the 
operating system (CP/M) ERA command. Similar to the no-file menu Y 
command, Section 1. 

Change Logged Disk. Changes disk drive for filenames entered 
without a drive name, and disk drive whose directory is displayed. 
Sinlilar to the no-file menu L command. 

AKF Directory ON/OFF. Turns on and off display of the file directory 
dur ing editing. Similar to the no-f ile menu F command. 

AKP Print File. Invokes printing of a document (See Section 8). Simi
lar to the no-file menu P command. 

AKO Copy File. Hakes a copy of a file in another file. Similar to the 
no-file menu 0 command. 

AKE Rename File. Changes the name of a specified file. Similar to the 
no-f ile menu E command. 

Entering the File Name 

Several of the commands in Table 6-2 ask for the name of the file to which the 
command is to be applied. Type in the desired file name and press RETURN. 
Control characters are available to correct typing errors in the answer or 
recall the previous answer to eliminate the need to retype; at help levels 2 
and 3 the following reminder of the more commonly used control characters 
appears above the NAME OF FILE? question (see Section 1): 

AS=delete character ~=delete entry AF=File directory 
AD=restore character ~Restore entry "'u=cancel command 

DIRFrroRY PISPLAY ( A F) 

To view the file directory temporarily while entering a file name for an 
additional file command, type AF at the NAME OF FILE? question. The names of 
the files on the logged disk drive will be displayed until RETURN is pressed; 
"'z and ""w may be used as necessary to scroll the directory display up or down 
to permit viewing all file names. (To request a directory display that 
remains on the screen, rather than disappearing upon completion of the 
command, use the "'KF command). 
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REPEATIt:KJ FILE NAME ("R) 

To enter the same file name as used in the last additional file command given, 
just type "R to the NAME OF FILE? question. The previous name will appear on 
the screen; press RETURN to use it. This saves keystrokes and eliminates the 
need to remember the exact file name used, as from a block write command to 
subsequent read and delete commands for the same file. The NAME OF FILE? 
question of the block write, read additional file, and delete file commands 
differ from most questions in WordStar in that a single previous answer is 
stored for all three of them. 

Comal Uses of l\dclitional File CaImands 

STANDARD TEXT (WILER PlATE) 

When you have standard paragraphs or sections that you frequently use, enter 
each into a separate file. Then use the "KR command whenever desired to copy 
one of these paragraphs or sections from the separate file to the cursor 
position in a document you are editing. <Alternately, the MailMerge .FI dot 
command may be used to insert the boiler plate files while printing is being 
performed. The optional MailMerge command is described in Sections 9-12.) 

After copying a "boiler plate" file into the document being edited, the 
Replace command (Section 5 above) may be used to assist in inserting names, 
addresses, or other information that changes with each use of the boiler 
plate. More flexible and powerful insertion facilities are provided by the 
optional MailMerge command, described in Sections 9-12. 

MOVIt:KJ TEXT FRCt1 ONE 
IXX:UMENr TO AWl'HER 

Edit the first document, mark the desired text (put cursor at beginning of the 
text, type "KB, put cursor at end, type "KK), and execute a block write ("KW). 
Terminate editing of this document (abandoning with "KQ is fastest if you have 
made no changes or deletions), open the second document, put the cursor where 
you want the text, and do a "KR, specifying the file name used in the pre
ceding "KW. 

ALTERNATE Mm'HOD OF rovn~ 
TEXT WIWIN A 0C'CUMENl' 

The block move and block copy commands were described earlier in this section; 
an alternate method of moving or copying text is to write the desired text 
onto an additional file ("KW command), move the cursor to the destination, and 
read the file ("KR command). This method is for moving text a great distance 
within a very long document, as it is faster and requires less temporary disk 
storage. 

DELETING F.ILES. 

To conserve diskette space, delete any file you make temporary use of (as to 
hold text being moved between documents) as soon as you are done with it and 
have checked the results. This can be done with the "KJ command. 
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If you do get a DISK FULL error (Appendix B), the .... KJ command may be used to 
delete any unnecessary files. 

CHOICE .QE nLE lWlES 

When using the AKW command, be sure not to choose an existing file name 
containing information you want to keep. To reduce the chance of overwriting 
existing text, some users like to use distinct file types. For example, DOC 
for documents, LIB for boiler plate files, and TMP for temporary files used 
only for moving text around within documents. 

HELP COMMANDS 

~~e following commands control the "help leveln and display learning aids and 
reference information on the screen. 

The "help leveln (0 to 3) determines the degree of prompting and menu display 
used by Wordstar. The vRrious help levels were described in Sections 1 and 2 
and are summarized on the screen when a nset help level n command ( .... JH) is 
entered. 

Table 6-3. Help Commar¥ls 

Command Description 

"JH Set Help Level. Displays current ''help level n and asks for new, as 
detailed in Section 1. 

AJB Paragraph Re-FODD. Explains use of the AB command. 
"JF Flags. Explains the meaning of flags in the rightmost column. 
"JD Dot Coomands. Explains the ordinary dot commands (P carmand) • 
"JS status Line. Explains items on the status line. 
"JR Ruler Line. Explains the ruler line. 
"JM Margins and Tabs. Explains how to set margins and tabs. 
"JP Place Markers. Shows how to use place markers • 
.... JV Moving Text. ShCMs how to move a block of text. 

"p Print Control Characters. Explains use of print control characters. 
"0 Shows whether options such as word wrap and justification are on or 

off. 

The "J commands display information on the indicated subjects; many of these 
commands display more than one screenful, awaiting a keystroke between 
screens. To return to editing without proceeding through all the screens, 
type .... U. 

The command prefix menus also show useful information in addition to commands 
that may be entered. The menus are described in Section 2. 
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS 

Table 6-4 describes commands not covered yet, and mentions a number of others 
for referenc~. 

Table 6-4. Miscellaneous CamIands 

Command Description 

AQQ Repeat. The next command entered is repeatedly executed at a user
controllable rate. The screen is updated after each execution. 
While AQQ is in effect, the digits 0-9 may be typed to vary the 
speed. 1 is fastest, 9 is slowest; " is even slower. The default 
speed is 3. Any other key terminates the repetition. For example, 

displays successive screenfuls of text until stopped. 

AU Interrupt. stops command(s) in progress. The slower commands in
terrupt in the middle of execution, leaving the cursor in an un
specified place. 

"'Px Enter Control Character. Enters any next character x, except spa.ce, 
into the document, even if it is a control character normally inter
preted as a command; if the next keystroke is a letter, the corre
sponding control character is entered. See Section 3. 

"'KL Change Logged Disk Drive. Displays name of current logged disk 
drive, and asks for new logged disk drive. (To leave logged disk un
changed, press RETURN). Same function as no-f ile menu L command 
(Section 1). 

"'KF File Directory OIf/OFF. Enables/Disables ongoing display, during 
editing, of the file directory (names of all files) of the logged 
disk drive. 

"'KP Print a Fi1e. The AKP command first initiates printing. After 
printing has begun, a second AKP stops printing; after a printing 
job has been stopped, a third AKP continues printing again. The P 
entry in the AK menu changes as appropriate. See Section 8 for 
details. 

'nle Interrupt Cmmand (lJ) 

If you have typed several commands, the interrupt command ("'U) will clear 
those whose execution has not yet started. Also, AU may be entered in 
response to questions such as FILE NAME? or FIND? to abort the command asking 
the question. Unless nothing is interrupted, AU displays 

*** INrERRUPl'ED *** 
and requires the operator to press the ESCAPE key. 
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Changing the Logged Disk Drive (!cr.) 

Changing t.be logged disk dr ive does not effect which dr ive is used by edi ts 
,.~1lc1 prints already initiated. It does change the default drive for all fil(.: 
J!c'ITes subsequently entered, as well as the drive whose directory is displayed. 

The File Directory Toggle ("KF) 

WordStar will usually nisplay part of the directory only; "z and "w may be 
used to scroll the directory display in order to view all file names. 

Note that "KF causes the directory to become part of the screen display until 
another "KF is given. In contrast, "F typed whiJ (~ (~ntering a file name will 
invoke a temporary directory display. 

LONG DOCUMENTS 

While WordStar can edit as large a file as can be held on a diskette, the 
WordStar edit function works most quickly, easily, and flexibly on files of 
moderate size. For best results, break up large documents into multiple files 
whenever practical. However, there are severe,l reasons why you may not \vish 
to divide your document into multiple files: 

• A page break is mandatory between files. 

• Automatic page-numbering works only V'ithin a file (though YOll can 
specify the starting page number of each file with a dot command). 

• Hultiple print commands must be given to print multiple files. 

Determining File Size 

The size of a file in bytes (characters) can be determined with the CP/f.1 
operating system srAT command by entering the R command from the no-file menu. 
You may also check file size, while editing, as follows: move the cursor to 
the end of the file ("QC command) and enter "OP to turn off page display. 
When page display is off, the number of bytes (characters) in the file dis
plays in the status line, in the form FrFCCCCC. 

lbw large Is large? 

This varies over a \vide range depending on the amount of RAM in your system. 
When a file can be held entirely in RAH, as indicated by the fact that the 
cursor will move from the end of the file to the beginning ("QR command) in a 
couple of seconds, the file is still small. When this operation starts taking 
minutes instead of seconds, the file is large. At this point you should 
either read the rest of this section carefully, or divide the file in two (see 
the block write command, "KW, described earlier in this section, "Additional 
File Commands"). 
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Space for Large Files 

When editing a file, WordStar always uses disk space to make the new copy, and 
also uses additional space for a temporary file whenever the cursor is moved 
backwards in the file from a point at which a change was made over more 
characters than can be held in RAM. 

The first limit you will reach is having insufficient disk space for the 
temporary file used during cursor backup. When this limit is reached, a DISK 
FULL er ror (Appendix B) may occur on backwards cer Lor motion, but it will 
still be possible to move the cursor forward and to save. The impact of this 
limitation can be minimized by moving only forward when eciting (below). 

The second limit is that reached when there is insufficiert diskette space for 
the new copy of the file. Don't let this occur! watch your file size and 
diskette space available (with the op:'rating system srAT command), and move 
files to separate diskettes as necessary to assure plenty of vlOrking space. 

Eventually a file may get so large that it is not possible to fit two copies 
on a diskette. In this case, the file must be e<.Jited to a different diskette 
each time. As noted in Section 1, this is done by entering a space and a 
second drive name after the file name. You can do this with D or N in 
v:ordStar or in the system command that calls up t\'ord8tar. l'ihen you do this, 
each "save" will alternate between drives. Divide such large files into 
smaller files whenever you can. The absolute limit on file size is the 
capacity of a diskette. 

Editing Technique for large Files 

INOid moving the cursor a great distance backwards when you are editing a 
large file for two r"easons: 

• Tb minimize temporary work file disk space requirements and thereby 
avoiding DISK FULL errors; 

• Moving the cursor a long way backwards is very slow. 

Tb avoid moving the cursor a long way backwards, organize your changes to pro
ceed forward through the file making all changes in approximate sequential 
order. To get back to the beginning from a place near the end, save (AKS) 
instead of using AQ& Not only is saving faster for large files; saving also 
protects you against disasters by saving all changes made so far. 

Similarly, if you want to do a global replace, save first to get to the begin
ning of the file. Also avoid using the block move and blc~k copy commands if 
the source and destination locations are distant from each other. Instead, 
use block write (AKW) to a file, move the cursor (saving if cursor destination 
is before source), then use additional file read (AKR). 

MORE ABOUT CHANGING DISKETTES 

This section repeats the rules given in the General Information ~:anual about 
changing diskettes, and adds some exceptional conditions for changing 
diskettes safely. 
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1. You may safely change the diskette in a drive when, at the system 
prompt (A», you type .... C (control-C) immediately after the change. 

2. You may change diskettes when WordStar is at the no-file menu (not 
editing) and not printing to a disk file. 

3. If there has been no diskette in a drive since it was last safe to 
change diskettes, you may insert one in that drive. 

4. You may change the diskette in a drive if it is only to be read, as 
wi th the file read command .... KR (earlier in this section) or pr int 
(Section 8) commands. But be sure you issue no command that could 
write on the newly inserted diskette. 

DOCOMENT FILES AND 
FILE COMPATIBILITY 

A WordStar document file (one edited with the D command, or in which word wrap 
or AB was used) may be incompatible with some other programs or languages. 
This has no impact on word-processing applications in which all editing and 
printing is done with WordStar, but if you wish to use Wordstar as a general 
purpose editor--to prepare input for other text formatters, to enter data for 
application programs, or to edit program source files--read on. 

The difference between a WordStar document file and a completely standard CP/M 
file is that in the WordStar document file, the high order bit of a byte is 
set in certain cases, whereas in the standard CP/M file, this bit is always 
clear. l-lany programs and languages ignore this bi ti in others, it causes 
errors. 

To generate a file that is sure to be compatible with other programs, invoke 
edits with the "edit a non-document" (N) command (further described in the 
next section), and don't use word wrap or the "reform paragraph" ( .... B) command. 
Enter all carriage returns and format all lines as desired manually. 

Alternately, use WordStar in any manner, then mask off high order bits by 
copying the file using the [Z] option available in some versions of PIP, or by 
editing the file with the CP/M EDitor or with MicroPro's WordMaster. This 
will of course have the effects noted in the next paragraph; you may want to 
keep an unmasked copy for later re-edit with Wordstar. 

Wordstar document files should not be edited with other editors if you expect 
to use the file later with WordStar. Doing so may change all soft spaces and 
soft carriage returns into hard spaces and hard carriage returns, which will 
frustrate any later attempts at reforming existing text with Wordstar. Also, 
if a file is thus edited, then printed with Wordstar on a daisy-wheel printer, 
micro-justification may not occur. 

NON-DOCUMENT FILES 

The word-processing user need not be concerned with this subsection. 
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Editing a Non-Jk)olDPDt 

The IIQpen a Non-Document" command (N on the no-file menu) has a dual purpose: 
(1) to disable dynamic pagination for file compatibility, (2) to supply a dif
ferent set of defaults for convenience. 

We have occasionally noted differences between a regular file edit, initiated 
with the D command from the no-file menu or with a system command of the form 
''WS filename", and a "Non-document" edit initiated with the N command. Here 
is a complete list: 

1. Dynamic pagination, which makes use of the high order bit, is 
suppressed. Page break display ("OP) cannot be turned on. 

2. status line shows file character and file line instead of page and 
line on page (Section 2). 

3. Dot commands are not checked during editing: 

a. No "?" flag for invalid dot command. 

b. The message PUT AT FILE BEGINNING FOR CORRECT PAGE BREAK 
DISPLAY does not appear. 

4. Word wrap, justification, variable tabbing, and ruler display default 
OFF rather than ON. These features may be turned on wi th the usual 
commands (Section 4) if desired. 

Note that use of word wrap or paragraph reform ("B) can put "high order bit" 
flags in the file, causing possible incompatibility with some external pro
grams. 

Fixed Ta1:i>ing Mode 

For normal word processing uses, leave variable tabbing mode on. If you have 
occasion to work with existing files containing tab characters, or wish to use 
fixed tabs (for example, in computer program preparation), read this section. 

When variable tabbing is off, "tab" characters ("I, 09 hex) are used in the 
file, displayed with fixed stops every 8 columns, as opposed to the multiple 
spaces entered into the file by variable tabbing mode. This type of tabbing 
is compatible with that used by the CP/M editor and by MicroPro's WordMasteri 
such tabs are customarily used in program development under CP/M. 

Since each "tab" is a single character, fixed tabs edit differently from 
variable tabs: 

• 

• 
• 

6-14 

The cursor cannot be placed within the white space on the screen 
representing the tab, but "pops" across it 

A tab deletes as a single character 

A single character will overtype a tab 
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When inserting before a tab, the text after the tab remains in the same screen 
position until sufficient text is inserted to push the tab to the next stop, 
at which point it "pops. right to the next multiple of 8 columns. 

The tabbing mode relates to the entry of tabs (insertion (\1) on, or the line 
must be extended to reach the next tab stop). Tab characters already in the 
file will display the senne (looking like Staces) and edit in the normal fixed
tab manner (not at all like staces-previous taragraph) when variable tab mode 
is on. When variable tab mode is on and the tab key is used to move the 
cursor over existing text (insertion off), and the text contains tab charac
ters, the cursor may come to rest beyond the next tab stop column since it 
can't stop in the middle of a tab character. 

There is no need to set fixed tabbing to edit a file already containing fixed 
tabs unless you need to use the AI (tab) key and have it enter fixed tab 
characters into the file. (Note that the version of PIP supplied with some 
systems has an option for expanding tab characters into multiple spaces with 
tab stops every n columns: you might wish to use this to convert a file from 
fixed to variable tabs.) 
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Section 7 
Printing Features: Part 1 

Two types of print directives, ~ controls and dQt commands, were intro
duced in the General Information Manual. This section provides specific 
details on print controls and some dot commands. Section 8 continues with 
details on the rest of the dot commands and procedures for printing a docu
ment. 

PRINT CONTROL CHARACTERS 

The ~ Controls are single control characters entered into the file during 
editing to produce such special effects as underline, boldface, and sub
scripts during printing. 

Print controls are entered by typing Ap followed by the desired letter. The 
letter may be typed in upper or lower case, or with the CTRL key pressed. 
Features such as lUlderlining and boldface, produced by print controls, may be 
used freely in micl-p:lragraph (or even within a word); the control characters 
fall through the word wrap and paragraph re-form operations with no special 
consideration. 

Formed lines containing print controls will appear to be too long on the 
screen, but will be printed the correct length on paper. This is because 
WordStar puts extra characters in the line to compensate for the fact that the 
print controls use no columns during printing. 

The print controls are shown in Tables 7-1 and 7-2, followed by detailed 
discussions of certain topics. (When two characters are given under ~harac
ter," the one on the left is the one you type after Ap; the one on the right 
is the one displayed on the screen.) The Print Menu gives a quick summary of 
these pr int controls. 

Table 7-1. Print Control Toggles 

Character Function 

AS AS underscore Toggle. Enter before and after phrase to be underlined. 
Only non-blank characters are underlined; spaces and tabs between 
the two toggles are not lUlderlined. Example: 

Screen: Just ASoneAS word. Paper: Just.QIle word. 

AB AS Boldface Toggle. Offsets slightly and overstrikes on Daisy Wheel and 
other printers capable of incremental motion; multi-strikes each 
character on "Teletype-like" (i.e., regular) printers. 

Screen: Just ABoneAB word. Paper: Just one word. 

1) AD Double-strike 'roggle. Strikes each character twice with no offset. 
Produces a lighter boldface than AB; may also be used with carbon 
ribbon to produce extremely sharp impressiol'\ of entire document. 

Screen: Just J:)(meAO word. Paper: Just one word. 
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Character 

Table 7-1. Print Control Toggles (Continued) 

Flmction 
1----+-------------,----~- ---_._- --

AX AX Strikeout Toggle. Prints _IS over characters1 may be used to indi
cate deleted text in a revised version of a docwnent. 

Screen: Just AXoneAX word. Paper: Just Me word. 

"'v "'V SUbscript Toggle. Enclosed characters printed as a subscript, (i.e., 
printed a fractional line below the rest of the text>. 

AT "'T SUperscript Toggle. Enclosed text is printed fractional line above 
rest of text. 

Paper: (ab) 2 

Ay ~ Ribbon COlor Toggle. For daisy wheel printers and other printers 
with ribbon color selection, causes enclosed text to be printed in 
alternate color, usually red. 

Screen: Just "'YonetY word. Paper: Just one word. [red] 

SUbscript Toggle (\7) 

The amount of roll-down defaults to 3/48ths of an inch and may be altered with 
the subscript roll (.SR) command (later in this section). On printers without 
fractional line roll, a subscript is printed in the next line if it is blank 
(e.g., if double spacing): otherwise, it is printed in the same line. 

Ribbon Color Toggle (~ 

Of course, a two-color ribbon must be installed in the printer for "'y to be 
effective. Special installation is required to activate this character on 
non-daisy printers (see the Installation Manual). 

Table 7-2. Other Print Controls 

Character Flmction 

AC stop Print. stops printing until restarted by operator. May be 
used to permit typewheel or ribbon change, so that multiple type-
faces or printing of different colors may be intermixed within 
docUIISlt. 

Screen: Stq> here .... C Paper: stqp here. [printer stops] 
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Table 7-2. Other Print Controls (Continued) 

Character Function 
"A Select Alternate Character Pitch. For daisy wheel printers, this 

goes to 12 characters per inch (elite)" or as modified by the 
charaqter width (.CW) dot command (later in this section). Normally 
"A has no effect on non-daisy printers. 

"N Return to Standard Character Pitch. For daisy wheel printers, 
selects 10 characters per inch (pica), or as altered with .CW 
command (later in this section). Normally has no effect when 
printing on a non-daisy printer. 

"K Left-Right Heading/Footing Control. This character is used in 
heading and footing dot commands to produce headings, page numbers, 
etc. which print on the left side of even-numbered pages and on the 
right side of odd-numbered pages. 

"F £ aPhantom Space.a On a daisy wheel, print the character for code 20 
hex. This code, normally a space for non-daisy printers, prints a 
ncent sign" or other special character on many 88- and 96-character 
daisy wheels-the exact graphic depends on the print wheel in use. 

-, 

Screen: This symbol ("F). Paper: This symbol (£). [example] 

Ciphantom Rubout.a On a daisy wheel, print the character for code 7F 
hex. This code prints a NOT sign, double underline, or other 
graphic on many 96-character daisy print wheels. 

Screen: This symbol ("G). Paper: This symbol (-,). [example] 

"0 "0 Non-Break Space. Prints as a space, but not treated as a space for 
line break or justification purposes during line forming. 

Screen: FORrRAN"OIV Paper: FORTRAN IV 

"H "H Strikeover. Causes the next character to overprint the preceding 
character on the line. 

Paper: a la mode 

"Q User Pr inter Functions. These control characters are intended for 
~ accessing special printer functions that Wordstar does not otherwise 
~E support, such as changing type fonts or activating a sheet feeder. 
"'R 

stop Print (AC) 

A stop print may be used in mid-line, or severai times in the same line if 
desired. When the pause occurs, PRINr PADSED will appear in the status line; 
the P command (ncrfile menu) or the "KP command (while editing a file) may be 
used by the operator to restart the printer. Note that printers which normal
ly print bidirectionally under Wordstar will always print a line containing a 
"c left to right. 
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Return to starx1ard Olaracter Pitch ("N) 

When installing WordStar for a ''I'eletype-like'' Cnon-Daisy) pr inter, the user 
may set up ~A and IN to select between two character widths if the printer is 
capable of changing character widths upon being sent a control sequence of 
four or fewer characters. See the Installation Manual. 

Ieft-Right Beading/Footing Control (it) 

When used on the same line as a heading or footing (.HE or .FO> dot command, 
the effect of ~K is to suppress printing of following spaces up to the next 
non-space if the page number is even. Outside of .HE and .FO commands, ~K is 
ignored. See discussion of left-right page numbers in Section 8. 

Nm-Break Space ("'0) 

Use ~O where you want a single space to appear without allowing expansion 
during justification or wrap to the next line. 

strikeover (II) 

Strikeovers are useful for putting accent marks over letters and for creating 
special symbols by overprinting multiple characters. May be used in "formed" 
text -- word wrap and paragraph reform make proper allowances for backspaces. 
Registration is not exactly precise in justified text. On a non-backspacing 
(Teletype-like) printer, do not backspace through the same column more than 8 
times. 

User Printer Functions 
("'0, ~, "E, "'R.) 

When installing WordStar, each of these four controls may be set up to send 
any desired sequence of one to four characters. Any line containing a user 
printer function control is always printed forward even if bidirectional print 
is in use. 

Until a definition is installed, the four functions do nothing. Check Appen
dix C of the Installation Manual to see if the standard WordStar installation 
for your printer activates any of these characters. For information on in
stalling your own definitions, see the Installation Manual. 

Other Control Characters 

Control characters not defined in Table 7-1 or Table 7-2 will print as a ~ and 
a letter, just as they display, with the exception of the characters shown in 
Table 7-3. 
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Table 7-3. Non-Printing Control Characters 

Character Function 

AL Form Feed causes a p:lge break. 

AI The tab character displays and prints enough sp:lces to advance to 
the next tab stop. This character is not normally entered into a 
file by WordStar except in fixed tabbing mode (Section 6). 

AM Carriage Return. Entering a carriage return without a line feed (by 
pressing A pM or Ap RETURN) will create an ove rpr int line as 
described in Section 4. 

A J Line Feed. This character is not explicitly used in normal applica
tions. 

DOT COMMANDS 

D.Qt commands are special non-text lines entered into the file for purposes 
such as setting the p:lper length or specifying a p:lge reading. All dot corn
mands have defaults suitable for normal use; you can begin using WordStar 
without using oot commands at all. Dot commands themselves do not print, but 
control the printing of actual text. Dynamic p:lge break display also res};Orxls 
to certain of the dot commands. 

The general form of dot commands was described in the General Information 
Manual. Briefly, a oot command consists of a period in column 1, a two-letter 
code, and, (for certain commands), a number, line of text, or other argument. 
Dot commands are entered into the file during edi ting in the same manner as 
other text, and display on the screen during editing. For convenience, automa
tic indentation to the left margin is disabled when a period is entered into 
or already present in column 1. 

A dot command line placed anywhere in the file will be interpreted by the 
print function. Variables such as top and bottom margin and line height may 
be varied at will as far as printout is concerned. However, dynamic page 
break display will respond to the commands that specify line height, paper 
length, and tq> and bottom margins only when they are placed at the beginning 
of the file, before all text. 

Tables 7-4 through 7-9, alOBj with Tables 8-1 through 8-3, describe the regu
lar print dot commands. These commands are summarized in Appendix A. For 
quick reference while editing, the "JD command displays a brief summary of the 
dot commands. 

The optional MailMerge command provides additional dot commands to control 
input of variable information from a data file or from the operator, insertion 
of other files into the printout, repeated printing of a file, etc. These 
addi tiona! dot commands are described in Sections 9-12. MailMerge also inter
prets all of the dot commands described here. 
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The dot commands used for vertical page layout are shown in Table 7-4. 

Table 7-4. Dot Commands for Vertical Page Layout 

camtand Description 

.LH n Line Height. Sets line height to nl48ths of an inch on daisy wooel 
printers. Default: 8/48n = 1/6n (six lines per inch). (Lines in 
subsequent dot commands are assumed to have the height spec if ied by 
.LH--either explicitly or by default.) 

.PL 1 Paper Length. The number of .line.e., including top and bottom margins 
on an entire page. Default: 66 lines • 

• MI' 1 Top Margin. The number of .l.in.e.6. from the top of the paper to the 
beginning of the body of the text on the page. Default: 3 lines • 

• MB 1 Bottom Margin. The number of ~ at bottom of page not used for 
text. Default: 8 lines • 

• HM 1 Heading Margin. The number of blank l.i.neQ from the page heading to 
the body of the text. (See also .HE command.) Defaul t: 2 lines • 

• PM 1 Footing Margin. The number of .l.ines. between the end of the text and 
the page number or footing (see .ro). Default: 2 lines. 

Discussion of Vertical Page Layoot 

The maximum number of lines on the page used for the body of the text is the 
paper length, minus the top and bottom margins. If the line height (.LH, 
above) is changed after these commands are given, the same number of inches, 
not lines, of text continues to be printed. Fewer lines are of course used 
for particular pages where .PA or .CP commands (below) cause page breaks. The 
top and bottom margin values may be adjusted to give the desired number of 
text lines on a page, and to center the text vertically on the page for your 
p:>sitioning of the paper in the printer. 

During editing, the commands for line height, paper length, and t~ and bottom 
margin (.LH, .PL, .MT, and .MB) will be interpreted correctly by the page 
break display only if they appear at the beginning of the file. However, as 
far as printing is concerned, they may be used anywhere in the file to vary 
the vertical page format. 

Note'that the settings used for vertical page layout must be used in 
conjunction with the adjustment of r:age perforations in your printer. This 
adjustment can make a difference of two or three lines in how far up or down 
on the page the body of text appears (see Figure 7-1). 

Line Height (.IB n) 

As noted in Table 7-4, if no line height is explicitly specified in a file, 
the default is n=8, meaning a line height o~ 8/48" (1/6"), or 6 lines per 
inch. Table 7-5 shows how other specifications translate into lines per inch. 
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1 _____________________________________ _ 
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Figure 7~1. Vertical Layout of a Typical Page 
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Table 7-5. Line Heights 

DQt Lines. .QQt ~ UQt Lin.es 
~QIT1ITlanQ Qe.t: .Inc.h CQmmanQ J2e.t: lnc.h ~QrrmanQ Qe.t: .Inc.h 

.rn 1 48.0 .LH 6 8.0 .rn 12 4.0 

.LH 2 24.0 .rn 7 6.8 .rn 16 3.0 

.IM 3 16.0 .LH 8 6.0 .LH 18 2.6 

.LH 4 12.0 .LH 9 5.3 .LH 20 2.4 

.LH 5 9.6 .LH 10 4.8 .LH 24 2.0 

The .LH command provides an alternative or supplement to the single, double, 
triple spacing that can be applied via the AOS command (Section 4) to text as 
lines are formed. If .LH is used when printing on a printer incapable of 
incremental spacing, page breaks are nevertheless determined as though the 
command took effect. 

Note that all subsequent commands taking a number of lines as an argument will 
be interpreted in terms of the new line height. Previously set values (top 
margin, paper length, etc.) will ranain the same in inches. 

CHAOOING LINE ~ 
.oN A DAIS1: lYHEEL PRImER 

On Daisy wheel printers, the line height may be specified in 48ths of an inch 
wi th the .LH command. For example, to print 8 lines per inch instead of the 
usual 6, use the command: 

.LH 6 

When the line height is changed on a daisy wheel printer, previously specified 
margins and paper length are not effected. They remain the same in inches, 
regardless of the line size. However, subsequent .PL, .MT, .MB, .HM, and .FM 
commands are interpreted (converted to inches) in terms of the new line 
height. 

Thus, if you use the .LH command, carefully consider the order in which .LH 
and other vertical format commands are given. For example, .LH 6 followed by 
.MT 4 yields a 1/2 inch top margin (4 lines of 6/48 each), whereas .MT 4 
followed by.LH 6 yields a top margin of 2/3 inch, because the .MT command, 
appearing first, is interpreted using the default line height of 8/48 of an 
inch. 

The print function will handle as many changes of line height as you wish, but 
for dynamic page break display to work, you must set the line height only at 
the beginning of the file. 

Hint: To achieve varying line heights without interfering with dynamic pagina
tion, set the line height to 4 (one-half of normal) at the beginning of the 
file, then use double-spaced text for close-spaced printout, and triple or 
quadruple spaced text for wider line spacing. The AOS command, (Section 4), 
can be used to cause automatic double, triple, etc. spacing as text is entered 
or reformed. 
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The line spacing on a non-daisy printer is unaffected, but the page breaks and 
page length are determined as though on a daisy wheel printer. Thus, drafts 
of text to be final-printed on a daisy wheel may be printed on a line printer 
with page breaks occurring as they will in the final, but with the amount of 
text being printed on a page frequently too little or too much for the forms 
in use. Use the USE FORM FEEDS option (described in Section 8). 

If you have a document containing .LH commands and you wish to to print it 
neatly on a non-daisy printer, remove the .LH commands. Since " •• " indicates 
a comment, you can change them to •• LH with the ·Replace command. Then they can 
easily be changed back to .LH later. 

Paper length (.PI. 1) 

The paper length must match the forms in use (except that smaller values will 
also work if the USE FORM FEEDS option is selected when printing). The 
default is 66 default-height lines, or 11 inches. 

WordStar assumes 66 lines to the page, corresponding to II-inch (letter size) 
paper at 6 lines per inch. If you w ish to use a different size of form (such 
as legal size), specify the number of lines on each complete piece of paper 
with the .PL command. This is not the number of lines of text printed, but 
the form length. The paper length may be set shorter than the actual form 
length only if your printer has hardware form feed capability and the USE FORM 
FEEDS option is elected every time print is initiated (see Section 8). 

A .PL command should also be used as appropriate if your non-daisy printer 
prints lines spaced other than 6 to the inch. For example, if your printer 
prints 8 lines to the inch and you want to use 11 inch paper, put .PL 88 at 
the beginning of your file. 

Top Margin (.HI' 1) 

Note that the page heading, if in use, and the heading margin, are printed in 
this space. See also the commands ·for heading margin and heading text (.HM 
and .HE). Default: 3 lines. The "top of the page" for the first page printed 
is wherever you position the paper before starting print if the USE FORM FEEDS 
option is not specified when print is initiated {see Section 8}. 

Bottom Margin (.MB 1) 

The page number or footing, if in use, is printed within the bottom margin. 
See the command for footing margin {.FM} below. Default: 8 lines. 

WordStar leaves a number of blank lines set by the top margin command {.MT} at 
the top of each page (with the heading positioned in this space, if a heading 
is in use), and a blank area (containing the page number, or the footing if 
one has been specified) set by the bottom margin (.MB) command at the bottom 
of each page. The number of lines of text printed on each page, if no page 
break is caused by a .PA or .CP command, is equal to the paper length (.PL) , 
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less the top and bottom margins. To increase the amount of text on a page, 
decrease the top or bottom margin: to decrease the amount, increase margins. 

The text can be moved up or down on the page either by changing the top (.MT) 
and bottom (.MB) margins by the same amount, or by moving the paper in the 
printer, as preferred. The default top and bottom margins approximately 
center the text vertically on the page if the paper is positioned with the 
print head two or three lines down from the top of the page when printing is 
initiated. 

If you are loading single sheets, such as letterheads, you may want to move 
the text up (smaller top margin) so that you can roll each sheet under the 
bail. 

Information on moving the text on the page horizontally is given in the next 
subsection ("Horizontal Page Layout") • 

Heading Margin (.HM 1) 

Note that the heading and the heading margin fall within the tcp margin space. 
If a value greater than top margin less 1 is specified, top margin less 1 is 
used. Default: 2 lines. 

Footing Margin (.FM 1) 

Note that the footing margin and the page number or footing aPI=ear within the 
bottom margin space. Default: 2 lines. 

HORIZONTAL PAGE LAYOUT 

Most horizontal formatting, such as the margination and justification of text, 
is done during editing, and does not involve dot commands. The dot commands 
shown in Table 7-6 are provided to control those asp:!cts of horizontal format
ting that are done by the print function. 

Table 7-6. Dot Commands for Horizontal Page Layout 

CaImand Description 

.PC c Page Number Column. Column at which the page number is printed when 
footing is not in use and page-numbering is in effect. Default: 
center column. (See Table 8-1 for the commands relating to footings 
and page-number ing .) 

.00 c Page Offset. Number of (currmt width) columns the entire document 
is indented (moved right> from the printer's left margin, in addi-
tion to all indentation in the file. Default: 8 columns. 

Page Number Column (.PC c) 

The page number column may be set to print page numbers at left, right, or 
center, etc., at the bottom of the page. (Additional page number positioning 
options are provided through the use of # in .HE and .FO commands, as 
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described in Tables 8-1 and 8-2.) The column width used is that of the 
character width in effect ",hen the .PC comrrand is given, as determined by "A, 
AN, or .CW commands. Default is 1/2 the edit function's default right 
margin, to center numbers under text of default width. 

Page Offset (.PO c) 

The page offset command allows offsetting the text from the tractor-feed holes 
at the left of the paper, and allows putting narrow paper near the center of 
wide printer carriages. Default: 8 columns. 

The text can be moved horizontally on the page by changing the page offset. 
By default, WordStar prints 8 spaces (in addition to any in the file) at the 
beginning of each line; to move the text to the left edge of your printer 
carriage, put the following at the beginning of" the document: 

.PO 0 

PAGINATION 

The dot commands used for pagination are shown in Table 7-7. 

Table 7-7. Dot Commands for Pagination 

Coonimd Description 

• PA Unconditional Page • Start new page unconditionally. 

.cP 1 Condi tional Page. Start new page if there are fewer than 1 lines 
(of the current height) left on the current page. 

Page break control is used for two purposes: 

o to force the following text to begin at the top of a page, as at the 
beginning of a chapter; 

o to prevent going to a new page in an inappropr ia te place (such as in 
the middle of a table 'or after a section title but before the 
beginning of the text after the title). Many users also wish to 
prevent page breaks one or two lines into a paragraph, preferring 
that the entire paragraph be on the next page. 

Unconditional Page (.PA) 

For the first case, where a new page is always desired, use the unconditional 
page command: 

.PA 
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Conditional Page (.CP 1) 

For the second case, it is usually desi red to have a page break occur only 
\olhen less than a certain number of lines remain on the current page. For 
these cases, use the conditional page (.CP) command. This command tests the 
number of lines remaining on the current page, and causes a page break only if 
too few remain. For example, if you have a table 10 lines long, put 

.CP 10 

above it. This will cause a page break during printoot (and also display the 
page break line on the screen unless the page break display is OFF) only if 
less than 10 lines remain on the current page. That is, the following 10 
lines, containing your table, will print on the current page if they will fit, 
otherwise a new page will be begun, with your table at the to~ 

Using .CP instead of .PA reduces the need to check pagination and move dot 
commands as the document is updated. For example, if a page break fell in the 
middle of the table of the previous example and you corrected this by inser
ting a .PA above it, you would need to find and remove the .PA later if you 
made an insertion above the table as .PA always causes a page break even if it 
falls at the top of a page. On the other hand, a .CP 10 that falls more than 
10 lines above the bottom of a page has no effect and may be left in the 
document, to become active whenever revisions preceding it make it fall near 
the bottom of the page. 

As another example, we suggest always putting.CP 5 (or so) above each section 
title. This forces a new page if less than 5 (or whatever number you specify) 
lines remain on the page, so that a section title will not appear as the last 
line on a page or with only two or three lines of text after it. If you enter 
these as a matter of habit when initially entering documents, then as the 
document is revised it will always print well-paginated even if you do not 
review the pagination after each edit. 

One more example: look at this manual. It rarely pages in mid-paragraph. 
This was accomplished via generous use of .CP commands. 

Use .CP to ke~ blocks of text together, to prevent paging just after a title, 
in the middle of a table, etc. Using lots of .CP commands can make the doc
ument always print well paginated regardless of insertions or deletions as 
these commands have no effect when not needed. 
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Section 8 
Printing Features: Part 2 

BEADINGS, FOOTINGS, 
AND PAGE NUMBERS 

The dot commands for headings, footings, and page numbers are shown in Table 
8-1. 

.HE text 

.PO text 

.OP 

.PN 

.PN P 

Table 8-1. Dot Commands for 
Beadings, Footings, and Page Numbers 

Description 

Beading. All text on the rest of the line beginning with .HE 
is used as a page heading for FOLIDWING pages lIDtil another .HE 
is given. Default: no reading. (See Table 8-2.) 

Footing. The rest of the line beginning with .FO is used as a 
page footing for the current and following pages. Default: 
page number. (See Table 8-2.) 

Omit Page Numbers. This command suppresses the printing of 
page numbers in the footing line if no footing has been given. 

Page Numbe~ .PN without a number turns page numbering back on 
after a .oP command without setting page number. 

Page Number. .PN with a number turns page numbering on (if it 
has been turned off with .OP) and sets the page number. 

The special characters shown in Table 8-2 are interpreted in headings (.HE) 
and footings (.FO) only. 

~hat:aQtet: 

# 

\ 

.... K 

Table 8-2. Special Characters 
Used in Beadings and Footings 

QeQQt:igtiQD 

Prints as current page number. May be used to FOsition page number 
wherever desired at top or bottom of page. 

Print next character literally; do not interpret it as a contol 
symbol-- use \# to print i in a heading or footing, \ \ to print \. 

If the page number is even, ignore spaces up to the next character 
.... K may be used to cause page number or other heading or footing text 
to appear on the corner of the page away from the binding. 

Note that a control-K is entered into the file by typing control-PK, as with 
all print controls ("Print Control Characters" in the preceding section). 
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Beadi.nq (. BE text) 

The heading may be changed as often as desired. The initial (default) heading 
is blank; the heading may be changed back to blank with .HE wi th no text. To 
print a heading on the first page, a.HE comrrand must precede all text in the 
file. 

When composing a heading (or footing) on the screen, bear in mind that the 
characters ".HE " are never printed. Thus, the heading will appear in the 
printed document four columns to the left of where it ap~ars on the screen. 

Underline, boldface, and other enhancements invoked by print control charac
ters may be used freely in headings (and footings) without affecting the body 
of the text; conversely, enhancements in use in the body of the text do not 
affect headings and footings. 

Use the .HE command to s{:ecify the text of a one-line heading to be printed at 
the top of each page. Examples: 

.HE Part II 

.HE Section 3 Basic Editing 

When comIX>sing a .HE command on the screen, bear in mind that the ".HE " takes 
four columns that don't print, so it will display four characters to the left 
of where it will print. Spaces in addition to one after ".HE" are printed, so 
a right-adjusted heading may be produced, for example, as follows: 

.HE Section 5 

.FAGE NUMBER .IN lHE HEADING 

If you wish the page number to be printed at the top of the page, give a .HE 
command with a "#" in the position where you wish the page number printed. 
For example, if you want the word "page" followed ~y the page number at the 
top left of each page, use the following dot command: 

.HE page i 

When comIX>sing a heading containing a i, bear in mind that the number of cot
umns occupied by the page number will depend on the number of digits in the 
page number. When printing the page number at the top of the page but not 
using a footing (no .FO command), it is necessary to give a .oP command to 
prevent WordStar from printing the page number again at the bottom of the 
page. 

The heading may be changed as often as desired; to revert to no heading, give 
a blank reading: 

.HE 
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Each .HE takes effect at the next page top encountered; if it occurs before 
any text has bem printed on the current page (for example, immediately after 
a .PA command), it will be used on the current page. 

The number of lines betwem the heading and text can be changed with the .HM 
(reading margin) command. This command moves the reading, without altering 
the page length or the position of the text on the page; the heading margin 
falls within the top margin. No heading will be printed if the top margin 
(.MT) is set to zero. 

SPEh;IAL EFFOCTS IN .'mE HEADI~ 

Underline, Boldface, and other enhancements invoked by print control charac
ters may be used freely in headings (and footings). Print controls in .HE 
(and .FO) commands do not affect the body of the text, nor do those in the 
body of the text effect the heading (or footing). If you vary the character 
width (as discussed below), the heading (or footing) will be printed in the 
character width that was in effect when the .HE (.FO) command was given. 
However, if AA or AN is used within the heading (or footing), the pitch in 
effect at each time the reading is printed will be used. 

Footing (.FO text) 

As many .FO's as desired may be given; the footing most recently specified 
will be used when the bottom of each page is encountered. The characters i, 
\, and AK are interpreted in the footing text as described for the .HE command 
above. 

When no .. Fa command, or .FO with no text after it, has been given, WordStar 
will print the page number in the footing line at the column specified with 
the .PC command (default center unless suppressed with the .OP command). When 
a user-specified footing is in effect, page numbers are not automatically 
printed. If you wish the pages to be numbered, include a # at the desired 
posi tion in the reading or footing. 

The .FO command may be used to specify a line of text to be printed at the 
bottom of each page. Use of this command is similar to use of the .HE command 
(preceding). The most recently specified footing is used when the bottom of 
each page is encountered. If the footing contains a i, the page number will 
be printed in place of the i. 

The .FM (footing margin) command may be used to specify the number of blank 
lines between the bottom of the text area and the footing line. The footing 
margin lies within the bottom margin; varying the footing margin moves the 
footing up and down without changing the number of lines of text on the page. 
No footing will be printed if the bottom margin (.ME) is set to zero • 

.nm DEFAULT FOOrU13 

.IS lHE .PAGE. ~ 

If no footing is in effect (no .FO comand given, or most recent .FO command 
had no text after ".FO"), WordStar will print the page number in the footing 
line unless suppressed with a .oP command. The page number is centered at the 
column specified with the .PC command; the default is column 33 (or column 30 
if a 64-column wide screen is used, reflecting the narrower default margins 
used in the edi t function), so as to be centered under text formed using the 
default margins. 
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PAGE-NPMBERIOO 

By default, WordStar numbers the pages in each file from 1 up as the file is 
printed. The page number may be changed as desired with the .PN command. For 
example,if a file represented the second chapter of a large document, and 
there were 23 pages in the first chapter, you might want to put 

.PN 24 

at the beginning of the chapter 2 file, so that its pages would be numbered 
from 24 up as it was printed. Note that .PN effects the page numbering at 
printout only; the page numbers displayed in the status line during editing 
always start with 1 and increase by 1 each page. 

The maximum page number WordStar will accept is 65533. (For the other dot 
commands, the maximum argument is 255.) 

The page number may be positioned wherever desired in the heading or footing 
line by using a i in the .HE or .FO command, as discussed above. If no 
footing is specified, the page number is printed by default in the footing 
line. This default page number printout may be disabled with .OP, and re
enabled with .PN (no number need be given after .PN unless it is also desired 
to set the page numbed. The column at which the page number prints in the 
default footing may be changed with .PC n. For example, if you wanted to 
center the page number under text 80 columns wide (as formatted during 
edi ting) you could use 

.PC 40 

The following footing command would have the same effect: 

.FO # 

ALTERNATING MGE NUMBERS 

By using the special character AK in a .HE or .FO command, you can make 
WordStar print page numbers (or other heading and/or footing texts) at the 
right hand side of odd numbered pages but at the left hand side of even 
numbered pages, so as to be on the side of the page farthest from the binding. 
The effect of AK is to suppress printing of following spaces (up to the next 
non-space character) if the page number is even. For example, the following 
footing is used in this section of this manual: 

.FO AK 8-# 

The above footing prints on even-nurrbered pages as 

8-' 
putting "8-" and the page number on the lower left corner of the page. On odd 
numbered pages, it prints as 

8-# 
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Qnit Page Nuni>ers (.Op) 

If a footing has been specified, .oP has no effect; .OP also does not affect 
printing of page numbers where a #; appears in the heading or footing. Page 
numbering defaults o~ 

Page NLmber (.PN or .PN p) 

A page number commmd without a page number (.PN) has no effect if the footing 
line has been preempted with a .PO command. 

A page number command with a page number (.PN p) sets the page number to 
appear at the bottom of the current page and/or at a # encountered as the page 
heading or footing is printed. The default starting page number is 1; the 
page number increases by 1 each page whether or not printed. .PN effects the 
printout page number only; those displayed at the top of the screen during 
editing always run up from 1. 

OTHER FEATURES 

Dot cOIIUTands for other printing features are shown in Table 8-3. 

Table 8-3. Dot Commands for Other Features 

Command Description 

.Q.;r w Character Width. On daisy wooel printers, sets character width to 
w/120ths of an inch, for either the standard or alternate character 
pitch, whichever is in effect. Default: 12/120" = 1110" (10 
characters per inch) • 

• SR n Sub/Super-Script Roll. On daisy wheel printers, rolls the carriage 
n/48ths of an inch before printing a subscript or superscript. 
Defaul t: 3/48" • 

• til ON Microjustification ON/OFF. When MicrOjustification is OFF, all 
.UJ OFF spaces, including soft spaces, are printed exactly as they appear in 

the file. Spaces added to justifY lines on the screen print as they 
appear on the screen, rather than being evenly distributed between 
words in l/120ths of an inch on daisy printers. Default: ON • 

• BP ON Bidirectional Print WOFF. Bidirectional print (printing alternate 
.BP OFF lines right to left) is normally ON for daisy pr inters • 

•• text Ignore. This command specifies that the rest of the line is com
mentary material not to be printed. 

Character Width (.cw w) 

Standard and alternate pitch are selected by the AN and AA print controls. 
Has no effect on non-daisy printers. Allows unusual character spacings--for 
example, spacing characters farther apart than normal for emphasis in a title. 
The default standard pitch is 10 to the inch (equivalent to .CW 12); the 
default alternate pitch is 12 to the inch (.CW 10). Table 8-4 shows the .Cl'l 
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command to use for various pitches (characters per inchl. It also shows where 
to set the right margin when printing at a given pitch on standard paper (8-
1/2" xlI"). 

Table 8-4. Character Pitch 

Dot Pitch Right Dot Pitch Right 
Cornrrand (ChiInch) Margin Camrand (ChiInch) Margin 

.0-.1 4 30 198 .Of 12 10 66 

.Qv 5 24 158 .rn 15 8 53 

.(W 6 20 132 .0\1 17 7 47 

.<W 8 15 99 .rn 20 6 40 

.cw 10 12 79 .01 24 5 33 

Changing the character width or pitch (with .CW, "A, or "N) does not affect 
previously specified page offset (.00) or page number column (.PC) values, nor 
previously specified heading (.HE) or footing (.FO) texts (except when "A or 
"N are used within the actual heading or footing texts). Subsequent page 
offset, page number column, heading, and footing commands (.PO, .PC, .HE, 
and .FO) will be interpreted in terms of the character width and pitch in 
effect when the .PO, .PC, .HE, or .FO is encountered. 

CIiAOOING lllE CHABAcrER ~ 

The width of each character printed (how far the print head moves between 
characters) can be varied in two ways: with the "A and "N print control 
characters (earlier in this section), which may be imbedded mid-line to allow 
switching between two character widths, and (on a Daisy wheel printer) with 
the .ON command, which allows setting any character width, but only between 
lines. These can interact, as will be described shortly. 

When a page offset (.PO), page number column (.PC), heading (.HE), or footing 
(.FO) is specified, it is interpreted in the current character pitch; subse
quent pitch changes do not alter the page offset, page number position, or the 
character spacing in previously specified page headings or footings. 

CIImJlOO ~ .oN A OON-DAIsy PRINI'ER 

To change pitch on a non-daisy printer, use the Alternate pitch (AA) and stan
dard pitch (AN) print control characters. Their effect depends on your prin
ter's capabilities and on what control sequences are installed in WordStar for 
these characters. There will be no effect if no control sequences are in
stalled or your printer has one pitch only. 

To change pitch on a daisy wheel printer, use the AA and AN print controls 
or the .CW command or a combination of all three: 

AA Selects alternate pitch, which defaults to 12 characters per inch 
and may be changed by giving a .CW when alternate pitch is in 
effect; 

AN Selects standard pitch, which defaults to 10 characters per inch and 
may be changed by giving a .CW when standard pitch is in effect; 
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.ow n Sets the character width to n/120ths of an inch for standard or 
alternate pitch, whichever is in effect, without affecting the other 
pitch. Table 8-4 gives the .CW command to use for various numbers 
of characters per inch. . 

ANThe word "AAcrammed"A N is printed in alternate pitch 

will print with the word "crammed" in 12 pitch and the rest in 10 pitch if no 
preceding .CW commands have altered the pitches. 

AA 
.CW 20 
"N 
.cw 8 
narrowACAA wid e ..... C"Nnarrow 

will print "narrow" in characters 8/120 inch wide (15 characters per 
inch),then "wide" in characters 20/120 inch wide (6 characters per inch), then 
"narrow" in 81120 wide characters again. The AC'S (Section 7) cause the 
printer to pause so that the operator may install a different typewheel for 
wide characters. The carriage returns after the AA and the ~N will cause two 
blank lines to be printed first. 

Microjustification (.OJ ON/OFF) 

Microjustification is normally on. Turning microjustification off might be 
useful, for example, to make a columnar table print with the columns aligned 
as they appear on the screen even if soft spaces were inadvertently allowed to 
get into the table lines by re-forming (AB) or word wrap. You may also 
use .uj 1 (for ON) and .uj 0 (for OFF). 

Bidirectional Print (.BP rn/OFF) 

Turning bidirectional print off might in some cases produce better quality 
output when the printer's character registration or paper feed is a little 
sloppy. You may also use .bp 1 (ON) and .bp 0 (OFF). 

Cmment (.. text) 

Any undefined dot command is also treated as a comment by the print function; 
however, the edit function displays a ? flag in the rightmost screen column 
for undefined dot commands. (You may also use .ig text) 

PROCEDURES FOR PRINTING 

The m.i.nt. function prints a document or other file from a diskette. Unless 
suppressed by an option described below, the top margin, bottom margin, page 
heading, and page footing are added to the text in the file, and dot commands 
are interpreted. The print control characters are always interpreted during 
printout to control underline, boldface, pauses for type whee 1 changes, charac
ter pitch, etc. 
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Microspace Justification 

If the printer in use is a daisy wheel printer (Diablo or Qume), thimble 
printer (NEC) or other printer capable of incremental spacing, and WordStar is 
properly installed to use this printer (Installation Manual), the printed copy 
will be microspace justified: WordStar will remove the "soft" spaces used to 
justify formed lines on the screen, and add space in units of 1/12~th inch 
between words, and possibly between characters, to produce an evenly spaced 
line without large gaps between words. TO further enhance the appearance of 
printed text, punctuation characters such as periods and commas are printed in 
a space narrower than other characters, and MiS and Wls are widened slightly. 

Microspace justification is applied only to the area between the left and 
right margin of lines "formed" with word wrap or paragraph reform, so that 
margin alignment and position of any text outside the margins is maintained. 
Lines not "formed" with word wrap or paragraph reform are not microspace
justified, so that the alignment of columns in tables is precisely reproduced 
(the last line of a newly-entered paragraph must be "formed" with paragraph 
reform in order to be microspace-justified on printout). 

Only a disk-stored document can be printed by WordStar; refer to the General 
Informatioo Manual for document saving commands. 

Simultaneous Editing 

Since the print function can operate at the same time as the edit function, it 
does not have its own menus, but is invoked, stopped, and resumed with the P 
command of the no-file menu, or the "'KP command while editing. When the print 
function is inactive, these commands will invoke initiation of printing. When 
printing is in progress, the same commands will stop printing. If printing is 
suspended (''paused"), the P or "'KP command will cause printing to resume. The 
menus change appropriately to indicate the current meaning of the command. 

When printing is in progress, the no-file menu or the file being edited shows 
on the screen in the normal manner. 

Editing can be initiated or continued, and most other no-file commands can be 
executed, while the (regular) print function is active, except on computers 
with minimal RAM memory. Keyboard response is somewhat slowed during prin
ting; concurrent editing and printing are suggested for review and minor 
correction, but nbt for high-speed initial entry of text. When editing while 
the print function is active, watch for DISK WAIT in the status line, or 
listen for clicks from your disk drive, and stop entering text until the disk 
activity completes. You may suspend printing (as described later in this 
section) temporarily when faster keyboard response is desired. 

Error Handling 

There are no error messages during regular print execution. Contradictory 
page formats, such as the heading margin greater than the top margin minus 1, 
force WordStar to make arbitrary decisions to allow printing to continue. 
Control characters with no special definition are printed as '" and a letter. 
Unrecognized dot commands are ignored (not printed). The additional dot 
commands interpreted by the optional MailMerge command (Sections 9-12) are 
also ignored by the regular pr int command. (The MailMerge command displays a 
message upon encountering an unrecognized dot command; MailMerge may thus be 
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used for checking the oot commands in a document even when its other facili
ties are not ne~) 

Printing Other Files 

While the print flIDction is intended primarily for printing docwnents prepared 
with WordStar, you may print any ASCII disk file. Form feeds work as page 
indicators, and tab (AI) characters expand to 8-oolumn stops, ensuring compat
ibility with languages and other programs that ouqput print files to diskette. 
An option is available for suppressing page formatting to permit printing a 
direct image of an (already-paginated> file. 

Printing to Disk 

Print function output can be directed to disk as well as to the printer, so 
that a print image can be saved for later output or for examination on the 
screen with the edit function. In a disk output file thus produced, all dot 
commands present have been interpreted (lIDless suppression of p3.ge formatting 
was specified) rut most print control characters remain. If no WordStar print 
control characters were used, the disk print output file may be printed 
without using WordStar. 

Printer Setup 

You will want to position the paper in your printer so that the text comes out 
in the desired vertical and horizontal position. A few trials may be needed to 
establish the desired paper position. The position of the text on the page 
can also be manipulated via the .PO, .MT, and .MB dot commands (section 7) as 
well as by moving the paper in the printer. The print function assumes the 
paper to be at the "top of form" position when printing is initiated, lIDless 
the USE FORf.1 FEEDS option (below) is specified. 

The Optional MailMerge Feature 

MailMerge provides additional print-time facilities for insertion of variable 
information from a data file or operator entry into form letters, insertion of 
other document files into the printoot, print-time line-forming, etc. This 
section describes the regular print command; the MailMerge command differs in 
that one additional question (NUMBER OF COPIES?) is asked during the ini
tiation dialog, and in that editing cannot be performed at the same time as 
printing. MailMerge operation is detailed in Sections 9-12. 

Initiating Printing 

When a print command (P or M from the no-file menu, or AKJ? while editing) is 
given with no print in progress and no print suspended, the command means 
"Initiate print~ WordStar will ask: 

NAME OF FILE TO PRINT? B 

Enter the file name. (File names are discussed in the General Information 
Manual. They are also summarized in a prompt that appears on the screen 
whenever you use the "open a document" command, D from the no-file menu.) The 
usual control characters (Section 6) may be used to correct typing errors and 
invoke file directory display. For details on initiating MailMerge, see 
Section 12. 
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To start printing immediately with all options defaulted1 make sure the prin
ter is ready and the paper properly positioned, and press the ESCAPE key after 
typing the file name. To cause WordStar to ask the print options questions 
before beginning to print, press the RETURN key after typing the file name. 
If the file is not found, a message will be displayed and the question re
asked. 

When the name of the file to print is terminated with the REmlRN key, WordStar 
will ask the following Print Options Questions before starting to print: 

DISK FILE OUTPUT (YIN): 
START AT PAGE NUMBER (RETURN for beginning)? 
STOP AFTER PAGE NUMBER (RETURN for end)? 
USE FORM FEEDS (yiN): 
SUPPRESS PAGE FORMATTING (YIN): 
PAUSE FOR PAPER CHANGE BETWEEN PAGES (yiN): 

Ready printer, press RETURN: 

All of the yiN questions are answered with a single character: Y or y or "'y 
for "yes", any other character for "no"i either the REmJRN or ESCAPE keys can 
be used to give a "no" or other default response to any of the options ques
tions. Seven RE."l'Oms thus produces the same effect as hitting the escape key 
after the name of the file to print. Initially, you will probably want to 
default most or all of the questions. The print command can be aborted by 
typing ,..u at any of the print options questions. 

Explanations of each of the print options questions follow. 

DISK FILE OUTPUT (YIN): • 

A "no" resp:mse (any single character except Y or y or .... y) will cause the 
print output to go to the printer, as normally desired. 

A response of Y or y or .... Y causes WordStar to ask "OUTPUT FILE NAME?". 
The "printed" output will then be placed on this file1 this file will 
differ from the input in that it will be a print image, with all dot 
commands expanded (unless a "yes" answer is given to SUPPRESS PAGE FO~ 
MATTIR;) suitable for later copying to the printer or for examination on 
the screen with the edit function. 

START AT PAGE NUMBER (RETURN for beginning)? • 

Type a number followed by a carriage return or escape in order to start 
the print at that page number. This allows restarting after printer 
paper jams, or printing only some latter part of a document. 

A null, 0, or 1 response causes printing to begin at the beginning of 
the file. A non-numeric, non-null response will cause the question to be 
reasked until an acceptable answer is given. 

STOP AFTER PAGE NUMBER (RETURN for end)? • 

8-10 

Type a number and press either RE'IURN or ESCAPE to stop the print opera
tion after completion of the given page number. This step provides you 
with a way to print only the desired pages of a document without having 
to manually interrupt the print operation. A null response will cause 
the printing to continue until the end of the file is encountered. 
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Normally, WordStar sends the correct nu~r of line feeds to the printer 
to advance to the top of the next page. Answering Y to this question 
causes WordStar to send a "form feed" character (aC hex) instead of 
multiple line feeds between pages, and also before the first page (most 
printers ignore form feeds when already at tcp of form.> Of course, the 
printer must be equipped to resp:md to form feeds, and the paper must be 
loaded into the printer with the tq, of form in the desired position. 

Using form feeds is faster with some non-daisy printers, and eliminates 
the need for the paper length set with the .PL command to exactly match 
the forms and the ~ed to vertically :fX)sition the paper manually before 
ini tiating print. 

SUPPRESS PAGE FORMATTING (YIN): • 

A ny" res:fX)nse to this question causes WordStar to print the dot commands 
in the file, rather than interpreting them. The page formatting normally 
done under control of the explicit or default dot commands is not done -
no top margins, bottom margins, page offsets, headings, footings, or page 
numbers are added to the text in the file. The output will print across 
the folds in the paper if not already paginated. Most print control 
characters in the file are interpreted regardless of the answer to this 
question. 

Use of the SUPPRESS PAGE FORMATI'I~ option yields a pr intout of the exact 
contents of the file, rather than a formatted document, allowing you to 
proofread the dot commands. This option is also appropriate for printing 
already-paginated files not created by WordStar, and for printing disk 
files created with the print function DISK FILE OUTPUT option. 

PAUSE FOR PAPER CHANGE BETWEEN PAGES (YIN): • 

To print on single sheets individually loaded into the printer, such as 
letterheads, give a "yes" response (Y or y or "'y) to this question. 
WordStar then pauses after printing each page. When such a pause occurs, 
PRINI' PAUSED appears in the status line. After changing the paper, type 
a P (no file) or AKP (while editing a file) to continue printing. 

A "no" response (any characte'r but y, y, or "'y) causes WordStar to print 
continuously. This assumes you are printing on continuous forms. 

Ready printer, press RETURN: • 

Make sure your printer is ready - turned on, set "orrline", whatever your 
equipment requires. unless the USE FORM FEEDS option was specified, make 
sure the paper is positioned where you wish the t~ of the first page to 
print. If the paper is FOsitioned part way down a p:l.ge, each successive 
printed page will begin at this position. 

Then press any key. Printout will begin, and control will return to the 
no-file menu or to the edit function. 
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Section 8 Printing Features: Part 2 

Suspending and Aborting Printing 

A print command (P if no file, AKP while editing) given while printing is in 
progress will cause WordStar to stop printing, display a message showing the 
name of the file being printed, and ask the following question: 

TYPE "Y" to ABANDON PRINT, "N" TO RESUME, AU TO HOLD: • 

• nyn causes the print in progress to be aborted. 

• "N" causes printing to continue. You may resume printout after 
stopping to adjust the paper in the printer, etc. 

• An interrupt character (AU) causes control to return to the no-file 
menu or to the edit function with the print sus:p=nded ("paused") rot 
not aborted. The next print command typed will cause print to 
continue. My number of other commands may intervene before printing 
is continued. 

To abort when print is already "paused" <next subsection>, resume, then stop 
by typing two print commands in succession. This will get you the ABANDON 
question; answer Y. 

Continuing Print 

Whenever printing is "paused" (sus~nded), printing can be resumed by entering 
a print commarrl-P if no file being edited, AKP if editing. Print can become 
~used" for any of the following reasons: 

1. PAUSE BETWEEN PAGES option in use and page completed (earlier in 
this section); 

2. "'c pr int control character (pause until resumed by operator, as for 
typewheel change, Section 7) encountered in file; 

3. Print stopped by operator with print command, then AU entered at 
RESUME question (earlier in this section); 

4. Disk full when DISK FILE CO'lRJT is in use (an explanatory message is 
also displayed; see discussion in Appendix B). 

When printing is "paused", PRINT PAUSE appears in the status line. When 
editing, an additional message, TYPE .... KP rro CCNrINUE PRINl', is displayed above 
the main command menu. 
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Appendix A 
Suaaary of WordStar Commands 

SUMMARY OF EDITING COMMANDS 

Commands for Cursor Motion, 
Scrolling, and Searching 

COmmands on this page are displayed as they appear on the keyboard. 

Left 
"A 

CKle Word 

Scroll Down 
~ 

CKle Line 

Left 
"s 

One Character 

Scroll Up 
"z 

CKle Line 

Scroll Down 
"Q~ 

COntinuously 

Replace 
"Q"A 

Left Side 
"Q"S 

Text of Screen 

Scroll Up 
"Q"Z 

COntinuously 

Up Up 
"E "R 

CKle Line CKle Screen 

Right Right 
"D "F 

One Character CKle Word 

Down 
"x 

CKle Line 

Top of 
"Q"'E 

Text Area 

Bottan of 
"Q"X 

Text Area 

Down 
"c 

CKle Screen 

Beginning 
"Q"R 

of File 

Right Side 
"Q"D 

Find 
"Q"F 

of Screen Text 

CUrsor to 
"00-9 

Place Marker 

CUrsor to Position 
"Q"P 

CUrsor to 
"Q"v 

Start of 
Last Find 
or Source 

of Last Block 

CUrsor to 
"Q"B 

Beginning 
of Block 
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CUrsor to 
"Q"K 

End of Block 

Before Last Command 
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Basic CaImands for Ent:eriBJ Text 

REWRN 

Insertion ON/OFF 

End Paragraph 

Insert Hard RETURN 

Enter Control 
Character 

Tab 

Set Variable Tab 

Clear Var iable Tab 

Set Margins and Tabs fran 
any line in the file 

Deletion Cmmands 

DEL 

"Q DEL 

Delete Character Left "G Delete Character Right 

"T Delete Word Right 

Delete to Beginning 
of Line 

Delete to End of Line 

"Y. Delete the Entire Line 

"K"Y. Delete a Block 

CaImands for Saving 
and~ 

Save File and Resume Save File-Done 

Save File and Exit Abandon File 

"O"C Center a Line 

Set Left Margin Set Right Margin 

"O"x Release Margins 

Paragraph Tab Set Line Spacing 

Re-Form Paragraph 
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FormattiJ¥J Toggles 

WordWrap ON/OFF 

Ruler Line ON/OFF 

Justification QNVOFF 

Variable Tabs ON/OFF 

Place Marker CaImands 

Set/hide a Place Marker 

Find am Replace CcmDands 

Find Text 

Find or Replace again 

Summary of WordStar Commands 

Hyphen-Help ON/OFF 

Soft Hyphen ON/OFF 

Print Display ON/OFF 

Page Break Display ON/OFF 

~Q0-9 Move to a Place Marker 

Find and Replace 

Restore CUrsor to 
last Find/Replace 

Pararreters; 

n 

U 

W 

Block CcmDands 

~K''''B 

~K~ 

~K"y 

~Q"B. 

Find n times 

Ignore Upper/Lower Case 

Whole Word Search 

B 

G 

N 

Backward Search 

Global Search (Replace) 

Automatic Replace 

SPecial riDd Characters; 

Match any character 

Match any special 
character 

Mark Beginning of Block 

Move a Block 

Delete a Block 

Move to Block Beginning 

~K~K 

"'K"'C 

~~H 

~Q"'K 

Match any other than % 

Match "RE'lURN, line feed" 

Mark End of Block 

Copy a Block 

Hide a Block 

Move to End of Block 

~Q~ Move to Block Source 
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l\Ckli.tional File CaImands 

Write Block to File 

Copy a File 

Delete a File 

Directory ON/OFF 

ibe Help CaImands 

"J"H Display and Set the Help Level 

"J"B Paragraph Re-Form (CI'RL B) 

"J"P Place Markers 

"J"D Ordinary Dot Gammands 

"J"M Marg ins and Tabs 

Repeat a Function 

SlRIl\RY (P PRNTI:R; aBWD) 

"J"S 

"J"R 

~J"F 

"J"V 

Read a File into Text 

Rename a File 

Change Logged Disk 

Print a File 

Status Line 

Ruler Line 

Explanations of Flags 

Moving Text 

Interrupt 

Press ~ before typiB] me of these print cmtrol keys. 

Print ODtrol Toggles 

"s Underscore "X Strikeout "H Strikeover 

"B Boldface "V Subscript "0 Non-Break Space 

..... D Double-Strike "T Superscript "y Ritbon Color 

Other Print Omtrols 

"c Stop Print "A Alternate Pitch "F Phantan Space 

"K Right-Left "N Standard Pitch "G Phantan Rubout 

"L Form Feed "J Line Feed ..... M OV'erpr int Next Line 
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Table A-I. SUIJlDary of Dot Cocu:umds 

Command 

.LH 

.PL 

.Mr 

.MB 

.HM 

.FM 

.PC 

.PO 

.PA 

.CP 

.HE 

.FO 

.OP 

.PN 

.Q\T 

.SR 

.UJ 

.BP 

.IG 

Function 

Line Height 
Paper Length 
Margin at Top 
Margin at Bottan 
Heading Margin 
Footing Margin 
(page # margin) 
Page # Column 
Page Offset 
new Page 
Conditional Page 
Heading 
Footing 
Onit Page #IS 
Page Number 
Character Width 

Subscript Roll 
Microjustify 
Bidirect. Print 
Ccmnent (also •• ) 

~le A-2 
Character ~ 

Pitch Dot 

units 

1/48 inch 
lines 
lines 
lines 
lines 
lines 

columns 
columns 

lines 

1/12(3 inch 

1/48 inch 
OFF «(3)ON(l) 
OFF«(3)ON(l) 

(characters Ccmnand per inch) 

5 .Q\T 24 
6 .Q\T 2(3 
7 .Q\T 17 
8 .Q\T 15 

Default 1(3 .Q\T 12 
12 .Q\T 1(3 
15 .Q\T 8 
2(3 .Q\T 6 
24 .Q\T 5 
3(3 .Q\T 4 
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Default 

8 = 6 lines to the inch 
66 default lines = 11 inches 
3 default lines = 1/2 inch 
8 default lines = 1 1/3 inch 
2 default lines = 1/3 inch 
2 default lines = 1/3 inch 

1/2 default right margin 
8 default columns = 4/5 inch 

blank 
page number at .PC column 

1 
12 for standard pitch, 
1(3 for alternate pitch 
3 
ON 
ON 

(1) 
(1) 

Table A-3 
Line Heights 

Lines Dot 
per inch Cornnand 

2.(3 .LH 24 
2.4 .LH 2(3 
2.6 .LH 18 
3.(3 .LH 16 
4.(3 .LH 12 
4.8 .LH 1(3 
5.3 .LH 9 
6.(3 .LH 8 
6.8 .LH 7 
8.(3 .LH 6 
9.6 .LH 5 

Default 
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SOJUIARY OF MAILMERGE COMMANDS 

This section briefly summarizes variables, data files, and the MailMerge dot 
commands. Refer to the text (Sections 9-12) for introductory explanations and 
additional detail. 

Variables 

A MailMerge variable is a symbolic name for a data item (text) which may be 
different in each of several letters or other documents printed by MailMerge 
f rom the same document file. 

A Variable ~ consists of a letter followed by ~ to 39 additional letters, 
digits, and/or (hard) _IS. The variable name (without &IS) is used in dot 
commands that establish the variable's value. 

Exanples: NAME 
ADDRESSl 
DATE-TCDAY 

A Variable reference, or place where the variable IS current value is to be 
inserted, consists of an &, the variable's name, and another &. Spaces are 
allowed between the &'s and the variable name, but (hard) spaces are not 
allowed within the name. Soft spaces and soft carriage returns are ignored 
between the &IS and the variable name, and after a soft hyphen (which is also 
ignored) within the variable name. 

Exarrples: &NAME& 
~ORESS1& 
& OATE-TCDAY & 
&ADDRESS5/0& 

/0 in a variable reference causes that LINE to be omitted from the printout if 
the variable is null and the rest of the line is blank. 

Var iable values (the data to be inserted at references to the var iable) may be 
~ to 2~~ characters long. A variable may be given a value in three ways: 

From a data file (via .OF and .RV) 

Keyed in by the operator during MailMerge (via .AV) 

Set within the document or an invoking document (with • EN) 

A variable must be given a value before it is used. References to undefined 
(no value yet given) variables are printed. &'s not enclosing valid, defined 
variable names are printed, permitting normal use of & in text. 
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Data Files 

A data file used with MailMerge to supply names and addresses when printing 
form letters or other documents consists of data items (variable values; 
fields) separated by commas, with a carriage return after the last item of the 
group of items to be used in one letter (or other document). 

There must always be the same mnnber of items on a line (record), with commas 
present to "hold places" for any items which are omitted. 

To include a comma, or leading or trailing blanks, in an item, enclose the 
item, or at least the comma or blanks, in quoteS("). 

Data files may be prepared with WordStar ~.the.H command) or DataStar. 

For DataStar compatibility, any data file line containing FF hex or 7F hex in 
the first byte is ignored. 

Example: three valid lines (records) of a data file: 

N:RCAL Ccnp.Iters,l50" HighlaOO Ave.nJR, 1IAl.arre:]a, Ollifornia", 945"1, Mr. Snith 
'IRIAD, 1829 Santa Oara!«lad, IMalad City, ldaOO", 83251, Jom 
WOlcott Associates, 16 R1e Diesal, "casteau, Belgiun", AID "9"55, Mr. Balibin 

(carriage returns may be used as an alternative to commas between items. Such 
use improves screen readability when the data file is created with WordStar, 
but use of carriage returns is discouraged because it reduces MailMerge's ten
dency to get "back in sync" after an omitted data item or comma, and because 
it prevents processing the data file with SuperSort to select records or place 
them in alphabetical or Zip Code order.) 

Form Letter Using D:lta File 

.oP omit page numbers 

.DF datafilename 

.RV variablel, variable2, variable3, • •• (must match data file) 

text of letter, using &variable&' s as desired 

.PA start next letter on new page 

FoDll Letter Using ~rator D:lta EntIy 

.oP 

.cs 

.AV "promptll, variablel 

.AV "pronpt", variable2 

anit page numbers 
clear screen (optional) 

(one .AV for each variable) 

text of letter, using &variable& I s as desired 

•• PA start next letter on new page 
.FI nameofthisfile (if automatic repeat desired) 
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-nocswent· to Print/(])eck D:lta File 

.OF datafilename 

.RV variablel, variable2, variable3, • 

.CP n 
&variablel& 
&variable2& 
&variable3& 

Two USeful Omoand Files 

n=# variables 

Qperator ~ ~ Data ~ .at Beginning ~ fQ.rm ~ Run 

.AV "Today's date", date 

.FI letterfile 

Qperator ~ ~ Data rue. ~ 
.AV IErrERFILENAME 
.AV OATAFILENAME 
• FI &IErrERFILENAME& 

lette~file is a document in one of the 
forms shown above, using &date& where 
today's date should print. 

letter file whose name operator enters 
is a document in data file form shown 
above, but containing 
• OF &DATAFILENAME& 

MailMerge also does the regular print dot commands (Section 7). In the 
following tables (A-4 and A-5), brackets enclose optional parameters. 

Table A-4. Mai.lMerge Dot Qmaands 

.OF filename [QWl;E] D:lta File: Specifies data file to be used. 
CHANGE, if given, requests diskette change • 

• RV variablel, variable2,... Read Variables: Gives names and order of var
iables to be read from data file. List of one 
or more variable names must correspond in number 
and order to data items in data file • 

• RP [n] Repeat: If n given, document is processed n 
times. If n omitted, document is processed 
until data file exhausted. The function of .RP 
with no n is included in .OF; command is needed 
only if a different (inserted) document is to be 
repeated • 

• sv variable, value Set Variable within document: named variable is 
set to value on rest of line. 
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Table A-4. MailJIerge Dot COImands (Cmtinued) 

.AV [lipronq;>t II] , 
variable, [length] 

.00 [message] 

. cs [message] 

• FI filename [CHANGE] 

Function 

Ask Operator for Variable Value: Prompts on 
screen and allows operator to enter data. 

"prC!lpt,1I optional prompt text, in quotes. If 
omitted, variable name used. 

variable identifies variable for which operator 
will enter data. 

length optional maximum length 

Display Message: Displays message (rest of line) 
on screen. Leaves blank line if message omitted • 

Clear Screen and display optional message • 

File Insert: Specified file is inserted in 
printout at position of .PI command. File will 
be inserted multiple times (processed repeat
edly) if it contains .DF/.RV or .RP. 

The commands after .PF in Table A-S are effective only if .PF ON has been 
given, or if a variable reference has already been seen in the current para
graph. For each, DIS is the default and means IImatch the input ll

• 

CoDmand 

• PF ON/OFF /DIS 

• RM n/DIS 

• LM n/DIS 

• LS n/DIS 

• OJ ON/OFF/DIS 

.IJ ON/OFF /DIS 

Table A-5. MailMerge Dot Coaaands 
for Print.Jflme LiI'e-FoDDing 

Function 

Print~ ~rming ON or OFF or DIScretion-
ary. DIScretionary (default) means form lines 
from variable reference to end of paragraph 
only. 

Right Margin 1 to 240 or DIScretionary • 

Left Maxgin 1 to 240 or DIScretionary • 

Line spacing 1 to 9 or DIScretionary • 

output Justification ON or OFF or DIScretionary • 

Interpret Input as Justified ON or OFF or DIS-
cretionary: affects method of determining right 
margin if .RM DIS is in effect, and determines 
output justification if .OJ DIS is in effect. 
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Appendix B 
WordStar Error Messages 

This appendix contains explanations of WordStar's error and warning messages. 
Additional error messages that can occur while INSTALLing WordStar are 
descr ibed in the Installation Hanual. 

THE DISK TEXT FILE 

Many of WordStar's messages are read in from a disk file WSMSGS.OVR as they 
are needed for display. This includes most error messages, the menus, and 
many explanatory messages. The messages are stored in a disk file in order to 
reduce WordStar's RAM requirements while allowing full, understandable message 
and explanation texts and multiple menus. 

When WordStar is in use, the file WSMS;S.OJR should always be on the diskette 
in drive A. If diskettes are changed during WordStar use, be sure to keep a 
diskette containing WSM$S.O\1R in drive A at all times. Operation of WordStar 
without WSMSGS.OVR present is normally an error, but exper ienced users may 
operate WordStar thus if desir~ 

If the message text file is not present, the following message appears: 

@@@@ 
File WSMSGS.OVR not found. Menus & 
messages will display as @@@@ only. 

WordStar will continue running, but many messages will be replaced with 
U@@@@lIj in particular, the menus will appear as @@@@ only. Hence WordStar 
sets the IIHelp Level ll to ~ if WSMSGS.OVR is not present to minimize the 
display of messages and menus. 

THE ERROR RELEASE KEY 

A number of the edit function errors require the user to hit the ESCAPE key 
after the error message is display~ This is to make sure the message stays 
on the screen until read, and to insure that WordStar does not proceed to the 
next command even if the user has typed ahead. The messages for most of these 
errors have the form: 

*** ERROR n: (specific message) *** Press ESCAPE Key D 

When such a message is displayed, WordStar forgets any typed ahead characters 
and ignores further input until an ESCAPE is typed. Edi tin<] then continuesj 
the command that caused the error usually will have made no change in the file 
and not moved the cursor. 

If such an error occurs when the disk message text file (previous subsection) 
is not available, the message will appear as: 

*** ERROR n: @@@@ *** Press ESCAPE Key D 
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The @@@@ is printed in place of text that would have been obtained from 
WSMs:;5.QVR had that file been present. The number (n) remains the same, so the 
message may be found in the following section. 

EDIT FUNCTION ERROR MESSAGES 

*** INTERRUPTED *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

Occurs when the "interrupt" key, "'u, is pressed. This isn't actually an 
error, but the error message mechanism is used to call attention to the 
fact that the command in progress has been aborted and/or additional 
typed-ahead characters have been discarded. Hit the ESCAPE key and 
continue editing. Does not occur if "'u is typed when there is nothing to 
interrupt. 

*** NOT FOUND: string *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

Occurs when the Find ("'QF), Replace ("'QA) or Find/Replace Again ("'L) 
command cannot find the specified string between the cursor position and 
the end of the document (beginning if Boption used). The user's answer 
to the FIND? question is included in the message. The cursor is left at 
the end (beginning) of the document. 

The "'QV command may be entered after a NOT FOUND message to return the 
cursor to the starting point. If a repeat count or the G option was 
given, this will be the position of the last occurrence found. Also, :'QP 
may be entered immediately after hitting ESCAPE to return the cursor to 
the position where the command was given, even if a count or the G option 
was used. 

When a repeat count is specified, this message will occur if fewer occur
rences are fo~d. With the G (global) option, the message will occur only 
if no occurrences are found. 

*** ERROR E5: THAT PLACE MARKER NOT SET *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

You gave a 'nove cursor to place marker" command for a place marker that 
you have not set since you began editing the file you are now editing. 
As described above, press the ESCAPE key to release the error message and 
continue. 

*** ERROR E6: BLOCK BEGINNING NOT MARKED 

B-2 

(OR MARKER IS UNDISPLAYED) *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

You gave a block move ("'KV), block copy ("'KC), block delete ("'KY), or 
block write ("'Kw) command without first marking the beginning of the text 
to be operated on with the mark block beginning command ("'KB). As with 
all error messages containing ''Press ESCAPE Key", press the ESCAPE key to 
release the error. 

To tell WordStar where the beginning of the block of text to move, 
delete, etc. is, position the cursor on the first character in the block, 
and type "'KB. After marking both the beginning and the end, repeat the 
command that yielded the error. 
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ERROR E6 also occurs after "hiding" (undisplaying) the block beginning 
marker with "KB (cursor already at marker) or with block hide/display 
("KH). In these cases the existing marker can be redisplayed with 
another block hide/display command ("KH). 

* ** ERROR E7: BLOCK END NOT MARKED 
(OR MARKER IS UNDISPLAYED) *** Press ESCAPE Key D 

Similar to error E6 except .end is not marked. To tell WordStar where the 
end of the text to operate on is, place the cursor on the CHARACTER AFTER 
the last character to move, delete, etc, and type"~ After marking the 
end of the block (or causing the marker already set to display), repeat 
the command that gave the error. 

*** ERROR E8: BLOCK END MARKER BEFORE BLOCK BEGINNING MARKER 
*** Press ESCAPE Key D 

You have put the end marker earlier in the file than the beginning 
marker, and it is not clear to WordStar what text to block move, copy, 
delete, or write. Correct the markers, then reissue the command that 
gave the error. 

*** ERROR E9: BLOCK TOO LONG -
MOVE OR COpy IN TWO SMALLER BLOCKS *** Press ESCAPE Key D 

The amount of text between the beginning and end markers is more than 
WordStar can block move or copy. Operate on it in two or more smaller 
pieces. 

Users with minimal RAM will see this message a loti with more RAM, it 
will occur less often. The number of characters that may be in a block 
is about 500 in the smallest RAM that WordStar will operate in and every 
added K of RAM adds 1024 characters to the maximum block size. Adding 8K 
of RAM memory to your system adds about 8000 characters to the block 
size, making it possible to move seventeen times as much text. 

The block write command is not subject to any block size limitation. 

*** ERROR E10: CURSOR NOT IN RANGE FOR COLUMN MOVE / COpy 
*** Press ESCAPE Key D 

In the 3.0 version of WordStar, neither column move nor column copy is 
possible when the cursor lies in a negative print position or past column 
240. 

*** ERROR Ell: THAT FILE EXISTS ON DESTINATION DISK. 
DELETE EXISTING FILE FIRST, 
OR USE A DIFFERENT DISKETTE. *** Press ESCAPE Key D 

This message only occurs when you have specified that a file on one 
diskette be edited and the new version be placed on a different diskette. 
See "Starting WordStar", Section I and the D command in Section 1. This 
message indicates that a file with the same name and type already exists 
on ~he destination drive (the second drive name given). If WordStar 
proceeded in this situation, the existing file on the destination 
diskette would be lost. This error prevents inadvertent file destruction. 
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After the ESCAPE key is pressed, WordStar goes to the no-file menu: the 
requested edit is not initiated. From the no-f ile menu you can delete 
the existing file if desired, then re-invoke the edit with the D command. 
Alternatives include inserting a different diskette to accept the desti
nation file, and exiting to the operating system and using the REName 
command to change the name or type of one of the files. 

canlt edit a file of type .BAl< or .$$$ 
rEname or cOpy the file before editing 

Occurs at D or N command from no-file menu if the file name entered ends 
in .BAK or .$$$. The edit is not initiated and the no-file menu remains 
on the screen. If you really wish to edit the file, rename (with the E 
command) the file to a different type. Alternately, for a file of mode
rate size, you could edit a new file name and then read the .BAl< or .$$$ 
file into it with the additional file read (JKR) command. 

ALLOW PRINT TO FINISH BEFORE EDITING A FILE. 
YOUR SYSTEM DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH MEMORY TO 
PERMIT SIMULTANEOUS EDITING AND PRINTING. 

Occurs at D or N command from no-file menu if the print function is in 
use and your system has relatively little memory, or the operating system 
is not relocated to make all memory present available to WordStar (see 
description of error F25 in this appendix). The edit is not initiated; 
the no-file menu remains on the screen. See the Installation Manual with 
regard to memory requirements. 

*** ERROR E12: DISK FULL *** Press ESCAPE Key. 

The diskette is full. May occur when moving cursor towards beginning of 
a large file (see "Long Documents," Section 6), in which case it will 
still be possible to move the cursor toward the end of the file and to 
save your work. If it occurs while moving cursor forward or while saving, 
you are probably out of luck. DONIT LET YOUR DISKETTE GET FULLl 

To prevent full diskettes, check your file sizes and disk space fre
quently with the system STAT command, and keep lots of extra space on 
each of your diskettes. See the General Information Manual for further 
discussion of diskette space. 

Suggestions for recovering from a DISK FULL error: 

1. If cursor was being moved toward the beginning of a large file (see 
Section 6)" it may still be possible to move it toward the end. In 
that case, get back to the beginning by SAVING with "KS, then move 
FORWARD to the desired position. 

2. If cursor was being moved toward end of the file, or the DISK FULL 
error occurred while saving, first delete ("KJ command) any unneeded 
files. You could also delete any file that you know you could 
replace later from another diskette, including WS.COM or even 
WSMSGS.OVR. Proceed with your edit, and remember to arrange more 
diskette space (e.g. by moving some documents to a different dis
kette) after saving. 
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3. If deleting files doesn't allow you to complete your edit, and you 
don't have much work to lose, abort the edit, make more diskette 
space available (erase unwanted files or move some files to another 
diskette), then repeat the edit. 

4. If you have made substantial changes or additions, and thus don't 
want to abort the edit, yet can't get enough space to complete the 
edit by deleting files, one of the following drastic measures may 
work: 

a. If there is extra space on a diskette in the other drive, try 
putting the changed portions of the file on it with block 
write. Then recombine in a subsequent edit after arranging 
more diskette space. 

b. Delete unchanged portions of the file until saving does not 
yield a DISK FULL error. Then recover these portions from the 
BAR file or from a previous backup copy you (hopefully) kept. 

c. Desperate measure; use only with extreme caution and only if 
you have a lot of work at stake: if the entire original file 
has been read, that is, if you can do a "'QC command and see the 
end of the file on the screen, delete the input file with the 
"'KJ command. Then save. WordStar may bomb out with a fatal 
error F29, in which case your file will have type $$$. Use the 
rEname command to reestablish the type. There will be no BAK 
file. Arrange for more diskette space and make a backup copy. 

5. If the DISK FULL arises out of a block write ("'KW) command, the 
above recoveries are not relevant. Delete (1<J) the file written, 
as it is incomplete and not "closed". If you can arrange additional 
disk space by deleting other files or using a different drive, 
repeat the block write. Then proceed with your edit. 

Sometimes as soon as you hit the ESCAPE key, another DISK FULL error will 
occur. In this case your diskette is really full and you are out of 
luck. Don't let this happen -- watch your disk space! 

.uE. ~ ~ fil.B lll.SK IllLL. ERRORS .I.a PREVENTION! 

*** ERROR E13: COLUMN READ / WRITE NOT ALLOWED *** Press ESCAPE Key. 

The 3.e version of WordStar does not allow column read/write. You 
can, however, duplicate the effects. 

TO read a column into one file from another, first change column mode to 
block mode with "'KN; then read a block containing the column to the end 
of the destination file. Turn column mode on again ("'KN), mark the 
column desired, and move the column to the desired location wi th "'KV. 
Finally, delete the remainder of the text block from the end of the file. 

TO write a column from one file to another, copy the column, with column 
mode ON, from its original spot to the end of that file; then change to 
block mode ( .... KN) and write the column to the second file. Delete the 
column from the end of the original file. 
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FILE name.typ NOT FOUND 

The file named in response to the Fil.JE NAME? question asked by the addi
ional file read command ("'KR) or the print command (Section 8) does not 
exist. The actual name you typed appears in the message; the message 
appears on the screen below the FILE NAME? question, and the cursor is 
replaced after the question. Enter the corrected name -- be sure you 
include the drive if needed -- or just enter RETURN if you donlt want to 
complete the command. Forward cursor ("'D) and "'R can be used to bring 
back characters from the previous answer without retyping them (Section 
1) • 

INVALID FILE NAME: xxxxxx 

Similar to the previously described error; whatever you typed in response 
to the question (echoed back in the message where xxxxxx is shown above) 
was not a correctly formed file name. File naming is described in the 
General Information Manual and is detailed in your system documentation; 
the D command summarizes the form of file names on the screen. 

Note 

WordStar will not accept "wild card" file names containing * or 
?; those characters get the above error. 

*** INTERNAL ERROR 115: INVALID COPY LENGTH *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

*** INTERNAL ERROR 116: INVALID ADDRESS *** Press ESCAPE Key. 

*** INTERNAL ERROR 117: MEMORY FULL *** Press ESCAPE Key. 

*** INTERNAL ERROR 118: MEMORY SHORTAGE *** Press ESCAPE Key. 

*** INTERNAL ERROR 119: POINTER> 64K FROM CURSOR *** Press ESCAPE Key II 

*** INTERNAL ERROR 136: BAD OVLY I *** Press ESCAPE Key. 
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The above are internal errors which should not occur. If one does occur, 
saving immediately and exiting to the operating system is recommended. 
Make a copy of the .BAK file, as the internal error may have garbled your 
document. Then reinvoke WordStar and check your file. If one of these 
errors is reproducible (i.e. if you can find a reliable way to make it 
happen again), please report it to MicroPro International Corporation. 
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WARNINGS 

The following are warnings, for your informat~on. See also Print Function 
Warnings. 

*** WARNING: WORD TOO LONG TO FIT MARGINS 

When forming a line, WordStar found more characters than would fit be
tween the currently set left and right margins with no word break (space 
or hyphen). For example, if you type a line of *IS accross the screen, 
(e.g. as part of a table heading), with word wrap on and the margins not 
released, this message will appear when it gets wider than the margins. 
You can leave it too wide, or delete the excess *IS , depending how you 
want the page to appear. The message will also appear on a "word" too 
long during paragraph reform ('13). 

When a "word" is too long, WordStar looks about HI characters beyond the 
margin for a break. If found, it is used, and the "word" is allowed to 
pro-ject into the right margin. If not found, the word is split AT the 
margin. 

CAN1T DISPLAY PAGE BREAKS IN A NON-DOCUMENT FILE 

An "OP command was given during a "non-document" edit invoked with the N 
command (Sections 1 and 6). The command was disregarded. 

PUT AT FILE BEGINNING FOR CORRECT PAGE BREAK DISPLAY 

? 

This appears, highlighted, ON THE SCREEN LINE with a .PL, .MT, .MB, or 
.LH dot command that is preceded by document text (anything, including 
blank lines, other than dot commands) when page break display is on. The 
intent of this message is to remind you that dynamic page break display 
will not pick up and respond to this dot command, and thus may show 
different page breaks during editing than will occur on printout. The 
command is nevertheless entered into the file, and will be interpreted by 
the print function. The message is on the screen only; it is not entered 
into your document. This message does not appear if page break display 
is off ( .... 00 command) or during non-document edits (N command, Section 6). 

A question mark appears in the rightmost screen column, highlighted, 
opposite incomplete or apparently erroneous dot commands. An unrecog
nized two-letter code, a missing numeric argument where required, or a 
number greater than 255 (except with the .PN command) will cause a ? to 
display. Also appears as a command is being entered; disregard until 
command is fully typed. Does not appear during non-document edits (N 
command, Section 6). 

File WSMSGS.OVR not found. Menus & 
messages will display as @@@@ only. 

Occurs when WordStar is started, when at the no-file menu, and/or when 
edit:ing of a file is initiated if the message text (WSMSGS.OVR) is not 
found on the diskette in drive A: nor on the diskette in the current 
logged drive. See ''The Disk Text File" in this appendix. 
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@@@@ 

The disk text file WSMSGS.OVR is not present, and WordStar tried to 
display some message or menu (including the no-file menu) from that file. 
See '-rile Disk Text File" at the beginning of this section. 

The most common and important error messages will display even 
if WSMSGS.OVR is not on line, or will display part of their 
text (including the error number, if any), followed by @@@@. 
However, the menus will be completely unavailable and only @@@@ 
will appear at the top of the screen. 

*** WARNING: 
WRONG VERSION OF WSMSGS.OVR --
SOME MESSAGES MAY BE INCORRECT *** 

Occurs if the disk text file WSMSGS.OVR in use is that from a different 
release than the WordStar (WS.CDM) being run. The message file may not 
contain all of the correct messages: some messages may be absent. 
WordStar execution continues; an attempt to display a message not in the 
text file will yield: IF THIS DISPLAYS YOU ARE USING WRONG VERSION OF 
WSMOOS.OVR. 

Exception: the first release of WSMSGS.OVR did not contain the WRONG 
VERSION OF WSMSGS.OVR warning: use of a later WS.COM with the earliest 
WSM&;S.OVR will cause IF THIS DISPLAYS THERE IS A BUG to display. 

las and beeps 

las appear on the screen, wherever the cursor happens to be, usually 
accompanied by beeps from the terminal, when WordStar is receiving 
keyboard input at a faster rate than it can process and has exhausted its 
capacity to store characters for later processing. This normally occurs 
only when using the REPFAT key on the terminal, or holding down an auto
repeat key. The! 's and beeps are to warn you that WordStar is losing 
keystrokes; stop typing or release the key you are REPEATing when they 
occur. After processing all characters not missed, WordStar will re
display the screen, removing the I's. You may then continue editing. 

*** WARNING: DISK FULL, 
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DELETING OLD .BAK FILE TO MAKE SPACE 
(NORMALLY, THE PREVIOUS BACKUP FILE IS DELETED 
ONLY AFTER EDIT IS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED). 

If you are working with files of moderate size, take this as a warning 
that your diskette is filling up. Save the document you are working on, 
and make more diskette space available (by deleting unwanted files, or 
moving some files to new diskettes) before proceeding. See the General 
Information Manual about diskette space and file sizes and about .BAK 
files. 
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When working with files so large that three copies of the- file cannot fit 
on a diskette (two copies if you have specified a different destination 
diskette), this message will always occur in the course of an edit. 
Disregard it. See Section 6, I~ng Docurne}1ts." 

WARNING: You are editing the same file as you are printing. 
WordStar will not allow you to save the edited version 
until the print has completed or has been abandoned. 

WordStar permits editing and printing the same file at the same time, but 
the edited version cannot be saved while the print is in progress. When 
you initiate editing of the file that is being printed, the above warning 
message is displayed. 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGES 

FINISHING PRINT BEFORE EXIT 
(type "u to cancel exit command) 

Occurs if an X command from the no-file menu, or a "KX command while 
editing, is given while the print function is active. Printing will con
tinue; the exit to the operating system occurs when printing completes. 

FINISHING PRINT OF SAME FILE BEFORE SAVING 
(Type "u to cancel Save command) ••• 

Occurs when any Save command (lID, "KS, "KX) is given while the file that 
is being edited is also being printed. WordStar will wait for the print 
to complete, then save. If you wish to use other commands before the 
print and save are complete, interrupt the save command by typing "U. 
Note that if printing is paused, WordStar will wait forever if left to 
itself. In this case, type "u to cancel the save command, then issue the 
appropriate commands to continue or abandon printing. 

FINISHING PRINT OF .BAK FILE BEFORE SAVING 
(Type "u to cancel Save command) ••• 

Occurs if any Save command.is given while printing the .BAK file of the 
file being edited; similar to preceding message. 

FATAL ERRORS 

The following errors terminate WordStar execution and return control -to the 
operating system. 

You are attempting to run an uninstalled WordStar. 
Please run INSTALL first. 

Occurs upon invoking the uninstalled WordStar (file WSJ.OOM) supplied on 
the distribution diskette. Before attempting to run WordStar, "Install" 
WordStar for your particular terminal and printer by invoking the INSTALL 
program, also supplied on the distribution diskette, and answering the 
questions it asks. See the WordStar Installation Manual for details on 
installation. 
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*** FATAL ERROR F23: INVALID SCREEN HEIGHT OR WIDTH 

This can occur only after an error has been made in custom installation 
by "patching" as described in the Installation Manual. The screen height 
is set less than 16 or greater than 12e lines, or the screen width is set 
less than 64 or greater than 2Se columns. 

*** FATAL ERROR F2S: NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 
OR YOUR OPERATING SYSTEM IS NOT 
RELOCATED TO MAKE ALL RAM AVAILABLE 

Occurs when WordStar is started. Not enough memory is available for 
WordStar to operate in. See the Installation Manual for memory require
ments. Note that your operating system (CP/M or equivalent) must be 
"relocated" to operate at the top of memory; this is accomplished with a 
system command, sometimes called "CPM", "MOVCPM", or llRELOC". See your 
system documentation. Whenever more memory is added to your system, such 
relocation must be repeated before the memory will be used. 

*** FATAL ERROR F27: DISKETTE DIRECTORY FULL 

The number of file directory entries a diskette can hold has been ex
ceeded. This happens rarely, as the byte capacity is usually the ruling 
factor, but if you use many small files, such as I-page letters or 
paragraphs of boiler plate, you may find it necessary to watch your file 
count. 

The maximum number of file directory entries on a diskette is system
dependent but is often 64 entries on single density diskettes. Each file 
requires one entry, and any file over 16K (about 16eee) characters long 
requires an additional entry for each additional 16K or fraction thereof. 
When counting files remember that WordStar can generate two working 
files, each possibly as long as the file being edited. 

*** FATAL ERROR F28: CLOSE FAILURE 
SYSTEM FAILURE, OR YOU CHANGED DISKETTES 

*** FATAL ERROR F29: RENAME FAILURE 
SYSTEM FAILURE, OR YOU CHANGED DISKETTES 

These messages should not occur; they indicate some sort of operating 
system error has occurred, or you changed the diskette in a drive during 
an edit, or you deleted the input file or the work file with the ftKJ 
ccmnand. 

*** FATAL ERROR F46: OVerlay file WSOVLYI.OVR Not found 
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The file WSOVLYI.OVR must be on the disk in drive A (or the current 
logged drive) when WordStar is invoked. Copy the file from the distribu
tion diskette (or log the drive containing the file), then re-invoke 
WordStar. 
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PRINT FUNCTION MESSAGES 

The following messages can occur during the dialog to initiate printing: 

FILE name.typ NOT FOUND 

INVALID FILE NAME: xxxxxx 

Name of a non-existent file, or an invalidly formed file name, entered. 
Descriptions earlier in this appendix apply. 

WARNING: You are printing the same file as you are editing. 
The last saved version will be printed, not reflecting un
saved changes. Furthermore, WordStar will not allow you to 
save the edited version while the print is in progress. 

This warning occurs when the "'KP command is used to initiate print and 
the file name entered is that of the file being edited. The warning 
reminds you that WordStar does not permit saving (""KD, "KS, ""KX) while 
the same file is being printed, and that WordStar prints only disk-saved 
files -- edits you have not yet saved will not be print~ 

END EDIT ("'KD) BEFORE STARTING PRINT. 
YOUR SYSTEM DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH MEMORY TO 
PERMIT SIMULTANEOUS EDITING AND PRINTING. 

Occurs when the ""KP command is given if your system has insufficient RAM 
to support concurrent printing and editing. (May also occur if your 
operating system isn't relocated to make all RAM available; see the 
description of error F25 in this appendix.) 

When DISK FILE aJTRJT is in use, the following can occur: 

*** FATAL ERROR F27: DISKETTE DIRECTORY FULL 

As described in this appendix. 

*** PRINT OUTPUT DISK FULL. PRINT PAUSED. *** 
Occurs when the diskette on which the print output file is being written 
becomes full. A print pause is automatically invoked; PRINT PAUSED 
appears in the status line as usual. After this message, you may make 
additional diskette space available (for example, by deleting files; see 
discussion of ERROR El2 earlier in this section), then continue the print 
with the usual command (P on no-file menu, or ""KP while editing). If you 
continue the print without making more diskette space, the PRINT OOTPOT 
DISK FULL message will r'ecur after about a second. 

If you wish to abandon the (paused) print after the output diskette has 
filled up, type two print commands in rapid succession, then answer y to 
the question evoked by the second print command -- that is, at the no
file menu, type PFY; while editing, type ""KP""KPY. After abandoning, you 
will probably want to delete the disk output file, since it will be 
incomplete and not "closed". Be sure to abandon the pr int before dele
ting the file. 
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Other than the above, the regular print function has no error messages - other 
condi tions, such as invalid dot commands, are handled by ignoring the command 
or making an assumption. See Section 7. 

SOME OPERATING SYSTEM MESSAGES 

These are some of the messages from the operating system that may arise in 
conjunction with WordStar use. Texts vary from system to system; those shown 
here are typical only. Refer to your system documentation. 

LOAD ERROR or TOO BIG 

Occurs at attempt to invoke WordStar if you have far too little memory, 
or your operating system is relocated for far too little memory. This 
message means that the WordStar program (WS.COM) won't fit in the memory 
available. 

DISK d: NOT READY 

Means that WordStar accessed a diskette drive that contained no diskette, 
or the diskette was present but the drive door was not closed. WordStar 
always requires a diskette in drive A, and in the current logged drive if 
other than A, as' well as in any drive addressed by a WordStar command. 
Most systems will proceed when the diskette is inserted. The message may 
appear if a diskette is inserted and a command is then given without 
waiting a few seconds; in this case, disregard it. 

BDOS ERR R/o 

Occurs on some systems if you change diskettes when you shouldn't, or 
changed diskettes when at the system prompt (A» and neglected to type 
."c. If you get this message, reread the section in the General Informa
tion Manual about diskette changing. 

MISCELLANEOUS ERROR MESSAGES 

*** ERROR E38 (-42): BAD OVERLAY FILE, OR 
WRONG VERSION OVERLAY FILE *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

*** ERROR E43(44): WRONG VERSION OVERLAY FILE *** Press ESCAPE Key. 

The above errors are usually caused by using an incorrect version of 
WSOVLY1JJI.R (from a different release of WordStar), or by the WSOVLYIJJI.R 
file having been damaged through a system failure or an error in copying. 
Make a new copy of WSOVLY1.OJR from your distribution diskette. If the 
problem persists, see your dealer for assistance. 

*** ERROR E46: Overlay file WSOVLY1.OVR Not Found *** Press ESCAPE Key. 
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The WSOVLY1.OVR file (supplied on the distribution diskette) must be on a 
disk in either drive A or the current logged drive. 
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*** 

*** 

ERROR E47: FILE MAILMRGE.OVR NOT FOUND 
(The separately supplied file MAILMRGE.OVR 
is required for use of MailMerge.) *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

This message will be displayed if M is entered at the no-file menu and 
the file MAILMRGE.OJR is not on the disk in drive A or on the disk in the 
current logged drive. 

ERROR E52: PROGRAM IS AN EMPTY FILEI? *** Press ESCAPE Key I 

This message may be displayed when the name of a file which is not a 
valid program is entered during use of the R command of the no-file menu. 

*** ERROR E53: PROGRAM TOO BIG FOR 
MEMORY AVAILABLE UNDER WordStar *** Press ESCAPE Key • 

There is not enough memory on your system to run the specified program 
under WordStar. To run the specified program, you must exit from Word
Star. 

File WS.COM Not Found --
can't Run a program unless WS.COM is available. 

WS.COM (or other filename assigned when INSTALLed) was not found on 
either the disk on drive A or on the current logged drive. WS.COM must 
be available in order to return to WordStar after completing the speci
fied other program. 

Note 

This e~ror will occur if WS.COM has been renamed since 
INSTALLation. If you wish to change the name of your WS.COM 
file, you must re-INSTALL. To re-INSTALL without remaking all 
the installation selections, use installation option B or C 
(Installation Manual), enter the existing file name and the 
desired new file name at the appropriate prompts, then use the 
RETURN key at each menu to keep the present selection. 

FILE d:filename.typ ALREADY EXISTS 

The new file name specified in the rEname command already exists. Choose 
a different name or rEname the existing file. 

FILE d:filename.typ NOT ON SAME DRIVE 

Both filenames specified for the rEname command must be on the same disk 
drive; you can not move a file from one drive to another by rEnaming. 

TOO LITTLE MEMORY TO COpy WHILE EDITING 

Your system does not have enough memory available to copy files while 
editing. If you want to copy a file, you must first end or abandon the 
current edit. 
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FILE d:filename.typ EXISTS -- OVERWRITE? (yiN): • 

This message will be displayed if the file specified to be cOpied t2 
already exists. Press Y to erase the existing contents of the file and 
proceed with the copy. Press N to leave the existing file undisturbed; 
the NAME OF FILE 'lU ropy 'lU? question is reasked if N is pressed. 

MAILMERGE ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 

MailMerge has a number of error and warning messages, including those de
scribed here. Unlike the regular print command, MailMerge always displays an 
error message for an invalid dot command. Other conditions also produce 
messages, such as a file not found, or the data file ending in the middle of 
the values required to print another letter. In all cases, printing proceeds 
after the error or warning (permitting detection of as many errors as possible 
in a single print run), though of course the printout may be incomplete or 
incorrect. 

*** Invalid Dot Command Ignored: 

The erroneous dot command is displayed on the next line. In some cases, 
a specific error message accompanies this message. 

*** Insert diskette with file d:filename.typ then press RETURN 

This is not an error message, but a request to insert the diskette 
containing the indicated file into the drive indicated before the file
name. This request results from processing of a .DF or .FI dot command 
containing the word ''QiAN;E1I (or anything beginning with IIrn") after the 
file name. 

*** cannot change disk in drive d:, request ignored 
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This error message occurs when a .DF or .FI dotlCommand containing the 
word "CHANGE" after the file name is processed, and the diskette drive 
specified in the file name (or the logged drive if no specific drive was 
specified) contains a file which is in use by MailMerge, preventing 
removal of the present diskette. 

To avoid this error, we recommend keeping WSM93S.OJR, WSOVLY1.OJR, the 
main doclID\ent being printed, the disk output file if in use, and all data 
files and inserted document files used by the main document but not on 
diskettes to be changed, on drive A, and use drive B (in a two-drive 
~stem) for CHANGE files, using only one CHANGE file at a time. 

After the above message is displayed, MailMerge will attempt to find the 
file anyway, in case the correct diskette is already inserted. If the 
file is not found, the message described next occurs. 
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The file specified in a .FI or .OF dot command was not found on the 
specified drive, or on the logged drive if no drive was specified in the 
command. MailMerge w ill look further (see next message), then, if the 
file is not found, proceed without it: for a .FI command, printing will 
continue with the line after the .FI command; for a .oF command, printing 
will continue with no data file, in which case a further message will 
awear when a .rN command is encountered. 

*** But found, and will use, d:filename.typ 

After a file was not found (see preceding message), MailMerge looked on 
the logged drive and on drive A for a file with the same name, and found 
one. This message advises you of this fact. If the file was merely on 
the wrong drive (or you had the wrong drive logged), this may be the 
correct file. However, if you had a file with the same name but diffe
rent contents on another diskette, this may be the wrong file and the 
resulting printout may be wrong. Check carefully. 

*** No .OF before .RV 

A .RV command was encountered with no preceding .OF, or the data file 
specified in the .OF was not found (as indicated by a preceding message). 
If no File Not Found message appears above on the screen, check your 
document to make sure the .OF is present and before the .RV. Printing 
proceeds with no data supplied for the variables; the variable names and 
&'S will print and only one copy will be printed. 

*** WARNING: OVerlong data value truncated 

One or more data items longer than the maximum allowed var iable value 
length, 200 characters, was read from the data file by a .RV command. 
Only the first 200 characters will be used; the excess may be skipped 
over or may be used (incorrectly) as the value for the next variable to 
be read. May indicate an error in data file format, such as an omitted 
second quote (II). 

*** Invalid variable name in .RV command ignored 

One or more of the variable names in a .rN command was not of valid form, 
i.e. a letter followed by 0 to 39 additional letters, digits, or _IS. 

May indicate that &'S were used around the variable names in the .RV 
command; &'5 should NO!' be used in the .TN command (except in the case of 
inserting one previously defined variable value into the .rN command to 
determine the name to be applied to another data item read from the data 
file). 
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*** WARNING: Data exhausted, null value(s) used 
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The end of the data file was reached in the middle of execution of a JRV 
command - the last record of the data file did not contain the number of 
items required to print another letter (or other document). The variable 
names for which no data is present are given 'null" values (values consi
ting of zero characters) and printing proceeds. Printing will normally 
stop after the letter on which this message occurred is complete. 

This message commonly indicates an error in the last record of the data 
file only, but may indicate use of the wrong data file (one with an 
inappropriate number of data items per record), or indicate that an 
omitted item or comma earlier in the file caused the data file to get 
lIout of synchll with the letters. (The latter case of getting and staying 
"out of synch ll can only occur if carriage returns are used in the data 
file between items for the same letter as well as between records; use of 
commas only is encouraged to facilitate "re-synching" after an omitted 
item. ) 

Note 

This message will occur only when the end of the data file is 
reached, even if earlier errors or the presence of fewer vari
ables in the data file record (line) than in the .RV command 
has caused incorrect matching of data throughout the print run, 
because if .RV finds insufficient values on a data file line, 
it proceeds automatically to following lines until enough data 
has been fOlmd. 

Note 

Each time the end of a document being repeatedly processed 
under .DF/.RP is reached, MailMerge looks ahead in the data 
file, passing up all carriage returns and blanks present, to 
see if more data is present. If the end of the file is reached 
before any non-blank, non-carriage return character is found 
(as it will be after the last letter if the data file matches 
the document correctly and has a correct last record), then the 
document is not processed again, and printing terminates 
without the above message occurring. 

If you are printing a document which reads multiple "records," for each 
printout (on each repetition of processing), the above message may nor
mallyoccur. For instance, a document that prints 3-up address labels 
would read three name and address records (typically with three .RV's) on 
each repetition, then print the three labels. This document would get 
the above warning at the end unless the number of records in the data 
file haH?ened to be a mliltiple of three; the warning may be disregarded 
in this case. The one or two labels for which no data was present would 
print blank, since JRV automatically supplies null values for the absent 
data. 
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E10l: File not found on disk: d:filename.ext 

The file shown in the message was specified as one of the following 
SpellStar files: 

a. the main or supplemental dictionary for the check operation, 
b. the document file to be checked, or 
c. the file containing words to be added to or deleted f rom a 

dictionary. 

This file was not located on the drive specified or, in the case of a 
file with extension name "OCT" or "SUP", was also not located on the 
currently logged drive. 

If the file name or drive was entered incorrectly, restart SpellStar by 
responding ''R" to prompt, then enter the correct file name or extension. 
If the file name and drive were correct, respond I'R" to prompt, then exit 
to WordStar to find or create the desired file. 

E102: Error during sort. 

This message occurs whenever the internal SpellStar sort program 
(MicroPro's SuperSort) encounters any problem executing the requested 
sort operation. The specific failure will have been explained in a 
preceding message. See Super Sort reference manual for a detailed 
explanation of the problem. In most cases, the failure w ill have been 
insufficient sort work space. 

To recover from the insufficient space condition, respond to the prompt 
with "R" to restart SpellStar and then either select a different drive 
for the "work drive" control or change the diskette to one with more 
available space. If neither of these actions can be taken, exit to 
WordStar and delete unneeded files from the disk to make available at 
least as much space as is currently used by the file being checked or the 
file containing the words to update a dictionary, depending on the opera
tion being performe<L 

E103: Invalid word format in Qadd" file. 

When executing the Dictionary Maintenance operation, an input word file 
was specified with the file name extension of "ADD", but the internal 
contents did not contain the word format expected by SpellStar. The 
"add" format is unique to files created by WordStar in the spelling 
correction phase when a word is selected for adding to the main or 
supplemental dictionaries. 

Respond "R" to the prompt to restart SpellStar, exit to WordStar to 
rename your word file to any name having an extension other than IIA[OII, 

then start SpellStar again. 
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EIB4: Disk full while writing file d:filename.ext. 
Enter any key to restart. 

While writing any of SpellStar's work or output files, the destination 
disk became full. SpellStar is unable to proceed. 

After hitting any key to restart SpellStar, follow the action described 
for error El02. 

Wl19: Invalid character in dictionary. Word Dropped: xxxxx 

When adding words to a dictionary, SpellStar encountered a word con
taining a character other than a letter or the apostrophe character. The 
word is shown in the message (replaces the xxxxx). This condition should 
not occur and may signal a program failure or some unexpected condition 
on disk. 

SpellStar will continue after dropping this word from its operation. The 
proper word can be added in a later run. If this condition persists 
without a reasonable explanation, please notify MicroPro's customer 
service department for assistance. 

W18B: Memory exceeded. Partial wbrds flagged. 

In the final phase of SpellStar, there was not sufficient merno~ in the 
computer to hold all of the misspelled words. SpellStar was forced to 
flag only the words which would fit and ignore the res~ 

After the flagged words are corrected with SpellStar, rerun the correc
tion operation to examine and correct the remaining words. 

W181: Word exceeds max length. Words bypassed. 

In the final phase of SpellStar, words of length greater than thirty-five 
letters were misspelled. SpellStar can not process these words and 
therefore must bypass the~ 

Words longer than thirty-five letters must be checked for correct 
spelling by user examination only. 

E199: Insufficient memory for file areas. 

B-18 

There was not enough computer memo~ to correctly process opening any of 
SpellStar's files. 

SpellStar requires a minimum of forty-eight K (blocks of IB24 bytes) of 
memory. If your system has less merno~ than this minimum, please contact 
MicroPro's customer service department for assistance. 
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E19l: Invalid record format in intermediate file. 

This condition occurs when SpellStar encounters an unexpected record 
format within one of its internal work files. 

During the operation a bad sector may have been used by SpellStar. 
Respond with IIRII to the prompt to restart SpellStar, replace the work 
disk or change the work drive control in the menu, then restart the 
operation. If the condition persists without a reasonable explanation, 
please contact MicroPro's customer service department for assistance. 

E192: Insufficient memory for table area. 

In the final phase of SpeIIStar, not enough computer memory was available 
to store the misspelled words found in the text. 

SpellStar requires a minimum of forty-eight K (blocks of 1024 bytes) of 
memory. If your system has less memory than this minimum, please contact 
MicroPro's customer service department for assistance. 

E193: Invalid character format in dictionary. 

During the dictionary checking operation, SpellStar encountered an 
unrecognized characater format in the main or supplemental dictionary. 
This could be caused by using a non-SpellStar dictionary (that is, one 
that has not gone through SpeIIStar's maintenance operation), or could be 
caused by a disk sector read error. 

To restart SpellStar, enter any key. If you were using a SpellStar 
dictionary, the file may need to be restored from a backup disk to 
eliminate any sector errors if they occurred. If you were using a 
dictionary not created by SpellStar, use the dictionary maintenance 
operation to create a SpellStar dictionary from the file of words. If 
this error persists without a reasonable explanation, please contact 
MicroPro's customer service department for assistance. 
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Section 1 

Section 1 
System Requirements 

System Requirements 

This section is intended for readers who wish to select a computer system on 
which to use WordStar, and those who wish to determine whether WordStar can be 
used on their present syste~ 

WordStar's system requirements are an 8080/8085/Z80 Microcomputer with adequate 
RAM, floppy disk drives, a CRT terminal or video board, and the CP/M operating 
system. You will normally also want a printer, or access to another system 
with a printer and an operational WordStar. 

DISK DRIVES 

Two floppy disk drives are highly recommended, to allow you to back up files 
conveniently and set up new working disks, but a single-drive system can be 
used if you have a means of copying files from diskette to diskette and the 
disk capacity of one disk is sufficient to support the essential WordStar files 
(about 70K) and leave two times the size of the biggest file you w ill want to 
edi t as unused space on the disk. 

TERMINAL OR VIDEO BOARD 

You may use any CRT terminal or video board providing a display area of at 
least 16 lines by 40 columns (and not larger than 120 lines by 250 columns) * 
capable of displaying ASCII codes 20 thru 7E hex and capable of directly 
positioning the cursor by sending line and column. The terminal must be acces
sible as the "console" device under CP/M; certain video boards (see Section 5) 
may also be accessed on a direct memory mapped basis for fastest display. 

<Rl"s with line insert, line delete, and character-by-character inverse video 
or bright/dim highlighting may provide enhanced performance with WordStar; 
direct-memory-mag?ed video boards provide the best performance. 

Selecting a Terminal 

To be able to run WordStar, a terminal must have absolute cursor positioning. 
In addition, WordStar must "knowM the control sequences used by the particular 
terminal or video board to position the cursor and perform other (optional) 
functions; these are set by the "installation" procedure, Section 2. WordStar 
may be installed for many common terminal types via a simple menu selection. 

Serial Interface 

As a serial interface for the terminal, you may select the MicroPro "I/O 
Master" S-100 interface board. This board's 32-character hFlFO" buffer permits 
the fastest text entry even during disk accesses and simultaneous printing and 
edi tinge Further, this board allows using the inexpensive MOEM" versions of 
the various manufacturers' daisy printers (next page). (Centronic's port and 
interrupt handler may also be used.) 

* Theoretical limit. The actual limit is determined by the RAM available 
on your syste~ 
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RARDOM ACCESS MEMORY 

For a terminal with a 24 x 89 or smaller screen, including space for the opera
ting system (CP/M) and text work areas, a minimum of 45K RAM is required. To 
edit and print at the same time, 3K more RAM is required. Terminals with 
unusually large screens require, in addition to one byte for each of the first 
1929 characters, one additional byte for each character position on the screen 
in excess of 1929 total characters. If the board requires more than 2996 
bytes, WordStar will require 2. ~ for every byte over 2996. (If you have 
one of the video boards that WordStar can access in direct memory mapped mode, 
2K less RAM is adequate.) 

While WordStar is perfectly usable in the minimum amount of RAM, additional RAM 
is recommended for systems which will be used extensively for documents longer 
than a few pages. Additional RAM increases the amount of text that can be held 
in RAM simultaneously; thus, more RAM speeds editing and increases productivity 
by reducing disk access. (Additional RAM does not affect maximum file size; 
file size is limited by the capacity of the diskette, not of the RAM.) 

PRINTERS 

WordStar can be installed to drive virtually any printer. The features avail
able are limited to those supported by the printer. Special installation is 
required to access some features of some printers. Underlining, boldface 
(multi-strike method), and double strike require a printer that can overprint 
(most printers have this capability). Microspace justification, continuously 
variable line height, continuously variable character pitch, subscripts, super
scripts, and boldface (offset and restrike method) require a daisy wheel or 
other printer capable of incremental motion. 

High-Quality Printers 

The following printers are fully supported by WordStar and the installation 
program supplied with WordStar. All of WordStar's capabilities including bi
directional printing are available with these printers; simple menu selections 
(detailed in Section 3) will install WordStar for these printers: 

Serial Printers: 

Diablo 1619/1629 
Diablo 1649/1659 
Qume Sprint 5 
NEe Spinwriter 5519/5529 

.oe Printers*: 

NEe 5599D 
Diablo By-Type II 1345, 1355, 1355WP 
Qume Sprint 3 (with Diablo-compatib1e cable adapter) 

* MicroPro "I/O Master," Interface Board (or equivalent) required 

The MicroPro "I/O Master," S-199 interface board allows use of the less-expen
sive "OEft\" daisy printers and provides simple installation, maximum printing 
speed, and good response when editing while printing. The NEe 5599D printer 
(or equivalent) with a PA-1 board may be used for either an Altos or a TRS-89 
II terminal. 
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Other Printers 

All other printers (--reletype-lik~1I or 'non-daisyll. printers) are treated in two 
classes, those that can backspace and those that cannot. The ability to return 
the carriage without feeding the paper is assumed; if this ability is lacking, 
ov~rprint lines, boldface, and double strike will not work, but WordStar will 
be otherwise functional. WordStar can be installed for a basic ,'-reletype-like.1I 

printer of either class via selection from a menu. Through special installa
tion, additional printer capabilities of the printer can be supported: choice 
of two character pitches, two ribbon colors, and up to four other special 
functions. 

Soggested Setops 

For a large installation, you will probably want a line printer for fast draft 
printout and daisy wheel printers for high quality final copy printout. When 
multiple work stations are used, it is practical to omit the printer (commonly 
the most expensive hardware item) on some, using these as editing stations only 
and moving documents on diskette to one of the printing systems. 

WordStar can access the printer as the CP/M I'list device ll or by direct I/O to 
the printer interface ports. Provision is available for the "Em<jACKIl communi
cations protocol required to run serial daisy wheel printers at maximum speed 
without buffer overrun. 

Sections 2-5 provide details on installing WordStar to work with your terminal 
and printer. sections 6-8 provide details on special installations. Special 
installations are required for setting up systems not handled by an ordinary 
installation and for modifying the operation of WordStar features (see 
I'Features and Defaults.1I below). For a complete description of situations where 
a special installation is required, see sections 6, 7, and 8. 

FEA~RES AND DEFAULTS 

With an ordinary installation, WordStar comes up with all features set a 
certain way by default. When you run the INSTALL program, as described in 
Sections 2-5, you will automatically get the defaults. However, it is possible 
to alter the standard defaults, i.e., to reset the defaults for WordStar 
features to other values of your own choosing. Table 1-1 shows the standard 
defaults that you will get if you make no alterations. 

If you would like further information on setting up a custom WordStar system, 
you may purchase tlordStar CUstmli.zatian Notes from MicroPro. 
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~ab1e 1-1. Defaults for Paraaeters 

Item 

Left Margin 

Right Margin 

Variable Tab Stops 

Variable Tabbing 

Word Wrap 

Justification 

Ruler Display 

Page Break Display 

Print Control Display 

Soft Hyphen Entry 

Hyphen-Help 

1-4 

J)ocIW!f\t Mode ~Mode 

CollllUl 1 Collllll1 1 

Column 65 Column 65 
(80-column screen) (80-column screen) 

Column 60 Column 60 
(64-column screen) (64-column screen) 

Cols. 6, 11, 16, ••• , 56 Cols. 9, 17, 25, ••• , 73 

00 OFF 

CN OFF 

00 OFF 

CN OFF 

00 Inoperative 

CN 00 

OFF OFF 

00 OFF 
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Section 2 
Installation Considerations 

The "installation" procedure sets up WordStar to work with your particular 
terminal and printer. This procedure enables one distributed WordStar version 
to work with a wide variety of peripheral equipment. For most cases, instal
lation is accomplished by entering choices from menus, as described in Sections 
2-5. For exceptional terminals and printers, and for achieving refinements in 
installation, there are extensive provisions for 'patching" by a programmer as 
described in Sections 6-8. 

Special versions of WordStar are distributed for a few microcomputer systems 
with unusual requirements. These special versions are described in Appendix Ai 
any special installation or operation considerations relating to a particular 
version are given there. Check Appendix B; if your system is shown, follow any 
instructions given ther~ 

TERMINAL INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 

The INSTALL program supplied with WordStar can automatically supply the neces
sary control codes for many of the most common terminals, including these: 

Compucolor 800lG 
Flashwriter I 
Hazeltine 1500 
IMSAI VIO 
Lear-Siegler ADM-3A 
MicroTerm ACT-IV 
Perkin-Elmer 550 (Bantam) 
Soroc IQ-120 
TEC Model 571 
Visual 200 

Beehive 150 / Cromemco 3100 
Flashwriter II 
Hewlett-Packard 2621 A/P 
Infoton 1-100 
Lear-Siegler ADM-3l 
MicroTerm ACT-V 
Processor Tech Sol 
SWTPC CT-82 
TeleVideo 912/920 

If your terminal is not shown, you will need to consult the manufacturer's 
manual to determine its control codes for cursor positioning (and possibly for 
other functions), then .lIpatch" them in as described in Sections 6-8. For hints 
regarding some specific terminals, such as the settings required for option 
switches, check Appendix C. If your terminal is shown, follow any instructions 
given there. 

PRINTER INSTALLATIOR CORSIDERATIORS 

Daisy Printers and Teletype-like Printers 

WordStar suworts two classes of printers: daisy wheel and similar printers and 
~eletype-like" printers (i.e., most other printers). We will discuss the 
general characteristics and capabilities of these classes of printers here, and 
also other considerations relating to printer installation. AR?endix D gives 
additional specific information for each particular printer suWOrted. Section 
3 describes the actual printer installation procedure used once you know what 
choices you wish to make. 
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DAISY WHEEL AND SIMILAR PRINrERS 

Daisy wheel printers are printers capable of incremental horizontal and verti
cal motion, allowing use of variable line height, variable character spacing, 
subscripts, and the rest of WordStar's print enhancements as descr~ in the 
Reference Manual. "Microspace Justification" is automatically implemented when 
printing on a daisy wheel or similar printer. Since the control sequences are 
different for each daisy wheel or similar printer, WordStar must be specifi
cally installed for the printer that is to be used. WordStar can be installed 
for one of the following daisy wheel printers via "menu" selection as will be 
detailed in Section 3: 

NEC 5500D OEM printer with MicroPro "I/O Master" Interface Board 
Diablo 1300 series By-Type II OEM printer with MicroPro "I/O Master" 
Qmne Sprint 3 OEM printer with adapter and MicroPro 111/0 Master" 
Diablo 1610/1620* 
Diablo 1640/1650 
Qume Sprint 5 
NEC Spinwriter 5510/5520 

* Also used for the the NEC 5500D with a PA-l board on Altos or TRS-80 II 

Selecting one of the above printers from the menu installs WordStar to make use 
of all capabilities of that printer. WordStar will print bi-directionally if 
any of the above printers is selected. 

''OEMII Daisy Printers 

WordStar may be installed to drive the NEC 5500D, Diablo By-type II 1300 
series, and Qmne Sprint 3 (with cable adapter) OEM printers through the Micro
Pro "I/O Master" interface board with a single menu selection (as will be 
described in Section 3). For Altos and TRS-80 II terminals, WordStar may also 
be installed to drive the NEC 5500D through the PA-l interface board. Users of 
OEM printers and the "I/O Master ll interface board may disregard the rest of 
this section and go on to Section 3. 

"Serial" DaiSY Printers 

The printers not noted as "OEM." in the above list are usually supplied with a 
"Serial" interface. When using a serial daisy printer with WordStar, you will 
generally wish to set the printer and the computer interface to 1200 baud (120 
characters per second), the highest transmission speed supported by these 
printers. SUch printers operate far below their speed capability with WordStar 
when set to 300 baud or less. Use of 1200 baud generally requires use of a 
"communications protocol" to prevent loss of characters; use of a communica
tions protocol usually precludes access to the printer as the "CP/M List De
vice~. Read ,"Communications Protocols" and ,"Printer Drivers" later in this 
section carefully and check Appendix D with regard to your printer, before 
attempting to install WordStar to drive one of these printers at 1200 baud. 

a:nu;;rxPE-LIKE" PRINTERS 

This class includes almost all printers other than daisy wheel printers--any 
printer that prints the ASCII printing characters (codes 20 through 7E hex) and 
responds to the carriage return and line feed codes, but not the more sophisti
cated printing features. Using a Teletype-like printer, WordStar can under
line, strike out, double strike, and overprint. Boldface is printed with three 
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strikes (or as specified by a customer through patching). Subscripts and super
scripts are printed in the line below or above if that line is.blank, otherwise 
in the line in which they appear. Variable line height is not available. A 
choice of two character pitches and two ribbon colors is available through 
special installation, described in Section 7. Right-justification of printout 
on a Teletype-like printer is accomplished by inSerting whole spaces between 
words, as on the screen during editing. 

A daisy wheel or similar printer will operate with WordStar installed for a 
Teletype-like printer, but only the Teletype-like printer capabilities will be 
available, and bi-directianal printing will not occur. 

Two menu selections are provided for Teletype-like printers: 

A. Any Teletype-like Printer 
B. Teletype-like Printer that can Backspace 

Selecting A or B above installsWordStar to make use of the basic capabilities 
common to all Teletype-like printers. Use of additional capabilities of speci
fic printers, such as character pitch change or ribbon color change, can be 
enabled via special installation as detailed in Section 7. The backspacing 
selection produces faster printing of underline, boldface, double strike, and 
backspace for moderate usage. (For a larger amount of underlining, etc. in a 
given line, overprinting becomes faster.) Use selection B if you know your 
printer can backspace; if you are in doubt as to whether your printer can 
backspace, Selection A will work. 

Other Printers 

Generally, WordStar is installed for printers that are not Teletype-like (nor 
among the specific daisy wheel and similar printers supported) by making one 
of the two .~eletype-likeh selections in the installation dialog. Additional 
patches, if required, are covered in Section 7. 

Both of the "Teletype-like" printer selections (A and B above) assume the 
printer will return carriage without advancing to the next line when sent a 
carriage return code that is not followed by a line feed code. If your printer 
cannot return its carriage without advancing to the next line, but can back
space (Selection B), overprint lines will not print correctly, but WordStar 
will be otherwise operational. (Overprint lines are discussed in the Reference 
Manual.) If your printer can neither return the carriage without feeding to 
the next line nor backspace, use Selection A and avoid use of underline, 
strikeout, boldface, double strike, backspace, and overprint lines. 

If your printer can return the carriage independently of advancing the paper, 
but does these functions under control of characters other than the standard 
ASCII carriage return and line feed codes, WordStar can be made fully 
operational with your printer by patching the appropriate control strings as 
described in Section 7. 

Another selection on the Printer Menu, '~lf-Line Feed Printersh, is intended 
to facilitate installation for printers that can advance the paper one-half 
line at a time; the half-line advance is utilized in printing subscripts and 
superscri~ After making this selection, patches will probably be requir~ 
See Section 7 (UCustom Printer Installation") along with Appendices D and E. 
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Communications Protocols 

A "communications protocol." is a convention whereby a (serial) printer tells 
WordStar when to stop transmitting characters (while those already received by 
the printer are beiD3 printed) and when to resume transmitting. 

Communications protocols as discussed here are not pertinent to "OEM" or 
Centronic·s interfaced printers; users with the NEe 5500D, NEe 5530, Diablo Hy
type II, or Qume Sprint 3 OEM printers interfaced with either the MicroPro "I/O 
Master" board or the PA-l board may disregard this subsection. 

A communications protocol is not necessary with a (serial) daisy wheel or 
similar printers interfaced at 150 baud or less, and generally not at 300 baud. 
However, if you have such a printer interfaced at that speed, you will want to 
change it to 1200 baud when you discover how slowly it prints. 

Unless hardware and cabling options are available and have been implemented, a 
communications protocol is always necessary with a serial daisy wheel or simi
lar printer interfaced at 1200 baud. If no communications protocol is instal
led, the printer·s buffer will overflow and characters will be lost. 

We will describe the available communications protocols in general here; see 
Appendix D for specific notes relating to your printer. The protocols sup
ported by wordStar are ,"EmC/ACK protocol" and -XON/XOFF protocol II. Both commu
nications protocols require that the computer be able to receive characters 
from the printer as well as transmit characters to the printer. This compli
cates installation when a communications protocol is to be used, since the 
normal method of accessing a printer under CP/M, the ,"list device", provides 
only for transmission of characters from the computer to the printer. 

ETX/AO< PROroCDL 

Under this protocol, WordStar sends a IImessage,1I consisting of a specified 
maximum number of characters, followed by an "ETX," character (03). After 
printing all characters up to the ETX, the printer transmits an ,"Ao<ll character 
(06H) back to the computer, thus signalling wordStar that another message may 
be transmitted. All daisy wheel and similar printers supported by WordStar can 
use this protocol, though some printers require specific optioning to activate 
it. See Appendix D and the printer manufacturer·s documentation. 

XON/xOFF PROroCDL 

Under this protocol, the printer transmits an~FFIl character (DC3 ASCII code) 
to the computer when WordStar should stop transmitting characters, then trans
mits an ."XONu character (DCI ASCII code) when transmission may resume. 
XON/XOFF protocol is supported as an alternate protocol by some daisy wheel and 
similar printers; use XONVxoFF instead of ETX/ACK only if other considerations, 
such as other software to be run on the same computer, necessitate its use, or 
if you have an unusual printer that will perform XON/XOFF but not ETX/ACK. 
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Printer Drivers 

Users with NEe 55990, Diablo By~ II, and Qume Sprint 3 OEM printers inter
faced with the MicroPro MI/O MasterM board may disregard this subsection 
(selection of OEM printer / I/O Master interface· combination during installa
tion automatically selects the required driver). Users who wish to drive a 
serial daisy printer at 1299 baud must read this section carefully. Users of 
NEC 55990 OEM printers with PA-l boards for Altos and TRS-89 II terminals 
should use the list device (see belC1tl). 

The normal method whereby a program accesses the printer under CP/M -- the 
IIlist outJ.=Ut device" - does not sUJ;tX>rt receiving characters from the printer, 
as required by Mcornmunications protocols" (preceding subsection). 

Also, the list outJ.=Ut device does not allow the program to determine whether 
the printer is busy or ready to receive another character via software. Deter
mination of whether the printer "is busy (~rinter busy tes~M) is not essential 
to wordStar operation, but is desirable as it improves keyboard response and 
printer speed during concurrent editing and printing. 

To handle communications protocols and printer busy tests, and accommodate 
special cases, WordStar provides several methods for accessing the printer. 
Each method of accessing the printer is termed a printer driver. When instal
ling WordStar, one of the following printer drivers may be chosen. The para
graphs that follow discuss each printer driver in detail. Selecting the desired 
printer driver is accomplished during installation by selecting from a menu 
(Section 3). 

CP/M MList OutpUt,h Device (LST:) 
CP/M MTTY:" Console Device 
CP/M "CRT: M Console Device 
Port Driver (direct input/output by WordStar) 
Custom Subroutines 

CP/M LISl' oorPUT pE.VICE (IBr;) 

This driver outputs characters to the printer via the printer driver in your 
operating system. The list output device is the simplest way to access your 
printer if your printer requires no communications protocol (preceding sub
section) and no printer busy test is desired. (There is a patch that allows 
Spinware to check busy for faster operation from WordStar.) If your printer 
requires a communications protocol (as all daisy wheel and similar printers 
interfaced at 1299 baud do), you may wish to choose another of WordStar's 
printer driver options, or you may wish to make use of WordStar's provisions 
for installation of a user-supplied list device character input routine. (See 
Section 7.) 

ibe -cP/M list outpJt device- choice will work correctly fra. 1fordStar cru.y if 
your qleratin] systeII can already outpJt characters to the printer as the list 
device. SUitable installation of the operating system is often necessary to 
enable it to drive a specific printer. In some cases, the computer dealer or 
manufacturer supplies a CP/M with a suitable printer driver already installed. 
In other cases, the user must install a suitable subroutine in the MBIOSM 
portion of the operating system if the system is to drive the printer. Of 
course, such system installation is not necessary for WordStar use unless 
WordStar is installed to do printer output via the CP/M list device. 
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In many systems, the "list output device" (LST:) is a "logical" device which 
can be assigned to one of several "physical" devices. If this is true of your 
system (check your system manual), you must either give the necessary command 
or provide the necessary system setup (SEmJP.COM or aNFIG.OOM) to assign LST: 
to the desired printer device before you can print with a WordStar installed to 
use the CP/M LIST DEVICE. 

CONFIG.COM, CONFIGURE.COM and related files allow you to set up LIST DEVICE 
condi tions via a kind of menu. Usually you have to run the "CONFIG," program 
and answer the questions (aNFIG is short for "configureI' which is similar to 
MicroPro's INSTALL program). Look up the procedures for running one of these 
programs in your CP/M manual. 

A more universal set-up is that procedure available via the STAT.COM program. 
Typing STAT LST:=LPT: will assign the LIST DEVICE to the physical device and 
its driver associated with the LPT:. This nearly always works, but is 
transient (ie. is lost when the system is re-booted); while the CONFIGURE set
up tends to be permanent (either optionally or by definition.) 
To verify that your operating system drives your printer and that LST: is 
indeed assigned to the printer, type control-P at the system prompt (A», then 
type additional characters. All characters typed on the console (and 
eve~ing that appears on the display) should be printed on the printer until 
you type another control-P. This is an unqualified test of proper LIST DEVICE 
operation. 

CP/M has no provision for inputting characters from the list output device, as 
required by the communications protocols, nor does it have a uniform provision 
for a printer busy test. However, WordStar provides for installation of user
supplied printer character input and printer busy test subroutines (such as 
those found in Spinware) for use in association with CP/M list output device 
printer output. (See Section 7.) 

cautioo 

Do not attempt to install or use code in the operating system to 
implement EmC/AO< protocol when driving a Diablo or Qume daisy wheel 
printer. For wordStar to work with these printers under this proto
col, the protocol must be executed by WordStar. 

ALTERNATE CDNOOLES 

In many versions of CP/M the "console" is a logical device (CCN:) which can be 
assigned to anyone of four physical devices, usually called "TTY:", "CRT:", 
"BAT:", and .. UL1,... The terminal used by the operator is one of the "physical" 
consoles and must be the active one when WordStar is invoked; WordStar can 
access the printer as another of the consoles. WordStar can be installed to 
access the printer as the TTY: or CRT: console device by making an appropriate 
selection at the Printer Driver menu (Section 3). The other two physical con
soles"can be accessed via patching (Section 7). 

Accessing the printer as an alternate console allows inputting characters from 
the printer, as required by communications protocols, without system software 
modifications or patching. The TTY: or CRT: printer driver is often the most 
convenient printer driver choice when a communications protocol is required, as 
by a daisy wheel printer set to 12ee baud. Accessing the printer as an alter
nate console does not provide a printer busy test unless the user installs his 
own subroutine (Section 7). 
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'ITY: Alternate Coosole J)evice Printer Driver 

This driver accesses the printer as the 1irfTY:," console device. This driver 
will support communications protocols and may be used if your CP/M operating 
system supports multiple consoles and the terminal from which WordStar is 
operated is not the 1-r'rY:U device. 

CRT; Alternate Console Device Printer Driver 

Similar to the preceding, this driver accesses the printer as the 1ICRl':" con
sole device. This driver will support communications protocols and may be used 
if your CP/M supports multiple consoles and the terminal from which WordStar is 
operated is not the 1'rnl':,11 device. 

roRT DRIVER 

WordStar's IIport driver" bypasses the operating system and does input-output 
directly to the printer interface, thereby eliminating any complications 
introduced by the CP/M operating system. The port driver supports character 
input from the printer and includes a printer busy test; the port driver thus 
handles communications protocols (preceding subsection) and allows WordStar to 
provide the best keyboard response during concurrent editing and printing. 

Installation of the port driver requires that you specify whether your printer 
interface uses III/O ports" or is IImemory mapped ll

• If in doubt, assume III/O 
ports" as this case is most common. Installation of the port driver requires 
determination of the output data port number (or memory address if memory 
mapped), output status port number, output status bits, and, if a communica
tions protocol is to be used, the input data port, input status port number, 
and input status bits. If you don't know the port numbers for your interface, 
the WordStar installation program can be directed to search for the ports (as 
w ill be detailed later). 

Experience has shown that the DRrERMINE function is extremely limited 
as a tool for determining available ports. For Dynabute, Altos, and 
Vector Graphics ports, refer to Sections 4 and 8 and Appendix F. If 
you don't find the information there, ask your dealer about supple
mentary Application Notes. 

If your printer interface involves more than one output data port (or memory 
mapped location), one output status port, one input data port, and one input 
status port, wordStarls port driver is not applicable. Otherwise, if you know 
your printer's port numbers (or memory mapped addresses) and status bits, or 
can determine them in your system with the installation program's automatic 
search features, the port driver is the best printer driver choice where a 
communications protocol is required or a printer busy test is desir~ 

QJSID1 SUBROOl'INES PRImER DRIVER 

Choosing this printer driver selection causes WordStar to call user-coded, 
user-installed subroutines to output to the printer, input from the printer 
(for communications protocols), and determine whether the printer is busy. 
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This choice may be used when the CP/M list device won't work (e.g., because a 
communications protocol, and thus printer character input, is required) and the 
port driver won't work (e.g., because an unusual printer uses several data or 
status ports). 

After selecting IICustom Subroutines,1I on the INSTALL menu, it is up to you to 
code and install the necessary routines. See Appendix E for listings of the 
area in which to install your code, Section 7 for discussion. 

Summary of Printer-Related 
Installation Selections 

OEM PRINfER WITH I/o MASTER 

OEM Printer with MicroPro I/O Master Interface Board: No complications dis
cussed in this section are pertinent. Oloose 111/0 Master / OEM Printer,1I at the 
INSTALL program's printer menu (as will be described in Section 3). For any 
OEM printer with Spinware and either the I/O Master board or the PA-l board, 
select ilL" (CP/M list device) and "DII (Diablo 1610/20). INSTALL will present 
no further printer-related selections. 

TELEl'YPE PRINfER 

Teletype-like (Non-Daisy) Printer: If your CP/M operating system can already 
drive the printer, specify "Teletype-like," at the printer choice menu, specify 
''None'' for communications protocol, and specify iaep/M list output device" for 
printer driver. Alternately, you may wish to use the port driver for better 
keyboard response during concurrent editing and printing. 

DAISY WHEET· AT 300 BAUD 

(Serial) Daisy Wheel or Similar Printer Interfaced at 300 Baud or Less: If your 
CP/M can already drive the printer, choose the specific printer type at the 
printer menu, specify IINone,'1 for communications protocol, and specify "CP/M 
list output devic~1I for printer driver. Or use the port driver if desired, for 
better keyboard response during concurrent editing and printing. You will want 
to change your printer to 1200 baud as soon as possible so WordStar can print 
faster. 

DAISY WHEBT: AT 1200 IWJI) 

(Serial) Daisy Wheel or Similar Printer Interfaced at 1200 Baud: You will need 
to use a communications protocol and a driver that can input as well as output 
character~ See Appendix D for specific discussion of your printer. Specify 
the particular printer type at the printer choice menu. Specify mx/AO< proto
col, and set the printer to match, unless unusual considerations dictate using 
a different protocoL 

PRINrER DRIVER 

For printer driver, try using the port driver. However, if your operating 
system supports multiple consoles and your printer is already accessible as one 
of the console devices, you may wish to consider using the TTY: or CRT: alter
nate console driver. The CP/M list output device printer driver cannot be used 
with a communications protocol unless you patch in your own Printer Character 
Input routine (Section 7). 
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Exception: If your 1200 baud printer is a NEe Spinwriter 5510/5520, you may be 
able to make a special cable instead of using a communications protocol (see 
AWendix D). If you use the special cable, you may specify "None" for protocol 
and ''List output devic~" or "Port driver," for printer driver. 

Printer Configuration 

Some printers have option switches which must be correctly set. These switches 
may be on an external control panel, on a control panel under the printer 
cover, or buried on circuit boards inside the printer. Common switches in
clude the following: 

AUm Lf or ~ Lr (makes printer line feed upon receiving a carriage 
return code): must be OFF. 

AUIQ.CR (makes printer start a new line if an overlong line is printed): 
OFF recommended. 

..5.fE.W: Must match the rate at which your computer transmits characters. 

PARITY: Set to ignore parity ("M" position on some printers). 

Communications Protocol: A "communications protocol" must be used with 
(serial) daisy wheel and similar printers interfaced at 1200 baud (120 
characters per second), as discussed above. With many printers, use of a 
communications protocol requires setting switches or adding jumpers on 
circuit boards inside the printer. See Appendix C and your printer's 
documentation • 

.fQBM Loom: Should be set to match paper in use if USE FORM FEEDS print 
option is to be used. 

~ jDf: Press after poSitioning paper at top of form, if USE FORM FEEDS 
print option is to be used. 
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Section 3 
Installation Procedure 

THE DISTRIBUTION DISKETTE 

The diskette (or diskettes) you receive upon purchasing WordStar contain the 
following files: 

WSU.a:M 

~.CNR 
WSOJLYl.CNR 

INSTALL. rut 

~.'.lXT 

MAill'ffiGE. OVR 

Uninstalled WordStar; installation for your terminal and 
printer is achieved by running INSTALL as described in this 
section. 

WordStar message and overlay files; must be on diskette in 
logged drive or drive A whenever WordStar is in use. 

WordStar installation program; used to install (customize) 
WordStar for your computer configuration. 

File of sample text demonstrating some WordStar features. 

Additional overlay file for the optional MailMerge feature 
(extra-possibly on a separate diskette). 

Creating a System Diskette 

Follow these steps to create a new system diskette to work from: 

1. Format a new disk. 

2. Copy a system onto this disk. 

3. Copy PIP.COM onto this disk. 

4. Insert this new disk into the boot drive (a:) and boot it. 

5. Insert the original distribution disk into a second drive (b:). 

6. Copy INSTALL-a>M and wSJ.a>M from the distribution disk (drive b:) to the 
new working disk (drive a:) using PIP. 

7. Run INSTALL as described in detail below. INSTALL will create a new file 
called WS.<X>M, with WordStar set up for your particular system. 

8. Once you are certain that WordStar has been properly installed, erase 
INSTALL.COM and WSU.COM from your new working disk (drive a:), but not 
fran the distribution disk (drive b:). 

9. Now copy all overlay files (WSMSGS.OVR, WSOVLYl.OVR, and possibly the 
optional file MAILMRGE.OlR) from the distribution disk (drive b:) to your 
new working disk (drive a:) using PIP. (Type pJ.9 a:=b:*,ovr after a).) 

1". If you have room on your working disk, you may also want to copy STAT.COM 
and FORMAT. COM onto it. 

11. Remove the distribution disk from drive b: and store it in a safe place. 
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Be sure to keep the original distribution diskette. If you wish an update in 
the future, you may need to return it to MicroPro. 

Initiating Installation 

To initiate WordStar installation, insert the diskette containing the files 
copied from the distribution diskette, type control-C (if your system is al
ready up), or else cold-start (boot) the system, and type the command: 

INSTALL 

and press RETURN. INSTALL will take several seconds to load, after which it 
will display a sign-on message and ask its first question. At this point, the 
screen should appear as follows: 

A) INSTALL 

COPYRIGHT (C) 1981, MicroPro International Corporation 

INSTALL release x.x for MicroPro WordStar release n.n 

Do you want a normal first-time INSTALLation of WordStar? 
(Y = yes; N = display other options): • 

In response to this question, type Y. (If you type N, additional options not 
needed for initial installation as described here are displayed. These instal
lation options will be described in Section 5.) In response to the Y, INSEALL 
will tell you what it is going to do--create an installed WordStar on file 
WS.CDM, obtaining the uninstalled version from file WSU.COM-and ask for your 
confirmation-as follows: 

This will INSTALL the WSU.COM on the current drive, save 
the result on file WS.COM on the current drive, and then 
run th~ INSTALLed WordStar. OK (yIN): • 

Type Y. (As with the previous question, an N here gets the installation 
options, which are not needed for an initial installation.) An error message 
will occur at this point if WSU.COM is not on the current (logged) drive. (If 
you need futher explanation of any error message displayed while you are 
installing your WordStar, refer to AWendix A.) 
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SELECTING THE TERMINAL TYPE 

A terminal choice "menu" a9?€ars next, as follows: 

MicroPro WordStar release n.n serial eeeeee 

***** WordStar TERMINAL MENU 11 ***** 

A Lear-Siegler ADM-3A 
o Hazeltine lSee 
F Beehive lSe/Cromenco 31ee 
H Hewlett-Packard 2621 Alp 
J Processor Tech SOL I VDM 
L Perkin-Elmer sse (Bantam) 
3 Terminal Menu #3 

CLear-Siegler ADM-31 
E Microterm ACT-IV 
G IMSAI VIa 
I Infoton I-lee 
K Soroc IQ-12e 
2 Terminal Menu #2 
Z None of the above 

PLEASE ENTER SELECTION (1 LETTER): B 

If your terminal is shown on the menu, enter the corresponding letter. If your 
terminal is not shown, type 112," or ,"3 11 and another menu showing additional 
terminals will be displaye<L 

If your terminal type is not shown on any of the menus, you must make a custom 
terminal installation as described in Section 6. Enter Z for ,"None of the 
above" in order to bypass the terminal menus; patch the required control 
functions (as determined by study of Section 6, Appendix E, and your terminal's 
technical manual) into WordStar using INSTALL's patcher (end of this section) 
or your operating system's debugger. 

After the terminal type letter is entered, INSTALL will display a brief message 
conf irming the terminal type and ask 

OK (yiN): 

If you made an error or wish to change your selection, type N, and the TERMINAL 
TYPE question will be asked again. Upon repetition, a choice U for ''00 <lIAN3EN 

w ill appear on the menu. When you answer Y to (l{ (y1N>:, INSTALL w ill proceed 
to printer choice. You can type liB," at this or any following question to 
return to the terminal choice menu. 

PRINTER-RELATED SELECTIONS 

Installing WordStar for a printer involves choosing the specific printer type, 
communications protocol, and printer driver, as discussed in Section 2. 

Selecting a Printer 

The next "menu" displayed by INSTALL allows you to choose the type of pr inter 
which the installed WordStar will drive: 
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***** PRINTER MENU ***** 
(More specific info is displayed after choice is entered) 

A Ally ,"Teletype-like" printer (ie almost any printer) 
C "Teletype-like" printer that can BACKSPACE 
o DIABLO 161e/1620 daisy wheel printer 
E DIABLO 1640/165e daisy wheel printer 
F QUME Sprint 5 daisy wheel printer 
G NEC Spinwriter 5520/552e thimble printer 
I "Half-Line-Feed" Printers 
M I/O MASTER / O.E.M Printer combination 
U no change 
Z none of the above 

PLEASE ENTER SELECTION (I LETTER): • 

If your printer is listed, enter the appropriate letter. If you don't see your 
printer, type A, (or C if you know your printer can backspace). See Section 2 
and Appendix 0 for futher discussion of the printer choices. INSTALL will then 
display a message explaining any special considerations relating the printer 
selection, then ask 

OK (Y/N): 

If you w ish to change your selection, type N, and the PRINTER menu question 
will be redisplayed. 'lb proceed to the next menu, type Y. Also, you may type 
B to return to the beginning of the dialogue. The space bar may then be hit to 
keep the prior answer to questions whose answer you do not wish to change. 

The M selection on the above menu applies to all brands of "OEM" daisy wheel 
and similar printers (NEC 55000, Qwne Sprint 5, Diablo Hy-Type II) when inter
faced with the MicroPro "I/O Master" board. For further discussion of these 
printers in combination with the "I/O Master" interface see section 2, as well 
as the message displayed when M is entered. Since no communications protocol 
nor driver selection is necessary when installing WordStar to use an "OEM" 
printer with the "1/0 Master" interface, the next two menus are skipped when M 
is selected. 

If you chose M at the printer menu (above), proceed to the next subsection 
("Bypassing the Patcher,") 

Selecting a eo .. unications Protocol 

The next menu displayed permits choosing a "communications protocol", as dis
cussed in Section 2. 
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***** COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL MENU ***** 

A "Corranunication Protocol," is necessary with some printers 
to prevent printer buffer overflow and character loss. 

E EXT/ACK Protocol 
X ."X-oN/X-oFF" Protocol 
N NONE required (or handled outside of WordStar) 
U no change 

PLEASE ENTER SELECTION (E, X, N, B, or U): I 

As noted in Section 2, the appropriate answer is usually ,"None" except for 
daisy wheel and similar printers interfaced· at 1200 baud (12" characters per 
second), for which the appropriate choice is usually ,"ETX/ACK". Enter the 
desired letter. ~ will then display a message confirming the selection, 
then ask OK (YIN>: as for the preceding menus. 

Selecting a Printer Driver 

The final printer-related menu permits choosing a printer driver: 

***** DRIVER MENU ***** 

Or, how should WordStar send characters to your printer? 

L CP/M "List," device 
P Direct I/O to a-bit port 
S User-installed driver subroutines 
U no change 

PLEASE ENTER SELECTION (L, P, S, B, OR U): D 

If -none," was specified for I'Communications protocol,", then --cP/M list output 
device," is commonly the appropriate choice here. See Section 2 for further 
discussion. Enter the desired letter. INSTALL will display a confirming 
message and ask OK (YIN>: as after previous selections. 

Port Driver 

If you selectep a printer driver other than P at the above menu, or if you 
entered M at the printer menu, proceed to the next subsection (~ssing the 
Patcher"). 

If you selected WordStarls port driver (P on the above menu), INSTALL 'Will ask 
additional questions to determine how to access your printer (see Section 4). 
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BYPASSING THE PATCBER 

After the printer selections have been completed, INSTALL will display the 
prompt: 

ARE THE MDIFICATIOOS '10 ltl)RDSTAR lUi CCJItPLETE? 
IF rmEY ARE AN9iER YES '10 THE NEXT <m'Sl'IOO. 
IF YOO WISH '10 MAKE AlDITICtW.. PATaIES '10 THE 
USER AREAS IN WORDSTAR AN9iER W '10 THE NEXT (JJFSrI~. 

CR (YIN): 

For a normal installation, type Y. If you type N, the IIpatcher ll will be 
activated. The patcher permits additional custom modifications, not usually 
needed when WordStar is first installed. Description of the patcher will be 
deferred to the end of this section. 

In the subsections that follow, you will learn how to repeat the 
installation dialog and how to re-INSTALL a previously INSTALLed 
WordStar (using the installation options). In either case, you can 
retain the previous selection by pressing the space bar (or RE'IORN) 
at the Printer Driver Menu. If the previous selection was P and you 
press the space bar, the additional questions for the port driver 
will not be reasked; the old answers will be kept. If you wish the 
port driver questions to be reasked, so that you may change one or 
more answers, type P at the Printer Driver Menu. 

CONFIRMING OR CORRECTING YOUR SELECTIONS 

All of the installation choices have now been presented. INSTALL w ill next 
display the terminal type, printer type, communications protocol, and printer 
driver that you have selected, then ask OK (yiN): yet once more. If you wish 
to make any changes, type N or B, and INSrALL will return to the Terminal Menu, 
allowing you to repeat all of the selections. For those choices you do not 
wish to change, enter a space. ~ will keep the previous selection. 

When everything is as you wish it, type a Y at this final confirmation. 
INSTALL will then automatically save the installed WordStar on a file named 
WS.COM, for future use, then start (pass control to) the installed WordStar, 
allowing immediate use. 

The next two subsections describe the installation options and the patcher (not 
normally needed for initial installation). The various error messages that can 
occur during INm'ALL are given in Appendix A. 

INSTALLATION OPTIONS 

As described above, the IRS'.l'AL4?rogram normally takes an uninstalled WordStar 
from file WSU.COM on the current drive, creates an installed WordStar on file 
WS.COM on the current drive, then executes the installed WordStar. 
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Occasions may arise when you wish to vary the above procedure. You might wish 
to use different file names, or files on drives other than the current drive 
for the final installed copy of WordStar or you might wish to start with a 
previously installed WordStar in order to change one of the selections without 
reentering them all. 

INSrALL has provisions for operator entry of the file names to be used, and for 
return to the operating system instead of starting the installed WordStar. To 
use these options, invoke INSTALL, then type N at first question "Do you want 
a normal first-time installation?". INSTALL will then display the INSTALLATIOO 
OPl'IOOS menu as follows: 

***** WordStar INSTALLATION OPTIONS MENU ***** 

A INSTALLation of a distributed WordStar, INSTALLing WSU.COM, 
producing WS.COM, and then running the INSTALLed WordStar. 

B INSTALLation or re-INSTALLation of a WordStar COM file of 
your choice, placing the newly INSTALLed WordStar in a file 
of your choice, and then exiting to the operating system. 

C Same as B except run the INSTALLed WordStar. 

D Modification of the INSTALLation of a WordStar COM file of 
your choice. The modified WordStar replaces the original 
file. The modified WordStar is then run. 

PLEASE ENTER SELECTION (A, B, C, or D): • 

Ordinary Install and RUD 
(Installation Option A) 

Selection A on the Installation Options menu corresponds to the normal case. 
The dialog then proceeds as described above, as though you had entered Y to 
the question "do you want a normal first-time installation?~ 

Install to Another File and Bxit 
(Installation Option B) 

Selection B asks for two file names as follows: 

Filename of WordStar to be INSTALLed? • 

At this question, type in the name of the file from which INSTALL is to 
take the WordStar to be "customized" for your terminal and/or printer. 
Normally, this is file WSU.COMi you might want to enter hB:WSU" to get 
WSJ.COM from drive B when the currently logged drive is Ai or, you might 
want to enter the file name of a previously installed WordStar (e.g., 
"WS") in order to change some of the installation selections without 
re-entering all of them. 
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Typing errors in the file name may be corrected by backspacing with con
trol-H or rubout. Control-U may be used to erase the entire answer. 
Terminate your answer with the RETURN key. If you omit the period and 
file type, INSTALL will assume .COM. (If you press RETURN without 
entering anything, INSTALL will assume WSU.CDM). 

If the file you specified was not found, INSTALL will respond 

THAT FILE OOES ror EXIST 

and repeat the question. Note that you must include the drive name 
(letter followed by colon) at the beginning of the file name unless the 
file is on the diskette in the current logged drive. 

Filename for saving INSTALLed WordStar? • 

At this question, type in the file name in which you wish INSTALL to save 
the installed WordStar. IWSh is the normal answer to this question; you 
might want to enter "B:WS,h to save the WordStar on the diskette in the B: 
drive; or you may prefer a file name other than "WS". (If you omit the 
period and file type, INSTALL will assume .CDM; if you press RRlURN with
out typing anything, INSTALL will write a file called "WS.COM,h to the 
current drive.) 

After the two file names are accepted, the dialog under Option B proceeds as 
described earlier in this section. After the final confirmation, INSTALL saves 
the installed WordStar on a file of the specified name and then exits to the 
operating system. Q?tion B does not run the installed WordStar. 

Install to Another File and RUD 
(Installation Option C) 

Selection C on the Installation Q?tions menu is the same as selection B -- file 
names are requested as above -- except that after the installed WordStar is 
saved on the disk, it is run. Option C is thus a convenience when immediate 
use of the installed WordStar is desired. 

Modify Another File and Run 
(Installation Option D) 

Selection D on the Installation Options menu combines the two questions of 
selection B or C into a single question: one file name only is requested. 
WordStar is read from this file, customized for your terminal or printer as you 
specify during the dialog, then re-saved on a file of the same name. This 
option is a convenience when you wish to modify the installation of a previous
ly-installed WordStar -- for example, to change the printer type while keeping 
the same terminal, or to change the communications protocol without changing 
anything else. 

~ modifying the installation ~ a previously installed WordStar ~ 
options ~ ~.Q.t.llz.. Y.Q.U ~ ~ lL...Q.t. ~ P.I.e.S.R.the. ~.bAt. at ~ Iruml1 
~ selection Y.Qll. .sm ngt W.b.tQ change. INSl'ALL will respond by displaying 
hprevious selection left unchanged:,h and the previous terminal, printer, driver 
selection, communications protocol, etc, and allow you to confirm this un
changed selection by asking OK (Y/N): in the usual manner. 
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INSTALL'S PATCBER 

~IS patcher facilitates making special installations and modifications to 
WordStar. Installation of WordStar for terminals and printers not shown on 
~IS menus, and other situations in which patching might be necessary or 
desirable, are discussed in Section 6 of this manual. If you wish to make such 
a special installation or modification, refer to Section 6, and to the listings 
in Appendices E and F, to determine exactly what patches to make. Once you 
have studied Section 6 and determined what bytes you wish to change in 
WordStar, INSTALL's patcher may be used to make the changes. 

The patcher permits examining and/or changing any byte in 1fS.<DL The location 
of each byte to be changed may be specified by hexadecimal address or by label 
name taken from the USERl or USER4 listing in Appendix E or F of this manual; 
the contents of each specified byte is displayed in hexadecimal and a new value 
may be entered in hexadecimal. 

INSTALL's patcher is accessed by anwering N at the following prompt. As noted 
earlier in this section (IiBypassing the Patcher ll

), this prompt appears after 
the printer selections and before the final confirmation. (If you have already 
INSI'ALLed WordStar, and wish to make patches in the installed copy, you may use 
installation option B, C, or D and press the space bar to bypass the terminal 
and printer menus without re-entering those selections.) 

ARE 'mE lO>IFICATIOOS rro l'l:>RDSTAR roq CCJt1PLETE? 
IF 'llJEY ARE ANSiER YES rro 'mE NEXT ~IOO. 
IF YOO WISH rro MAKE ADDITIaw:. PATOIES rro 'mE 
USER AREAS IN t«:>RDSTAR ANSiER W rro 'mE NEXT ~IOO. 

(J{ (Y!N): 

If you type N, a summary of the patching process will be displayed on your 
terminal, followed by the prompt: 

LOCATION TO BE CHANGED: • 

Enter the desired address in hexadecimal, or enter the desired label (as shown 
in the USER! or USER4 listing in Appendix E) followed by a colo~ A label may 
be followed by a 11+" and a hexadecimal number to access the location that many 
bytes after the label. Examples of valid answers: 

25B 
CTRAIL: 
CTRAIL:+2 

(hexadecimal address) 
(label) 
(label plus m.uneric offset) 

INSTALL will then display the address in hexadecimal and the present contents 
of the indicated byte, and prompt you for the data you wish to replace it with. 
The screen line will appear as follows: 

ADDRESS: aaaaH OLD VALUE: nnH NEW VALUE: • 

where ~ represents the hexadecimal address and DR represents the value that 
is presently occupying the byte at that memory address. Enter the hexadecimal 
value with which you wish to be replace the old value, or press RETURN only to 
make no change. 
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You will then be prompted to enter a new locati~ TO access the next address, 
you may press RETURN only; to terminate patching, enter zero {type 9 and press 
RmURN) • 

By using symbolic labels, you can avoid absolute addresses, which change from 
release to release. Thus a patch made for one release of WordStar can easily be 
applied to a subsequent release without concern for changes in the location of 
the values which must be modified. 
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Section .. 
Installation Procedure: 

Port Driver 

If you selected WordStar's port driver (P on the driver menu in Section 3), 
~ will ask additional questions to determine how to access your printer. 

Since the installation procedure for WordStar's built-in port driver is the 
most involved installation procedure, Section 4 is devoted exclusively to this 
subject. 

The first of the port driver questions requires you to specify whether your 
printer is connected to "I/O ports" or "Memory Ma~ Ports". Determine this 
from the technical manuals for your computer; "I/O ports" are most common. 

Are the printer ports I/O Ports or Memory Mapped (lor M): B 

Enter either I for "1/011 or M for "Memory Mapped". Entering RRlURN only will 
default to III/a" for an initial installation, or to the previous selection if 
re-installing a WordStar. 

The remaining questions determine the input and output data and status ports, 
and the status bits. If possible, find the necessary information in the 
technical manuals for your computer, and have ~ accept the information 
from you. However, if you cannot determine the port numbers or addresses to 
which your printer is connected or you cannot determine the status bits, 
INSTALL may be directed to attempt to determine the necessary information at 
each of the following steps. 

The determine flmction may not succeed in correctly identifying the information 
in all cases (INSTALL may report failure if the information is not successfully 
determined, but could! report success yet produce a WordStar that could not 
print). Further, INSTALL may lock up your computer system (requiring you to 
reboot) during its attempt to determine one of the following items. Deter
mining the information yourself and directing ~ to accept the information 
from you is always preferable to having ~ attempt to determine the infor
mation. 

00 YOO WISH WJRDSTAR 'ro Dm'ERMINE THE VALOES OR SHOOID 
WORDSrAR ACCEPr 'lBEH FRCM YOO (D OR A): D 

*************** CAUTlON ***************** 

mE FO~ PIO:EXJRE WILL N:1l' WJRK C6 ALL BARIJY1\RE AND 
MAY HAVE UNUSUAL RESULTS fDm.l'IMES. PLEASE· REHJVE YOOR 
DISKS FIOI THE DRIVES AND REPlACE 'lBEH OOLY WHm 'lULD 'roe 
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The next question allows you to specify whether you wish INSTALL to attempt to 
determine the output port to which your printer is connected, or you wish 
INSTALL to accept the port number or address from you: 

WHAT IS THE aJrPUT PORT FOR YOOR PRINrER? 

00 YOO WISH WORD8rAR 'ro DETERMINE THE VALUES OR SHOOID 
WOIDSTAR ACCEPl' THEM FROM YOO (D OR A): • 

IN ORDER 'ID USE WORDSl'AR' S AID 'IO Dm'ERMINE THE 00Tr0l' PORT 
THE PRINI'ER MUST BE a:NNECTED AND 'lURNID ON, WITH PAPER FILLED. 
A PRINr WHEEL AND A RIBBON MUST BE INSTALLED; THE COVER MUST BE 
CLOSED. THE SERIAL PORT THAT THE PRINI'ER IS ATrAOlED 'IO MUST 
BE SET 'IO THE SAME IWJD RATE AS THE PRINrER. 

On many specialty printers (NEe, DIABLO, etc.) not only do you have to have a 
ribbon in the printer, but you haye to have enough to print (especially with 
the non-cycling carbon ribbons that can be used only once), otherwise, the 
printer will not be ready. 

In addition you should note that if the baud rate is wrong, the printer will 
usually print jumbled information, as well as issue odd noises; this usually 
means that the port currently showing is the correct one, but that the baud 
rate is incorrect (meaning the baud rate set at the computer doesn't match the 
baud rate set at the printer). 
Type A if you wish to enter the port number or D to have INSTALL help determine 
the port number. Pressing RETURN only will default to A. As noted above, A is 
preferable whenever you know or can find out the port number. 

If you entered A, INSTALL will ask you for the port number: 

What is the (){JTroT port number in HEX: • 

Enter the value as a hexadecimal number, or press RETURN to keep a previously 
entered value. If you are not sure of the value, consult the technical manuals 
for your computer, or try letting INSTALL determine the value for you by 
answering D at the preceding question. 

If you entered D, INSTALL will display a message prompting you to remove the 
diskette(s) from the disk drives. This is due to the fact that while testing 
ports to determine the printer output port, INSTALL may access a port used by 
the disk system. Please follow this instruction carefully. REKOVB ~8E 
DISKEftES. INSTALL will tell you when it is safe to re-insert them. INSTALL 
will also remind you that your printer must now be connected to the computer, 
turned on, and ready to operate. This is because INSTALL is about to try to 
print on it. 
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Next, INSTALL will start outputting characters to a port and display the 
following prompt: 

Now OUTFUTting to PORI' i: nn Hex OK (Y/N): n 

where Dn represents the port nwnber to which INSTALL is outputting characters. 
If your printer is idle, type N, and INSTALL will try the next port. Wait a 
few seconds and press N again if your pr inter is still idle. Keep pressing N 
until characters begin to print. When your printer starts printing, press Y -
the correct port number has been found. (During the process of finding the 
printer output port, characters may appear on your terminal. Disregard the 
characters and press N to try the next port.) 

Next, the output status port and bits (whereby WordStar can tell when the 
printer is ready to accept another character) must be determined. INSTAIL will 
again ask whether to attempt to determine the information or allow you to enter 
it: 

WHAT IS THE OOTRJT STAWS PORI' FOR YOOR PRINrER.? 

00 YOU WISH WORDSTAR 'ID DE'l'ERMINE THE VALUES OR SHOOLD 
WORDSTAR ACCEPl' 'mEM FROM YOO (0 OR A): D 

Again, use A whenever you know or can determine the information. If you type 
0, INSTALL will attempt to determine the port m.unber and bits, and will display 
the results. Any ,-active," status port between the bottom of port addressing 
(00H) and the actual printer port may cause erroneous port assignment. This is 
so often the case that this ,-DETERMINE,II function is not as useful as it might 
seem. 

If you type A, INSTALL will ask the following three questions. If in doubt 
about the correct answers, study the technical manuals for your computer or try 
typing 0 instead of A. 

What is the CXJ'IWT STATUS port number in HEX: D 

Enter the port number in hexadecimal. 

What are the bites) that change at the OOTFUT STAWS port 
when the OUTPUT port becomes ready to accept a character 
for OOTRJT (enter HEX value): D 

Which bites) change(s) from a 0 to a I (enter HEX value): D 

Enter a hexadecimal nmnber with I bits in the positions corresponding 
to status bits that are I when the printer is ready, and B bits for 
bits that must be 0 or are insignificant. Usually, the answer to 
this question is the same as the answer to the preceding question. 
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After these prompts from INSTALL have been answered, either via the DETERMINE 
function, with data from your technical manual or with ,-educated guesses,-, 
INSTALL will ask you to confirm your selections by displaying the following 
proopt: 

IF YOO WISH '10 RE'rRY THIS OPERATIOO AN5WER ."Y" '10 THE "OK YIN" 
QUFSrION BELCl'l. YOO MAY AOORl' INSTAIATION wrm A <DNl'ROL C. 

OK (YIN): Y 

Answering 'N' rather than 'Y', as shown above, will cause INSTALL to return you 
to the beginning of the 00TRlT PORT installation sequence and you may correct 
or change any values which you feel are erroneous. 

If you chose NO communications protocol, supplying a 'Y' response to this 
confirmation question will complete installation of the port driver-proceed to 
the next subsection C.-Bypassing the Patching.-). If you selected a protocol, 
INSTALL will ask a series of additional questions to permit inputting from as 
well as outpltting to your printer. 

The DATA INPUT PORT is the port number (or mapped address) through which 
WordStar receives characters from the printer, as required when a protocol is 
in use. This port is frequently, but not always, the same as the output data 
port. We will not take a step-by-step approach to this set of prompts since 
they are nearly identical to those outlined above for the OUTPUT PORTS. 
INSTALL again asks whether to Determine or Accept the information, then asks 
for the port number (if you typed A) or displays the results of its deter
mination (if you typed D). 

Note that INSTALL will be able to determine the input port only if the 
connected printer is actually capable of and set up for the protocol selected 
for use by 1fordStar at the PRC71'OCXlL MENU. 

It is possible that INSTALL will report failure when attempting to DETERMINE 
the values and bits for this operation irrespective of the correct 
configuration of your pr:inter and WordStar. In such cases it is possible to 
force the DETERMINE function to return correct values. If your printer has a 
keyboard, try typing characters on the printer keyboard while INSTALL is 
attempting to determine the input data port. If your printer does not have a 
keyboard and you have an extra terminal or keyboard available try substituting 
this in place of the printer temporarily. Now typing something at the keyboard 
while the DETERMINE function is operating may successfuly return the required 
port number and status bits. When this operation is complete you will, of 
course, want to replace the printer on the port. 

Finally, the input status port and bits (whereby WordStar can tell whether a 
character bas been received from the printer) must be determined. Again, 
INSTALL will ask whether to attempt to determine the information or to accept 
the information from you; the dialog and reservations are similar to those 
described above for the output status port. 
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Section 5 
Testing WordStar 

When WordStar is invoked--either as automatically occurs at termination of 
INSTALLation, or when you type ws (or whatever file name your installed 
WordStar is saved on) -WordStar should clear the screen and display a sign-on 
showing the WordStar release and serial number and the terminal, printer, 
protocol, and printer driver choices you made at installation. 

After several seconds (or as soon as you press any key), the no-file menu plus 
the names of the files on your diskette should display, like this: 

«< NO-FILE MENU »> 
* * * Preliminary Ccmnands * * * I * File Carmands * I * System Ccmnands * 
L Clange logged disk drive I P Print a file IR Run a program 
F File directory off (ON) I E Rename a file IX Exit to system 
H Set help level I 0 Copy a file I 

* * Conmands to ~ a File * * I Y Delete a file 1* WordStar Cl;>tions * 
D Open a document file I 1M Run MailMerge 
N Open a non-docurnent file I IS Run SpellStar D 

DIRECIORY of disk A: 
ClIAPI'Rl.OOC ClIAPI'Rl. BAK 0IAPI'R2.00c 
mNTENl'S. OOC CCNrENl'S. BAK FILEl. OOC 
LETrER. OOC LE.TrER. BAK TEXTI.OOC 

0IAPI'R2. BAK ClIAPrR3 .OOC ClIAPrR3 • BAK 
FILEl.OOC FILE2.00c FILE2.BAK 
TEXTl. BAK TEXT2.00c TEXT2 • BAK 

~E.OVR WS. ern WSMS;S.OVR WSOVLYl.OVR 

In the above diagram, the syni:x>l II represents the cursor position. If 
highlighting is installed, the words displayed will be highlighted; if inverse 
video highlighting is in use, inverse video boxes will be formed around the 
menu and the phrase at the top of the screen. 

TESTING CURSOR POSITIONING 

If you get something like 

= II * * * Preliminary Conmands * * * I * File Conmands * I *System Com 
mands* = # L Change logged disk drive (now A) I P Print a file IR Run a 
program = $ F TUrn file directory off (now ON) I M Run MailMerge I {STAT 
to check = % H Set help level (3,2,1,e) (now 3) I S Run Spel 1 Star I 
space on disk) = & * * Commands to Open a File * *1 E Rename a file 
IX Exit to system = I D ~ a document file I 0 Copy a file 
In = N ~ a non-document file I Y Delete a file I 
= + DIRECIORY of disk A: ClIAPI'Rl.OOC ClIAPI'Rl.BAK CliAP 

TR2.00c 0IAPI'R2. BAK ClIAPrR3 .OOC ClIAPrR3 oBAK CCNrENl'S.OOC CCNrENl'S. BAK 
FILEl.OOC FILEl.OOC FILE2.00c FILE2.BAK lEITER.OOC LETrER.BAK TEX 
Tl.OOC TEXTl.BAK TEXT2.00c TEXT2.BAK MAIllffiGE.OVR WS.<nt 
WSMS;S. 0\1R WSOVLYl. OVR 

with the lines run together and random punctuation between lines, then the 
cursor positioning control codes are not working. Cleck your terminal documen
tation and the setting of all option switches on the terminal, and reinstall 
wordStar or correct your terminal as required. 
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CHECKING FOR THE MESSAGE FILE 

If you get 

editing no file 
@@@@ • 

File IfSMSGS.CNR not found. Menus 5: 
messages will display as @@@@ only. 

then the file WSMSGS.OVR, supplied on the distribution diskette, has not been 
copied to the diskette in use (or the diskette is neither in drive A nor in the 
logged drive). This file should always be on the diskette in drive A, or the 
diskette in the logged drive (or both), when WordStar is in use. Type an X to 
exi t from WordStar and return to the operating system, copy WSMSGS.OVR to 
diskette in drive A (or the logged drive) (the command PIP is used to copy 
files in most CP/M operating systems), and invoke your installed WS again. 

TESTING THE ERASE FUNCTION 

Now (at the no-file menu, which should still be on the screen) type D. You 
should get: 

D editing no file 

Use this command to create a new document file, 
or to initiate alteration of an existing document file. 

A file name is 1 to 8 letters/digits, a period, 
and an optional 1-3 character type. 
File name may be preceded by disk drive letter A-D 
and colon, otherwise current logged disk is used. 

~S=delete character ~Y=delete entry AF=File directory 
iD=restore character AR=Restore entry iD--cancel command 

NAME OF FILE TO EDIT? • 

DIRECTORY of disk A: 
EXAMPLE.TXT INSTALL.COM PIP.COM STAT. COM 
WS.COM WSU.COM WSOVLYl.OVR WSMSGS.OVR 

If parts of the no-file menu (what was last on the screen) appear where there 
should be blank lines, then an erase to end line code is installed but not 
working. 
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CHECKING FOR THE OVERLAY FILE 

If you get 

*** FATAL ERR)R F46: OVerlay File W&NLYl.CNR Not Found 

then the file WSOVLYl.OVR, supplied on the distribution diskette, has not been 
copied to the diskette in use (or the diskette is neither in drive A nor in the 
logged drive). Get WSOVLYl.OVR onto drive A (or the logged drive), and invoke 
your installed WordStar again. 

If the above screen displays correctly, press the RmURN key. The no-file menu 
and directory should again be displayed, with the rest of the screen clear. 

Type D to again obtain the last screen shown. Answer the question NAME OF 
FILE TO EDIT? by typing 

TEST.DOC 

(or some other file name that is not in use on your diskette) and press ~ 
The phrase 

NEW FILE 

will be added to the screen display. After several seconds, the screen display 
should change to the following: 

A:'lml'.OOC PAGE 1 LINE 1 <IlL 1 INSIRr (Ii 

«< HAIR MENU »> 
* * CUrsor Movement * * I * Delete * I * Mi.scel.laneous * I * Other Menus * 
.... S char left II char right I .... G char 1 .... 1 Tab ~ Reform I (from Rain ally) 
.... A word left "'F word rightlm. chr lfl"'V Insert Ql or Off I .... J Help It Block 
.... E line up ~ line down I ~ word rt 11. Find/Replce again I .... Q Quick ~ Print 
* * Scrolling * *I"'y line IRBmBN FlK1 paragra.{ilI .... O Qlscreen 
.... Z line up " line dawn I I""R Insert a RImlRR I 
.... C screen up "'R saeen downl I""U stop a command I 
Ir--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l R 
II 

TESTING THE EDITING FUNCTIONS 

Type a few words. They should ag:>ear on the screen line below the "ruler" (the 
line with the _IS and Jls); they should not be highlighted; the cursor should 
move right as you type. If the cursor does not move, the "column" portion of 
the cursor control codes is not functioning. 
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Type a "J ("J on the screen menus and in this manual means to. type control-J, 
that is, hold down the·CTRL key on your keyboard and press J). After a second 
or two, a different menu should appear. The top line of the screen, the 
"ruler", and the words you typed, should remain. If portions of the previous 
menu remain to the right of the new, narrower one, then an erase to end line 
code is installed but not working. Press the space bar to return to the 
previolAs menu (the main menu). 

Now type several lines of text. Gibberish is OK for our present purposes. 
WordStar will ''wrap'' the line for you if you type beyond the R end of the ruler 
without using the ImIURN key; this is the normal operation of word wrap. 

It should be possible to move the cursor around within the text you have 
entered, using "E to move it up, "0 to move it right, "s to move it left, and 
"X to move it down. Try it. Recall that" means to hold down the CTRL key 
while ~ing the following letter. 

Type a control-Y. The line of text containing the cursor should disappear, and 
the following lines move up. This tests the IIdelete line." control code, if one 
is installed. Type a control-N. A blank li.ne should appear, with the lines 
below the cursor moving down. This tests the "insert line," control code, if 
one is installed. 

ADDITIONAL TESTS FOR HIGHLIGHTING 

Type a control-K. A different menu will appear. Type a B (or a b or "B). The 
original menu will reappear, and 11<8>" will appear at the cursor position. The 
<B> will be hfghlighted if you have installed highlighting. The characters on 
the line to the right of the cursor will move right three characters to make 
room for the <B>. Move the cursor forward a few characters ("I) or down a line 
or two ("X), and type "K twice. The menu may not change, depending how soon 
you type the second "K. 

If no highlighting is installed, <K> will appear at the cursor position. If 
high-lighting is installed, the characters from the position of the <B> to the 
posi-tion where "KK was typed should highlight - display in inverse video, or 
dimmer or brighter than the rest of the screen •. The <B> should disappear. 
(What you have just done is "marked" a ,"block" of text, as in preparation for a 
block move or block copy command.) If the <B> disappears but the characters do 
not highlight, then inoperative highlighting control codes are installed. 

Check the codes and reinstall if necessary; if they can't be made to work, 
remove them so the <8> and <K> will display. Another possibility (if you are 
using bright/dim highlighting) is that the contrast or brightness on your 
terminal are set such that bright and dim characters are indistinguishable. 

Now type "K. A new menu will appear. Type a 0 (or d or "D). The message 

SAVING FILE A:TEST.OOC 

should appear. This saves the entered text on the disk, so that you can try 
printing it. Whenever text is entered or updated with WordStar, it is neces
sary to save it in order to keep it permanently, or to print it. After the 
save is complete (a few seconds), the no-file menu should reappear, as shown 
above. 
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TESTING THE PRINTER 

TO test the printer installation, type a P at the no-file men~ WordStar will 
ask you for the name of the file to print; enter TEST. DOC or whatever you 
called the file. Press the RETURN key. Several more questions will be asked; 
just press RETURN at each one for now. When Ready printer, press RETURN 
appears, make sure your printer is turned on and on-line (whatever your 
particular printer needs to be ready for use), then press any key. The text 
you entered should be printed, then the paper should feed to the bottom of the 
page and a "lh (page number 1) should be printed. 

You may now delete (erase) the test file you entered, by typing a Y and 
answering the question NAME OF FILE TO DELETE? by entering TEST. DOC (or 
whatever you called your file) and pressing RETURN. 

To return to the operating system, type an X at the no-file menu. The system 
prompt A> will ag?ear at the bottom of the screen. 
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MODIFIcATION BY PATCHING 

General Description 

Modification by patching is used in installing WordStar for terminals not 
included in the installation menus (Section 3) and for printers that require 
special control strings or modifications to one of WordStarls printer drivers, 
and for achieving refinements in installation, such as supporting special 
features of specific non-daisy printers, circtnnventing the '1)ELm'E-backspace 
feature," of certain operating systems, or enabling display in the last column 
of the last line of the scre~ 

Since basic installation is achieved with the ~ program as described in 
Sections 2-5, most users should not need to patch. 

"Patching," means modifying WordStar by changing the contents of bytes in 
WS.COM. Patching may be accomplished with INSTALLls patcher (as described in 
Section 3) or with your debugger (DIJI' in most systems) or with your computer1s 
front panel switches. Sections 6, 7, and 8 of this manual are primarily for 
those who already understand patching. 

ListiDJs in AR;lendix 

Appendices E and F contain absolute assembly listings of two user-patchable 
portions of WordStar, USERl and USER4: 

o USER! is the module containing all terminal-installation related 
patch areas; 

o USER4 contains all printer-related patch items for non-daisy 
printers, plus many used for both daisy and non-daisy printers. 

The listings are. commented heavily; read them for a detailed description of 
each item. The following paragraphs give general description of the modules, 
and hit a few high points of the details, but do not attempt to duplicate the 
detailed information contained in the program comments. Note that the 
addresses provided in these listings are correct for the revision of WordStar 
specified on the listing and not necessarily for any other. Where LABELS: can 
be used, independence from revision-dependent locations is provided and is 
therefore desirable. 

Modification of the terminal patch area is used for these purposes: 

o to install WordStar for a terminal or video board not provided for in the 
INSTALL program 

o to achieve a different installation for a terminal that is on the menu 
(e.g., to reverse the sense of bright/dim highlighting to suit individual 
preference) 
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o to achieve refinements in installation, such as permitting display in the 
last character position of the last line of the screen or disabling some 
operating systems' backspace-on-rubout "feature" that interferes with 
WordStar's screen updating 

o to drive a terminal device which is not accessible via the operating 
system. 

Installatiem for a Tenainal 
Not Slawn em 'l'enninal. Menu 

WordStar can be installed for most terminals by determining the terminal's 
control codes as discussed in this section, then making patches as discussed 
later in this section (''rerminal Patch Area"). Unusual installations, such as 
direct storage access to a video board, or use of a terminal which cannot be 
accessed via the operating system, are described in the next subsection ('Video 
Boards and Custom Terminal Drivers"). 

TERMINAL REWIREMENrS AND OPl'IONS 

To be used with WordStar, the terminal must have a screen at least 16 (and not 
more than 12") lines high by at least 4" coltunns wide, and have the capability 
to place the cursor at any position on the screen upon receipt of a suitable 
control sequence from the computer. 

Desirable, but not essential, additional terminal features include line insert, 
line delete, and/or erase to end line -- these. may speed screen redisplay 
during editing -- and inverse video, bright/dim, or some other form of charac
ter-by-character highlighting -- highlighting allows WordStar to differentiate 
the menus and questions from the text of the document being edited, and to 
highlight the lIynarked block" of text that is to be moved or deleted. 

I)ETERMINIlli CDNrROL cmES 

The first step in installing WordStar for a terminal not on the menu is to 
study the terminal manufacturer's manual to determine the screen size and the 
control codes which WordStar must transmit to the terminal to accomplish the 
various functions. Additional discussion of each required and optional 
function follows; patching the codes into WordStar is covered later in this 
section ("Terminal Patch Area") • 

aJRSOR--POSITIONIlli CDNrROL cmES 

Fosi tioning the cursor is the most complex terminal function used by WordStar, 
since it involves transmitting the row and coltunn at which the cursor is to be 
placed. The form of the control string sent to the terminal to position the 
cursor varies widely from terminal to terminal; WordStar's cursor-positioning 
patch items are designed to accommodate almost all commonly used forms. For 
these reasons, it is necessary to analyze your terminal's cursor-positioning 
sequence to derive the information needed to patch WordStar. 

Some terminals have a single control sequence to position the cursor at a line 
(row) and coltunn (character) number; others have separate control sequences to 
position the cursor on a line and at a coltunn; either will work with WordStar. 
In the former case, the terminal may require either the row or coltunn trans
mitted first. For some terminals, the line and coltunn numbers are sent with no 
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offset, that is, a zero is sent for the top line on the screen (or left 
column), a one for the next line down (next column over), etc. For others, an 
"offset" is added. 

For example, several terminals require 2B (hexadecimal) for the top line or 
left column, 21 for the second line (or column), etc. For most terminals, the 
row and column are sent in binary, with a single byte (character) transmitted 
for each; for a few terminals, the row and column are each sent as a two- or 
three-digit ASCII number, with a character (ASCII "B,II through 119,") transmitted 
for each digit. 

Analyze the cursor poSitioning codes for your terminal, as described in the 
terminal manufacturer's manual, and determine: 

1. Number of characters and character values that must be sent before 
either the line or column is transmitted. 

2. Whether the row or column is transmitted first. 

3. Number of characters and character values that must be sent after the 
row (or column, whichever is sent first), and before the other 
dimension is sent. For many terminals, this is no characters. 

4. Number and values of characters to send after both row and column, if 
any-usually none. 

S. Offset to add to row number-usually zero or 2B hex. 

6. Offset to add to column number-usually same as for row. 

7. Whether row and column are sent as single-byte binary value (the 
usual case), or multi-character ASCII number. If ASCII, determine 
the number of digits-ususally two or three. 

Cursor Control Code Example A 

Terminal requires, in order, lB hex, 3D hex, line number plus 2B hex, column 
number plus 2B hex, to set cursor position. The answers to the above questions 
are as follows: 

1. 2, lB, 3D 
2. Row is first 
3. None 
4. None 
S. 2B hex 
6. 2B hex 
7. Binary 

CUrsor Control Code Ex~e B 

Terminal requires lB hex, Bl hex, line number to set cursor to line, and lB 
hex, B2 hex, colmnn number to set cursor to colmnn. The above questions may be 
answered as follows: 
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1. 2, lB, 91 
2. Row is first 
3. 2, lB, 92 
4. None. 
5. 9 
6. 9 
7. Binary 

CUrsor Control Code Example C 

To position cursor, terminal requires, in order, lB hex, 43 hex, column as 3-
character ASCII number (with leading zeroes), row as 3-character ASCII number. 
The answers to the above questions are: 

1. 2, lB, 43 
2. Column is first 
3. None 
4. None 
5. 9 
6. 9 
7. 3-digit ASCII 

The answers to the above questions provide the information necessary to patch 
WordStar for your terminal's cursor positioning control codes; application of 
this information is covered later in this section ("rerminal Patch Areal.). 

If you have an extremly unusual terminal, you may find that it is not possible 
to analyze its required cursor poSitioning commands into answers to the above 
seven questions. For such cases, you must write (or have a programmer write) a 
subroutine to generate the necessary cursor poSitioning command sequence; 
installation of this subroutine is covered below ("Terminal Patch Area"). 

HIGHLIGlll'IlJi (OPrIQNAL) 

We also recommend determining the codes to invoke highlighting, if available, 
by inverse video display, bright/dim display, or some other method. If both 
bright/dim and character-by-character inverse video are available, we suggest 
inverse video, as it will highlight blanks as well as other characters, and 
stands out strongly. The highlighting method must operate on a character-by
character basis, take no screen positions, and not be tied to field protection. 

Determine the code or code sequence to turn highlighting on, and the sequence 
to turn highlighting off. The hHighlighting on" sequence should cause 
subsequently transmitted characters to be highlighted until a ~ighlighting 
off" sequence is transmitted. wordStar always turns highlighting off before 
transmitting a carriage return, line feed, or cursor positioning sequence; 
therefore, it does not matter whether or not these functions cancel high
lighting on your terminal. 

ERASE '1P END OF LINE (OPrIQNAL) 

This function blanks all character poSitions from the cursor position to the 
end of the current screen line. 
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DELETE LINE (WIGNALl 

This function should delete the entire screen line containing the cursor, 
moving the following screen lines up one line. 

INSERT LINE (OPrIONAI,l 

This function should insert a blank line on the screen at the line containing 
the cursor, moving the cursor line and following lines down one line. If. ~ 
terminal inserts ~ .the ~ ~ wt .a "cursor lllt. ~ ~ .the. beginning 
.Qf ~ "insert ~ ruing patched .intQ WordStar. 

After determining your terminal's control codes, proceed to "Terminal Patch 
Area" later in this section. 

Video Boards and Custom Terminal Drivers 

WordStar normally accesses the terminal by inputting and outputting characters 
via the operating system (direct jumps to the "BIOS h entry points are used). 
However, two variations are also supported: direct storage into a memory-mapped 
video board for output, and custom user-supplied subroutines for input, status, 
and/or output. These variations are of interest only to users with unusual 
installation requirements; most readers may skip directly to '-rerminal Patch 
Area" later in this section. 

DlREcr WRAGE ill A VIDID WARD 

A memory mapped video board accessible (including cursor J;X>sitioning) through 
the operating system character output calls may be installed as any other 
terminal is installed; you may proceed as described in this section (hInstalla
tion for a Terminal Not Shown on Terminal Men~" and '-rerminal Patch Areall

). 

However, WordStar can access memory-mapped video display boards meeting certain 
restrictions by storing directly into the video memory area. Such direct 
storage results in superior performance: extremely fast screen update, use of 
all character poSitions including last column of last line, and line insertion, 
line deletion, and erase to end line without the need of control codes for 
these functions. Further, direct-storage access to a video board makes about 
2K more memory available for the file being edited. 

The memory-maJ;ped video board requirements for direct-storage access are as 
follows: 

o Each character position must appear as a location in memory', contigu
ously from a starting address. The first line must begin at the 
starting address, the second line must immediately follow the first, 
etc. The lines must always be full length; WordStar will blank-fill 
them as required. 

o Highlighting, if used, must be invoked by setting the high order bit 
of each character to be highlighted. WordStar cannot invoke high
lighting in any other manner while storing directly into a video 
board. 

When accessing a memory-mapped video board on a direct storage basis, WordStar 
can position the cursor either with the control code sequence or user-installed 
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subroutine (as for a terminal), or by setting the high order bit in memory of 
the character under the cursor. Highlighting can be produced by setting the 
high order bit; this produces inverse video on many boards. If the high order 
bit is used both for highlighting and for cursor display, WordStar can blink 
the cursor to make it stand out when it is on or adjacent to highlighted text. 

Even if cursor display is by higb-order bit, a cursor position code sequence or 
Slilroutine should be installed, as VoalStar uses it to positim the cursor at 
the bottom of the screen at ait, and to initially get its cursor and the 
ertemal.l.y known cursor in the same place. 

TO Install WordStar to access a memory-mapped video board meeting the restric
tions described above on a direct-storage basis, patch locations MEMAPV, 
MEMADR, HIBIV, HIBCUR, and CRBLIV as explained in the associated comments. 
Note that the cursor positioning items as used for a terminal should always be 
patched even if HmOJR is non-zero. Note also that there is a page of comments 
near the end of the listing giving installation suggestions for video boards 
which do not meet the requirements for direct-storage access and which cannot 
conveniently be accessed via the operating system. Use items SWIN and SWOOT if 
it is necessary to switch the board into the address space before access and 
switch it out after access. 

For video boards that are not always addressable, WordStar can switch the board 
into the address space before storing into it and switch it out after each 
access, provided the board occupies addresses above about 8000 hex when 
hswitched in". 

Custom installation for direct-storage access to a memory-mapped video board is 
accomplished by patching; proceed to ''rerminal Patch Area. h 

aJSID1 mNSOLE DRIVER SUBROOTlNES 

Custom subroutines may be installed by the user for console input, console 
status (character ready), and/or console output. Such routines may be used to 
access a terminal device not accessible through the operating system and which 
is not a memory-mapped video board meeting the requirements given above for 
direct-storage access. For example, a memory-mapped video board with non
contiguous lines or variable-length lines (disallowing direct-storage access) 
and no cursor positioning control codes (disallowing access through the opera
ting system) might be driven via a custom console output subroutine which could 
interpret control codes as required. The patch locations and calling sequences 
for these routines are given in the USER! listing in Appendix E, as discussed 
belCM (I'Terminal Patch Areal.). 

~PATalARFA 

All patch items relating to terminal I/O and terminal control codes are in 
program module USERl, as listed in Appendix E. Many are set by the INSTALL 
program (thus, INSTALL should be run before, not after, patching, if you patch 
with DDT). Additional items can be changed only by patching. Each item is 
identified and explained in detail by comments in the listing; the following 
discussion corresponds approximately to the order of items in the listing. 

Note that all character strings to be sent to the terminal (erase to end line, 
etc.) have the number of characters to be sent in the first byte, and the 
characters to send in following bytes. 
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Terminal Installatioo 

An earlier subsection (hInstallation for a Terminal Not Shown on Terminal 
Menu") discussed requirements and information to be· obtained from the terminal 
manufacturer's manual before making a custom terminal installation; read that 
section first if you have not already read it. The locations into which to 
patch terminal-related items are clearly identified by comments in the USER! 
listing. The first two items in the listing are the locations into which to 
patch the screen height and width; following these are locations for cursor 
control string specification as analyzed per the seven questions given earlier 
in this section. 

There is provision (item UCRPOS) for cursor poSitioning by an alternate method, 
calling a subroutine written and 'patched in" by the user. The calling 
sequence for this subroutine is detailed in the comments; the information the 
subroutine receives includes the row, column, number of character positions 
from beginning of screen to cursor position, and number of character positions 
from beginning of screen to beginning of screen line containing cursor. 

Space for the optional erase to end line, delete line, insert line, 
highlighting on, and highlighting off strings is given. Spaces for strings to 
be sent to the terminal at startup and at exit are provided, to allow special 
initialization or mode selection and deselection; there are also provisions for 
user-supplied subroutines which are called at startup and at exi~ 

Displaying in the Last OUmnn 
of the Last Line (OmSr) 

A flag, USELST, is provided in USER! which may be patched non-zero to enable 
display in the rightmost column of the last line of the screen, making the 
"flag" character for this line display. 

WordStar does not normally display in the rightmost column of the last line of 
the screen (except when using direct memory access to a video board), because 
many terminals automatically carriage return after display in the last column 
of a line, scrolling the screen up a line if it was the line at the bottom of 
the screen. For some terminals, scrolling after display in the last character 
position on the screen can be disabled via an option switch (possibly called 
'IAIJID REmJRNII) inside the terminal; for others, such scrolling can be disabled 
via a mode selected with a control character string sent from the computer. 

If you have a terminal which does not scroll after display in the last 
character position, or has been configured thus, patch USELST in USERl (see 
listing in Appendix for address) non-zero to see the hflag h on the last file 
line displayed. If a mode which does not scroll after display in the last 
character position can be selected by a control sequence sent from the 
computer, the initialization string 'IRMINI may be used; the exit string TRMUNI 
may then be used to restore the normal mode for convenience when using other 
programs after exiting from WordStar. ~ it. doesn't matter ~.the cursor 
goes-nowhere, .m: ~ .tQ "horne"-after displaying .in .the l.aat character ~ 
liQn,. ,SQ .J.Qng ~ .the ~ ~ D.Qt ~ 119 .a. ~ 
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Patcbable FUnctim Delays (DEUIJS and IB:.MIS) 

Patchable function delays, DELCUS and DELMIS, are provided for use after the 
terminal functions indicated in the listing. These are present because many 
terminals lose characters if character output occurs too soon after cursor 
positioning or other functions. The default values are sufficient for most 
terminals; INSTALL increases and decreases them as necessary for certain 
terminals on the men~ For custom installations, you may need to patch longer 
or shorter delays as explained in the comments. 

Usually it is best to get these delays to work before implementing any of the 
"unnecessary functions," (functions other than ABSOLUTE QJRSOR PQSITIONI~ and 
SCREEN HEIGHT and WIDTH). Get the terminal to work reliably (meaning charac
ter's don't disappear and meaningless characters don't appear) by increasing 
the DELAYS. Start by varying DELAY AFTER QJRSOR SET (DELOJS:). Try increments 
of 10 hex bytes until the terminal stops being erratic. This will get all the 
spurious characters problems about 80 per cent of the time. Those problems 
left over can usually be ,"fine-tuned" away by varying DELMIS: using the same 
approach outlined for DELQJS:. 

Once the "grossest," gross values for DELMIS: and DELOJS: have been determined, 
reduce DELCUS: until the problems just start to reappear. Next raise this 
delay 6 or 7 increments. Do the same thing for DELMIS:. 

Next, install the highlighting functions (if available). This can often 
require that the DELAYS (either one or both) be increased several times the 
value required without highlighting them. Sometimes the terminal becomes so 
slow before highlighting will work properly that the user will have to decide 
whether or not highlighting is worthwhile. 

Finally install ERASE-TD-END-OF-LINE, INSERr-LINE and DELETE-LINE FUNCTIONS. 
These are supposed to speed things u~ Sometimes they do and sometimes they 
slow things down (i.e., DELCUS and/or DELMIS have to be increased to get the 
display acceptable when anyone or combination of these functions are 
installed) • 

As a rule of thumb, use only those which speed up operation. If anyone of the 
special functions slows things down, do not install it (them) and let the 
software do that function instead. 

If any of these functions or combination of these functions resulted in a 
significant increase (10 or more decrements of DELMIS:, 20 or more decrements 
of DELQJS:) , it may be time to try the HIGHLIGlfI'IM; FUNCTIONS again (assuming 
they slowed things down and they were left outg in the previous step). Some
times, when these functions actually do speed things up they can have a pro
found effect on the operation of the HIGHLIGHT!&; functions. 

Note that I'sufficient" may mean acceptable to the general user, but tweaking 
for maximum performance is the American way and is more often than not possible 
and effective. 
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Circumventing the System's 
DELB'r»-Badu;pa ~ture· 

B.;0<GR0UNp 

Custom Terminal Installation 

When a commal1d is being entered to the operating system and the DEIErE (RmnJT) 
key is used to erase the last character entered, standard CP/M echoes the 
character erased. A number of manufacturer's and distributors variants of CP/M 
1.4 have a modification added in the I/O patch section of the system (."BIOS") 
to cause the DELETE key to erase the character on the screen instead of echo 
another copy of the character erased. This modification works by outputting 
"backspace, space, backspace" in place of the next character output after a 
DELETE is input. 

While a convenience in entering normal system commands, this feature interferes 
with WordStar operation: the next character output by WordStar after a DELETE 
is input is normally the beginning of a cursor positioning sequence, and if it 
is not transmitted without modification, the results on the screen are disas
trous. Hence, there are provisions in USERl for disabling the DELETE-backspace 
"feature". 

If your operating system erases characters on the screen, rather than echoing 
characters, when you use the DELETE key while inputting a system command, AND 
if the screen line containing the cursor is not correctly updated when you use 
the DELETE key while editing with WordStar, or the cursor is misplaced after 
use of the DELETE key, then your system has the DELETE-backspace "feature" and 
this "feature" must be disabled for correct screen updating in wordStar. 

Examine the code of the BIOS (I/O patch) section of your system (listings of 
this portion of the system are normally supplied, or available on request, or 
you may poke around with your debugger without a listing) to determjne how your 
DELETE backspace "feature" works, and apply one of the following methods to 
disable it. 

2eroed After Character Input (ZAFCIN) 

Many DELETE-backspace implementations set a flag when a DELETE is input, or 
just store the last character input, in a fixed memory location, then substi
tute 'backspace, space, backspace" for the next character output after a DELETE 
is input. such implementations can be disabled when WordStar is running by 
patching the address of this location into USERl at ZAFCIN: if ZAFCIN is non
zero, the location it points to is Zeroed AFter Character INput by WordStar. 
For example, S. D. Sales and Digital Microsystems ' versions of CP/M, among 
others, store the last character input in location 4F hex~ Patching ZAFCIN to 
4F prevents the DEIZrE-backspace feature in these systems from interfering with 
WordStar's screen updating after the DELETE key is used. 

Rybout Fix Locations 
(RUBFXF and RFIXER) 

These USER! locations may effect a partial fix to the DELETE-backspace problem 
in cases where ZAFCIN cannot be effectively applied. If RUBFXF (RUBout FiX 
Flag) is patched non-zero, then the contents of RFIXER is output immediately 
after a DELETE is input. Put a relatively harmless character in RFIXER - try 
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null (00 hex), backspace (08 hex), or space (20 hex). When this character is 
output, your system will replace it with "backspace, space, backspace,ll; this 
will have less deleterious effect than changing the beginning of a subsequent 
cursor positioning string to 'backspace, space, backspace". The results will 
probably be a single blanked screen posi tion, instead of an entire messed up 
line and a misplaced cursor. 

CUStom Qmsole Driver Routines 

Items UCNSTA, UCONI, and UOONO allow installation of custom terminal I/O rou
tines to be used in lieu of calls to the operating system's "BIOS" entry 
points. 

To facilitate special video board installation, the custom terminal output 
routine (UCONO, as detailed in the listing comments) receives the following 
information: character to be displayed (with high order bit on for highlighting 
if HIBTV is patched non-zero), tow, column, number of character positions from 
beginning of screen to cursor position, and number of character positions from 
beginning of screen to beginning of screen line containing cursor. 

Note that the custom terainal character input routine (ucmn) may be called 
whether or not the status routine (UCNS'l'A) bas already indicated that a 
character is available, despite a comment to the contrary in a prior release 
USER! listing. Thus, your umn routine must include code to wait if necessary 
for a keystroke. 

Delays 

Items DELl through DEIA allow control over the delay times used within WordStar 
to blink the cursor, hold the sign-on on the screen, etc. You may wish to vary 
these to accomodate your CPU speed or to suit your preference. 

Near the top of page 15 (Appendix E) are three special flags, TRSrnS, 
TRSCIF, and HETHBS. These do nothing in normal WordStar; they are 
active only in special versions, and are appropriately set by the 
INSTALL program supplied with those versions. 

Patch Space for 1dded Sd>routines 

Items UCRPOS, INlSUB, UNISUB, and others allow for a user-added subroutine; 
however, space is provided at these items for a JMP instruction only. There is 
space for a considerable amount of code at MORPAT, on the last page of the 
USER! listing. If more space is needed, go to the free memory area, as pointed 
to by the actual contents (examine with Dor) of PBGMEM at the end of USERl. If 
you make additions there, be sure to patch PBGMEM to point beyond your addi
tions, and be sure to determine and use the necessary SAVE command size - note 
that there are several thousand bytes between the normal end of the .<DM file 
and address contained in PBGMEM. 

Patches in this area must be made with your debugger (DDT); INSTALL's patcher 
will not correctly make patches in this area. Also, if you operate on your 
WordStar with the INSl'ALL program after adding code at the end, you will need 
to redo your additions - INSTALL will delete any code beyond the normal end of 
WordStar. 
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Test~ Your Terminal Installatioo 

Review Section 5 (,-resting WordStar"). That section shows various correct and 
incorrect screen displays, and gives likely causes of the incorrect displays. 
The tests given there will help you determine whether your installation is 
functioning correctly, and, if not, which patch item is most likely at fault. 
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Section 7 
Custom Printer Installation 

Modifications in the printer patch area are used to support optional printer 
features, to install unusual printers which are similar to, but not exactly, 
"Teletype-like", and to support communications protocols including specif
ication of ETX/ACK message leng~ Modifications in the printer patch area are 
also used to handle unusual installation requirements with regard to the 
transmission of characters from (as required by communications protocols, 
Section 2) and to the printer. 

This manual does not cover patching to support the features of daisY-~lheel 
printers. The INSTALL program performs complete installation to su};p)rt all 
available features of the common daisy wheel and similar printers (including 
NEe 55~~-series, Diablo, and Qume printers). Patching for such printers is 
extremely complex due to the interaction of many features and the requirements 
of bidirectional printing, variable character width, and variable line height. 
By purchasing Customization Notes, you can proceed with such patching~ 
However, all aspects of transmission of characters to and from serial daisy 
wheel and similar printers are accessible and documented in this section. 

The assembly listing of module USER4 in Appendix F shows all modifiable items 
relating to Teletype-like and other non-daisy printers, and all modifiable 
items relating to transmission of characters to and from Teletype-like printers 
and serial daisy wheel and similar printers. 

The rest of this section will follow the approximate order of items in the 
USER4 listing, to facilitate relation of the text to the listing. Users making 
an installation requiring a communications protocol (Section 2) will probably 
be first interested in the printer driver patch items; these are described 
later in this section ("Printer Dr i ver Sll) • 

Printer Overstrike MetbJd (IQ)M'lB) 

POSMTH determines how overprinting, as required for boldface, double strike, 
underline, backspace, etc. is acheived. 

If POSMTH contains FF hex (as set by INSI'ALL when MAny Teletype-Like Pr inter," 
is selected), WordStar will overprint by sending a carriage return code (see 
item PSCR) followed by another complete line, containing spaces in columns not 
to be overprinted. Several overprint lines for the same document line will be 
sent if necessitated by the use of multiple enhancements or boldface. 

If POSMTH contains zero (as set by INSTALL when'-reletype-like Printer That Can 
Backspace" is selected), WordStar will overprint by backspacing (see item 
PBAQ{S in the next subsection) then sending the character to be overstruck as 
each character position requiring multiple strikes is encountered. POSMTH=~ 
produces faster printing than POSMTH=FF for printers that can backspace; also, 
POSMTH:::0 will allow printing underline, boldface, backspace, etc. on printers 
that can backspace but cannot return the carriage without line feeding. 
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If any daisy wheel or similar printer is selected in INSTALL, POSMTH will be 
set to 1 and should not be altereCL 

Bold-strike (BI:m'JR) 

BIDSTR contains the number of strikes of each character used for the "boldface" 
print enhancement. For Teletype-like printers, it may be increased or de
creased to yield darker or lighter boldface; for daisy wheel and similar 
printers it should not be altereCL 

Double-Strike (1ElSlR) 

DBLSTR contains the number of strikes (normally 2) used for the "double strike" 
print enhancement; it may be increased for darker "double strike" or reduced to 
1 for no double strike, on any printer type. 

Patchable strings for a number of mandatory and optional printer functions are 
provided. Each string consists of the number of characters, followed by the 
character values. When altering a string, make sure you set the number of 
characters correctly. The optional string items should have a zero 'number of 
. characters" if the optional function is not installeCL 

Advance to the Next Line (PSCE...F-
Print String: carriage Return, Line Feed) 

This is the character string, normally "carriage return, line feed," sent to 
advance a non-daisy printer to the beginning of the next line. The characters 
in the string may be altered as required by unusual printers; the count may be 
increased to send nulls (zeroes) (up to a total of 10 characters) after the 
character string is sent if the printer requires a delay while the carriage 
returns and the paper advances. 

Return to the start of the Sane Line 
(PSrn-Print string: carriage Return) 

This is the character string, normally carriage return only, used to.return the 
carriage of a non-daisy printer to the beginning of the same line. This string 
is used to permit overprinting for underline, boldface, etc. if POSMTH (above) 
is FF hex; it is also used whenever a carriage return without a line feed is 
encountered in the document, if POSMTH is FF or 0 (see "Overprint Lines,'1 in the 
Reference Manual). 

This is the character string, normally an ASCII ''backspace" character, used to 
backspace a non-daisy printer. This string is transmitted if POSMTH (above) is 
zero in order to permit printing a character in the same position as the 
preceding character for underline, boldface, backspace, etc. Note that if 
POSMTH is not zero this string is never transmitted and thus the printer need 
not be capable of backspacing. 
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This is a character string to return the carriage and advance the paper one
half line, for non-daisy printers with this capability but without the capabi
Ii ty of advancing the paper backwards a fractional line (see also ROLUP and 
ROLDOW below). If installed, the half-line advance will be used to print 
subscripts and superscripts one-half line below or above, respectively, the 
rest of the line. 

Example: If the printer advances one-half line for each line feed code sent, 
install the sequence "carriage return, line feed" at PSHALF and the sequence 
"carriage return, line feed, line feed" or "carriage return, line feed, 
carriage return, line feed" at PSCRLF. 

Note 

The INSTALL Printer Menu selection "Half-Line-Feed Printers" sets 
PSHALF and PSCRLF to the foregoing stringsithis selection is other
wise identical to the selection "Teletype-Like Printer that can 
BACl<SPACE ". 

Non-Daisy Roll UP (mLUP-Optional) 

This is a character string to roll the carriage UP (move the paper down) a 
fractional line, for non-daisy printers with this capability. If ROLUP and 
ROLOOW are installed, subscripts and superscripts will be printed by moving the 
carriage up and down in the course of printing a line. 

Non-Daisy Roll Dotm (lU1XJi-Optional) 

If ROLUP (preceding) is installed, then the string to roll the carriage down 
(paper up) a fractional line should be installed at ROLOOW. 

Non-Daisy Alternate Pitch (PALT-Optianal) 

A string may be installed here to set the printer to an alternate character 
pitch (character width), for non-daisy printers with this capability. An 
alternate pitch print control ("'Ai Reference Manual) in the document will then 
invoke transmission of this string. 

Note 

WordStar contains the necessary logic to restore normal pitch while 
printing page offsets, headings, etc. that were specified when normal 
pitch was in effect. 

Non-Daisy standard Pitch (~onal) 

If PALT (preceding) is installed, then the string to restore the printer to its 
normal character pitch should be installed at PSTD. 

Special Functions (USRl through USR4-Optional) 

These strings may be installed to invoke otherwise unsupported special 
functions of your printer (e.g. changing character fonts or activating a sheet 
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feeder) in response to the User Printer Function print control characters (~Q, 
~W, ~E, and ~R, Reference Jlanual) imbedded in your document. For character 
pitch changes, PALT and PSTD should be used in preference to USRl through USR4. 
If you have a daisy printer, USRl through USR4 control strings should be 
installed with great caution, and tested thoroughly, as complex interactions 
with WordStar's operation of the printer are likely to occur despite the fact 
that WordStar always prints forward when printing a line containing a user 
printer function control. For some printers, INSTALL may define one or more of 
these controls; check Appendix D with regard to your printer. 

These str ings may be installed by the user to allow selection of alternate 
ribbon color with the ~y print control (Reference Manual) on non-aaisy printers 
with this capability; for daisy wheel and similar printers, RIBBON and RIBOFF 
are set appropriately by ~ 

This is a string transmitted to the printer at the start of printing. For non
daisy printers, you may add any desired controls, (e.g., to turn the motor on 
or select a line spacing or character pitch). INSTALL puts a carriage return 
in this item; add your bytes and increase the count appropriately. For daisy 
printers, this item is appropriately set by ~ and should not be altered. 

Similar to PSINIT, this string is sent at the conclusion of printing. 

Initializatim and Finish smroutines 
PRINIT and PRFINI~mal) 

These are subroutines called at the beginning and end of printing, respective
ly; they may be used to perform printer assignment or special initialization 
functions that cannot be performed by transmitting a character string. Space 
is provided for a JMP only; for finding space to put your subroutine, see 
"Terminal Patch Area, II Section 6. 

Printer Driver Flags 

PRINrER, DBIY.m nAG (CSWl'QJ) 

Value determines which of the printer drivers (see next subsection) is used to 
transmit characters to (and possibly from) the printer: 

0: CP/M UList output,11 Device 
1: WordStar's Port Driver 
2: User-installed Printer Driver Subroutines 
3: OEM Daisy Wheel and Similar Printer Driver 
4: Alternate Console Printer Driver 
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CSWTCH applies to all printers. CSWTCH is set by INSTALL in accordance with 
the choice made at the ''Printer Driver," menu. 

Printer ~ ~ E.lgg (HAYBSY) 

HAVBSY should be set to 

o non-zero if the printer driver in use has a "printer busy test" 
implemented 

o ~ if no provision has been installed for determining when the 
printer is ready to accept a character. 

When non-zero, WordStar will not output to the printer until the printer is 
ready, and WordStar will check more often whether the printer is ready to 
accept a character. Thus, a correctly installed printer busy test, plus a non
zero value in HAVBSY, cause the printer to run more steadily when editing is 
being performed at the same time as printing, while improving keyboard response 
in editing because the printer output routine will never "hang" while waiting 
for the printer to be ready to accept a character~ 

INSTALL sets HAVBSY non-zero if the port driver is selected, or zero if another 
dr i ver is selected. The user should set HAVBSY non-zero after adding a busy 
test to the CP/M list device driver or the alternate console driver, or after 
installing custom driver subroutines that include a printer busy test. 

Code for four distinct printer drivers is provided in USER4, and thus 
accessible to user modification. Location CSWTCB, described abovev determines 
which driver is calle<L 

Driver &lay Points 

As discussed in Section 2, WordStar must be able to input from the printer as 
well as output to the printer when a "Communications protocol" (as required for 
daisy wheel and similar printers at 1200 baud) is in use. Also, WordStar's 
performance improves when a "printer busy test" is available to determine 
whether the printer is ready to accept an output character. Thus, each driver 
has three entry points, defined as follows: 

Printer ~~: 'Ibis entry should return the carry flag set (1) if the 
printer is NOT ready to accept a character; the carry flag should be 
returned clear (0) if the printer is ready to accept a character or if 
the busy test is not implemente<L If this entry is implemented, HAVBSY 
(above) should be non-zero; if not implemented, HAVBSY should be 0. 

~ Character: This entry should output the character in the A register 
to the printer. If HAVBSY is non-zero, this entry is not called until 
the printer busy test entry returns the carry flag clear. 

lngUt Character fIQm Printer: This entry need be implemented only if a 
communications protocol (Section 2) requiring input from the printer is to 
be used. This entry should return the carry flag set (1) if no character 
has been received from the printer since last called, or return the charac
ter in the A register and the carry flag clear (0) if a character has been 
received. 

Specific descriptions of the printer drivers follow. 
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~/M List Device Driver 

The "print character" entry point to this driver is implemented to make the 
appropriate operating system call to print the character. The 'printer busy" 
and "input character from printer" entries are not implemented, as standard 
CP/M provides no system calls for these purposes; space is provided at LIBSY 
and LISINP respectively for patching in JMP instructions to user-installed 
subroutines for these purposes. For finding space into which to patch added 
subroutines, see the end of the subsection on ''Printer Driver Flags" earlier in 
this section. 

If you add a ''printer busy test." routine, patch HAVBSY to a non-zero value. 

If you use a communications protocol with the List output driver, you must code 
and patch in an "Input character from printer" routine, and put a JMP to it at 
LISINP. 

WordStar's Port Driver 

The "Port driver" does direct hardware I/O to any printer interface using at 
most one output data port, one output status port, one input data port, and one 
input status port. The ports may be I/O ports or memor~mapped ports. The 
port driver includes implemented printer busy test and printer character input 
routines. When the port dr i ver is selected dur ing installation, the INSTALL 
program will accept the port numbers and status bits from the operator, or, on 
request, try to find them experimentally as detailed in "Port Driver l

' under 
"Printer-Related Selections." 

The port driver code is in USER4, and thus accessible for further modification 
if desired. Note that the port driver as shown in the USER4 listing access I/O 
ports with "IN" and ''00'1:'' instructions, but that a OOP is present after each to 
allow substitution of "LOA" and "STA" instructions for memory-mapped I/O. 
INS1'ALL makes this substitution if memory-mapped I/O is specified. 

Alternate Cmsole Printer Driver 

The alternate console driver will drive a printer interfaced to be one of the 
four physical console devices (TTY:, CRT:, BAT:, and UCI:) other than the 
terminal, under operating systems which support multiple console devices and 
device assignment via IOBYTE (location 3; see your operating system documenta
tion). The alternate console driver supports character input from the printer, 
making it convenient for use with communications protocols (as required for 
daisy wheel printers interfaced at 12~H' baud); the alternate console driver 
does not include a printer busy test unless added by the user at location ACBSY 
(if you add a busy test, be sure to patch HAVBSY non-zero). 

The alternate console driver entries work by changing IOBYTE, doing the console 
input or output, then restoring IOBYTE. The IOBYTE console field value used 
for printer access is taken from location CONFIE. CONFIE is set to " by the 
INS1'ALL program when the TrY: printer driver is selected, or to I when the CRT: 
console driver is selected. One of the other two console devices may be 
accessed by patching OONFIE to 2 or 3. 
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USer-SUpplied Printer Driver Stj)routines 

Space is provided at PUSEND, PUBSY, and PUINP for patching in JMPs to user
coded and user-installed printer character output, printer busy test, and 
printer character input routines. For finding space into which to patch your 
routines, see the end of '-rerminal Patch Areas,," Section 6; also, you may patch 
over the other drivers if you do not expect to use them at a later date. Note 
that the printer character input routine is mandatory if a communications 
protocol is installed; otherwise, this routine is not needed. Also patch 
HAVBSY non-zero if the busy test entry is implemented, or zero if it is not 
ilrpl ernented. 

CSWTCH must be set to 2 to cause WordStar to call the user-installed printer 
driver subroutines; this patch may be achieved by selecting "User Subroutines." 
in INSTALL before patching in your routines. 

(EM Daisy Printer Driver 

The OEM printer driver is pre-configured to drive certain "OEM" daisy printers 
through the MicroPro "I/O Master,1I interface addressed at ports Fa-FA hex, as 
detailed in Appendix D and Section 2. Modification of this driver should not 
normally be necessary; the OEM driver is not included in tile USER4 listing in 
Appendix F. 

INSTALL sets CSWITCH to 3 to invoke the OEM daisy printer driver when 111/0 
Master Interface / O.E.M Printer Cornbinationll is selected at the Printer Menu. 

A communications protocol (Section 2) is normally used with a (serial) daisy 
wheel or similar printer interfaced at 1200 baud; in these cases, the communi
cations protocol items are correctly set by the ~ progr~ However, the 
communications protocol logic will function with any printer (except an OEM 
daisy printer, for which it is not pertinent). For an unusual Teletype-like 
printer that requires a protocol, you may wish to patch these items. 

Protocol 'lYJ?e (PRlI.'CL) 

PROTCL determines type of communications protocol. The types of protocols are 
defined in the program comments and also in Section 2: 

0: None 
1: ETX/ACK (and see EAKBSZ, next) 
2: XON/XOFF 

PROTCL is set by INSTALL in accordance with the selection made at the 
IlCommunications Protocol, II menu. 
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EAKBSZ contains the message length for E'IX/ACK protocol; it must be equal to or 
less than ONE-HALF OF the printer's buffer size, as WordStar keeps two "mes
sages" active at a time. The default value (127) assumes the printer can hold 
a buffer of at least 254 bytes; be sure to reduce it if you install ETX/ACK 
protocol for a non-daisy printer with a smaller buffer. When a daisy wheel or 
similar printer is installed with ~/ACK protocol, INSTALL automatically sets 
EAKBSZ for the buffer capacity of the particular printer selected. 
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OTHER PATCH ITEMS 

Section 8 
Additional Modifications 

In addition to the previously described patch items relating to terminal and 
printer installation, WordStar can be patched for a munber of additional items, 
including the following: 

o Command keys, including prefix relationships and keystroke synonyms 

o All texts - menus, er ror messages, question pranpts, etc. 

o Initial values for help level and insert toggle 

o Initial values for all on-screen formatting options 

o Default page format 

o Flag characters (rightmost screen column) 

o Serial diasy wheel and similar printer function strings 

o OEM daisy printer driver 

COmplete listings of the patch areas for these items, along with discussions, 
are contained in a separate publication, the wordStar CUstomizatiqn ~ If 
you are interested in obtaining a copy of that publication, contact MicroPro 
International Corporation. 

Descriptions of a few additional patch items of particular interest follow. 
The items are identified here by label only; the items may be patched (and/or 
their current hexadecimal addresses obtained) by using INSTALL's patcher as 
described in Section 3. Further discussion of these and many other items, plus 
pertinent listings, are included in the wordStar Olstomization ~ 

Initial Help Level (l'lmLP) 

Change this byte to ~, 1, 2, or 3 as desired to set the ,"Help Levell. in effect 
when WordStar is invoked. 

Help Level Message (Nrl'DLF) 

Setting this byte to ~ enables display of the message 

For maximum help (full menu display), 
select Help Level 3 by typing "JH3. 

This message will clear when a key is pressed. 

at the start of the first edit if help level is 1 or 2.. Setting this byte to 
FF suppresses the above message. Use ~ if rTHELP (previous item) is changed to 
2 and some users will be new WordStar users to whom level 3 would be helpful. 
Use FF if ITHELP is 3, so the above message will.DQt appear if the user types 
H2 at the no file menu before initiating an edit. 
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Initial Insert Toggle (1"£1100) 

Change this byte to " to make WordStar come up with insertion OFF, FF hex to 
come up with insertion ON. 

Initial No-File Menu DirectoIy 
Display Toggle (ITDSDR) 

Set to FF hex to come up with directory display ON; to " to come up with 
directory display OFF. 

Justification Toggle (l:Nl':lWF±l) 

Set this byte to " to come up with justification OFF (ragged right); set to FF 
hex to come up with justification ~ 

ByJ;ilen-Help Toggle (INl'.lWF.ii) 

Set this byte to " to come up with I'Hyphen.,..help" OFF; FF hex to come up with 
I'Hyphen-help," ON. 

Decimal. Point Olaracter (IBXlJR) 

This byte is normally 2E hex to designate a period as the decimal point in 
decimal tabs; European users might wish to change to 2C hex (~. 

Hyphenation Pauses (HZaiE) 

Decrease for more hyphenation pauses (i.e., to hyphenate shorter words) under 
~B with Hyphen-help on; increase for fewer such pauses. Normal value is about 
4. 

Foaa Feeds (PCDJUW.) 

Default for the Print and MailMerge USE FORM FEEDS question: make FF hex to 
use form feeds unless operator explicitly enters a l'nO" response. 

OIIlit Page lbIbers (~ 

Default omit-page-numbers flag: patch non-zero for implied ".OP" at beginning 
of each file, i.e., to omit page number at bottom of each printed or Merge
printed page unless and until .PN dot command is encountered in document. 

Variable Name Delimiters 
(VARaD. and VARaJ2) 

Delimiter characters used before and after variable names where the variable 
value is to be inserted in a document being MailMerged. VARCHl is the charac
ter used before the variable name; ~ is the character after the variable 
name. Both are normally "&". They may be changed if desired; if changed, 
they may be the same or different. 

Data File Field Delimiter (RVELIM) 

Delimiter character used between fields in a.da.t.a file being read by Mail
Merge. Normally 2C hex (comma). 
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Initial Default to N Ib1e (lDIX)C) 

Patch to OFFH to enable default entry to non-docwnent mode (N) after response 
to the prompt, "FILENAME.TYP." 

Autaoatic Bac:kspice Olaracters 
(1\UlU3S thrCUJh Al1ltES+9) 

Up to 10 Itautobackspace," characters may be defined by entering their ASCII 
codes at ~S and following locations. Whenever one of these characters is 
typed during text entry, WordStar will automatically enter a backspace print 
control (~H) into the file after the character. This feature reduces the 
number of keystrokes required to enter text containing accent marks, in cases 
where the accent marks are separate characters on the printer. For example, if 
you patch 60 hex (the ASCII code for 11'11) at AUTOBS, then whenever "'II is 
pressed during text entry, 11'11 and a control-H are entered into the file, 
making it possible to enter Ita" with the keystrokes ", a only. 

PATCHING WORDSTAR'S PRINTER DRIVER 
FOR CERTAIN TERMINALS 

Altos 

II FUNCl'IOO ADDRESS I 
II I 
II I 2.10 I 2.25 I .93A I 1.01 I 
I 1---1---1--1--1 

1. II MASK ALL BUT BUSY BITS (ANI) I 72C I 72C I 5E8 I 618 I 
I 1--1--1---1--1 

2. II MAKE BITS mE IF READY (XOR) I 72E I 72E I SEA I 6lA I 
I 1--1--1--\--1 

3. \ 1 OUTRJT PORI' (DATA) 1 734 I 734 I 5F0 I 620 I 
\ 1--\---1---1--1 

4. I I INroT PORI' (DATA) I 741 I 741 I NUSD I 620 I 
1-- 1--1--\---1--1 

5. II MASK IDR QIAR FRM Pl'R READY 1 73B 1 73B 1 5F6 I 627 1 
1 1--1--1--1--\ 

6. " MAKE BITS mE IDR QIAR READY 1 73D 1 73D 1 5F8 I 629 \ 

1 1--1---1--1--1 
7. " STAWS PORT 1 729 1 729 1 606 I 615 I 

II I 738 I 738 I I 624 I 
I 1--1--1--1--1 

INSI'ALLATlOO Wl'ES: Uses port designated as printer port in AL'lUS 
documentation. 

NUS) = WI' USED IN '!HIS VERSlOO 
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Dynabyte 

II FUNCTIOO I AIDRESS VALUE 
II I I 
II I 2~10 I 2.25 I .93A I 1.01 I HEX 
I 1--1--1--1--1 

1. II MASK ALL Bur BUSY BITS (ANI) I 72C I 72C I SE8 I 618 I 10 
I 1--1--1--1--1 

2. II MAKE BITS OOE IF READY (XOR) I 72E I 72E I SPA I 6lA I 10 
1----- 1--1---1--1--1 

3. II OOTruT OORI' (DATA) I 734 I 734 I SF0 I 620 I 86 
I 1--1--1---1--1 

4. II INPUT PORT (DATA) I 741 I 741 I NUSD I 620 I 80 
I 1--1--1--1--1 

S. II MASK mR <lIAR FRM Pm READY I 73B I 73B I SF6 I 627 I 08 
1- 1--1--1--1--1 

6. II MAKE BITS OOE FOR <lIAR READY I 73D I 73D I SF8 I 629 I 08 
I 1--1---1--1--1 

7. II STA'IUS PORT I 729 I 729 I 606 I 6lS I 83 
II I 738 I 738 I I 624 I 83 
I 1-1--1--1--1 

8. II ZERO THESE ID DATA INRJT & I UNSD I UNSD I SFB I UNSD I 00 
II OU'I'RJT OORTS ARE wr SAME I UN&> I UNSD I SFC I UNSD I 00 
II (not relevant to RELEASE I s I UNSD I UNSD I SFD I UNSD I 00 
II 1.00 and later) I UNSD I UNSD I SFE I UNSD I 00 
II I UNSD I UNSD I SFF I UNSD I 00 
II I UNSD I UNSD I S60 I UNSD I 00 
I 1--1-1--1--1 

oorES: 04-28-80 - It will be necessary to connect pins 4,6,8, and 
20 at the printer side of the cable to each 
other. The pins at the canputer side can be 
left unconnected. This will provide that all 
handshaking is done via software (this means 
you must use m'X/AQ{ protocol) • 

UN&> = oor USED IN mIS VERSIOO 
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Vector Graphics 

II RJlCrICB 1 J\IJmBSS VALUE 1 
II 1 I 
II I 2.1 I 2.25 1 1.11 I BEl I 
I 1--1--1--1 

1. II MASK ALL BUr BUSY BITS (ANI) I 729 I 729 I 618 I 01 
I 1--1--1--1 

2. II MAKE BITS em; IF READY (XOR) I 72C I 72C I 6lA I 01 
1-- 1--1--1--1 

3. II OUTRJT PORT (DATA) I 734 I 734 I 620 I 06 
I 1--1--1--1 

4. II INPUT PORT (DATA) I 741 I 741 I 620 I 06 
I 1--1--1--1 

5. II MASK FUR CHAR FRM Pm READY I 73B I 73B I 627 I 02 
I 1--1--1--1 

6. II MAKE BITS CNE FUR CHAR READY I 73D I 730 I 627 I 02 
I 1--1--1--1 

7. II STA'lUS PORT I 729 I 729 I 615 I 07 
II I 738 I 738 I 624 I 07 
I 1--1--1--1 

wrES: 04-28-80 - You will very likely have some difficulty 
br ing ing WORDS'rAR up on a VECTOR GRAPHICS MZ 
but this has nothing to do with the printer 
patch. See the document ,Imn:s. W CXN'IGURlOO 
WORDSTAR .fOB .B Y.fiClDR GRAPHICS .MZ,", available 
fran MICROPRO. 

UN&> = oor USED IN '!HIS VERSION 
NR = WI' RrXlUIRED 

A WordStar which is targeted for use under MP/M should be installed to take 
advantage of certain MP/M-specific functions and/or avoid certain CP/M-specific 
condi tions. 

TCKFLG: The use of the MP/M system clock for determining certain timing 
functions within WordStar will significantly improve performance when more than 
one WordStar is running under the same MP/M system. Changing TCKFLG: from 00 
to FFH will cause WordStar to utilize the MP/M clock rather than its own 
isolated l6-millisecond timing loop. 

RS'l'FLG: Due to the presence of a number of USERS on a single system and to the 
nature of multi-operating systems in general, the normal disk "remounting" or 
RESm' function is often a nuisance. This reset function can be suppressed for 
operation in MP/M environments by patching the flag RSTFOO: to FFH. 
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NMOFUS: NMOFOS+l: The number of users on the system is set to 1, but can be 
patched to handle up to 255. Resetting will increase throughput of WordStar 
under MP/M (or on a console-driven, interrupt-driven computer), and will cause 
WordStar not to poll CSTAT as often. Be sure to set NMOFOS+l :=NMOFUS: for 
initial response. 

DEF.DSK: Due to the possible configurations of the multiple user files, it is 
sometimes desirable to redefine the disk (read USER) to which WordStar will 
automatically go to find the overlay files. This can be done by placing 
the suitable drive number in DEFDSK; where A: is 01H, B: is 02H, etc. 
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~A 
IHS'l2\LL Error llessages 

INSTALL Error Messages 

This appendix provides explanations of the messages that can be displayed while 
you are running INSTALL (Section 3). 

RJl' ENXJGH MEK>RY ro RUN INSTALL, 
OR YOOR OPERATm:; SYS'lD1 IS Wl' 
RELOCATED ro MAKE ALL RAM AVAILABLE. 

This message will occur when INSTALL is invoked if your computer system 
contains insufficient memory. Also, this message will occur even when 
sufficient memory is present in the computer but your operating system 
(CP/M or equivalent) has not been ,"relocated" to make the RAM available. 
Such relocation is accomplished with a system command sometimes called 
l'cpW', "MOVCPM" , or "RELOC1

' - see your system documentation for details. 

00l' ENXJGH MEM)RY ro RUN WOrdStar, 
OR YOOR OPERATIR:; SYS'lDt IS Wl' 
RELOCATED ro MAKE ALL RAM AVAILABLE. 

This variation of the preceding message will occur when the memory avai
lable is sufficient to run INSTALL, but not enough to run WordStar. If 
you get this message, you can still produce an installed WordStar on a 
diskette file (for use after more memory has been made available on the 
system, or for use on a different system) by re-invoking INSTALL and 
specifying Installation Option B. This error message can occur only on 
normal installation and on those options which run the installed WordStar 
after installation has been completed. See Section 1 for wordStarls RAM 
memory requirement. 

WSU.CD1 oor FOOND 00 CDRRENT DISK 

This message occurs during "normal II installation, or under Installation 
~tion A ("Installation Options/," Section 3) if the uninstalled WordStar 
(file WSU.COM) is not found on the logged drive. For example, if WSU.COM 
is not on the diskette in any drive, or if the current drive is A: but 
file WSU.COM is on the diskette in drive B. Copy WSU.COM onto the dis
kette in use, or use installation option B or C to read it from the 
diskette in another drive. 

THAT FILE OOES Wl' EXIST. 

This message does not occur during "normal" installation. Under Installa
tion Option B, C, or D, this message indicates that no file was found with 
the name you entered for the WordStar to be installed. This message 
usually indicates that the name was mistyped, the drive was omitted, or 
the desired diskette was not in the drive. After displaying the message, 
INSTALL asks for the file name again, allowing you to enter the corrected 
name or allowing you to reenter the name after inserting the correct 
diskette. 
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Under Installation Options B, C, and D, this message indicates that a file 
name entered was not a correctly formed CP/M file name as described in the 
Reference Kanoal. After displaying this message, INSTALL will repeat the 
file name question. Enter the corrected filename. 

UNEXPECl'ID EM> OF FILE IXJRnlJ READ 

The file from which the uninstalled WordStar was being read was shorter 
than expected. This message may indicate that you are using a bad copy of 
WSU.COM -- try getting a fresh copy from your distribution diskette. If 
you entered the file name under Installation Option B, C, or D ("Installa
tion Options," Section 3), this message may indicate that the file you 
named was not a WordStar. 

DISK FULL 

DIsmrrE DIRECroRY FULL 

The diskette, or its file directory, has filled up while attempting to 
record the installed WordStar. After this message, the WS.COM (or other 
file being written under Installation Option B, C, or D) will not be 
valid. Arrange more diskette space (e.g., by copying some files off onto 
another diskette), then repeat installation. 

ERROR (l,QSIR; FILE 

This message should not occur; it indicates a system failure, or that you 
changed diskettes while INSTALL was recording the inStalled WordStar. 

This version of ~ is incompatible with the 
version of WordStar you are trying to install 

A-2 

This message can occur on using one release of INSTALL with a different 
release of .WSU.COM, or with a previously installed WordStar of a different 
release. Use INSTALL and WSU from the same distribution diskette to
gether. This message may also occur if the file from which the uninstal
led WordStar is being taken (WSU.COM, or name entered by operator under 
Installation Option B, C, or D) does not actually contain a WordStar. 

The INSTALL sign-on message, showing the release number, and the WordStar 
sign-on message, showing its release number, are displayed on the screen 
below this error message. . 
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Appendix B 
WordStar Versions for 

Specific Computer Systems 

Most computer systems use the standard version of WordStar, as docmnented in 
the rest of this manual. Special versions of WordStar are distributed for a 
few specific systems which require a highly specialized adaptation of 
WordStar. This appendix describes the differences of these special versions 
f rom the standard version. 

If your system is not shown in this appendix, then it uses the standard ver
sion. The standard version is adapted to your terminal and printer using the 
INSTALL program, as described in Sections 2-4. 

HEATH 89 VERSION 

The "Heath 89 Version" is intended to run on Heath 89 and Zenith 89 computers 
which have ROM in the first 16K. This version is origined at 43~0 Hex (rather 
than the usual 100 Hex) and has the terminal pre-installed. 

Note 

An "A II appended to the release number (e.g., "2.2SA") indicates the 
4300 hex origin. 

(For Heath and Zenith 89 computers which have been modified to accept programs 
origined at 100 Hex, the regular version of WordStar is used. Select ."Heath or 
Zenith 89" as terminal when INSTALLing.) 

Since the terminal is pre-installed, a file called "\is.CDM'' is supplied on the 
distribution diskette in place of the usual ''WSU.CDM''. 

Upon receiving your Heath 89 WordStar, do the following: 

1. Format a blank diskette with the FORMAT program and place a CP/M 
system image on the diskette using the SYSGEN progr~ 

2. Use FILECDFY to copy WS.CDM, WSM$S.OVR, WSOVLYl.OVR and INsrALL.CDM 
from the distribution diskette to the newly formatted diskette. 

The edit function may now be used, as the Heath 89Wo,rdStar is supplied with 
the terminal pre-installed. To select a specific printer (or a different 
terminal, if you have an external terminal connected to your Heath/Zenith 89), 
use the INSTALL program (Section 3). Because of the limited capacity of a 
Heath/Zenith 89 diskette, it is necessary to write the newly installed WordStar 
back onto the same file. We suggest the following steps: 

3. Invoke INSTALL by typing INSTALL and pressing ImlURN (Section 3). 

4. Press N to get to the installation options menu. 

S. Press D to select iristallation option D C"Installation Options," 
Section 3). Enter the filename WS.CDM. 
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6. The space bar may be used to bypass the terminal menu. 

7. Make the desired printer selections ("Printer-Related Selections," 
Section 3), and complete INSTALLation in the usual manner (1'Bypassing 
the Patcher" and "Confirming or Correcting Your Selections," Section 
3). 

TRS-88 MODEL I VERSION 

Installation 

Upon receiving your TRS-S0 Model I WordStar, do the following: 

1. Format a blank diskette with the FORMAT program and place a CP/M 
system image on the diskette using the SYSGEN program. 

2. Use PIP to copy WS.o)M, WSMSGS.OVR, WSOVLYl.OVR and INSTALL.o)M from 
the distribution diskette to the newly formatted diskette. 

The edit function may now be used, as TRS-S0 Model I WordStar is supplied with 
the terminal pre-installed. To select a specific printer (or a different 
terminal, if you have an external terminal connected to your TRS-S0), use the 
INSTALL program (Section 3). Due to the limited capacity of a TRS-S0 diskette, 
it is necessary (in a single drive system) to write the newly installed 
WordStar back onto the same file. We suggest the following steps: 

3. Invoke INS'rALL by typing INSTALL and pressing RmURN (Section 3). 

4. Press N to get to the installation options menu. 

5. Press D to select installation option D C"Installation Options," 
Section 3). Enter the filename W8.o)M. 

6. The space bar may be used to bypass the terminal menu. 

7. Make the desired printer selections {"Printer-Related Selections, II 
Section 3), and complete INSTALLation in the usual manner (1'Bypassing 
the Patcher ll and "Confirming or Correcting Your Selections, II Section 
3). 

TRS-88 Keyboard 

The TRS-S0 Model I lacks a number of keys present on normal terminals. The 
following keys on the TRS-S0 keyboard are used to perform the indicated 
functions in WordStar: 
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Regular key 

CI'RL 

ESCAPE 

TRS-8" key 

Hold DOWN ARROW, 
press UP ARROW 

DELE.'l'E, RIJBOUT BREAK 

~H or ~S LEFT ARROW, ~H, or ~S 

TAB or ~I RIGHT ARROW or ~I 

(alpha lock) CLEAR 

APPLE II VERSION 

b)'stem Requirements 

Specific Computer Systems 

Cacments 

To enter a control character, 
hold POWN ARROW and press 
desired letter. 

Delete character left of cursor 

Backspace cursor 

Advance to next tab stop 

Set keyboard for upper case 
letters only. Press again for 
lower case. 

Welcome to WordStar! To be able to run WordStar on an Apple II computer, 
you must have the following: 

o A 48K or 64K Apple II computer (64K is not necessary, but is highly 
recommended-use either the language card or a 16K RAM card) 

o A MicroSoft Z-8" soft card 

o An 8"-column video board (either the Videx VideoTerm or the M&R 
SuplR I Terminal) 

o Q1e of the following systans: 

DOS 3.2 (for the l3-sectored version of WordStar) 

or 

DOS 3.3 or the language system (for the l6-sectored version of 
WordStar) 

Note 

Wi th either the language card or a 16K RAM card, more pages of text 
(about ten) can be put in memory for fast access. Without the addi
tional 16K, text access will be slowed down as fewer pages are held 
in memory and the computer must access the disk drive more often. 
(EXAMPLE-TXT will not be available on the l3-sectored version.) 
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Installation 

Upon receiving your Apple II WordStar, first study the Microsoft CP/M Manual, 
then do the following: 

1. Format a blank diskette with the Microsoft FORMAT program (pp. 1-9 
in the Microsoft manual). 

2. Use the Microsoft COPY program to make a backup of the distribution 
WordStar diskette (pp. 1-10 in the Microsoft manual). 

3. Place an image of your Microsoft CP/M operating system on the backup 
diskette. 

a. Do this by running the COpy program again; but this time, use 
the /S option' (see COpy in the Microsoft CP/M manual. 

b. The /s function copies only the operating system to the backup 
diskette, rather than the entire disk. 

c. If you forget to use the /S for this step, you will just copy 
the CP/M disk onto your WordStar disk again. 

4. Run the INSTALL program by typing INSTALL and pressing RmURN 
(Section 3 of this manual). 

Ordinarily, INSTALL takes the original distribution file (WSU.COM) and writes 
a new file for a particular system (WS.COM or some other name). But because 
of the the limited capacity of an Apple II diskette (especially the l3-sector 
formatted version), you will have to use the same file name (WSU.COM) to put 
the newly installed WordStar back onto the disk. Steps 5-7 may be used: 

5. Press N (for NO) to get to the WordStar installation options menu. 

6. Press D to select installation option D (writing back to the same 
file-Section 3). 

7. The computer will ask you for the name of the file that you are 
installing. Type WSU.COM and press REm1RN. 

A set of choices about the way your system is set up will appear on the 
screen. Now you should see Terminal Menu 1. Press 1 to move on to 
Terminal Menu 3, then select "=" to get the Apple II menu, which is the 
one that you use to select the 80-colurnn video board. 

8. In the Apple II menu, select the appropriate combination of 80-
column videocard, upper/lower (U/L) case conversion method and 
availability of shift key modification (optional but recommended for 
extensive use of the shift function). 

There are two major classes of video boards, represented by the following two 
products: 

o Videx Videoterm (cursor on) 

o M&R Sup'R'Term (cursor off) 
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The first class (Videoterm) leaves the cursor on at all times. This should be 
your first choice for a trial video board if you are not using either of the 
video cards named above. If you cannot see the cursor, try the other option 
(Sup'R'Term). 

If you have the hardware to generate lower-case, then select the "hardware U/L 
conversion" option; otherwise, select the "software U/L conversion" option to 
allow WordStar to perform the conversion. Finally, by using the very simple 
shift key modification (see your Apple dealer), you can enable the software 
U/L conversion to use the SHIFT key instead of the ESC key to perform the 
shift function. Just select the "shift key mod" option. 

10. Make the desired printer selections (Section 3) and complete 
installation in the usual manner. 

11. Finally, after exiting to the operating system, rename the file 
(from WSU.CDM to WS.CDM). 

'!be Apple II Keyboard 

The Apple II lacks some keys found on most terminals. In particular, there is 
no provision for generating lower case or a number of special characters. If 
the "software U/L case conversion" option was selected during installation, 
thenWordStar will provide for generation of lower case, as well as the full 
ASCII character set. 

The ESC key is used by the Apple II for the shift lock/unlock function. In 
addition if the SHIFT key modification is not installed then ESC also doubles 
as the shift key. In this case, press ESC twice for shift lock and once for 
regular shift. Note that the ESC key is also used for WordStar functions. 
Whenever you press ESC for a WordStar function, an additional press or two 
will be needed to return to the proper upper/lower case mode. (A little 
experimentation here can be helpful.) 

The LEFT ARROW key, which was previously a backspace (CTRL H), has been 
translated to give the RUBOUT code. This allows LEFT ARROW to be used to 
delete a character to the left of the cursor. If the SHIFT key modification 
has been made the FORWARD ARROW key can move the cursor to the right without 
altering the text under it. 

The nine ASCII characters not usually available from the Apple II Keyboard are 
software generated in the ~ mode. 

WordStar has adapted the ~ ~ function (using the ESC key as described 
above) to give you the complete set of possible characters, including some 
that don't appear on the Apple II keyboard. For example, normally you get an 
exclamation point when you hold the SHIFT key down and press 1., However, when 
you are in ~ ~ mode, you will see a vertical line instead on the 
screen. The same principle applies in the following cases: 
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"1" 

"7" 

"S" 

"9" 

.. II , 
II .. . 
11M" 

SBIF.l' Key in 0,) octal Mode 

Exclamatioo Point (1) 

Closing single quote ( ) 

Ekjual Sign (=) 

Question Mark (?) 

Left Parenthesis «) 

Right Parenthesis (» 

Left Angle Bracket «) 

Right Angle Bracket (» 

capital "M" (M) 

Specific Computer Systems 

SBIF.1' Key in Al.PJa Lock Mode 

Vertical Line (I) 

Opening single quote ( )* 

Underline U 

Backslash (\) 

Left Brace ({) 

Right Brace (}) 

Left Square Bracket ([) 

Right Square Bracket (1) 

Tilde (-) 

* cannot be displayed by the SupIR'TeIm; you will see a space instead. 

To type "@,II and ..... ,11 use alpha lock mode with the shift key depressed, just as 
the key tops indicate. 
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EXPLANATION 

Appendix C 
Specific ~er.inals 

Terminals 

This appendix describes features available and gives configuration hints for 
many of the terminals on ~IS terminal menu. 

Note 

If your terminal had an auto line feed switch, make sure it is ~. 

THE TERMINALS 

Beehive l.5S 

No highlighting, erase to OOL, or line insert/delete implemented. 

Cranemco 31JUJ 

Same as Beehive l5~. 

Hazeltine 1588 

AUTO LINE FEED sw itch (under little cover above keyboard) must be OFF. 
Highlighted text displays dim. Erase end line and line insert/delete are used. 

Hewlett-Packard 2621 AlP 

No highlighting, erase OOL, or line insert/delete implemented. 

IM5AI VIO 

'!his includes the IMSAI VDP-4~, VDP-8~, Pa) 8~/3~, and other integrated systems 
containing the VIO display board. Highlighting and cursor display is by in
verse video # WordStar blinks the cursor when necessary to distinguish it from 
highlighted areas. The video RAM is accessed directly at ~e~ hex, producing 
fast screen update. '!be VIO must have the firmware ROM (as it always does in 
the above integrated systems), or equivalent routines must be present in your 
operating system. 

InfotalI-1I8 

Highlighted text displays dim; line insert/delete are implemented. 

Lear-Si.egler ADM-3A 

The CURSOR CONTROL switch inside the terminal must be ON; the SPACE/ADVANCE 
switch should be set to SPACE. No highlighting. 
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Lear-Siegler ADM-31 

Highlighted areas display dim. Erase end line and line insert/delete are used. 

llicro'l'erlll ~ IV 

Highlighted text displays dim, assmning terminal was in dim state when WordStar 
invoked. Erase end line implemented; terminal does not have line insert/delete 
invocable from CPU. 

Processor Technology VIII / &L 

The VDM is accessed through the operating system; 9S hex is sent to clear the 
screen, escape, 2, line number, escape, 1, column number is sent to position 
the cursor. No other functions are implemented. WordStar's working with the 
VDM depends on the particular adaptation of CP/M to the VDM not interfering; in 
particular, transmission of all line feeds and all non-redundant carriage 
returns must occur. 

Soroc 10-128 

No highlighting, erase roL, or line insert/delete implemented. 
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Appendix D 
Specific Printers 

DAISY WHEEL AND SIMILAR PRINTERS 

Features 

Printers 

All printers described in this section support all of WordStar's print enhance
ments and other features, as described in the Reference Manual, except as noted 
in individual descriptions below. All printers described here will print 
bidirectionally; "formed" text will printed with Microspace Justification. 

Choice of Typewheels 

The interchangeable typewheels for daisy printers corne in many choices of 
characters and character arrangements. The printed characters will match those 
seen on the screen during editing only if the typewheel in use contains the 
standard ASCII characters in the standard ASCII order. Some typewheels have 
other character graphics; many have a different character arrangment so that, 
for example, a period in the document will print as some other character. Some 
compatible typewheels for each printer are listed below. 

OEM DAISY WHEEL AND SIMILAR PRINTERS 

WordStar can drive the following UOEf-lu (Orginal Equipment Manufacturer) daisy 
wheel and similar printer models when interfaced with the MicroPro "I/O Master" 
interface board: 

Diablo Hy-Type II 1300 Series 
Qume Sprint 3 (with cable adapter) 
Nec Spinwriter SS00D 

The OEM printers provide simple installation and unexcelled performance with 
WordStar and are generally the least expensive to buy; their chief disadvantage 
is that they are more difficult to drive from other software than other types 
of printer s. . 

The above printers have a 24-bit parallel interface using a very different 
command structure from that of all other printers supported by WordStar. One 
installation selection specifies any of these printers, selects the OEM printer 
driver in WordStar, and specifies the "I/O Master" (or IMSAI PI<r4) interface 
board. When installed for an OEM printer, WordStar accesses the printer 
interface directly. No operating system routines are used, and many 
installation complications are thus avoided. A "printer busy test" is 
provided, resulting in good response when editing and printing simultaneously. 

Interfacing 

For any of the OEM printers listed above, use the MicroPro "I/O Master" inter
face board with the OEM printer ports addressed at F8 through FA hex. Connect 
the interface board to the printer with the MicroPro printer cable (using an 
adapter as noted below with the Qume Sprint 3). 
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An IMSAI PIo-4 board addressed at ports F8 through FB may also be used7 the 
cable required is the same as the cable previously suWlied bY IMSAI, plus an 
additional conductor bringing the printer's Mdata 1/2M bit to bit 4 of port F9. 

Installation 

To install WordStar to drive any of the OEM printers listed above through 
ei ther of the interfaces listed above, select "I/O Master / OEM Printer" at 
INSTALL's printer menu (see "Printer-Related Selections," section 3). The same 
selection works with all the supported OEM printers and interfaces. The OEM 
daisy printer driver is pre-configured for the standard OEM printer port 
numbers and bit assignments used with the "I/O Master." interface. (Extensive 
modification would be required to drive another interface or to change the port 
numbers. A listing of the code that would require modification is available in 
the WordStar CUstomization~) 

Diablo By-Type II (1311 Series) 

INl'ERFAClOO 

The MicroPro printer cable can be used. 

Courier 113 
Courier 72 
Pica 113 
Elite 12 

Diablo 
Diablo 
Diablo 
Diablo 
Qmne 

3811313 
381137 
381131 
38102 
82167 Prestige Elite 12 

Oume Sprint 3 

INl'ERFAClOO 

The cable adapter (available from Qume) that provides a Diablo-compatible 
termination from this printer's connector is necessary in order to mate with 
the MicroPro printer cable. 

cmpATIBt,E ?"YPfWHENrS 

Compatible '!ypewheels for the Qmne Sprint 3 are as listed above for the Diablo 
Hy-Type II. 

NEC Spinvriter SSIID 

INl'ERFACOO 

The MicroPro printer cable can be used. 

This is the Hy-'rype-II-compatible version of NEC's OEM thimble printer. 

The NEC 55eeD will buzz and stop printing if the (carbon) ribbon is used up, 
the paper runs out, or the cover is opened. Install a new ribbon, new paper, 
or close the cover, and printing will continue with no character loss. 
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SERIAL DAISY WHEEL AND 
SIMILAR PRINTBRS 

Printers 

The descriptions in this section apply to the following printers, which have 
"serial" interfaces: 

Diablo 1610/1620/1640/1650 
Qmne Sprint 5 
Nec Spinwriter 5510/20 

Some of the manufacturers also supply equivalent versions with an a-bit 
parallel interface; installation should be similar to the serial versions and 
the descriptions here should be generally applicable. 

Controls 

Most serial daisy wheel and similar printers have a control panel including 
some or all of the following switches: 

.&lm LE.: must be OFF. 

A1l.rQ m: should be OFF. 

Line Spacing ~ Lines. ~ .inQh 
Olaracter 2ilih llil2. Olaracters ~.inQh 

'!hese switches have NO EFFEC1' on printing under wordStar. Olaracter and 
line spacing under WordStar always default to 6 lines per inch and 10 
characters per inch respectively, and may be modified via print directives 
imbedded in each document (Reference Manual). After printing with 
WordStar, the printer is left set to the switch settings for use with 
other software, except as noted below • 

.EQBM LEtUI'H: set to match length of paper in use - commonly 11 inches or 
66 lines; setting does not matter if USE FORM FEEDS print option (Section 
11) will not be used and you don't wish the r:: switch to work. 

~ lDf: depress after positioning paper at top of form; necessary only 
if USE FORM FEEDS print option is to be used or you wish the IT switch 
to work. 

IT or fORM~: depress to feed paper to top of form, e.g. after 
aborting print. 

Installation 

All daisy wheel and similar printers interfaced at 1200 baud (120 characters 
per second) must be installed with a "communications protocol" (as discussed in 
Section 2) in order to avoid buffer overrun and consequent character loss (a 
possible exception for the NEe is noted below). At speeds slower than 1200 
baud, these printers print slowly; you will find the effort invested to install 
one of these printers with a communications protocol rewarding because of the 
markedly increased printing speed. 
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cauticn 

Do not attempt to use ETX/ACK protocol in your operating system when 
driving a Diablo or Qume printer from WordStar. It won't work. If 
your operating system already can drive a Diablo or Qume printer at 
1200 baud through the use of ETX/ACK protocol, the portion of the 
operating system which implements the protocol must be disabled or 
bypassed when printing from WordStar. 

This limitation does not apply to XON/XOFF protocol, nor to NEC 
printers. (The reason for this limitation is that if an ,t'ETX" in
serted in the character stream happens to fall within an ~escape 
sequence" being transmitted to the printer, the printer will not 
recognize it as an ETX, and not respond with an ACK1 nor will the 
printer interpret the escape sequence correctly. Keeping the ETX's 
out of the escape sequences is practical only in the program genera
ting the character stream1 WordStar contains the necessary special 
code.) 

Diablo 1618/1628 

FEA'IJJRES 

The -Phantom space" and "phantom rubout" features of WordStar 
(Reference Manual) are not supported by these printers. 

After printing, WordStar leaves these printers set for 6 lines per inch and 10 
characters per inch. To set the character spacing according to the printer's 
"spacing 10/12" switch before use of other software, depress the "Clear" 
button. If other software has printed on the printer since it was powered up 
and before WordStar prints, you may, in unusual cases, find it necessary to 
press the printer's "clear," button, or to turn the printer off and on, before 
WordStar will print correctly (this is because the Diablo 1610/20 has no 
provision for a full reset initiated from the computer). 

INSl'AteLATION 

When installing wordStar to use a Diablo 1610/1620 printer interfaced at 1200 
baud (120 characters per second), specify IIETX/ACK," protocol, and a driver 
capable of inputting characters, as discussed in Section 14. No settings are 
required on the printer for ETX/ACK operation. These printers do not support 
XON/XOFF protocol. 

aJiPATIBLE TYPfWFiEEI'rS 

Compatible '!Ypewheels for the Diablo 1610/1620 include: 

D-4 

Diablo 38100 
Diablo 38107 
Diablo 38101 
Diablo 38102 
Qume 82167 

Courier 10 
Courier 72 
Pica 10 
Elite 12 
Prestige Elite 12 
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Diablo 1648/1658 

FENIURES 

Form Feeds cannot be used with the Diablo 1640 and 1650; the USE FORM FEEDS 
question does not occur in the print initiation dialog (Reference Manual) when 
WordStar has been installed for a 1640 or 1650. 

INSTALIATION 

When installing wordStar to use a Diablo 1640/1650 printer interfaced at 1200 
baud (120 characters per second), specify IIETX/ACK," protocol, and a driver 
capable of inputting characters, as discussed in Sections 2-5. A switch set
ting may be necessary inside the printer to enable ETX/ACK protocol (switch 2 
on the HPR04 circuit board, if operator control panel is fitted, or as de
scribed in your Diablo manual). These printers also support XON/XOFF protocol 
(Diablo calls it Del/DC3 protocol); a switch setting is necessary inside the 
printer to enable this protocol (switch 3 on HPR04 circuit board, or as de
scribed in your Diablo manual). 

CD1PATIBLE TYPFWHEBTS 

Cbmpatible typewheels for the Diablo 1640 are as listed for the 1610/20 above. 

Qume Spr int 5 

INSTALLATION 

When installing WordStar to use a Oume Sprint 5 interfaced at 1200 baud (120 
characters per second), specify IIETX/ACK II protocol, and a driver capable of 
inputting characters, as discussed in Sections 2-5. No settings are required 
on the printer for ETX/ACK operation. The Oume Sprint 5 does not support 
XON/XOFF protocol. 

CX)1PATIBLE rrym.7HEBT8 

Cbmpatible Typewheels for the Omne are as listed above for the Diablo 1610/20. 

NEe Spinwriter 5518/5528 

FENIURES 

The ''phantom space and ~hantom rubout,lI features (Reference llanual) are not 
supported on, nor relevant to, these printers. 

When WordStar is installed for a NEe spinwriter 5510/5520, two of the User 
Printer Function print control characters (Section 10) are defined as follows 
to permit access to additional characters on NEe print thimbles (typing 
elements) with more than 94 graphics: 

"0 sends IIshift OUt,1I code to printer; changes to alternate char
acter definitions, as described in your NEC documentation, until 
"'w is encolD'ltered in document. 
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"w sends "shift in" code to printer; restores normal character 
definitions after use of ~Q. 

The NEC 5510/5520 will buzz and stop printing if the (carbon) ribbon is used 
up, the paper runs out, or the cover is opened. Install a new ribbon, new 
paper, or close the cover, then press the "Reset" switch, and printing will 
continue with no character loss. 

INSl'ALtATION 

When installing WordStar to use a NEC Spinwriter 5510/5520 at 1200 baud (120 
characters per second), a communications protocol or a special cable must be 
used to prevent buffer overrun and character loss. 'Ibe NEC printer is extreme
ly versatile; we know of four possible solutions to the buffer overrun problem: 

1. Check that the printer is set to use ETX/ACK protocol (switch 4 OFF 
on DIP switch SWI on the circuit board behind the control panel, or 
as descr ibed in the NEC documentation). In the WordStar installation 
dialog, specify ETX/ACK protocol and a driver that can input 
characters from the printer (as discussed in Section 2-4). We sug
gest this as the normal solution. 

2. Set the printer for XON/XOFF protocol (switch 4 00 on DIP switch SWI 
on the circuit board behind the control panel, or as described in the 
NEC documentation). In the WordStar installation dialog, specify 
XON/XOFF protocol and a driver that can input characters from the 
printer (as discussed in Section 2-4). 

3. ETX/ACK or XON/XOFF protocol implemented in a printer driver 
installed in your operating system may also be used with a NEe 
printer. In this case, specify "None" for protocol in the WordStar 
installation dialog. 

4. This is a hardware solution, requiring fabrication of a cable 
adapter. It may not work in all cases; if it works in your case it 
has the advantages that it works with other software in addition to 
WordStar, and that no communications protocol, nor a printer driver 
that can input characters, need be specified in WordStar 
installation. 

5. Make up a cable adapter which runs the printer's "Reverse Channel" 
signal (line 19 of EIA connector) into the MRequest to Sen~" line 
(pin 4 of EIA connector) of the computer's serial interface. Check 
that the printer is set to produce a "low" signal on buffer full 
(switch 5 OFF on DIP switch SWI on the circuit board behind the 
control panel, or as described in the NEe documentation). This 
signal will cause the USART in the computer's serial interface to 
stop sending characters when the printer cannot accept them, without 
any special software considerations. 
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TELETYPE-LIKE (NON-DAISY) PRINTERS 

The term -reletype-like ll printer includes almost any printer designed to be 
connected to a microcomputer. The printer should return the carriage to the 
beginning of the line without advancing "the paper upon receipt of a "carriage 
return code", advance the paper one line upon receipt of a "line feed,,' code, 
and print the appropriate character upon receipt of ASCII codes 28 through 7E 
hex. With such a printer, WordStar will not Microspace Justify nor print using 
variable line height nor variable character pit~ Subscripts and superscripts 
are printed in-line, or in the line below or above if it is a blank line; 
boldface is printed b¥ overprinting the same characters three times; backspace 
is supported only if the printer can backspace. 

If your printer has an AU'lU LF sw itch, make sure it is OFF. 

The following special features of specific Teletype-like printers may be 
supported via special installation (patching) done by the user as discussed in 
Sections 6-8: 

Choice of TWO character pitches via ~A and '~N print controls 
Choice of two ribbon colors via ~y print control 
Abili~ to feed paper up ADd ~ a fractional line for superscripts and 

subscripts 
Up to 4 other special features via ~Q, ~, ~E, ~R print controls 

Any printer shown explicitly in WordStar's printer selection menu should be 
installed with the appropriate selection, rather than as '-rele~like!', to 
make its full capabilities available. 

-Any Teletype-like Printer-

This menu selection will drive any printer meeting the above description, with 
the limitations noted above. Use it when no other selections match or when in 
doubt about the applicabili~ of other selections. 

D'reletype-liite Printer 
That can BackspaceD 

This menu selection is preferred for printers that can back up the carriage to 
the preceding character position on the same line upon receipt of an ASCII 
'backspace," code (88 hex). Use of this selection will yield faster printing of 
underline, boldface, and double strike, and makes the ~ckspace" print control 
available. 

OTHER PRINTERS 

Non-Return Printers 

WordStar provides limited support of printers that cannot return the carriage 
without advancing the paper, such as Selectrics. If the printer can backspace, 
install as "Teletype-like printer that can backspace" and avoid use of over
print lines (Reference Manual). Other print enhancements w ill work as de
scribed for -rele~like" printers. If printer cannot backspace, install as 
"Any Teletype-like printer" and avoid use of underline, strike out, double 
strike, bold face, backspace, and overprint lines in your doc1.mlents. 
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-Balf-Line-Feed Printer-

This menu selection is provided for use with printers that advance one-half 
line at a time, such as a Selectric with a half-line ratchet. Backspacing 
capability is also assmned by this menu selectioo, but no ability to feed paper 
backwards is requireCL The half-line advance is utilized to print superscripts 
and subscripts half a line above and below, respectively, the rest of the text. 
Two line feeds are transmitted between lines where no subscripts and super
scripts appear. Depending on the characters your interface is equipped to 
respond to, patching may be required after this selection is made; see Sections 
6-8. 
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Appendix E 
The ~er.inal Patch Area (OSBRl) 

A listing of the WordStar user-modifiable module USER! follows this page. 
This assembly listing is supplied for the convenience of the occasional user 
who may need to install WordStar for an unusual terminal or printer. Note that 
this listing is for the standard TBASE=l00 Hex version. For the TRS-80 Model I 
version, and the Heath 89 version origined at 4300 Hex, add 4200 Hex to all 
addresses shown in listings. For a discussion of this listing, see Sections 6-
8. 

A separate publication, WorCiStar CUstomizatioo ~, is directed towards OEM's 
and system programmers. The Custornization ~ contain additional source 
listings, including: 

o default areas 

o message files 

o keyboard dispatch tables 
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Appendix E USER1 Listing 

USER 1 ~4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 1 

TITLE USER1 ~4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA 

; FOR WordStar RELEASE 3.~ May, 1981 

ENTRY HITE, WID, CLEAn 1 , CLEAD2, CTRAIL, CB4LFG , LDWFF , COLOFF 
ENTRY ASaJR, UCRPOS, ERAEOL, LnIDEL, LININS, IVON, IVOFF 
ENTRY TRHINI, TRMJNI, INISUB, UNISUB, DELaJS, DELMIS 
ENTRY DEL1,DEL2,DEL3,DEL4,DELS,NMOFUS,TCKFLG 
ENTRY USELST, MEMAPV ,MEMADR, HIBIV , HIBaJR, CRBLIV , ZAFCIN 
ENTRY RUBFXF, RFIXER, UCONO, UCOOI, UCNSTA, SliIN, SWOOT 
ENTRY TRSCRS, TRSCIF ,HE'IHBS, APLFLG, RSTFLG, DEFDSK, SCRLSZ 
ENTRY MORPAT, POOMEH 

EXT OUTaiR, MDtORY 

TBASE EQU 1~mI ;WHERE TO LOAD PRCGRAM FOR NORMAL CP/M 

ASID ;ABSOLUTE CODE, FOR LISTING 

OR} TBASE+148H ;BIDINS AT 248 HEX OR 4448 HEX 

PAGE 63 ;SETS PAGE LENGTH 
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USER1 e4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 2 

E-4 

18 
50 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• USER-MODIFIABLE CONSTANTS AND ROOTINES FOR • 
• HARDWARE-DEPENDENT TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS • 
• AND F1JNCTIONS USED BY EDITOR • 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

;NOTE: 'mIS AREA IS NORMALLY PATCHED FOR YOOR TERMINAL 
;TYPE VIA THE INTERACTIVE INSTALL PROORAM. ADDITIONAL 
;PATOUNG TO 'mIS AREA IS NEEDED ONLY FOR UNUSUAL TERMINALS 
; OR UNUSUAL VIDEO BOARDS, OR TO MEET SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
;OR ENHANCE OR PERSONALIZE PERFORMANCE. 

PATClfES ALWAYS NEEDED: SCREEN RITE & WIDTH, aJRSOR. 

ALL OTHERS ARE OPTIONS FOR SPECIAL CASES OR ENHANCEMENT. 

SCREEN SIZE 

SCREEN HEIGHT AND WIDTH PATClfES ARE MANDATORY. 
; 
HITE: DB 24 ;MJST BE EXACT SCREEN HEIGHT IN LINES 

;KJST BE <= EXACT SCREEN WID'm WID: DB 8e 

; IN ALL CHARACTER STRINGS TO BE SENT TO TERMINAL, 
; FIRST BYTE IS NUMBER OF aIARACTERS, ClfARACTERS FOLLCM. 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA HACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 3 

PROVISIONS FOR PATCHING 
aJRSOR POSITIONING CCNTROL SEQJENCES 

aJRSOR POSITIONING PATCH IS MANDATORY. 

; aJRSOR POSITIONING FOR MOST TERMINALS 
; IS ACCOMPLTI:EED BY SENDING: 

1. A nLEAD-INn STRING OF ONE OR MORE 
TERMINAL-SPECIFIC CHARACTERS; 

2. mE LINE NUMBER, WITH AN CFFSET (OFTEN 0) 
ADDED; OR, FOR SOME TERMINALS, 
THE COLUMN NUMBER IS SENT FIRST; 

3. ANO'lHER LEAD-IN STRING, FOR SOME TERMINALS; 
4. mE COLUMN (OR LINE) NUMBER, WITH OFFSET; 
5. ANO'lHER STRING (FOR SOME TERMINALS). 

FOR MOST TERMINALS, mE LINE AND COLUMN ARE SENT 
AS 1-BYTE BINARY NUMBERS; FOR A FEW TERMINALS, 
'!WO- OR mREE-DIGIT ASCII NUMBERS ARE SENT. 

; 
; FOR TERMINALS mAT DON I T FIT mE ABOVE PATTERNS, 
; YOO MIST CODE YOOR CllN SUBROOTINE. 

;CURSOR PATCH AREAS ARE ON NEXT PAGE 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 4 

024A 
024B 
024C 
024D 
025~ 

0253 

0254 
~255 

0258 
~259 

025D 

025E 

025F 

0260 

E-6 

~2 
1B 
3D 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 

; aJRSOR POSITlOOING ••• 
SEE CO!HlITS PRECEDOO PAGE 

; FOR EXAMPLE, THE CURSOR IS POSITlOOED ON lHE 
; ADM-3A TERMINAL BY SENDOO: 

FSCAPE, =, 
LmE # PllJS 2f) HEX, 

; COLUMN NUMBER PLUS 2~ HEX. 
; THE FOLLCMOO PATCli AREAS ARE SET UP FOR lHIS 
; TERMINAL, AS AN EXAMPLE. 

; aJRSOR POOITIONOO INITIAL LEAD-IN STRING 
CLEAD 1: DB 2 ;NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 

DB 1BH ;FIRST CHARACTER 
DB '=' ; SECOND CHARACTER 
DB 0,0,0 ;SPACE FOR MORE 
DB ~, ~ , ~ ; •• CHARACTERS 

CURSOR POOITIONOO STRING SENT BE'lWEEN 
; LINE AND COLUMN 
CLEAD2: DB ~ ; NUMBER OF CliARACTERS -

; NOOE IN OOR EXAMPLE 
DB ~ ;FIRST CliARACTER 
DB ~,~,~ ;SECOND THRU 4TH 

aJRSOR POOITIONOO STROO SENT AFIER 
; BOTH LINE AND COLUMN HAVE BEEN SENT 
CTRAn..: DB 0 ;NUMBER OF CliARACTERS (NONE) 

DB ~,0,~,~ 

; FLAG NOO-ZERO TO SEND COLUMN BEFORE LINE 
CB4LFG: DB ~ ; LINE GOES BEFORE 

; •• COLUMN IN OOR EXAMPLE 

; OFFSET TO ADD TO LINE 
LINOFF: DB 2~ ;ADD THIS TO LINE I 

; (WHERE ~ IS TOP LINE ON 
; SCREEN BEFORE OFFSET) 

; OFFSET TO ADD TO COLUMN 
COLOFF: DB 2~ ; ADD THIS TO COLUMN # 

; (WHERE " IS LEFT EDGE OF 
; SCREEN BEFORE OFFSET) 

; BINARY / ASCII FLAG AND # ASCII DIGITS 
ASCUR: DB" ;ZERO TO SmD BINARY LINE & COLUMN 

;2 TO SEND 2-DIGIT ASCII NUMBERS 
;3 TO SEND 3-DIGIT ASCII NUMBERS 

;SEE NEXT PAGE FOR POSITIONOO 
; aJRSOR VIA USER-CODED SUBROOTINE 
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USER 1 e4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 5 

0261 

0264 e0 
0265 00 
e266 cg 

;CURSOR POSITIONING ••• 

DB 0,e,0 ;BYTES RESERVED FOR EXPANSION 

PROVISIOO FOR POSITIONING CURSOR BY USER-CODED 
SUBROOTINE INSTEAD OF UNDER COOTROL OF ABOVE ITEMS, 
FOR USE IN EXCEPTIONAL CASES OOLY: 

PUT A JMP INSTRUCTION TO YOUR SUBROOTINE IN 
FOLLCllING 3 BYTES. wHENEVER FIRST BYTE IS 

, NOO-e, nus LOCATION Wn.L BE CALLED TO POSITION 
CURSOR; ABOVE CURSOR PATCI ITEMS WILL BE DISRIDARDED. 

; 
UCRPOS: NOP 

NOP 
RET 

;NORHALLY 0, OR JMP TO YOUR 
;SPECIAL CURSOR POSITIctlING 
; ROOTINE. 

; SEE "MORPATn AT THE END OF mIS LISTING 
; FOR SPACE TO PUT YOUR SUBROOTINE IN. 

YOOR SUBROOTINE WD..L RECEIVE LINE IN L RIDISTER 
(0=TOP SCREEN), COLUMN IN H (0=LEFT EllGE). 

YOOR SUBROOTINE MAY ALTER ALL RIDISTERS. 
TO OOTPUT A CHARACTER TO mE TERMINAL FROM WITHIN 

YOOR· SUBROOTINE, CALL OOTCHR. EXAMINE mE FOLLGlING 
2 BYTES WITH YOOR DEBUGGER TO DETERMINE THE ADDRESS 
TO CALL IN CURRENT RELEASE OF WORDSTAR: 

DWOOTCHR ;ADDRESS OF BYTE OOTroT 
; ROOTINE LOADED HERE 

; YOOR CUSTOM CURSOR POSITIOOING ROOTINE Wn.L ALSO 
; RECEIVE THE FOLLGlING, WHICH MIGHT BE USEFUL 
; IN SPECIAL VIDEO BOARD DRIVERS: 

DE=NUMBER OF mAR POSITIONS FROM BIDINNING OF SCREEN 
TO NEll CURSOR POSITION (0=UPPER LEFT CORNER). 

BC=NUMBER OF mAR POSITIONS FROM BIDINNING SCREEN TO 
BIDINNING OF LINE IN WHICH CURSOR IS BEING PLACED. 

; RESERVED BYTES 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 6 

2126D 210 
026E 021 
2126F 210 
02721 021 2121 2121 00 

0274 
e275 
0278 

027B 00 
027C 00 210 00 210 
0280 OO OO OO OO 

E-8 

i 
iEVERYTmG THAT FOu..~S IS OPTIONAL. 

EACH I'I'EMS RELATE EI'lHER TO ENHANCED PERFORM
ANCE (FOR EXAMPLE, USE OF INVERSE VIDEO 
OR BRIGHTIDIM TO SET OFF BLOCKS OF TEXT), 
OR TO ACCOMODATING UNUSUAL TERMINALS. 

;ERASE TO Elm OF LmE. OPTIONAL - IF FUNCTION 
iNOT AVAILABLE, LEAVE FIRST BYTE ZERO AND EDITOR 
;w:ri.L 00 '!HE FUNCTION MORE SLMY VIA SOFnlARE. 

ERAECL: DB ° ; PUT NUMBER OF CHARCTERS HERE 
DB e i PUT FIRST CHARACTER HERE 
DB ° ; IF 2-CHAR SE(JJENCE, PUT 2ND HERE 
DB e,e,e,e ;IF 3 TO 6 CHAR S~UENCE, 

; PUT. ADDITIONAL CHARS HERE. 

jDELE'l'E SCREEN LINE CONTAmmG CRSOR, MOVE 
;L~ER LINES ON SCREEN UP ONE LINE. OPTIONAL. 
;SUPPLYmG THIS SPEEDS SCREm UPDATE. 

LmDEL: DB ° ; PUT LENGTH HERE 
DB e,0,e ;SPACE FOR 1-6 CHARACTERS 
DB 0,0,O 

; INSERT A BLNK LmE ON SCREEN, MOVmG aJRSOR 
;LINE AND LINES BEL~ IT oom ONE. OPTIONAL. 
iSUPPLYING THIS SPEEDS SCREEN UPDATE. 
jN. B. IF YOOR TERMINAL INSERTS BEL~ '!HE 
iaJRSOR LINE, PUT A "CURSOR UP" BEFORE 'mE 
; "INSERT LINEn CHARACTER(S). 

LININS: DB e ; PUT LENGTH HERE 
DB O,O,O,0 jSPACE FOR 1-8 CHARACTERTS 
DB e,0,e,e 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 11 

02B6 

02B8 

02B9 

; TWO SCHEMFS FOR CIRcmmmnm OPERATING SYSTEMS 
; mAT BACKSPACE WHEN "DELETE" IS INRIT. 

; A NUMBER OF PROPRIETARY VERSIONS OF CP 1M 
iOOTRIT BACKSPACE, SPACE, BACKSPACE IN PLACE OF IRE 
iTHE NEXT CHARACTER OOTRIT AFTER A "DELETE" (RUBOOT) 
iIS INRIT. '!HE CODE TO DO nIIS IS IN IRE "BIOS" 
iSECTION OF YOUR SYSTrn. 
; nIE INTENT OF TIlIS "FEATURE" IS TO MAKE nIE 
i "DELETE" KEY ERASE A CHARACTER ON IRE SCREEN, 
iINSTEAD OF ECHOING THE DELETED CHARACTER, OORING 
;SYSTrn COMMAND LINE INRIT. 
; UNFOR'IUNATELY, THIS "FEATURE" CAUSES A MESS ON mE SCREEN AFTER 
; '!HE DELETE KEY IS PRESSED IN WordStar, BECAUSE IRE CHARACTER mAT 
; YOUR SYSTrn REPLACES WITIl BACKSPACE-SPACE-BACKSPACE IS USUALLY 
; nIE FIRST CHARACTER OF A aJRSOR POSITIONOO SEtJ]ENCE BEING 
; OUTRIT BY WordS tar • 
; 
; TIlE "DELETE-BACKSPACE" FEATURE nIUS MIST BE DISABLED 

WRING WordStar OPERATION; TWO ME'lEODS ARE: 

1. BY REFERRING TO YOUR "BIOS" LISTING IN YOUR 
SYSTEM DOCmmITATION, INIDENTIFY IRE LOCATION 
IN WHIQi YOUR OPERATING SYSTEM SAVES mE LAST 
CHARACTER INRIT IN ORDER TO TEST FOR "DELETE" 
ON OOTRIT. IN SCH: SYSTEMS, mIS IS LOCATION 4F. 
PATCll IRIS ADDRESS, LCli ORDER BYTE FIRST, INTO 
IIZAFCIN" BELC\o1. 

2. PATCH "RUBFXF" BELC\o1 TO NeN-ZERO. mE CONTENTS 
OF "RFIXER" Wn.L nIEN BE OOTRIT DH:DIATELY 
AFTER A "DELETE" IS INRIT; TIlIS CHARACTER, RATIlER 
mAN IRE NEXT aJRSOR POSITITIONING STRING, ::lIOULD 
nIUS BE REPLACED WITH BACKSPACE-SPACE-BACKSPACE, 
REDUCING '!HE COOSEC;UENCES OF YOOR SYSTEM'S 
MACllINATIONS. TRY NULL (ZERO) IN RFIXER FIRST; 
IF nIIS DOESN'T WORK, TRY BACKSPACE (08) OR SPACE. 

ZAFCIN: DW e 

RUBFXF: DB 0 

RFIXER: DB e 

iZERO OR POINTER TO LOCATION TO ZERO 
; AFTER EACH KEYBOARD CHARACTER IS INRIT 

;NON-ZERO TO OOTRIT CHARACTER IN RFIXER 
; AFTER EACH "DELETE" IS INRIT. 
iCHARACTER TO OOTRIT AFTER EACH "DELETE" 
i IS INRIT IF "RUBFXF" IS Noo-e. 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA HACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 12 

02BA 00 
0200 00 
02BC cg 

02BD 00 
02BE 00 
02BF cg 

02C0 00 
02C1 00 
02C2 cg 

E-14 

j 
j OPTIONAL USER-3UPPLIED CONSOLE I/O SUBROUTINES. USER HAY 
j PATCH JMP' S HERE TO HIS am CONSOLE INruT, ooTruT, AND 
j STATUS ROOTINES, IN WHICH CASE '!lIESE ROUTINES INSTEAD OF 
j '!lIE OPERATOO SYSTEM "BIOS" ENTRY POlNTS WILL BE USED FOR 
j ALL CONSOLE IIO (EXCEPT I/O TO PRINTER INSTALLED AS ALTER
i NATE CONSOLE). '!lIESE RooTINES HAY ALTER ALL RmISTERS. 

j OPTIONAL USER CONSOLE CHARACTER READY ROUTINE 
UCNSTA: NOP jNORMALLY 0, OR JUMP TO yooR am STATUS 

NOP jSUBROOTINE. MIST RETURN 0 IN A 
RET jIF NO CliAR READY, 0FFH IF CliAR IS READY. 

j OPTIONAL USER CONSOLE lNPUT ROOTINE 
ucau: NOP j NORMALLY 0, OR JMP TO YOO am INPUT 

NOP jSUBROOTINE. MIST RETURN CHARACTER IN A. 
RET iHAY BE CALLED BEFORE CHARACTER IS READY. 

jIF NO CHARACTER IS READY, ROOTINE MIST 
j WAIT UNTTI. CHARACTER IS AVAn.ABLE. 

OPTIONAL USER' CONSOLE OOTPUT ROUTINE 
JUSE OF A CUSTOM ROO TINE ACCESSED HERE IS SUGGESTED, 
jFOR EXAMPLE, TO DRIVE A VIDEO BOARD THAT CANNOT BE 
jDRIVEN VIA OOTPUT TO OPERATOO SYSTEM AND WHICH DOES 
jNOT MEET RESTRICTIONS FOR USE OF "MEHAPV" ABOVE. 

UCONO: NOP 
NOP 
RET 

jNORMALLY 0, ELSE JMP TO yooR OWN CONSOLE 
jOUTRJT SUBROUTINE. SUBROOTINE RECIEVES 
i CHARACTER IN A i IF HI-BIT HTI.ITING IS IN 
JUSE ("HIBIV" SET ABOVE), HI ORDER BIT 
iWILL BE ON IF mAR SIOULD BE HTI.ITED. 

JUCONO ALSO RECEIVES: L=LINE # ON SCREEN, H=COLUMN II, 
i DE=# BYTES FROM BmINNING OF SCREEN TO CHARACTER 
j POSITION (0=TOP LEFT), BC=# BYTES FROM BIDINNING 
i OF SCREEN TO BIDINNING OF CURRENT LlNE 

JUCONO RooTINE MJST HANDLE '!HE FOLLClllNG CHARACTERS: 
ASCII PRlNTOO CliARACTERS 20H '!lIRU 7Eli: DISPLAY mAR, 

ADVANCE CURSOR TO NEXT POSITION. HI ORDER BIT WTI.L 
BE 1 FOR HTI.IGHTED CliARS IF HIBIV, ABOVE, IS NZ. 

CR (0DH): POSITION CURSOR AT BIDINNING OF SAME LINE 
LF (0AH): MOVE aJRSOR IXlm ONE LlNEj OR, IF ALREADY 

ON BO'l"1'Qol LINE OF SCREEN, SCROLL SCREEN 
UP ONE LINE. 

PLUS ALL CONTROL S~ENCES GENERATED BY CURSOR PATCH 
I'l'EMS ABOVE (UNLESS A aJRSOR SUBRooTINE (UCRPOS) IS 

; USED) AND OPTIONAL PATCH ITEM:; ERAEOL, LINDEL, LININS, 
; IVON, IVOFF, TRMINI, AND TRMJNI ABOVE. 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 13 

02C3 
02C4 
02C5 
02C6 

02C9 
02CA 
02CB 
02CC 

; 
j PROVISIOOS TO SWITCH A MEM>RY MAPPED VIDEO BOARD mTO 
j AND OUT OF THE ADDRESS SPACE. 
j MOST VIDEO BOARDS ALWAYS APPEAR m MD1ORY. HCWEVER, 
j CERTAm BOARDS KJST BE "SWITCHED IN" TO BE ACCESSED AND 
j "SWITCHED OUT" WHEN NOT BEING STORED mTO, SO 1liAT 
j SYSTEM ROM OR RAM AT lHE SAME ADDRESSES MAY BE ACCESSED. 
j IF YOU HAVE A VIDEO BOARD THAT REXlUIRES "SWITOiING 
j IN" AND "SWITOiING OUT", lHE BOARD MAY BE ACCESSED ON A 
j DIRECT MEMORY MAPPED BASIS BY WORDSTAR WITIlOUT LOSS CF 
j USE OF MEMORY AT lHE SAME ADDRESSES IF SUITABLE ROUTINES 
j ARE INSTALLED FOR "SWm" AND IISWOUT" BELai. 
j WHEN SWITrnED m, THE ADDRESSES OCaJPIED BY lHE 
j BOARD MIST NOT CONFLICT WITH WORDSTAR'S CODE, 1liAT IS, 
j lHE BOARD MIST APPEAR AT OR ABOVE ABOUT 8000 HEX. 
j THE BOARD MAY, HOOEVER, APPEAR AT lHE SAME ADDRESSES 
j AS THE OPERATING SYSTEM. 
j SEE "MEMAPV"AND OTHER ITEMS BEIiINNmG ON PAGE 8 
; OR SO FOR OlHER ASPECTS OF mSTALLATION FOR DIRECT 
j MD10RY ACCESS TO A VIDEO BOARD. 
; SIX BYTES OF SPACE IS PROVIDED FOR EArn ROUTINE 
j BELai. IF ROUTmE IS LONGER, PATCH TIl A JMP TO A ROUTmE 
j AT MORPAT OR ELSEWHERE. YOUR ROUTINES MIST PRESERVE ALL 
j RFnISTERS EXCEPT THE PSW. WHEN NO ROUTmE IS PRESENT, 
j "NOP, NOP, RET" SlOULD BE LEFT IN 'mE PATCH ITEM. 
j NO ROUTmES SHOULD BE mSTALLED EXCEPT WHEN A VIDEO 
j BOARD IS BEING USED ON A DIRECT MEMORY MAPPED BASIS. 

; OPTIONAL ROUTmE CALLED BY WORDSTAR BEFORE EACH 
; DIRECT MEMORY MAPPED ACCESS TO A VIDEO BOARD. 
; THIS ROUTmE MAY SWITOi lHE VIDEO BOARD mTO lHE 
j ADDRESS SPACE, POSSmLY DISPLACING PART OF lHE 
j SYS~'S RAM OR R(}of ABOVE ABooT 811100 HEX. 
i ROUTINE MIST PRESERVE COOTENTS OF B,C,D,E,H, AND L. 

swm: NOP iNORMALLY NOP, NOP, RET, OR 
NOP iSWITCH-IN RoormE OF 6 BYTES 
RET JOR LESS, OR JMP TO LONGER 
DB 0,0,O iROUTmE. 

i OPTIONAL RooTmE CALLED BY WORDS TAR AFTER EACH 
i DIRECT MEMORY MAPPED ACCESS TO A VIDEO BOARD. 
i THIS ROOTmE MAY SWITOi lHE VIDEO BOARD OUT OF 
i THE ADDRESS SPACE, TO ALLtli SUBSEQJmT ACCESS 
i TO ANY RAM OR RCM lHE VIDEO BOARD DISPLACED. 
i ROUTINE MIST PRESERVE lHE B,C,D,E,H, AND L REnISTERS. 

SWOUT: NOP iNORMALLY NOP, NOP, RET, OR 
NOP j SWITCH-OUT ROOTINE OF 6 BYTES 
RET iOR LESS, OR JMP TO LONGER 
DB 0,0,0 jROUTINE. 
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USER1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA HACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 14 

; 
; DELAYS FOR aJRSOR BLINK, "NEll Fn.E" MESSAGE, ETC. 
; 

; THE FOLLaiING DELAYS HAY BE ALTERED TO ADJUST FOR 
; VARIATIWS IN cm SPEED AND FOR INDIVIDUAL PREFERANCES. 
; EACH CF THE FOLLaiING FOUR ITEMS MAY BE SET TO VALUES 
; BE'IWEEN 1 (MlNIMJM DELAY) AND 127 (HAXIMJM DELAY). 
; IT IS SUGGESTED THAT YOU RETAIN THE APPROXIMATE 
; RELATIVE PROPORTIONS OF THE DELAYS. 

02CF 03 DEL1: DB 3 ;CONTROLS SHORT DELAY. USES INCLUDE: 
; aJRSOR BLINK (WHEN ON Hn.IGHTEJ) CHAR AND CRBLIV 
; ABOVE IS Nell-ZERO): "ON" PORTION OF CYCLE. 
; aJRSOR BLINK BE'IWEEN "REPLACE YIN:" IN STAlUS 

LINE AND Fn.E DISPLAY WRING REPLACE 
COl+WID <'~QA): TIME IN FILE DISPLAY AREA. 

02D0 09 DEL2: DB 9 ;CONTROLS MEDIUM-SHORT DELAY. USES INCLUDE: 
; aJRSOR BLINK (WHEN ON Hn.IGHTED CHAR AND CRBLIV 
; ABOVE IS Nell-ZERO): "OFF" PORTION OF CYCLE. 
; aJRSOR BLINK BE'IWEEN "REPLACE YIN:" IN STAlUS 

LINE AND FILE DISPLAY WRING REPLACE 
COl+WID <'~QA): TIME IN STAlUS LINE. 

02D1 19 DEL3: DB 25 ;CONTROLS MEDIUM-LONG DELAY. USES INCLUDE: 
; TIME FROM HITI'OO A PREFIX KEY Tn. 
; PREFIX MENU IS DISPLAYED. 
; DELAY AT A "FILE NAME?", ETC. (JJESTION BEFORE 

DISPLAY OF QUESTION SPECIAL CHARACTERS MENU. 

02D2 40 DEL4: DB 64 ;COOTROLS LOOO DELAY: USES INCUJDE: 
; TIME SIGNW RaiAINS ON SCREEN. 
; TIME "NEll FILE" MESSAGE REMAINS ON SCREEN. 
; TIME "ABANDON" MESSAGE REMAINS DISPLAYED. 
; TlME TO WAIT FOR F1JIL SCREEN REFRESH DURING 
; HORIZONTAL SCROLLING 

02D3 09 DEL5: DB 9 ;CWTROLS DELAY USED FOR A FUlL SCREEN 
; REDISPLAY WRING HORIZONTAL SCROLLING. IT IS 
; THE AMOONT OF TIME TO WAIT AFTER A KEYSTROKE 
; TO REFRESH 'mE SCREEN. 
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USER1 ~4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-8~ 3.4 PAGE 15 

~2D4 ~~ 

~2D5 ~~ 

0206 ~0 

~2D7 00 

~2D8 01 01 

~2DA 00 

~2DB 00 

~2DC 01 

02DD 14 

i 
i ITEMS FOR NOO-STANDARD VERSIONS OF WORDSTAR. 
i '!HESE ITEMS ADDED IN WORDSTAR 2 .2~. 
i 
TRSCRS: DB 0 iUSED ONLY IN TRS-80 MODEL 1 WORDSTAR, 

i INOPERATIVE IN NORMAL WORDSTAR. 
iSET lWFH TO USE SPECIAL CURSOR DRIVER. 

TRSCIF: DB ~ iUSED ONLY FOR TRS-80 MODEL I WORDSTAR, 
iINOPERATIVE IN NORMAL WORDSTAR. 
iSET TO 0FFH FOR SPECIAL KEYBOARD DRIVERS 

HETHBS: DB 0 iUSED ONLY FOR HEATH89 WITH LIFEBOAT 
iCPIM 1.42 & 1.43. INOPERATIVE IN NORMAL 
iWORDSTAR. SET TO 0FFH TO ALLC1tl WORDSTAR 
iTO PATCH BIOS TO ELIVIATE BS, SPACE, BS 
i PRCBLEM WHEN RUBOOT IS ENTERED 

APLFLG: DB 0 iUSED ONLY FOR THE APPLE VERSION OF WORDSTAR 
iSET BY INSTALL, NO NEED FOR USERS TO CHANGE 

NMOroS: DB 1,1 i '!HE # OF USERS CN '!HE SYSTEM. NORMALLY 1 
iSET TO A HIGHER VALUE IF WORDSTAR SPENDS 
iTOO MJCH TlME POLLING CSTAT, CAUSING '!HE 
iSYS~ TO SLC1tl IX1tlN. SHOOLD ONLY BE USED 
iIF 'IRE OPERATING SYSTEM CAN BUFFER KEY-
iBOARD CHARACTERS. 

TCKFLG: DB ~ ; SET TO 0FFH IF UNDER MP 1M & SYS~ CALL 141 
iCAN BE USED FOR A DELAY. '!HE VAUES OF DEL 1, 
iETC. MAY HAVE TO BE CHAOOED TO CORRESPOND 
iTO '!HE AMOUNT OF TlME ALLOCATED PER TICK. 
i'!HIS SAVES CRr TlME IN A KJLTIPROCESSING 
iENVIRDNMENT 

RSTFLG: DB ~ i SET TO NON-ZERO IF A DISK RESET ~OOLD NEVER 
iBE ISSUED MANY VERSIONS OF MPIM DO NOT ALLC1tl 
iFOR DISK RESETS '!HIS WILL FIX THE MPIM ERROR 
iH&SSAGE '!HAT MAY OCCUR 

DEFDSK: DB 1 iTHE DEFAULT DISK DRIVE TO TEST FOR WSM$S, 
iWSOVLY1.OVR, ETC. IF nIE NECCESARY Fll..E IS 
iNOT 00 '!HE LOOGED CN DISK DRIVE PRESENTI.Y 
iSET TO TEST '!HE A: DRIVE. SET 2=B:, 3=C:, ETC. 

SCRLSZ: DB 20 i # OF SCREEN POSITICNS TO HORIZCNTAL SCROLL 
iAT A TlME PRESENTI.Y SE:l' TO 20, ADJUST IF YOO 
iWANT SCREEN TO SCROLL MORE OR F~ SCREEN 
iPOSITIONS 
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USER 1 ~4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA HACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 16 

E-18 

DISCUSSlOO OF MEMORY-MAPPED VIDEO BOARD INSTALLATION 

; 1. '!lIE SIMPLEST INSTALLATION METHOD IS TO ACCESS '!lIE BOARD 
'!lIROUGH '!lIE OPERATOO SYSTEM, AS 'lllOOGH IT WERE A TER
MINAL. '!lIIS ~UIRES, OF COORSE, 'IlIAT CURSOR CAN BE 
POSITIONED BY OOTEUTTING A CHAR SW]ENCE. ONLY 'lllOSE 
OPTIONAL FEATURES (LINE INSERT, ERASE END LINE, ETC.) 
'!lIAT CAN BE INVOKED VIA CHAR SEC.UENCES HAY BE USED. 

; 
;2. MEMAPV/MEMADR (SEE PAGE 8 OR SO): FOR BOARDS !HAT MEET 

'!lIE RESTRICTIONS (SEE PAGE 8), nIIS ME'IHOD IS BEST FOR 
SPEED, MEM)RY UTILIZATION, AND BEaJASE ERASE TO END 
LINE, LINE INSERT, AND LINE DELETE FUNCTIONS ARE 
IMPLICITLY AVAILABLE WITH NO INSTALLATION CONSIDERATION. 

; 
; 3. BOARDS !HAT 00 NCYr MEET '!lIE MEMAPV IHEMADR RESTRICTIONS: 

A. ACCESS AS A TERMINAL IF PRACTICABLE - ITEM 1 

B. BOARDS !HAT CANNCYr BE ACCESSED AS A TERMINAL (E.G. 
BECUASE aJRSOR POSITIONING OR SOME DESIRED OPTIONAL 
FEATURE NCYr ACCESSIBLE 'lllROOGH OPERATING SYSTEM) AND 
FOR WHICH MEMAPV/MEMADR CANNOT BE USED (E.G. BECAUSE 
HIGHLIGHTING IS DESIRED AND IT IS NCYr INVOKED BY 
HIGH ORDER BIT OF CHARACTER, OR BECAUSE CHARACTER 
POSITIONS 00 NCYr APPEAR AT CONTIGUOOS INCREASING 
MEMORY ADDRESSES): YOO MIST CODE YClJR 00 DRIVER. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR CODING YOUR am VIDEO BOARD DRIVER: 

BUILD THE DRIVER ARooND A aJSTOM CHARACTER ooTEUT 
,SUBRClJTINE ACCESSED VIA '!lIE "UCONO" ITEM. '!lIIS ROOTINE 
;WILL RECEIVE '!lIE ASCII CHARACTER CODES 20H-7Eli (WHICH IT 
;MIST DISPLAY), '!HE CONTROL CHARACTERS CARRIAGE RE'lURN AND 
;LINE FEED, WHICH IT MIST PROPERLY INTERPRET, AND OnIER 
; CONTROL CHARACTERS PER YOOR PATCHES IN '!HE aJRSOR POOI
;TIONING ITEH> AND O'!lIER TERMINAL ITEMS, AS USED. NCYrE 
;'IlIAT UCONO RECEIVES ADDITIONAL USEFUL INFO IN BCDEHL. 
; CURSOR POSITIONING HAY BE BY CHARACTER SEXlUENCE (USE 
;aJRSOR PATCH ITEMS AS FOR A TERMINAL, PAGE 3, AND INTER
;PRET '!lIE CHAR SEXlUENCE IN YOUR UCONO ROOTINE, OR BY 
;CUSTOH SUBROOTINE (UCRPOS, PAGE 4. READ CO~TS WlnI 
iWITH UCRPOS RE USEFUL INFO IN RIDISTERS CAREFULLY!). 
i HIGHLIGHTING HAY BE INVOKED BY HIGH ORDER BIT ON 
;EACH HILITED CHARACTER (HIBIV) OR BY CHAR SEXlUENCES 
; (IVOO AND IVOFF, AND INTERPRET '!HE CHARS IN UCONO). 
; ERASE mo LINE, LINE DELETE, AND LINE INSERT, IF IMP-
;~TED, MIST BE INVOKED BY CHAR SEC.UENCES PATCHED INTO 
;ERAEOL, LINDEL, AND LININS AND INTERPRETED IN UCONO. 

INITIALIZATION HAY BE J:X:NE VIA TRMINI OR INISUB. 
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USER 1 04/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 17 

02DE 00 00 DB 0,0 ;SPACE RESERVED FOR EXPANSION 
; SPACE FOR USER-ADDED SUBROOTmES 

02E0 
02E0 
02E4 
02E8 
02EC 
02F0 
02F4 
02F8 
02FC 
0300 
0304 
0308 
030C 
0310 
0314 
0318 
031C 
0320 
0324 
0328 
032C 
0330 
0334 
0338 
033C 
0340 
0344 
0348 
034C 
0350 
0354 
0358 

00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 01' 1'0 1'0 
01' 1'1' 1'1' 00 
00 1'1' 01' 00 
1'0 01' 1'1' 00 
00 00 00 00 
1'0 00 1'0 00 
00 1'1' 00 00 
1'0 1'0 1'0 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 01' 00 01' 
00 01' 1'1' 00 
00 00 00 00 
01' 00 00 00 
00 00 1'0 00 
00 01' 1'0 00 
00 00 1'0 01' 
00 00 00 00 
00 01' 01' 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 

; 
MORPAT: 

DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 1',0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 1',0,1',0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 1',0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 1',0,1',0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,1',0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,1',0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
DB 0,0,1',0 
DB 0,0,0,0 
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;ADDITIDNAL SPACE '!HAT MAY 
;BE USED FOR USER PATCHES, 
;FOR EXAMPLE FOR A CURSOR 
; POSITIOOING SUBROOTmE, OR 
;FOR nmISUB" OR "UNISUB" 
; SUBROOTmES. 
;FOR YET MORE SPACE, 
; SPACE, SEE "PBGMEM", NEXT. 
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USER1 ~4/23/81 TERMINAL PATCH AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 18 

fl35C 

fl35E 

E-20 

; 
; PROVISIOO FOR EXTENDED PATCHING 
; 

; PBGMF}1 POINTS TO BEXHNNING OF ME}1()RY TO USE FOR WORK
;00 STORAGE. IF YET MORE SPACE IS NEEDED FOR PATCHES, 
; INSTALL FIRST, WEN PUT YOUR ADDED CODE WHERE ~ 
;POINTS AND INCREASE POOMEM TO POINT BEYOND YOOR PATCHES. 
;BE SURE TO USE A LARGE ENOOGH "SAVE" COM-tAND! 
; - SAVE SIZE REQUIRED IS much LARGER THAN FOR WS.COM 
;WITIiOOT ADDED PATCHES! 

PBGMEM: 11ft MEMORY ; An indefin1 te amount of code may 
; be added here AFTER INSTALLation. 
; Do not add code before INSTALLing, 
; as INSTALL will delete it! 

•• END TERMINAL MODIFICATION AREA .. 

ALABEL EQU $ ; ASSEMBLER SHOULD PRINT 35E 

END ;NEXT MODULE LOADS AT LOCATION 36fl HEX 
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USER 1 iJ4/23/81 TERMlNAL PATai AREA MACR0-8fJ 3.4 PAGE S 

Macros: 

Symbols: 
ALABEL 035E APLFLG iJ2D7I ASCUR iJ26iJI CB4LFG 025DI 
CLEAD1 iJ24AI CLEAD2 iJ253I COLOFF fJ25FI CRBLIV iJ2I5I 
CTRAIL iJ258I DEFDSK iJ2DCI DEL 1 iJ2CFI DEL2 02DiJI 
DEL3 fJ2DlI DEL4 fJ2D2I DEL5 iJ2D3I DELCUS fJ2AEI 
DELMIS 02AFI ERAEOL iJ26DI HE'mBS 02D6I HlBCUR 02B4I 
HlBIV fJ2B3I HITE fJ248 I INISUB fJ2A4I IVOFF fJ28BI 
IVON iJ284I LINDEL 0274I LININS 027BI LINCFF fJ25EI 
MEMADR fJ2B1I MEMAPV fJ2B0I MEMORY fJ35C- HORPAT fJ2E0I 
NMOFUS iJ2D8I OUTaiR 0267- PBGMEM 035CI RFIXER 02B9I 
RSTFLG fJ2DBI RUBFXF 02B8I SCRLSZ 02DDI SWIN 02C3I 
SWOUT iJ2C9I TBASE 01fJfJ TCKFLG 02DAI TRMINI 0292I 
TRKJNI fJ29BI TRSCIF fJ2D5I TRSCRS fJ2D4I UCNSTA fJ2BAI 
UCONI iJ2BDI UCOOO iJ2CiJI UCRPOS 0264I UNISUB 02A7I 
USELST fJ2AAI WID fJ249I ZAFCIN fJ2B6I 

No Fatal error(s) 
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Appendix F The Printer Patch Area (USER4) 

Appendix F 
The Printer Patch Area (OSBR4) 

A listing of the WordStar ucer-modifiable module USER4 follows this page. 
This assembly listing is supplied for the convenience of the occasional user 
who may need to install WordStar for an unusual terminal or printer. Note that 
this listing is for the standard 'lBASE=11,"~ Hex version. For the TRS-89 Model I 
version, and the Heath 89 version origined at 4399 Hex, add 429B Hex to all 
addresses shown in listings. For a discussion of this listing, see Sections 6-
8. 

A separate publication, WOrdStar OJstornization ~, is directed towards OEM's 
and system programmers. The Customization ~ contain additional source 
listings, including: 

o default areas 

o message files 

o OEM daisy wheel and similar printer drivers. 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 "4/1"/81 PRINTER PATCli AREA MACR0-8" 3.4 PAGE 1 

TITLE USER4 e4/1"/81 PRINTER PATCH AREA 
; 
; FOR WordS tar RELEASE 3.e MAY, 1981 
; 
; I'l'EMS IN '!HIS Fn..E ARE NORMALLY SET AS REQUIRED BY THE 
; INSTALL PROORAH, OR USED WrmOOT CHANGE. 
; 
;THERE IS NORMALLY NO NEED TO REFER TO nlIS LISTING IN 
; ORDER TO MAKE WORDSTAR OPERATIONAL, AS '!HE INSTALL 
;PROORAM WILL SET ESSENTIAL ITEKS AS REQUIRED 
;FOR ALL NORMAL INSTALLATIONS. 
; 
;MODIFICATIONS SCIm USERS MAY WISH TO MAKE IN ITEMS 
; LISTED HERE INCLUDE: 

1. ADDING CONTROL S~UENCES FOR A TELETYPE-LIKE (NON-
DAISY) PRINTER TO SUPPORT ADDITIONAL FEA'lURES, E.G.: 

CHARACTER PITCH CHANGE 
RIBBON COLOR CHANGE 
PARTIAL LINE HJTION (FOR SUBSCRIPTS). 

2. MODIFYING OR ADDING TO '!HE DRIVER CODE USED TO 
SEND CHARACTERS TO AND FROM '!HE PRINTER, FOR '!HE 
FOLLCMING OR O'lliER REASONS, IN CASES WHERE 
WORDSTAR'S PORT DRIVER (WHICH CAN BE FULLY SET UP 
BY ANSWERING INSTALL'S QUESTIONS) CANNa! BE USED. 
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A) AU.Gl RECEIVOO QiARACTERS FROM PRINTER, 
FOR PRINTERS WHICli REQUIRE ETXI ACK 
PROTOCOL TO OPERATE AT MAXOOH BAUD RATE; 

B) ALLCM WORDSTAR TO DETERMINE IF PRINTER IS 
READY TO RECEIVE A CliARACTER, FOR BETTER 
PERFORMANCE IN CONCURRENT PRINTING; 

C) INSTALLING A CUS'lD! DRIVER FOR PRINTER NOT 
SUPPORTED BY USER'S OPERATING SYSTEM NOR 
SUPPORTABLE WITH WORDSTAR'S PORT DRIVER. 

PAGE 63 ;SETS PAGE LENGTH 
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USER4 04/121/81 PRINTER PATCli AREA MACR0-8~ 3.4 PAGE 2 

0003 

1'1'05 

01'08 
000A 
~1'ec 
000D 
1'07F 

F-4 

; ENTRIES 

ENTRY POSMTH, BLDSTR, DBLSTR, PSCRLF , PSCR, PSHALF, PBACKS 
ENTRY PALT,PSTD,ROLUP,RCLIXll, RIBBON,RIBOFF 
mTRY USR1,USR2,USR3,USR4 
ENTRY PSINIT, PSFINI, SOCliR, ULCliR 
mTRY PRINIT, PRFINI, CSWTCli, HAVESY 
ENTRY LIBSY, LISmD, LISINP, POBSY, POSmD, POINP 
mTRY POSTAT,POMASK,POOH,POOP,POINSK,POIM,PISTAT,POIP 
mTRY PUBSY, PUSmD, PUINP 
mTRY ACBSY, ACSEND, ACINP, ACFIN, ACSTA 1 ,ACSTAR, CONFIE 
mTRY PROTCL, EAKBSZ 

; EQUATES 

TBASE EQU 100H ;WHERE PROORAM IS LOADED FOR NORMAL CP/M 

ASID ;ABSOLUTE CODE, FOR USER LISTOO 

000 TBASE+5 9eM ;BIDINS AFTER END OF USER3 

ICBYTE ~ TBASE-100H+3 iLOCATlOO OF SYTEH I/O 
iASSIGNMENTS STAruS BYTE, USED BY 
;ALTERNATE CONSCLE PRINTER DRIVER. 

BDOS ~ TBASE-100H+5 ;BDOS SYS'l'F}! CALL mTRY POINT, 

LISTF EQU 5 

BS 
LF 
FF 
CR 
DEL 

EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 

;USED IN CP/M LIST DEVICE PRINTER DRIVER. 

; CP/M LIST OOTPUT SYS'l'F}! CALL FUNCTION II, 
;USED BY CP/M LIST DEVICE PRINTER DRIVER. 

8 
10 
12 
13 
7FH 

;BACKSPACE CHARACTER 
;LINE FEED 
;FORM FEED 
; CARRIAGE RETURN 
;DELETE OR RUBOO! 
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USER4 04/HV81 PRINTER PATCli AREA HACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 3 

0690 01 

0691 02 

0692 02 

0693 

;:rroo RELATING TO ALL PRINTERS 

PRINTER CHARACTERISTICS AND PRINTING METHOD 

; PRINTER mE I OVERSTRIKE METHOD .... VERY 
; IMPORTANT: DETERMINES ME'lHOD OF DOOBLE 
; STRIKE, UNDERLINE, ETC, AND WHE:l'HER DAISY
; LIKE PRINTER CAPABLE OF MICROSPACE JUSTIFY. 

; POSMl'H=FF HEX: 
; PRINTER CAN OVERPijINT oNLy BY CARRIAGE 
; RlITURN wrmOOT LINE FEED. 
;PoSMrH=~: 

PRINTER CAN OVERPRINT BY BACKSPACING AS 
WELL AS BY, CARRIAGE RE'IURNING. 
NOTE: WITH POSMI'H=~, CR-OVERPRINT IS USED 
ONLY FOR OVERPRINT LINES IN Fn.E. FOR 
PRINTERS 1liAT CAN BACKSPACE BUT Nar RlITURN 
CARRIAGE WrmOOT LINE FEED (m SELECTRIC), 

; USE POSMI'H=~ AND DON'T USE OVERPRlNT LINES. 
;POSMIH=1 : 

PRINTER IS A DAISY WHEEL OR SIMILAR INCRE
MENTAL PRINTER. CAN PRINT WrrnOOT SPACOO; 
CAN SPACE ,AND ROLL IN SMALL INCREMENTS. 
MICROJUSTIFICATIOO OCaJRS ONLY IF POSMl'H=1. 
ADDITIONAL PATCH ITEMS IN USER5.MAC ARE SET 
BY '!HE INSTALL PROORAM FOR DAISIES. 

POSMTH: DB 1 H 
;FF SEND CR THEN ANOTHER WHOLE LINE 
;00 SEND BACKSPACE THEN CHAR TO 
; PRINT OVER LAST CHAR SENT 
;01 DIASY WHEEL PRINTER WITH ALL NECESS 

ITEMS IN USER4 AND USER5 INSTALLED. 

BLDSTR: DB 2 ;NUMBER OF STRIKES FOR "BOLDFACE" 
;SET 3, 4, 5, ETC FOR DARKER "BOLDFACE" 
; ON NON-DAISY PRINTER. FOR DIASY 
; PRINTERS, 2 IS USED - DON'T CliANGE. 

DBLSTR: DB 2 ; NUMBER OF STRIKES FOR "DOUBLE 
; STRIKE " • INCREASE AS DESIRED. 

DB 0,O,0 ;RESERVEO 
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USER4 04/HV81 PRINTER PATCli AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 4 

0696 02 
0697 ~ 
0698 0A 
0699 00 00 00 00 
069D 00 00 00 00 

06A2 0D 
06A3 00 
06A4 00 00 00 00 

F-6 

; ••••••• USER-PATCliABLE FUNCTION 
i STRINGS FOR NON-DAISY PRINTERS •••••••• 

iEACli STRING CONSISTS (F THE NUMBER (F BYTES, 
i FOLLClrlED BY '!liE BYTES TO BE SmT. 
iIF FUNCTION IS NOT AVAILABLE, 
iNUMBER OF BYTES SlOOLD BE ZERO. 

i ITEMS 00 NEXT N PAGES APPLY ONLY WHEN 
; PQSMTIf (ABOVE) IS 0 OR FF, NOT 1. 

i 
;STRING TO ADVANCE TO NEXT LINE, USED WHEN 
·CR,LF ENCOONTERED IN FILE. 

IF yooR PRINTER REXlUIRES NULLS SmT 
AFTER CARRIAGE RE'lURN (FOR DELAY), 
INCREASE CooNT SO SCJ.iE OF 
FOLLCWING ZEROES ARE SmT. 

IF yooR PRINTER AUTO LINE-FEEDS AFTER 
CR CODE, REMOVE LF. (IF POSSIBLE, 
TURN (FF AUTD-LF IN yooR PRINTER 
INSTEAD, FOR GREATER FLEXIBILY OF 
WORDSTAR USE). 

PSCRLF: DB 2 ;NUHBER OF QiARACTERS 
DB CR ; 1ST CliAR: CARR RET 
DB LF ; 2ND QiAR: LINE FEED 
DB 0,0,0,0 ;SPACE FOR 8 
DB 0,0,0,0 ; •• MORE CHARS 

; 
;STRING TO RE'lURN CARRIAGE TO BID INNING 
iOF SAME LINE, TO OVERPRINT. 
i 
;USED FOR UNDERLINE, DOOBLE STRIKE, ETC IF 
; PQSMTIf (ABOVE) IS FF. 
;AND WHEN CR WITHarr LF IS mCOONTERED 
; IN FILE IF POOM'lH IS FF OR 0. 
iALSO USED WHm POSMlH IS FF AND BACKSPACE 
; (."H) IS ENCOONTERED IN FILE. 
; 
PSCR: DB 2 i 2 CliARS: CR AND A NULL, 

; TO ALLCW A LITTLE TJlofE 
;FOR CERTAIN PRINTERS. 

DB CR ;CARRIAGE RE'1URN 
DB ftJ iNULL, FOR DELAY 
DB 0,0,0,0 ;SPACE FOR 4 

;MORE CHARS. 
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USER4 ~4/1~/81 PRINTER PATCH AREA MACR0-8f) 3.4 PAGE 5 

06A8 
~6A9 
~6AD 

06AF 
0600 
06B1 

;NOO-DAISY STRINGS ••• 
; 
; STRING TO DO CARRIAGE RE'IURN AND HALF LINE 
; FEED, FOR PRINTERS THAT CAN DO HALF LINE FEED 
; OOtlNWARD BUT NOT UPtlARD.USED TO PRINT 
; SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS AT HALF-LINE 
; INTERVALS IF ROLUP (BELCli) NOT INSTALLED 
; AND POSM'lH IS FF OR 0. 
; 
; FOR EXAMPLE, FOR A SELECTRIC THAT ALWAYS 
; FEEDS HALF LINES, INSTALL WE CRLF HERE, 
; TWO IN npSCRLFn ABOVE. 
; 
PSiALF: DB ° 

DB e,f),e,e,e,e 

; 
;STRING TO BACKSPACE, IE TO OVERPRINT LAST 
; CHAR PRINTED. 
; 
;USED FOR UNDERLINE, DOUBLE STRIKE, ETC IF 
;POSMTH (ABOVE) IS O. ALSO USED WHEN BACKSPACE 
; e'1i) ENCOONTERED IN FILE IF POSMI'H IS 0. 
; 
PBACKS: DB 1 

DB BS 
DB 0,0,0,e 

;ASCII BACKSPACE 
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USER4 04/10/81 PRINTER PATCli AREA MACR~f) 3.4 pAGE 6 

ef) 
f)f) f)f) f)f) f)f) 

f)6BA f)f) f)f) f)f) f)f) 
e6BE ef) 

f)6BF f)f) f)f) f)f) f)f) 
e6C3 f)f) 

f)6C4 f)f) f)f) f)f) f)f) 
e6C8 ef) 

f)6C9 f)f) 
e6CA ef) f)f) f)f) f)f) 
f)6CE f)f) 
e6CF f)f) f)f) f)f) f)f) 
f)603 f)f) 
e6D4 ef) f)f) f)f) f)e 
e608 0f) 
e609 ef) f)f) f)f) f)f) 

; 

;NOO-DAISY STRINGS ••• 

.... 'IlIE FOLLCMING ARE OPTIONAL 
STRINGS, PERMITTING USE OF ADDITIONAL 
FEA'lURES IF SUPPORTED BY YOOR PRINTER. 

;STRING TO SET ALTERNATE CliARACTER 
;WIDTH, IF AVAILABLE. 
; 
PALT: DB e if) CHARS: NOT AVAILABLE 

DB f),f),f),e 
; 
; STRING TO RESET TO STANDARD aIARACTER WIDTH 
; 
PSTD: DB f),f),f),f),e 

; 
• STRING TO ROLL CARRIAGE UP A PARTIAL LINE 

WI'IHOOT ALTERING CARRIAGE COLUMN, 
IF AVAILABLE, FOR USE BEFORE SUPERSCRIPT 
AND AFTER SUBSCRIPT. ROLDGl ~OULD ALSO 
BE INSTALLED TO ROLL CARRIAGE SAME AMOUNT 
IN O'IHER DIRECTION. APPLIES IF POSMTH=FF OR f). 

ROLUP: DB f),f),f),f),e 

; 
; STRING TO ROLL DOWN, AS AFTER SUPERSCRIPT, 
; IF AVAILABLE. USED ONLY IF ROLUP ALSO 
; INSTALLED. 
; 
ROLDCM: DB f),f),f),f),e 

; ...... USER-PATCHABLE ITEMS FOR BOTH 
BO'IH DAISY AND NON-DAISY PRINTERS •••••••• 

STRINGS FOR USER-DEFINED FUNCTIONS 1-4, INVOKABLE 
WI'IlI PRINT CONTROL CliARACTERS IMBEDDED IN FILE. 

USE ONLY WITH EXTREME CAUTION AND VERY THOROOGH 
TESTING ON DAISY PRINTERS, AS WORDSTAR'S CONTROL 
S~UENCES AND YOURS COULD EASILY INTERFERE. 

LINES COOTAINING CONTROLS 'IlIAT INVOKE 'IlIESE 
ALWAYS PRINT FORWARD EVEN IF BIDlRECTION PRINT IS ON. 

USR1: DB e 
DB e,e,e,e 

USR2: DB f) 
DB e,e,e,e 

USR3: DB f) 
DB e,e,e,e 

USR4: DB f) 
DB e,e,e,e 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 £14/10/81 PRINTER PATCE AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 7 

06DD 00 
06DE £I£! £10 £I£! 00 

06E2 0£1 
06E3 £10 £10 £I£! £10 

£I6E7 01 
06E8 ~D 

06E9 £I£! £I£! £10 
e6EC £I£! £I£! £I£! £I£! 
£I6F0 £10 £10 £10 £Ie 
e6F4 £10 00 00 00 

£I6F8 £10 
06F9 ~£1 00 00 00 
06FD £I£! £I£! £10 £10 
£17£11 00 0£1 £I£! £I£! 
0705 £I£! £I£! £10 00 

07£19 !a£! £I£! 

£I70B 2D 

e7ec 5F 

; 

;DAISY / NCIl-DAISY ITOO ••• 

iSTROOS USED BY BOW DIASIES AND NON-DAISIES. 
;AUlUiATICALLY PATCEED FOR DAISIES BY INSTALL PROORAM; 
;MEDDLE WIm CAUTION FOR DAISY PRINTERS. 

i CHANGE RIBBON COLOR (OPTIONAL) 
; 
RIBBON: DB ~ ;CHANGE TO ALTERNATE COLOR 

DB 0,0,0,0 

RIBOFF: DB 0 ; CHANGE BACK TO BLACK 
DB £1,0,0,0 

i 
i STRING TO INITIALIZE PRINTER. SmT AT 
; START OF PRlliTING, MAY BE USED TO WEN MOTOR 
i ON, SET STANDARD CEARACTER SIZE AND LINE 
; HEIGHT, OR OTHER FUNCTIONS FOR YOUR SPECIFIC 
i HARDWARE. ALWAYS PATCHED BY INSTALL PROORAM, 
i ADD YOUR BYTES AFTER INSTALLATION. 
; 
PSINIT: DB 1 ; NUMBER OF <lIARACTERS 

; 

DB CR iCARRIAGE RE'lURN, TO MAKE SURE 
iCARRIAGE STARTS AT LEFT EDGE 
iOF PAPER. 

DB 0,£1,0 
DB ~,0,~,0 
DB £1,0,0,0 
DB ~,e,~,~ 

;UP TO 16 CHARACTERS •• 
; •• TOTAL TO SEND •• 
; •• TO PRINTER 

; STRING smT TO PRINTER AT CONCLUSION OF 
; PRINTING, En TO '!URN MOTOR OFF. 
; 
PSFINI: DB £I 

DB 0,0,£1,0 
DB 0,£1,£1,£1 
DB ~,e,e,~ 
DB 0,£1,£1,0 

DB £1,£1 

;UP TO 16 mARS 

; RESERVED 

CHARACTER USED FOR "STRIKEOUT" PRINT ENHANCEMENT 
; (INVOKED WIm CONTROL-X PRINT CONTROL) 
SOCHR: DB '_I 
; 
; CHARACTER USED FOR "UNDERSCORE" PRINT ENHANCEMENT 
; (INVOKED WIm CONTROL-S PRINT CONTROL) 
ULCHR: DB '_I 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 914/191181 PRINTER PATCE AREA HACR0-891 3.4 PAGE 8 

917fJD 9191 
917eE 9191 
91791F C9 

917191 9191 
91711 9191 
91712 C9 

e713 e91 9191 9191 9191 

F-10 

ruSTOM PRINTER INITIALIZE SUBR, CALLED BEFORE 
STRING (PSINIT OR DINIT) IS SENT. USE FOR 
ANYTHING 1HAT CAN'T BE AC~miED WITH 
A STRING, SUQi AS ASSIGNMENT OR INITIALIZING 
A SPECIAL DRIVER INSTALLED IN YOUR BIOS. 

PRINIT: NOP 
NOP 
RET 

iINITIALLY NULL. PATCE A JMP 
iTO YOOR ROOTINE HERE. SEE END 
jOF USER1.MAC RE FINDING PATCH 
jSPACE. 

j 
; ruSTOM PRINTER FINISH (CLOSE) SUBR, CALLED 
j AFTER STRING (PSFINI OR DFINI) IS SENT. 
i 
PRFINI: NOP 

NOP 
RET 

DB e,e,e,e jRESERVED 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 gj4/1gj/81 PRINTER PATQi AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 9 

03 

0718 FF 

0719 

j ..... FLAGS RELATING "TO TRANSMISSION 
OF CHARACTERS TO PRINTER ••••• 

jITOO (}l nus PAGE RELATE TO ALL PRINTERS. 

CSWTQi: DB 3 iWHERE TO SEND EAQi OOTEUT CliARACTER: 
j 00 TO CP/M LIST DEVICE. 

HAVBSY SiOOLD BE 0 (UNLESS YOU 
i lNSTALL A "BUSY" ROOTlNE AT LIBSY) 
j 01 TO INSTALL-PROORAM-PATCHABLE PORT DRIVER 
j gj2 TO USER SUBROOTlNE, ENTRY POnrI'S 
i ruBUSY, PUSEND, AND PUINP. 
j 03 TO O~ DAISY PRlNTER DRIVER. FORCES POSMni= 1 • 
; f}4 TO ALTERNATE CONSCLE PRINTER DRIVER. 

HAVBSY: DB ItWFH jNOO-ZERO IF PRINTER DRIVER 
; AS INSTALLED AND PATCliED 

j HAS A "BUSY" TEST SEPARATE FROM 
j "PRINT A CliARACTER". IF NON-ZERO, 
j CONCURRENT EDITlNG AND PRINTlNG 
j WILL PERFORM BETTER j MJST BE ZERO 
j IF CAN' T FIND OUT WHE'rnER PRlNTER 
i IS BUSY (AS WHEN QiARACTERS ARE 
j OUTEUT lHROOGH CP/M "LIST" DEVICE). 

DB gj jRESERVED FOR EXPANSION 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 84/18/81 PRINTER PAT<lI AREA MACR0-8f) 3.4 PAGE 10 

f)71A 

871A f)f) 
fJ71B rn 
W71C cg 

871D 

fJ71D 5F 
fJ71E fJE fJ5 
fJ72fJ CD f)f)115 
fJ723 rn 
fJ724 cg 

fJ725 

fJ725 f)f) 
fJ726 37 
fJ727 cg 

F-12 

; ••••• PRINTER DRIVERS PER SE ••••• 

; '!HERE ARE FIVE DRIVERS, CORRESPONDING TO 
; CSWTCH (PREVIOOS PAGE) = 9f), 91, 92, 93, 04. 
; 
; EA<lI CF 'IlIE DRIVERS HAS 'll:1HEE ENTRIES: 

; 

1. BUSY STAllJS ENTRY. RE'lURNS CY=1 IF 
PRINTER IS NOT READY. IF UNIMPLEMENTED, 
RE'lURN CY=f). HAVBSY SIOULD BE fJ IF 
UNIMPLE1£NTED AND FF IF IMPLEMENTED. 

2. SEND CHARACTER (A REnISTER) ENTRY. 
3. INPUT A <liAR TO A, OR RE'lURN CY=1 IF NO 

INPUT CHARACTER READY. 'll:1IS mTRY IS 
USED ONLY FOR ETX/ ACK AND XONIXOFF 
BUFFER FULL PROTOCCLS IMPLEMENTED 
WI'IlIIN EDITOR (SEE "PROTCL" BELCAi). 

; 'IlIESE ROOTINES MAY CLOBBER ALL REnISTERS. 

i 
i PRINTER DRIVER TO OOTPUT TO CP 1M LIST 
iDEVICE. ONLY CALLED IF CSWITCH=f)fJ. 

LIBSY: iBUSY TEST ENTRY - BUSY TEST MAY BE 
;ADDED HERE IF YOOR OPERATIOO SYSTEM 
iALLCAiS DETERMINING WHE'lllER PRINTER 
iIS READY. PATCH HAVBSY TO FF IF USED. 

NOP 
ORA A 
RET 

iRE'lURN Cy=e TO SAY 
; •• NOT BUSY. 

LISEND: iOOTPUT CliARACTER (A) TO LIST DEVICE 

MOV E,A 
MVI C,LISTF 
CALL BOOS 
ORA A 
RET 

; OlARACTER IN E FOR CP 1M 
iFUNCTION # IN C 
iCALL SYSTEM 
i CLEAR CY FLAG 
;RE'lURN TO CALLER 

LISINP: ;INPUT CliARACTER TO (A) OR RE'lURN CY=1 
;IF NCIlE. 'll:1IS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPLIED 
iBY OPERATING SYSTEM, USER MJST SUPPLY 
iSUBROOTINE IF ETX/ACK OR XONIXOFF 
;PROTOCOL IS TO BE USED. 

NOP 
STC 
RET 

iIF NO ROOTINE INSTALLED, SAY 
i •• NO CHARACTER READY. 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 04/10/81 PRINTER PATCE AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 11 

0728 

.,.,28 DB 
0729 05 
072A 00 
072B E6 
.,.,2C 01 
0720 EE 
W72E 01 

.,.,2F 37 
0730 C0 
0731 B7 
0732 C9 

0733 
0733 D3 
0734 04 
0735 "0 
0736 C9 

0737 

0737 DB 
0738 05 
0739 00 
073A E6 
073B 02 
073C EE 
0730 £)2 

073E 37 
073F C0 

.,.,40 DB 
0741 04 
0742 00 
0743 B7 
0744 C9 

; PRINTER DRIVERS ••• 
; 
;PORT DRIVER. CALLED ONLY IF CSWITCE=1. 

; DOES I/O DIRECT TO HARDWARE PORTS. PORT NUMBERS AND 
;STAWS BITS MAY BE SET AS DESIRED BY ANSWERING WESTIONS 
;ASKED BY THE INSTALL PROORAM AFTER CHOOSING "PORT DRIVER". 
; INITIAlLY SET UP TO USE PORT 4 FOR DATA, PORT 5 BIT 0 
iON TO INDICATE READY FOR OOTRJT, PORT 5 BIT 1 ON TO 
; INDICATE INRJT CHARACTER READY. 

SELECTING PORT DRIVER IN INSTALL SETS HA VBSY TO FF. 
; 
FOBSY: ;PORT DRIVER STAWS ENTRY 

;BUSY TEST CODE: 
DB (IN) ; "IN" INSTRUCTION 

POSTAT: DB 5 ; PATCE OOTRJT STAWS PORT , HERE 
NOP ; - PORT 5 SlOO AS EXAMPLE 
DB (ANI) ;MASK BIT(S) OF INTEREST -

POMASK: DB 1 ; BIT 0 SlOO AS EXAMPLE. 
DB OCRI) ;COMPLEMENT BITS WHICE KIST 

POOM: DB 1 ; BE 1 FOR PRINTER READY". 
;Na.l HAVE NON-ZERO IF PRINTER NOT RDY 

STC ;SAY NOT READY 
RNZ ;RE'lURN IF NOT READY 
ORA A ;CLEAR CARRY: SAY READY 
RET ;RE'1URN 

POOEND: ;PORT DRIVER SEND CHAR ENTRY 
DB (OOT) 

POOP: DB 4 ;OOTRJT DATA PORT PATCEED HERE -
NOP ; PORT 4 SHOWN AS EXAMPLE. 
RET 

POINP: ; PORT DRIVER INRJT CEAR ENTRY, 
;USED IF PROTCL=1 OR 2 ONLY. 

DB (IN) 
PISTAT: DB 5 ;PATCl INRJT STAWS PORT # HERE 

NOP 
DB (ANI) 

POINSK: DB 2 ;MASK BITS OF INTEREST - B1 SlOWN 
DB (XRI) ;COMPLDo!ENT BITS 'IliAT ARE ON WHEN 

PO~: DB 2 ; INRJT QiARACTER IS READY 
;NC1ft HAVE NZ IF INRJT ClARACTER NOT READY 

STC 
RNZ ;RE'lURN CY=1 IF NO ClAR READY 

; CHARACTER IS READY, INRJT IT 
DB (IN) 

POIP: DB 4 ; PATCli INRJT DATA PORT I HERE 
NOP 
ORA A ;CLEAR CY 
RET ; RE'lURN WITH CHAR IN A 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 "4/1"/81 PRINTER PATCE AREA MACR0-8" 3.4 PAGE 12 

"145 "" "" "" "" 
"149 "" "" "" 

"7~C "0 

"74D m 
"74E C9 

W7~F 0" 
"75" "0 
""51 C9 

"752 "" 

F-14 

;PRINTER DRIVERS ••• 

DB ",",",",","," ;~ERVED 

; 
;USER-SUPPLYABLE PRINTER OOTRJT SUBROUTINES 
;CALLED ONLY IF CSWITCH=2. 
; 
; THIS MAY BE USED WHERE SPECIAL INTERFACE 
; RWJIREMENTS NECESSITATE A MORE COMPLEX 
; ROOTINE '!HAN mE PORT DRIVER ABOVE. 
; 
; SPACE IS PROVIDED HERE OOLY FOR mE JMPS TO 
; mE ROOTINES; PAT<li OVER DRIVERS ABOVE, OR 
; IN "MORPATn AREA AT END OF USER1 MODULE 
; (SEE PRECEDING LISTING). FOR MORE SPACE, 
; SEE npBGMENn AND ASSOCIATED COl+fENTS AT 
; END OF USER1 LISTING. 
; 
PUBSY: NOP 

ORA A 
RET 

PUSEND: NOP 

PUINP: 

NOP 
RET 

NOP 

STC 
RET 

;ENTRY POINT TO USER-SUPPLIED 
; ROOTINE TO RE'lURN CY=1 IF 
; PRINTER IS NOT READY. 
;IF UNIMPLEMmTED, RET CY=0. 

; mTRY POINT TO USER-SUPPLIED 
; ROOTINE TO PRINT CEARACTER 
; IN A RIDISTER. 

;ENTRY POINT TO USER-SUPPLIED 
; ROO TINE TO INRJT <llARACTER, 
; OR RE'IURN CY=1 IF NOOE READY. 
; USED ONLY IF PROTCL IS 1 OR 2. 
;IF UNIMPLEMmTED, SAY NO CHAR RDY. 

; THE PRINTER DRIVER FOR CSWTaI=3 IS NOT IN USER4. 

DB ",0," ; RESERVED 
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Append.ix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 "4/1"/81 PRINTER PATOi AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 13 

0758 

0758 00 
0759 F!7 
075 A C9 

"75B 

W75B CD fl777 

075E CD "0"". 

0761 C3 "76E 

0764 

0764 CD "777 
"767 CD "000-

076A C4 00"". 

"76D 57 

; 

;PRINTER DRIVERS ••• 

"ALTERNATE CONSOLE" PRINTER DRIVER 
CALLED ONLY IF CSWTCH=4. 

; THIS DRIVER ALLGlS ACCESS TO PRINTERS REQUIRING 
; CHARACTER INPUT (FOR A COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL) 
; WITHOOT PATOiING IN A DRIVER, UNDER OPERATING 
; SYSTEMS WHlOi SUPPORT MULTIPLE CONSOLES SELECTED 

VIA mE "IOBYTE" I/O ASSIGNMENTS BY1'E. 

THIS DRIVER IS SELECTED BY SETTING CSWTaI TO 4. 

THE SPECIFIC CONSOLE DEVICE TO BE USED IS SELECTED 
BY SETTING ITEM "COOIE" BELGl TO ''0, 01, "2, OR 03. 

''HAVBSY" SHOOLD' BE " WHEN USING ALTERNATE CONSOLE 
DRIVER, UNLESS YOO ADD A BUSY TEST ROOTINE. 

ACBSY: ; ENTRY POINT FOR OOPUT BUSY TEST. 
;NO ROO TINE SUPPLIED, AS NORMAL OPERATING SYSTEM 
; DOES NOT PROVIDE CONSOLE OUTPUT BUSY FUNCTION. 
NOP 
ORA A ; RETURN CY=0 TO SAY IINaf BUSYII 
RET 

ACSEND: ; ENTRY POINT TO SEND CliARACTER IN A TO PRINTER 

CALL ACSTAR 

CALL COOaInfl 

JMP ACFIN 

;SET IOOYTE TO ALTERNATE CONSOLE, 
iSAVING ORIGINAL IOOYTE IN B. 
;OUTPUT QiARACTER (A) TO CONSOLE, 
iPRESERVING RIDISTERS. 
;GO RESTORE IClBYTE AND RElURN. 

ACINP: i ENTRY POINT TO RETURN CONSOLE INPUT CliARACTER 
iIN A RIDISTER, OR RE1URN CY=1 IF NO 0lAR READY. 

CALL ACSTAR ;SAVE AND SET IOBYTE 
CALL CONSTAI' jTHIS SUBROOTINE RETURNS 0 IN 

; A AND Z FLAG SET IF NO CHARACTER 
;IS READY AT CONSOLE. SAVES BCDEHL. 

em INaIRl' jIF QiARACTER READY, GET IT TO A. 
;ELSE 0 IS LEFT IN A. 

MOV D,A ;PUT VAllJE TO RE1URN IN D FOR NC1tl 
jFALL THRU TO ACFIN 00 NEXT PAGE TO RE..'3TORE ICBYTE, 
jRE'lURN D IN A, CY=1 IF NO CHAR READY, ELSE CY=0. 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 "4/10/81 PRINTER PATCli AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 14 

"76E 

"76E 78 
"76F 
"76F 32 "003 
"772 7A 

"773 B7 
"774 C0 
"775 37 
"776 cg 

"777 

"777 57 
"778 3A "003 
"77B 47 
"77C E6FC 
"77E F6 
"77F 01 

F-16 

;PRINTER DRIVERS ••• ALTERNATE CONSOLE DRIVER ••• 

ACFIN: ;ALTERNATE CONSOLE DRIVER CO~ EXIT ROO TINE 

KlV A,B ;ORIGINAL ICBYTE, SAVED BY "ACSTAR" 
AQ)TA 1: ; "AQ)TAR" SUBROOTINE JOINS HERE 

STA ICBYTE ;SET NFl\f IOBYTE OR RESTORE ORIGINAL 
MOV A,D ;RESTORE A RIDISTER 
;RE'll1RN CY=1 IF A=e: THIS IS NEEDED AT EXIT FROM 
; "ACINP" ROOTINE, DOES NO HARM IN O'IHER CASES. 
ORA A ;TEST FOR Nell-ZERO, CLEAR CY FLAG 
RNZ ;IF NON-ZERO, RE'll1RN CY FLAG CLEAR 
STC ; ELSE SET CARRY FLAG 
RET ;FOR A=" RE'lURN CY=1 

ACSTAR: ;COHMON ENTRY SUBR FOR ALTERNATE CONSOLE DRIVER 

MOY D,A ;SAVE A IN D, FOR ACSEND. 
LDA ICBYTE ;GET I/O ASSIGNMENTS STATUS BYTE 
MOV B,A ;SAVE INITIAL IOBYTE IN B 
ANI fr!lF<li ;ZERO '!HE "CONSOLE" PART OF IOBYTE 
DB (ORI) ;SET DESIRED CONSOLE BITS 

CooIE: DB e1 ;USER OR INSTALLATION SETS DESIRED 
; CONSOLE BITS HERE: 

; 00 :: TTY: PHYSICAL DEVICE 
; 01 = CRT: PHYSICAL DEVICE 
; 02 = BAT: PHYSICAL DEVICE 
; 03 = UC1: PHYSICAL DEVICE 

; NElrl ICBYTE VALUE IS NCW IN A 
JMP ACSTA 1 ;GO SET IOBYTE FRCIot A, RESTORE A 

;FR~ D, AND RETURN TO CALLER. 
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Appendj.x F USER4 Listing 

USER4 e4/ 1 e/81 PRINTER PATOi AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE 15 

e783 

0786 

0787 

e788 
078A 

e78E 

7F 

DB e,e,e jRESERVED 
j 
j •••• PRINTER COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL •••• 
j 

j APPLICABLE IF CSWTOi=0, 1, OR 2. 
j APPLICABLE FOR ALL POSMTH VALUES. 
j 
j THREE BUFFER FULL PROTOCOLS ARE SUPPORTED: 
j 

j NO PROTOCOL: (PROTCL=0): NO PROTOCAL EXEaJTED IN WORD
STAR: USE IF NOOE ~IRED OR IF HANDLED ELSOOiERE, 
En IN OPERATING SYSTEM OR IN USER DRIVER ROOTINES. 

j 

j ETX/ACK PROTOCOL (PROTCL=1): WS TRANSMITS "ETX" AT END 
OF STRING OF QiARACTERS, PRINTER RESPONDS WI'!H 
"ACK" WHm ALL OF THESE OiARACTERS HAVE BEEN 
PRINTED. DRIVER MJST BE ABLE TO INPUT OiARACTERS. 

XON/XOFF PROTOCAL (PROTCL=2): PRINTER 
SENDS "XOFF" WHEN WS ~iOULD STOP SENDING, 
"XON" WHm TRANSMISSION SHOOLD BE RESUMED. 
DRIVER MJST BE ABLE TO INPUT OiARACTERS. 

PROTCL: DB 0 j 0=NO PRINTER BUFFER F1JLL PROTOCOL 
j 1=ETX/ACK PROTOCOL. SET EAKBSZ BEL~ I 
j2=XON/xOFF PROTOCOL 

j USE e FOR MOST TTY-LIKE PRINTERS AND FOR SERIAL 
j DAISY PRINTERS INTERFACED AT 300 BAUD OR SLa.ER. 
; FOR DIABLO AND QUME AT 1200 BAUD, USE 1. 
j FOR NEe AT 1200 BAUD, USE 1 OR 2 AND CONFIGURE '!HE 
; PRINTER APPROPRIATELY, OR USE e & CABLE ADAPTER. 

EAKBSZ: DB 1'Z7 j ETX/ ACK MESSAGE LENGTH (112 PRINTER I S 
;BUFFER SIZE), APPLICABLE ONLY IF PROTCL=1, 
jAUTC11ATICALLY PATCHED FOR DAISY PRINTERS. 

DB 0,0 
DB e,e,e,e 

ALABEL WI $ 

;RESERVED FOR EXPANSION 
jRESERVED FOR EXPANSION 

jASSEMBLER SiOULD PRINT 78E 

jNEXT MODULE LOADS AT 7geH 
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Appendix F USER4 Listing 

USER4 fJ4/1fJ/81 PRINTER PATal AREA MACR0-80 3.4 PAGE S 

Macros: 

Symbols: 
ACBSY fJ758I ACFIN fJ76EI ACINP "764I ACSOO> fJ75BI 
ACSTA1 "76FI ACSTAR fJ777I ALABEL fJ78E BOOS fJfJ05 
BLDSTR "691I BS "fJfJ8 CONFIE "77FI CONSTA "768* 
CooCH fJ75F* CR fJfJfJD CSWTCH fJ717I DBLSTR fJ692I 
DEL "fJ7F EAKBSZ "787I FF fJfJfJC HAVBSY fJ718I 
INCHR fJ76B* ICBYTE fJfJfJ3 LF fJfJ"A LIBSY fJ71AI 
LISEND . fJ71DI LISINP "725 I LISTF fJfJfJ5 PALT "6135 I 
PBACKS fJ6AFI PISTAT fJ738I POBSY fJ728I POIM fJ73DI 
POINP fJ737I POINSK fJ73BI POIP "741I Pa-1ASK fJ72CI 
POOM "72EI POOP fJ734I POOEND fJ733I POSMTH fJ69fJI 
POSTAT "729I PRFINI "71fJI PRINIT "7fJDI PROTCL "786I 
PSCR fJ6A1I PSCRLF fJ696I PSFINI fJ6F8I PSiALF fJ6A8I 
PSINIT "6E7I PSTD fJ6BAI RIBSY fJ74CI PUINP "752I 
PUSEND "74FI RIBBON fJ6DDI RIBOFF 06E2I ROLIX1tl fJ6C4I 
ROLUP "6BFI SOCHR fJ7fJBI '!'BASE "1fJfJ ULCHR fJ7fJCI 
USR1 fJ6C9I USR2 fJ6CEI USR3 fJ6D3I USR4 06D8I 

No Fatal error(s) 
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Appendix G 

ACP, 1-1 
ArJr-IV 

CONFlGURnl;, C-2 
AtM-31 

CONFlGURIOO, C-2 
AI:M-3A 

CONFIGURING, C-l 
ALTERNATE· CliARACrER PlTaI, 7-3 
ALTOS, 1-3, 2-2, 2-5 

PORT VALUES, 8-3 
ANL, 6-8 
APPLE, B-3 
AlJ'ID CARRIAGE RE'IURN, 2-9 
AUTO LINE FEED, 2-9, C-l 
AUTO NUl LINE, 2-9 
AUTO NEH-LlNE, 6-8 
AU'ID RE'IURN, 6-8 
AUTO-NfW LINE, C-l 
.AI1'Ims:, 8-3 
BA<l<SPACE, 7-2 

AU'IO, 8-3 
BA<l<SPACIR; OPERATIR; SYS'l'E)15, 6-9, 6-10 
BAUD SELECrION, 2-9 
Ba<0iR:, 8-3 
Beehive 150, 2-1 

cnwIGURIR;, C-l 
BIOS, 6-5, 6-9, 6-10 

IOBYTE, 7-6 
BLDSTR:, 7-2 
BLOCK MARKERS, 5-4 
BOIL~IN PCRr muvER, 2-7, 3-6, 4-1, 7-6 

ALTOS, 8-3 
DE'l'ERMINE FUNCTION, 4-1 
DE'l'ERMINIR; 00Tr0T PORT, 4-2 
DYNABYTE, 8-4 
I/O PORl'S, 4-1 
INRJT DATA PORI' ADDRESS, 4-4 
INPUT PORT, 4-1 . 
INRJT STAWS PORI', 4-4 
MEH)RY -MAPPED PORTS, 4-1 
ClJTRJT PORI', 4-1 
OOTRJT STA'IUS· PORT, 4-3 
STATUS BITS, 4-1 
VEC'IDR GRAPHICS, 8-5 

BUSY TEST, 7-6 
USE, 7-5 

CASLIN:; 
NEC 5510/5520, D-6 

CARRIAGE RE'IURN, 7-2 
CENTRONICS 

INl'ERFACE, 1-1 
COIDFF:, 5-3 
COMMAND KEYS, 8-1 
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CXH1ANDS 
<n1rROL-J, 5-4 
CCN.rR)L-K, 5-4 
a:N.rROL-E, 7-3 
CCN.rR)L-P, 2-6 
a:NrROL-Q, 7-3 
CCN.rR)L-R, 7-3 
<XN1'ROL-W, 7-3 

Oompucolor 8001G, 2-1 
aJilt\tl'iSR 

RmuIREMENl'S, 1-1 
am'IG.a:M, 2-6 
<Xm'IGUR.a:M, 2-6 
a:NrROL KEYS, 5-4 

Index 

CCN.rR)L-H PRCEDtS, 6-9, 6-10 
CP/M LIST DEVICE, 7-6 
CP/M MmORY SIZE, A-I 
CPM.a:M, A-I 
rnBLIV:, 6-6 
Cramemco 3100, 2-1 

COOFIGURnl;, C-l 
CRl':, 2-7 
CSWITCH:, 7-7, 7-4 
au SPEED, 6-11 
aJRSE 

BLINK FREX;JUENCY, 6-11 
QJRSOR KYrION 

COLOFF, 5-3 
<:x:JNIR)L-H, 6-1~ 
DELAYS, 6-9 
DELm'E KEY, 6-10 

aJRSOR POSITICtU~, 1-1, 2-1, 6-8 
MEMORY-MAPPED VIDED, 6-6 
OFFSE'l' , 6-3 
STEPS, 6-3 
USER IMPLEl-iENl'ED, 6-7 

aJS'IG1 OONSOLE DRIVERS 
UCNSTA:, 6-10 
U~I:, 6-10 
UCCH>:, 6-10 

CDSTOMI~ON ~,1-3,0-2,7-1,8-1,E-l,F-l 
DAISY WHEELS, 5, 4-4, 0-2, 0-4 
DATA INRJT PORI', 4-4 
DBISrR:, 7-2 
DCl/0C3, 0-5 
DECClIR:, 8-2 
DEFAULT CONDITIONS, 1-3, 8-1 
DEFIlSK:, 8-6 
DELAYS 

SYSTEM, 6-11 
DELI:, 6-11 
DEL2:, 6-11 
DEL3:, 6-11 
DEL4:, 6-11 

DELaJS:, 6-8, 6-9 
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DEL~ KEY PROOLElt1S, 6-9, 6-10 
DELETE LINE, 5-4, 6-7, 6-9 

DESaUPrION, 6-5 
DELMIS:, 6-8, 6-9 
DElt1ONSTRATIONS, 3-1 
Dm'ERMINE FUNCTION, 4-1 

DATA INRJT PORT ADDRESS, 4-4 
INPUT STAWS PORI', 4-4 
OOTPUT PORT, 4-2 
STATUS PORT, 4-3 

DIABLO 
1610/1620, 1-2, 2-2, 2-8, 0-2, 0-4 

CCl1PATIBLE TYPE WHEELS, 0-4 
FEAWRES, 0-4 
INSTALLATION, 0-4 
rnARAcrER PITCll, D-4 

1640/50, 1-2, 2-2, 0-5 
<Xl1PATmLE PRIm' WHEELS, 0-5 
m'X/ACl<, 0-5 
FEAWRES, 0-5 
FORM FEEDS, 0-5 
INSTALIATICN, 0-5 

DIABLO 1300, 2, 2-2 
DIABLO HI-TYPE II, 2-2,2-4,2-5,3-4,0-2 

CDMPATIBLE PRINI' WHEELS, 0-2 
DICl'IOOARY, 3-1 
DISK DRIVES 

RmulREMENTS, 1-1 
DISKE.Tl'E 

DISl'RmUl'ION, 3-1 
DYNABYTE 

PORT VALUES, 8-4 
EAKBSZ:, 7-8 
EDIT IXXlJMENT PRJMPl', 5-2 
ERAEOL:, 5-4, 6-7 
ERASE~END-OF-LlNE, 5-2,5-4,6-7,6-9 

DESOOPrION, 6-5 
ERlIR) 

BAD FILE NAME, A-2 
DlRECIORY FULL, A-2 
DISI< FULL, A-2 
FATAL ERROR F46, 5-3 
FILE OOES WI' EXIST, A-I 
IN:G1PATmLE, A-2 
WI' EN:XJGH MrX>RY, A-I 
CN aa;I~ FILE, A-2 
~ECrED END OF FILE, A-2 
WSU oor FOUND, A-I 

ffiX/ACK, 2-4,2-8,7-8,0-4,0-5,0-6 
EXAMPLE. 'IXT , 3-1 
FILE NAMES, 3-7 
FILEOOFi. cx:J.1, B-1 
FLAG 0iARACl'ERS, 8-1 
Flashwriter I, 2-1 
Flashwriter II, 2-1 

Index-2 

FOREIGN IJUGJAGE, 8-3 
FORM FEED, 0-3, 0-5 
FORM LfNn'H, 2-9, 0-3 
FORMAT, B-1 
FORMATr]N; OPrIONS, 8-1 
H-89, B-1, E-l, F-l 
HAVBSY:, 7-5 
HAZELTINE 1500, 2-1 

AU'ID LINE FEED, C-l 
a:M'IGURI~, C-l 

Index 

DELETE LINE, C-l 
ERASE~END-OF-LlNE, C-l 
INSERT LINE, C-l 
<:x:m'I~, C-l 
~ H-89, B-1, E-l, F-l 
HEl'HBS:, 6-11 
HFMEIT-PACl<ARD 2621 Alp, 2-1 

<:x:m'IGURI~, C-l 
HI-TYPE II, 0-2 (SEE DIABW) 
HIBQJR:, 6-6 
HIBIV:, 6-6 
BIGBLIGB'.l'IR;, 5-4, 6-5 

aJRSOR DELAY DEPENDENCE, 6-8 
MEH>RY-MAPPED'VIDEX), 6-6 

HlTE:, 6-7 
HPRD4, 0-5 
HZOOE:, 8-2 
I/O PORTS, 4-1 
I/OMASTER, 1-1,1-3,2-2,2-4,2-5,2-8, 

3-4,7-7,0-1,0-2 
IMSAI PI04-4, 1, 2 
IMSAI VIO, 2-1, C-l 
Infoton 1-1"", 2-1 

cnwlGURIR;, C-l 
INlSUB:, 6-11 
INI'IWF:, 8-2 
INRJT STMUS PORT, 4-4 
INSERT LINE, 5-4, 6-7 

DESClUPrION, 6-5 
INSERT-LINE, 6-9 
INSTALL, 1-3, 3-1 

ERROR 
MISSIN3 FILE, 3-3 

PRINl'ER MENU, 3-4 
SIGN-ON, 3-2 
STARl'IR; 

<X>NVm1'IONAL, 3-2 
JlBrALLATICIf 

BUILT-IN PORT DRIVER, 4-1, 7-6 
DETERMINE, 4-1 
I/O PORT ADDRESS, 4-1 
STMUS BITS, 4-1 

BUSY TEST, 7-5 
ClIAN3IR; FILE NAMES, 3-7 
m1PLETION, 3-6 
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lR)TAIlATI(E (continued) 
00NVENIT10NAL, 2-1, 3-2 
QJS'lOM ~OOLE DRIVERS, 6-7, 6-10 
DIABLO 1610/1620, D-4 
DIABLO 1640/1650, 0-5 
DRIVER SELEcrION, 3-5 
INVOKIN; DEFAULTS, 3-9 
UffiEL PATCIIER, 3-6, 3-9 
ME1<10RY-MAPPED VIDED, 6-2, 6-5 
MCDIFY PRE-INm'ALLID hURDSTAR, 3-9 
NAME FILE & EXIT, 3-7 
NAME FILE/DRIVE & EXECDTE, 3-8 
NAMEIN; roJRCE FILE, 3-8 
NAMI~ DESI'INATIOO FILE/DRIVE, 3-8 
NEC 5510/20, D-6 (SEE NEC, 5510/5520) 
OEM PRINl'ERS, 0-2 (SEE PRINl'ER, OEH) 
OPITOO A, 3-7 
OPrION B, 3-7 
OPrION C, 3-8 
OPrION D, 3-9 
OPrIONS, 3-7 
OPrIONS MENU, 3-7 
ORDINARY SmJEOCE, 3-7 
PRINI'ER 

CONVENTIONAL, 3-4 
PRINl'ER SELECl'ION, 3-4 
QUME SPRINr 5, 0-5 
SELEcrION ERROR, 3-3 
SPECIAL SYSTEMS, 2-1 
SPECIFYI~ DESI'INATIOO DISK, 3-7 
TERMINAL, 3-3, 6-2, 6-7 

QJmG1, 3-3 
DRIVER, 6-2 
ENHANCa-tEm', 6-2 

USERl, 3-9 
USER4, 3-9 

IQ-120 
c::cm'IGURI~, C,;..2 

IQ-140 
cx::m'IGURnl;, C-2 

ITDSDR:, 8-2 
ITHELP:, 8-1 
ITITOO:, 8-2 
ITPOm:, 8-2 
JUSTIFICATION 

DEFAULT FI..N;, 8-2 
KEYBOAIID PERFORMANCE, 7-5 
LABEL PATOlER, 3-6, 3-9, 6-1 

QiANGIN; MEM)RY, 3-10 
INVOKIN;, 3-9 
LOCATICN ENTRY, 3-10 

LABELS:, 6-1 
Lear-Siegler ADM-31, 2-1 
~IGURIN;, C-2 
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Lear-Siegler ADM-3A, 2-1 
~IGURI~, C-1 

LINDEL:, 6-7 
LINE FEED, 7-2 
LININS:, 6-7 
LISINP:, 7-6 
LISTIR;S 

Index 

USER AREAS DESCRIPrIOO, 6-1 
USERl, 3-9, 6-7, E-1 

DESOUPrION, 6-1 
USER4, 3-9, 7-1, F-1 

DESOUPrION, 6-1 
WeAL LINE FEED, 2-9 
MAILMRGE. CNR, 3-1 
MARKERS, 5-4 
ME:ttADR:, 6-6 
MEMAPV:, 6-6 
MEMJRY 

RmJIRf101ENrS, _1-2 
MINIMUM, 1-2 

MENORY-MAPPED PORI'S, 4-1 
MEK>RY-MAPPED VIDEO, 6-2, 6-5 

CRBLIV:, 6-6 
QJRSOR POSITIOOIN3, 6-6 
QJS'1G1 CDNSOLE DRIVERS, 6-7, 6-10 
DIREcr SIORlGE, 6-6 
HIBQJR:, 6-6 
HmIV:, 6-6 
HIGHLIGHT~, 6-6 
IMSAI VIO, C-1 
MDtU\DR:, 6-6 
MElttAPV':, 6-6 
RmuIREm'Nl'S, 6-5, 6-6 
SWIN:, 6-6 
svaJl':, 6-6 

MENUS, 2-1 
DELAYS, 6-11 
MAIN, 5-3 

MERGE PRINr, 3-1 
MESSAGES, 3-1, 8-1 
MicroTerm Acr-IV, 2-1 
~IGURI~, C-2 

MicroTerm Acr-V, 2-1 
JD>IFICATI<BS 

AlJ'.IOttATIC BACl<SPACE OIARAcrER, 8-3 
DECIMAL ClIARACl'ER SELECTIOO, 8-2 
DIRECl'ORY DISPLAY ~, 8-2 
IXXl.JMENl'/N(NXXlJMEm' DEFAULT, 8-3 
FOR BACl<SPACIN; IX)S I, 6-9, 6-10 
HELP LEVEL, 8-1 
HELP LEVEL Pla-1P1', 8-1 
HYPHEN-HELP DEFAULT, 8-2 
HYPHEN-HELP RAN;E, 8-2 
INSERT 'lmGLE DEFAULT, 8-2 
JUSTIFICATION DEFAULT, 8-2 
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ID>IFICATICH) (continued) 
MAII.loU(;E 

FIELD SEPERA'roR SELECl'IOO, 8-2 
VARIABLE DELIMITER SELECrION, 8-2 

MP/M, 8-5 
DEFAULT· OlERIAY RESIDENENCE, 8-6 
DIABLE RESEn.' 00 EXIT, 8-5 
ENABLE S'fSTEl>t 01XI<, 8-5 
NUMBER OF USERS, 8-6 

(M)IT-PIlGE-NUMBERS DEFAULT, 8-2 
PATOIIN:;, 6-1 
USE FORM FEEDS DEFAULT, 8-2 

MORPAT:, 6-11 
MOVCPM.CCM, A-I 
MP/M, 8-5 
NEe 

5510/5520, 1-2, 2-2, 2~8, 0-5 
XON/XOFF s-ITTrn, D-6 
CABLE ADAPlUR, D-6 
ALTERNATE 0iARACl'ER SEn.', 0-5 
CONFIGURIN:;, D-6 
E'IX/Aa< SWITrn, D-6 
FENlURES, 0-5 
HUM,lBUZZ, D-6 
INSTALLATION, D-6 
SPECIAL CABLHl;, D-6 

5500D, 1-3, 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 3-4, 7-1, 0-2 
INrERFACIN:;, 0-2 

5530, 2-4 
NITHLF:, 8-1 
NMOFUS:, 8-6 
ro FILES BEIN:; EDITED MENU, 5-1 
NJNIX>C:, 8-3 
OEM PRINrERS, 1-1 (SEE PRINI'ERS, OEM) 
OPTIONS 

INSTALLATION, 3-7 
ORG 4300, B-2, E-1, F-1 
PA-1, 1-3, 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 2-8 
PALT:, 7-3 
PARALLEL, 0-1 
PARITY, 2-9 
~, 2-1, 6-1 

ADDITIONAL PATOI AREAS, 6-11 
BACl<SPACIN:; OPERATIN:; SYSTEMS, 6-1 
BACl<SPACIN:; SYSTEl>tS, 6-9, 6-10 
DDT.COM, 6-1, 6-11 
DEFINITION, 6-1 
DISPLAY IN LAST CDllJMN, 6-1 
LABEL PATrnER, 6-1 
MEMJRY-MAPPED VIDFD, 6-6 
OVERSTRIKE, 7-1 
SUBROOTINES, 6-11 

PBACI<S:, 7-2 
~:, 6-11 
Perkin-Elmer 550 (Bantam), 2-1 

Index-4 

mANItJt1 RUBaJT, 0-4, 0-5 
PHANItM SPACE, 0-4, 0-5 
PI04-4, 0-1, 0-2 
PITOi, 7-3, 0-3 
PCDBLK:, 8-2 
PORI' DRIVER, 2-7 
POOMI'H:, 7-2 
PRE-INSTALLED, B-1, B-2 
PRFINI:, 7-4 
PRINIT:, 7-4 
PRINT 

OOIDFACE, 2-2 

Index 

CARIABLE ClIARACl'ER PITClI, 2-3 
IXXJBLE Sl'RIKE, 2-2 
:INClOONI'AL 

HORIZONTAL MarION, 2-2 
VERTICAL KJrION, 2-2 

JUsrIFICATION 
MICROSPACE, 2-2 
WHOLE SPACE, 2-3 

CNERPRINl', 2-2 
Sl'RIKEOOT, 2-2 
SUBSaUPT, 2-3 
SUPERSCRIPT,· 2-3 
UNDERLINE, 2-2 
VARIABLE LINE HEIGHT, 2-3 

PRINl' WHEEELS, 0-5 
PRINl' WHEELS, 0-2 
PRIN'JER 

8-BIT PARRALEL INrERFACE, 0-3 
ADDITIONAL FEA'1URES, 7-1 
ADVANCE ro NEXT LINE S"I'RJX;, 7-2 
ALTERNATE ~SOLE DRIVER, 7-5 
N.iri TELETYPE-LIKE, 0-7 
AUTO CARRIAGE REmJRN, 0-3 
AUTO LINE FEED, 0-3 
AIJ'IO-LINE FEED, 2-3 
BA<l<SPACE, 7-1, 7-2 
BACI<SPACING, 2-3 
BA<l<SPACING TELETYPE LIKE, 7 
BOLDFACE, 7-1 

BLDSTR:, 7-2 
BUFFER 0VERFJ:.Gl, 2-4 
BUFFER-FULL LINE, 2-8 
BUILT-IN PORI' DRIVER, 7-6 
BUSY TEsr, 7-6 
BUSY TFSl' FLAG, 7-5 
CABLIN:;, 2-4, 2-8 
CENl'RONICS INl'ERFACE, 3 
ClIARACl'ER INPUT, 7-6 
ClIARACl'ER OOTPUT, 7-6 
ClIARACl'ER PITCli, 0-3 

CONFIGURING, 2-9 
AUTO CARRIIlGE REIURN, 2-9 

AUTO LINE FEED, 2-9 
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PRINTBR (continued) 
AU'ID NEW LINE, 2-9 
FORM LENmI, 2-9 
LC:CAL LINE FEED, 2-9 
PARITY, ·2-9 
PRaroa)L, 2-9 
SPEED SELECl'IOO, 2-9 
'IDP-OF-FORM, 2-9 

CP/M LIST DEVICE, 7-5 
CP/M SErr'-UP, 2-6 

CP/M LIST DVICE 
STAT.Cl:lt1, 2-6 

QJS'lDM DRIVER, 7-5 
DAISY-wHEEL, 2-2, 0-1 

12~~ BAIJD, 2-8 
3~~ BAUD, 2-8 
OIARAcrERISTICS, 2-1 
POSM'lli:, 7-2 
TYPE WHEEELS, 0-1 

OOUBLE STRIKE, 7-1 
DBLSTR:, 7-2 
ALTERNATE ~SOLE, 2-6, 7-6 
BUILT-IN 

ALTOS, 8-3 
DYNABYTE, 8-4 
VECIOR GRAPHICS, 8-5 

BUILT-IN PORI', 2-8, 3-6, 4-1 
INPUT STA'IUS, 4-4 
STA'IUS, 4-3 

BUILT-IN PORT DRIVER, 2-7 
BUSY TFSr, 2-7 
CP/M LIST DEVICE, 2-5, 3-5, 7-6 
TFSr~, 2-6 

rnT: DEVICE, 2-7 
cswraI:, 7-4 
DETERMINIK; OUTPUT PORI', 4-2 
ENl'RY POINl'S, 7-5 
FLAGS, 7-4 
I/O PORTS, 2-7, 4-1 
INPUT DATA PORI', 4-4 
INSTALLATIOO, 3-5 
MEM)RY-MAPPED, 2-7 
MEl-1ORY-MAPPED PORTS, 4-1 
OEM, 7-7 
PORT 

INSTALIATION, 2-7 
PORI' ADDRESSES, 2-7 
PRINl'ER BUSY TFSl', 2-5 
SELECl'IOO, 3-5 
SPImARE, 2-5, 2-8 
STA'IUS BITS, 2-7 
'lTY: DEVICE, 2-7 
USER SUPPLIED, 7-7 
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DRIVERS, 1-3, 2-2, 2-5, 2-8 
CP/M LIST DEVICE, 2-5 

EDIT & PRINr, 7-5 
RrX/AO<, 1-3 
FORM FEED, 0-3 
FORM LENmI, 0-3 
FUNCl'IOO STRIN3S, 7-2 
HALF-LINE FEED, 2-3, 7-3, 0-8 
HAN3IN3, 7-5 
INSTALLATION 

CDNVEm'IONAL, 3-4 
PRanXDL, 3-5 
SELECl'ION, 3-4 

LINE SPAC~, 0-3 
I.llST 0IARAc.rERS, 2-4 
MODIFICATIONS, 7-1 
roN-REmJRN, 0-7 
OEM, 1-3, 2-2, 2-4, 2-8, 3-4, 7-7, 0-2 

DATA 1/2 BIT, 0-2 
DRIVER, 2-5 
INSTALIATION, 0-2 
INl'ERFACE, 0-1 
INrERFACING, 0-2 
TYPE WHEELS, 0-1 

OPl'IONS 
ALTERNATE OIARAcrER PlTOI, 7-3 
DEINITIALIZATION STRING, 7-4 
DEINITILIZATION SUBROOTINE, 7-4 
HALF-LINE ADVANCE STRIN3, 7-3 
INITIALIZATION S'rRIN3, 7-4 
INITIALIZATION SUBRaJTINE, 7-4 
RIBBON CDLOR QWl;E, 7-4 
STANDARD OIARACI'ER PITOi, 7-3 
SUBSCRIPl' , 7-3 
SUPERClUPl', 7-3 
USE FORM FEEDS, 2-9 
USER CXNrROL S'l'lillGS, 7-3 

amERS, 7 
OVERSTRIKE, 7-1 
PRIN.l'ER BUSY LINE, 2-8 
PRaI'COL FLAGS, 7-7 
PROTOCOL, 2-2, 2-7,3-5, 7-5, 7-7 

BAUD, 2-4 
BUFFER SIZE, 7-8 
BUILT-IN PORT DRIVER, 4-4 
CP/M LIST DEVICE, 2-4 
m'X/AO<, 2-4, 2-8 
RmUlREMENI'S, 2-9 
USER-SUPPLIED DRIVER, 7-7 
XONVXOFF, 4, 2-4 

RmUIRE7-lENl'S, 1-2 
RmURN 'ID srART OF LINE S'1."RlN:;, 7-2 
RE.VERSE 0lANNEL, 2-8 
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PRIN'lER (continued) 
SERIAL, 1-2 

IW.JI), 2-2 
DAISY-wHEEL, 2-2 
PROIOCOL, 2-4 

SERIAL DAISY, 0-3 
CONrROLS, 0-3 
INSTALLATION, 0-3 
PROIOCOL, 0-3 

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, 7-3 
SUBSOUPl', 7-3 
SUPERSaUPl', 7-3 
TELE'l'YPE-LIKE, 1-3, 2-2, 2-S, 0-7 

AU'IO LINE FEED, 0-7 
CAPABILITIES, 0-7 
rnARACl'ERIsrICS, 2-1 
MENJ SELECl'IONS, 2-3 

TESTIK;, 5-5 
'lOP OF FORM, 0-3 
UNDERLINE, 7-1 
USER4, 6-1 

PRINrER DRIVER MENU, 3-5 
PRINl'ER MENU, 3-4 
PRINrER SELECl'ION 

ERROR, 3-4 
Processor Tech Sol, 2-1 
PROCESSOR TEOOOLCGY VIXVSOL 

CONFIGURING, C-2 
PROrCL:, 7-7 
PIClOOL, 2-9, 3-5, 7-6, 7-7, 0-3 

BUILT-IN PORI' DRIVER, 4-4 (see BUILT-IN) 
BUSY TFSI', 7-5 
DCl/0C3, 0-5 
DEFINITION, 2-4 
DIABLO 164e/165e, 0-5 (SEE DIABLO) 
DIABL0164e/165e (SEE DIABLO) 

XON/XOFF, 0-5 
RrX/ACK,2-4, 7-S, 0-4, 0-5, D-6 

BUFFER L~, 7-1 
INSTALLATION, 3-5 

MENU, 3-5 
SELECl'ION, 3-5 

XON/XOFF, 2-4, 0-4, 0-5 
PSrn:, 7-1, 7-2 
PSou,F:, 7-2 
PSFINI:, 7-4 
PSHALF:, 7-3 
PSINIT:, 7-4 
PSID:, 7-3 
FUBSY:, 7-7 
RJINP:, 7-7 
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c:mtE 
SPRINr 5, 1-2, 2-2, 0-5 

<J:lt1PATIBLE TYPE WHEELS, 0-5 
RrX/ACK, 0-5 
INsrALLATION, 0-5 

SPRINT 3, 1-2, 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 3-4, D-3, 
OJMPATIBLE PRINT WHEELS, D-2 
INrERFACIK;, 0-2 

RADIo-SHAO<, B-2 
RAM, 1-2 
REI.OC.<n1, A-I 
RELQCATIK; MEn>RY, A-I 
RElJUIREMFN.rS 

TERMINAL, 6-2 
RFIXER:, 6-le 
RIBBON OJLOR, 7-4 
RIBOFF:, 7-4 
RIBON:, 7-4 
RC>I.J:na1:, 7 -3 
OOLUP:, 7-3 
RS']FU;:, S-5 
IruBFXF:, 6-le 
RUBarI', D-4 
RULER LINE, 5-3,· 5-4 
RVELIM:, S-2 
srnEEN DIMENSIONS, 6-7 
SERIAL, 1-1 
SErr'-UP 

SYSTEM DISKETrE, 3-1 
SE.'IDP.m1, 2-6 
SHIFT-IN, D-5 
SHI?I'-OOT, 0-5 
SOL 

OJNFIG{JRlll;, C-2 
SOROC lQ-12e 

OJNFIGtJR]N;, C-2 
Soroc IQ-12e, 2-1 
SOROC IQ-14e 

OJNFIGURIK;, C-2 
SPACE, 4 
SPECIAL FEAWRES, S-3 
SPECIAL INSTALLATIONS, 3-9 
SPECIAL VERSICH), B-1 

APPLE, B-3 
H-S9/Z-S9, B-1 
ORG 43ee, B-1 
TRS-Se MlX)EL I KEYBOARD, B-2 
TRS-Se KDEL I, B-2 
TRS-se ft()DEL I KEYBOARD TABLE, B-2 

SPELLIl{;, 3-1 
SPEISI'AR. DC!', 3-1 
SPELSTAR.OVR, 3-1 
SP~, 2-5, 2-S 
SPRINl' 3, 0-2 (SEE PRINrER, OOME) 
SPRINl' 5, 0-5 (SEE PRINrER, c:mtE) 
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STANDARD CliARACl'ER PITCli, 7-3 
SUBROOTINES, 6-11 
SUBSOUPl', 7-3 
SUPERSCRIPl', 7-3 
SWIN:, 6-6 
S'OJ'I':, 6-6 
5WrPC Cl'-82, 2-1 
SYSGEN. CXlt1, B-1 
TABLES 

DEFAULTS FOR PARAMETERS, 1-4 
TCl<FI.G:, 8-5 
TEC Model 571, 2-1 
iftBmW. 

A00-31, C-2 
CONFI(;{JRIR; 

AU'ID LINE FEED, C-l 
BEEHIVE 150, C-1 
BRIGHTNESS AnJUS'IMENT, 5-4 
CONFI(;{JRIR; 

AU'IO-NEW LINE, 6-8 
<XNI'ROL CCVES, 6-2 
rnoMEMCO 3100, C-l 
aJRSOR ftUl'ION 

DELAYS, 6-8, 6-9 
aJRSOR POSITIONING, 5-3, 6-2, 6-3, 6-7 

OFFSEl', 6-3 
STEPS FOR ANALYSIS, 6-3 
SUBROOTINE, 6-11 

CUSTOM DRIVERS, 6-5, 6-7, 6-10 
CUS'IDM INSTALIATION, 3-3, 6-2, 6-7 
DELAYS, 6-8 
DEIEl'E LINE, 5-4 
DRIVER INSTALIATION, 6-2 
ENHANCE%v1ENT, 6-2 
ERASE-'ID-END-OF-LINE, 5-4 
HAZELTINE 1500, C-1 
Hoo,E'IT-PAO<ARD 2621 Alp, C-1 
HIGHLIGHrING, 5-4, 6-5 
INFOTON 1-100, C-1 
INSERT LINE, 5-4 
INSTALL MENU, 3-3 
LEAR-SImLER AIJtt-3A, C-1 
MElt1ORY-MAPPED VIDED, 6-2 
MICROrERM ACl'-rv, C-2 
MODIFICATIONS FOR, 6-2 
OPl'IONS, 6-2 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This manual contains the instructions for using Correct-It 
for CP/M-based microcomputers. This program is included on the 
software Distribution Diskettes, included with your Micro Decision, 
and contains the following files: 

CORRECT.COM - Correct-It program. This program is used to 
check your document for unknown words. CORRECT uses 
DICT.BIN. 

DICT.BIN - The 36,000 word dictionary checked by 
Correct-It. Words in the dictionary have been 
compressed, and the dictionary takes only about 100K 
bytes of disk space. DICT.BIN is used by CORRECT, 
FIXUP, and LOOKUP. 

DINDEX.BIN - An index file to DICT.BIN. DINDEX is used by 
FIXUP and LOOKUP to know where to look in DICT.BIN 
for words. 

AUXDICT.TXT - A small sample auxiliary dictionary. You 
may add to this dictionary or build up a completely 
new one of your own. This auxiliary dictionary 
contains the dot commands used by WordStar. 

FIXUP.COM - Program to interactively correct errors 
detected by Correct-It. Corrections are double 
checked for accuracy, and you may interactively 
query the dictionary. FIXUP uses DICT.BIN and 
DINDEX.BIN. 

LOOKUP.COM - A utility program that allows you to use the 
dictionary in an interactive look up mode. LOOKUP 
requires DICT.BIN and DINDEX.BIN. 

DICTEDIT.COM - Program to update master dictionary. Words 
may be added to or deleted from the master 
dictionary DICT.BIN. DICTEDIT also generated a new 
index file for the dictionary. 

EMPTYDIC.BIN - Empty master dictionary for optional use 
with DICTEDIT. 

Correct-It has been especially designed to work with your 
Morrow Designs microcomputer. Correct-It knows about the special 
format of WordS tar files, but it will also check any text source 
file with the words saved using the standard ASCII character set. 
This is the standard format used by most other CP/M word processors. 



Correct-It looks only at words in your file and ignores all 
characters that are not letters. Also, upper and lower case are 
treated the same by Correct-It. Since every word processor handles 
hyphenation differently, Correct-It makes no assumptions about 
hyphenation, and should be used before the document is hyphenated. 
If a previously hyphenated document is checked by Correct-It, each 
half of a split word will be checked independently. 

Correct-It is easy to use. You will find that even your 
largest documents can be completely checked by Correct-It in less 
than 4 minutes. Shorter documents will take 2 to 3 minutes. 

A typical Correct-It session consists of the following steps: 

1. Find unknown words with CORRECT. 

2. Correct original document with FIXUP. 

Correct-It is completely menu driven. After the file is checked by 
CORRECT, the FIXUP phase may be automatically started with a simple 
menu choice. 

Correct-It is designed to work either from the NO FILES menu of 
WordStar, or directly from the CP/M command level. If used from the 
CPM command level, you may find it necessary to become familiar 
with the commands and utilities available with CP/M. You will find 
that the "DIR" and "ERA" commands will be useful when using 
Correct-It. The "PIP" utility may be helpful for building auxiliary 
dictionaries. 

2. SETTING UP CORRECT-IT 

Correct-It is easy to use. You probably don't even need to 
read this manual, BUT... Before you try to use Correct-It, 
make sure you have created a working system diskette containing the 
Correct-It program (refer to your User's Guide). Then, spend a 
little time organizing your files and disks. Even though you can 
probably begin checking files immediately, this manual is not that 
long, and a little time spent reading it will payoff in the long 
run. 

2.1. Backing Up the Software Distribution Diskette 

Correct-It is distributed on the software Distribution 
Diskettes. Before attempting to use Correct-It, you also should 
make a backup of the files contained on the Distribution Diskettes. 
Use the backup copy option on the CREATE A WORKING DISKETTE menu 
provided with your Micro Decision software. 
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2.2. Organizing Files 

You will find that life will be easier if you put some thought 
into how you organize your files. The part of Correct-It required 
for day-to-day operation requires about 150K bytes of free disk 
space. The LOOKUP utility requires about another 10K, and DICTEDIT 
another 20K bytes, although neither of these two utilities are 
required for normal operation. 

Since your drives allow about 186K of user file space, the 
entire Correct-It package will fit onto a. single disk. The best 
organization is to keep your word processor (WordStar) on one disk 
used in A:, and Correct-It on a second disk to use from A:. You may 
also want to keep other Us~Tul utilities such as PIP and STAT on 
A:. Then, use drive B: for disks containing your documents. 
You can also keep DICTEDIT and LOOKUP on your main system 
disk, but you may want to keep them on a separate disk for oc
casional use so that there is more room for extending the 
dictionary. 

3. CHECKING A FILE WITH CORRECT-IT 

Correct-It has been designed to be as simple to use as 
possible. The easiest way to learn how to use Correct-It is to 
check a sample file. First, make a scratch copy of some file to 
check. Then, start Correct-It as described in the next paragraph. 
Remember that a typical Correct-It session consists of the following 
two steps: 

1. Find unknown words with CORRECT. 

2. Correct original document with FIXUP. 

Read along in the manual as Correct-It progresses checking your 
file. This manual will first go over the options allowed with the 
Correct-It checking step, and will then describe the options allowed 
with FIXUP. 

Assume you have placed the CP/M system and the distribution 
files onto a new disk, that the disk is mounted in drive A:, and 
that drive A: is the currently logged drive. Assume that the file 
you wish to check is on a file called "MYFILE.TXT" contained on a 
disk mounted on drive B:. Use the following command to check the 
file (comments are enclosed in "[]", and are not part of the 
command): 

X>A: 
A>CORRECT B:MYFILE.TXT 

[log on to drive A:] 
[run CORRECT] 

Note that the drive "B:" was specified with the filename 
"MYFILE.TXT". If "MYFILE.TXT" had been present on the currently 
logged drive (here, A:), then it would not have been necessary to 
specify the "B:". In actual use, you may use any combination of 
drives you have and find convenient to use. 
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Optionally, you may be able to run CORRECT from the NO FILES 
menu of WordStar. This will require having all WordStar and all 
Correct-It modules, plus your document on-line at the same 
time. This will not normally be possible with the Micro Decision, 
but you may be able to keep WordS tar plus your documents on A:, 
and Correct-It on B:. Use the RUN command from the NO FILES menu, 
and respond with "CORRECT MYFILE.TXT" just as shown above. 

After it has been started, CORRECT will first print: 

Reading file 

During this phase, CORRECT reads in your entire document and 
remembers all the unique words in it. CORRECT has a capacity of 
over 3000 different words in your source document with a total of 
over 15,000 letters (depending on your RAM memory size). In 
practice, most documents usually contain less than 800 different 
words. If you should ever exceed the limits, CORRECT will print a 
message telling you to split your document. After your file has 
been read, CORRECT will sort the different words it found and print 
the message: 

-- Sorting file 

The message: 

Number of different words found: nnn 

will also be printed. The number tells you how many unique words in 
fact were contained in your document. 

After the words are sorted, CORRECT will check the master 
dictionary. The message: 

--Checking master dictionary 

will be printed. CORRECT first looks for the file DICT.BIN 
contained on the currently logged disk. If DICT.BIN is not 
available on the current disk, then drive A: will be checked. If it 
does not find DICT.BIN on the currently logged drive or on drive A:, 
CORRECT will prompt with: 

DICT.BIN not found on A: or currently logged drive. 
Enter drive and name of master dictionary: 

You may then specify a different drive for the dictionary disk. 
Once the master dictionary has been found, CORRECT scans it. A 
series of periods will be displayed to indicate progress through the 
dictionary scan. One period is displayed for each letter of the 
alphabet. This phase will take about two minutes for a typical CP/M 
system. It will be much faster for systems with hard disks. 
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After the master dictionary has been scanned, CORRECT then 
automatically looks for an auxiliary dictionary file called 
AUXDICT.TXT. An auxiliary dictionary is a normal ASCII text file 
containing words not found in the master dictionary. The 
distribution copy of the Correct-It disk has a sample AUXDICT.TXT 
file containing the dot commands used by WordStar, and you can 
supply and update auxiliary dictionaries of your own. Section 6 
of this manual explains exactly how to build an auxiliary 
dictionary. 

If CORRECT finds the file called AUXDICT.TXT, it will print: 

Checking auxiliary dictionary AUXDICT.TXT 

and automatically use 
CORRECT cannot find 
pauses and asks: 

it to check 
AUXDICT.TXT 

your original document. If 
on the currently logged disk, it 

Do you want to use an auxiliary dictionary? (Y OR N) 

If you do want to supply an auxiliary dictionary, answer Y followed 
by an RETURN. You will then be prompted: 

Enter name of auxiliary dictionary: 

You may enter any name you wish at this point which gives you the 
option of keeping separate auxiliary dictionaries for different 
applications. CORRECT will then try to find the file you 
specified. After the auxiliary dictionary you specified is scanned, 
the cycle will be repeated until you answer N. This allows any 
number of different auxiliary dictionaries to be used. 

To summarize, if AUXDICT.TXT is present on the currently logged 
disk, then it will be read automatically, along with the 
names of additional auxiliary dictionaries not requested. If 
AUXDICT.TXT is not found, then CORRECT allows you to enter 
the names of an arbitrary number of auxiliary dictionaries. 
Once the auxiliary dictionaries have been scanned, CORRECT goes 
on to the next phase, listing the command menu. After the file has 
been read and sorted, and all dictionaries checked, CORRECT will 
display: 

***** CORRECT finished checking B:MYFILE.TXT 
Unknown words: 9 

In this example, 9 unknown words were detected by CORRECT. (Note: 
occurrences of both the singular and plural of some words, such as 
"error" and "errors", are counted o~ly once. See Section 9.) 
CORRECT will display a command menu and 1S then ready to accept 
command input. Depending on what you want to do, you may enter 
commands to carry out any of the options listed on the command 
menu. The following command menu will be displayed on the screen: 
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$elect any option: 

C - Correct file MYFILE.TXT 
D - Display unknown words on screen. 
E - Exit from CORRECT. 
S - Save unknown words in file: MYFILE.BWD 

**11* Enter C, D, E, or S: 

At this point, you may enter any of the commands C, D, E, or S. 
All commands are terminated by a RETURN. The most logical command 
to enter first is D - display the unknown words on the screen. 
Depending on what unknown words CORRECT found, you may then select 
any of the other options. 

The options are explained in more detail in the 
paragraphs. CORRECT will actually use the name of the 
rently being checked wherever "MYFILE.TXT" appears 
examples. 

C - Correct file MYFILE.TXT 

following 
file cur

in the 

The C command will automatically invoke FIXUP. Using FIXUP is 
the easiest way to correct the spelling mistakes found by CORRECT. 
Use of the FIXUP program is explained in Section 4 of this manual. 
When the C command is entered, CORRECT first automatically writes 
out the unknown words to a file with a ".BWD" extension (e.g., 
MYFILE.BWD, just as with the S command). Then FIXUP is started 
just as though the command line: 

FIXUP MYFILE.TXT 

had been entered at the CP/M command level. If FIXUP.COM is not 
available on the currently logged disk, you will be prompted for the 
drive and name of the file where the FIXUP program really is (e.g., 
B:FIXUP.COM). If FIXUP is totally unavailable, you may use 
Control-C to abort to CP/M (the ".BWD" file will have already been 
saved). Note that CP/M does not allow you to change disks without 
performing a "warm start" between disk changes. A warm start is 
caused by Control-C or the way some programs terminate. Thus, if 
FIXUP.COM is not contained on a disk mounted when CORRECT was first 
run, you will not be able to use it without first exiting from 
CORRECT to CP/M. 
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D - Display unknown words on screen. 

This command causes the unknown words to be displayed on the 
screen. All the unknown words are shown on the screen, several to a 
line. If the screen completely fills up, CORRECT will pause until 
you press the RETURN key. After all the words are listed, CORRECT 
again pauses until RETURN is pressed, and then returns to the 
command menu. 

E - Exit from CORRECT. 

This command will exit from CORRECT back to CP/M. This command 
should be used after the D or S commands have been used to return to 
CP/M. Using C causes control to pass to FIXUP. 

S - Save unknown words in file: MYFILE.BWD 

This command will write the unknown words to a disk file. The 
file uses the same name part as the file being checked (e.g., 
"MYFILE") with a ".BWD" extension (for bad word). This command is 
useful if you are not going to use FIXUP and want to save the words, 
or if there is not enough room to keep both CORRECT and FIXUP on 
line at the same time. If you had been checking a file called 
"B:MYFILE.TXT", the S command would write out the unknown words to a 
file called "B:MYFILE.BWD". The C and G commands will also cause a 
".BWD" file to be saved on the disk. After you are finished using 
the bad word file, it will remain on the disk until you use the CP/M 
"ERA" (erase) command to delete the file. 

4. FIXUP 

FIXUP is an easy to use program that allows you to 
interactively correct the original source document after it has been 
checked by CORRECT. It uses the unknown word list provided by 
CORRECT, and scans your document for each occurrence of the words 
contained in the list. For each unknown word found, you are given 
the choice of correcting it, accepting it for the rest of the 
document, accepting it just one time, or accepting and learning it 
for later inclusion in the auxiliary dictionary. Instead of 
correcting the document, you may optionally simply mark the unknown 
words with the symbol '#' for later correction using your word 
processor. There is also a special "WordStar" mode that allows 
interactive correction, and additionally marks the corrected words 
when their width has changed. In any case, a new copy of your file 
is generated, and the original copy left untouched as an added 
protection feature. 
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4.1. Running FIXUP 

First, you should check your original document file using 
CORRECT. FIXUP may either be invoked directly from CORRECT with the 
"C" command to the CORRECT command menu, or it may be run 
separately. The unknown words found by CORRECT are passed to FIXUP 
through a disk file. FIXUP will automatically look for a file with 
the same name part as the document being checked, but with a ".BWD" 
extension (for bad word). Thus, if the original document checked by 
CORRECT is called "MYFILE.TXT", FIXUP will expect the unknown word 
list to be called "MYFILE.BWD". CORRECT will automatically write 
the unknown word file when FIXUP is invoked with the "C" command. 
The CORRECT "S" save words command will also automatically use a 
".BWD" extension. 

Before you invoke FIXUP, you must be sure that there will be 
enough free disk space available for a new copy of your original 
file. This is especially critical for one drive systems. If there 
is not enough free disk space, FIXUP will abort before it is 
finished, although your original file will not be altered in any way 
and the unknown word file will be retained. If this happens, free 
some disk space with the "ERA" command, then run FIXUP again. 

The interactive correction modes of FIXUP require that DICT.BIN 
and DINDEX.BIN be on line. The currently logged drive will be 
checked for these two files first. If they are not present on the 
current drive, then drive A: will be automatically be checked. If 
the dictionary files are not available either on the currently 
logged drive, or on drive A:, FIXUP will prompt you for the drive 
and names of the dictionary files to use. 

The easiest way to run FIXUP is to automatically invoke it with 
the "C" command from the CORRECT command menu. FIXUP may also be 
run directly from CP/M by using the following command line after the 
CP/M "X>" prompt: 

X>FIXUP FILENAME.EXT 

In this format, FIXUP will use "FILENAME.EXT" as the input file, and 
look for a bad word list called "FILENAME.BWD". By default, the 
corrected file will have th~ same name as the original, and the 
original file will be renamed to "FILENAME.BAK". These conventions 
are the same as used by WordStar, as well as most other editors on 
CP/M. 

You may also run FIXUP without specifying the filename on the 
original command line. In that case, FIXUP will prompt you for the 
file name. The prompt will also appear if you give a bad file name 
originally. 

There are two switches that may be used to override the 
filename defaults. The '0=' switch allows you to specify exactly 
the name of the new output file. The 'B=' switch allows you to 
specify the name of the bad word list. Suppose your original 
file was called "FILE1.TXT". If you want the new version of the 
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file to be called "FILE1.NEW" and the bad word list is called 
"FILE1.BAD", you could run FIXUP with the following command line: 

A>FIXUP FILE1.TXTO:FILE1.NEWB:FILE1.BAD 

To use the switches, you must start FIXUP from CP/M, and not 
automatically from CORRECT. If you are entering the filename 
following the prompt instead of on the original command line, you 
may use the switches in the same format. 

Invoking FIXUP from CORRECT is the same as running it with a 
command line in the form: 

FIXUP MYFILE.TXT 

The file "MYFILE.TXT" will be checked using the unknown word file 
"MYFILE.BWD", the corrected copy written to "MYFILE.TXT", and the 
original file renamed to "MYFILE.BAK". 

4.2. FIXUP Commands 

FIXUP starts 
your original file 
original file is 
the context of the 
output file except 

by reading in the unknown word list, then scans 
for occurrences of the unknown words. The 
displayed line-bY-line on the screen, giving you 

mistakes. It is also copied exactly to the new 
for any corrections you make to the file. 

4.3. FIXUP start Up Options 

When FIXUP first starts, 
the following command menu: 

it gives you three choices on 

There are three options for FIXUP: 
C - Interactively correct unknown words. 
M - Mark unknown words in file with #. 
W - WordStar mode: Correct + mark if change width. 

Enter C, M, or W: _ 

The "c" choice enters interactive correction mode. During 
interactive correction mode, FIXUP will pause when an unknown word 
is found, and prompt you for additional instructions. This mode is 
most useful for unjustified WordS tar files, as well as files created 
by most other word processors. 

The "M" option tells FIXUP to mark each unknown word in the 
file with a sharp sign ("#"). For example "mistak" will be marked 
as "mistak#". The mark option can be useful when the justification 
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of the source text could be changed by correcting the word 
interactively. If the "M" option is selected, the file will be 
scanned and marked with no additional interaction necessary. You 
should then use your word processor's "find" command to search for 
the "I" marks and make appropriate corrections. 

The "W" option tells FIXUP that a justified WordStar file is 
being checked. WordS tar mode will allow interactive correction just 
like the "C" option, but if you correct a word and the width of the 
correction is different than the original, the word will be marked 
with a sharp sign ("I"). This is only necessary when the text is 
justified. After the file has been corrected, you must go back to 
WordStar, use the Find command to find and remove all the marks, 
then use the ,AB' command to rejustify the paragraphs. 

4.3.1. FIXUP Interactive Correction Command Menu 

The interactive correction mode is the easiest way to correct 
the source file. Whenever an unknown word is found in the original 
document, FIXUP pauses and displays the word. The word will be 
contained in context on the previous line of the display, with a '7' 
immediately under the word on the display. Following the error 
indication, a command menu will be displayed. For example: 

Sample line with oone spelling error. 
7 

******* unknown word: oone 
Word correction mode - Options 

A - Accept word for rest of session, don't learn 
C - Correct word, prompt will follow 
D - Dictionary help. Find a word in dictionary 
E - Exit - accept word and discontinue checking 
L - Learn word for auxiliary dictionary 
o - One time acceptance of word 

A, C, D, E, L, 0, (H for Help) 7 

You may choose any of the options listed. The full menu is dis
played automatically only after the first error. When subsequent 
errors are detected, FIXUP will display only the last prompt line. 
Using the' 'H' command will cause the menu to be displayed. All 
commands must be terminated with the RETURN key. 

A - Accept word for rest of session, don't learn 

The 'A' (accept) option will cause the word to be accepted for 
the remainder of the FIXUP session. This option is most useful for 
specialized words contained in one document that you do not want to 
add to the auxiliary dictionary, but which may appear again in the 
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same document. After you specify 'A', FIXUP will ignore any more 
occurrences of that word in the document. 

C - Correct word, prompt will follow 

The 'C' (correct) option allows you to correct the word. After 
you specify 'C', you will be prompted for the replacement for the 
word. The replacement should be exact, including upper and lower 
case as needed. You can replace run together words ("theonly") with 
two separate words if needed: "the only". The word may be deleted 
entirely by entering a RETURN only. 

FIXUP will automatically look up the replacement word in the 
dictionary. If the new word is not in the dictionary, a message 
will be displayed, and you will be given three choices. If you 
enter "A", the replacement will be accepted, and FIXUP will continue 
checking the file. If the replacement was incorrect, you can enter 
"C", and you will be able to correct the word again. You may also 
enter "D" to get dictionary help. See the description of the "D" 
command in the next paragraph for more details 

D - Dictionary help. Find a word in dictionary. 

The 'D' (dictionary) command allows you to interactively query 
the dictionary. After you enter the 'D', the current unknown word 
will be displayed and you will be prompted. If you then simply 
press the RETURN key, the current unknown word will be used as a key 
for the dictionary lookup. You may also enter any other word as a 
key. FIXUP will then display several words nearest in spelling to 
the key word. More details on looking up words are given in the 
description of LOOKUP in Section 8. 

E - Exit - accept word and discontinue checking 

The 'E' (exit) option allows you to discontinue checking, and 
exit from FIXUP. The remainder of the original file will be copied 
to the new output file with no additional checking. 

L - Learn word for auxiliary dictionary 

The 'L' (learn) option allows FIXUP to learn the word. The 
word is accepted just as with the 'A' option. In addition, FIXUP 
remembers the word for possible output to a file at the end of the 
FIXUP session. The learned words may also later be appended to your 
auxiliary dictionary. 

o - One time acceptance of word 

The '0' (one time) option allows you to accept the word just 
once. If the word is found later in the same document, FIXUP will 
again pause and request a response. 
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4.3.2. FIXUP Wrap Q£ Options 

After the entire file has been scanned, FIXUP may display 
several messages and command menus, depending on what happened 
during the session. If WordStar correction mode had been specified, 
FIXUP will print out how many corrected words actually changed 
width. If any did change width, you will be reminded to go back to 
WordStar and remove the 'H' marks and rejustify the paragraphs. 

If any new words were learned with the 'L' command, you will 
have the option of saving them. You may specify 'A' to append the 
new words to an existing auxiliary dictionary file. You will be 
prompted for the name of the existing auxiliary dictionary. If you 
specify 'C', you will be able to create a new auxiliary dictionary. 

If you decide you don't want to save any of the new words, you 
can enter 'N' to not save them. See Section 6 for more details 
about auxiliary dictionaries. 

Finally, FIXUP will give you the choice of deleting the bad 
word file, or to return to CP/M. To delete the unknown word file, 
simply enter 'D'. The bad word file will be deleted, and you can 
then exit to CP/M. To exit, enter E. 

5. SAMPLE CORRECT-IT SESSION 

The following is the printout of an actual session with 
Correct-It. Note that user input is underlined. Explanatory 
comments are enclosed in braces ("[]"), and would not appear in the 
actual session. 

A)CORRECT b:short.txt 

Morrow Designs Correct-It Spelling Checker V1.0 
Licensed from Aspen Software Company (c)(p) 1982 

Reading file. 
Sorting file. 
Number of different words found: 46 
Checking master dictionary. 

Checking auxiliary dictionary AUXDICT.TXT 

***** CORRECT finished checking B:SHORT.TXT 
Unknown words: 3 

Select any option: 

C - Correct file B:SHORT.TXT 
D - Display unknown words on screen. 
E - Exit from CORRECT. 
S Save unknown words in file: B:SHORT.BWD 

***** Enter C, D, E, or S: d Cd: display words] 
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========= List of unknown words ========= 
querey speeling spellbinder 

Press RETURN to continue with command menu <RETURN> 

Unknown words: 3 

Select any option: 

C - Correct file B:SHORT.TXT 
D - Display unknown words on screen. 
E - Exit from CORRECT. 
S Save unknown words in file: B:SHORT.BWD 

***** Enter C, D, E, or S: £ [c: correct file] 
***** Loading FIXUP.COM 
Morrow Design Correct-It(tm) - FIXUP Version 1.0 
Licensed from Aspen Software Company (c)(p) 1982 

There are three options for FIXUP: 
C - Correct unknown words interactively. 
M - Mark unknown words in file with #. 
W - WordStar mode: Correct + mark if change width. 

Enter C, M or W: £ [c: interactive correction mode] 

This is a short file that demonstrates some of the features of 
Morrow Design's Correct-It speeling checker. It allows you to 

******* unknown word: speeling 
Word correction mode - Options 

? 

A - Accept word for rest of session, don't learn 
C - Correct word, prompt will follow 
D - Dictionary help. Find a word in dictionary 
E - Exit - accept word and discontinue checking 
L - Learn word for auxiliary dictionary 
o - One time acceptance of word 

A, C, D, E, L, 0, (H for Help) ? c [c: correct word] 
Enter exact replacement: spelling-
correct mistakes interactively, querey the dictionary for help, 

? 
******* unknown word: querey 
A, C, D, E, L, 0, (H for Help) ? d Cd: dictionary help] 

Unknown word was: querey 

Press RETURN only to look up querey 
OR enter a new word to look up: <RETURN> [use querey] 
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Looking for: querey 

queen 
queerest 
quemoy 
queried 
querulously 
quest 
questionable 

queer 
quell 
quench 
queries 
query 
questing 
questioned 

******* unknown word: querey 

queerer 
quelling 
quenching 
querulous 
querying [notice query is correct: 
question 
questioner 

A, C, D, E, L, 0, (H for Help) ? c [c: correct querey] 
Enter exact replacement: ~ - [the correct spelling] 
and add new words to the Q1CtTonary. It is 
also compatible with most CP/M word processors such as 
WordStar, Magic Wand, Spellbinder, and Select. 

? 
******* unknown word: Spellbinder 
A, C, D, E, L, 0, (H for Help) ? 1 [1: learn Spellbinder] 

**** END OF FILE **** 
Number of new words learned: 

You may now save the learned words if you wish. 
You have the following options: 

A to APPEND to existing auxiliary dictionary 
C to CREATE new file for learned words 
N to NOT SAVE new words 

Enter A, C or N: a [a:append, file name on next line] 
Name of existing auxiliary to append to? auxdict.txt 

CORRECT finished. Final options: 
D to delete bad word file: B:SHORT.BWD 
E to exit to CP/M 

Enter D or E: d 
B:SHORT.BWD deleted. 

Cd: delete the bad word file] 

CORRECT finished. Final options: 
D to delete bad word file: B:SHORT.BWD 
E to exit to CP/M 

Enter D or E: e [e: exit back to CP/M] 
CORRECT exiting. 
Corrected file is: B:SHORT.TXT 
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6. ADDING WORDS TO AUXILIARY DICTIONARY 

Unlike the master dictionary, an auxiliary dictionary is a 
normal text file, just like your source documents. Normally, you 
will add words to an auxiliary dictionary at the end of a FIXUP 
session. However, any word processor or editor (such as ED or 
WordStar) used to create files checked by Correct-It can also be 
used to create or edit an auxiliary dictionary. The only format 
requirement of the words contained in an auxiliary dictionary is 
that each word be formed from the standard ASCII letter characters 
and be separated from the next by any character that is not a 
letter. It is easiest to use blanks or end of lines to separate 
words, but you can use commas or any other non-letter you want. You 
can also put several words on each line if you like. The words in 
an auxiliary dictionary do not need to be in any particular order, 
nor is there any restriction on upper or lower case as Correct-It 
will always fold words to one case for internal use. For your own 
benefit, however, you might want to keep the words in alphabetical 
order. 

The words you add to an auxiliary dictionary should be at least 
two letters long and less than 40 letters long. Duplicate words 
will not hurt anything. You can add as many words as you like to an 
auxiliary dictionary, up to the limit of the space available on one 
disk file. 

The following procedure is suggested for building up your 
auxiliary dictionary: 

1. Maintain only one master version of your auxiliary dictionary. 
If it is called AUXDICT.TXT, it will be automatically read 
in by Correct-It. While you may want to have separate 
versions for different applications, keeping one will ensure 
that duplicate words don't work their way into the auxiliary 
dictionary. You may start with the sample AUXDICT.TXT, create 
your own with your word processor or the CP/M editor ED, or 
create your own at the end of a FIXUP session. 

2. Use your master auxiliary dictionary whenever you use Correct
It. Always save the list of unknown words found by Correct-It 
on a file. The unknown word list will then only contain words 
that are not contained in either the master 36,000 word 
dictionary or in your auxiliary dictionary. 

3. Remove true mistakes from the unknown word list. This can be 
with the "learn" command of FIXUP, or by editing the unknown 
word list with your word processor or ED. Be careful to 
remove all true mistakes, and leave only correctly spelled words 
in the file. At this point, you will have only legiti
mate words not found in either the master or the auxiliary 
dictionary. 
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4. Append the list of new words to the end of your master aux
iliary dictionary. The easiest way to do this is with the 'A' 
option at the end of a FIXUP session. You may also use PIP. If 
the list of new words was called "NEWWORDS.TXT", PIP can be used 
to append the files: 

PIP AUXDICT.TXT=AUXDICT.TXT,NEWWORDS.TXT 

A helpful note: if your auxiliary dictionary is less than 3000 
words long, you can use Correct-It to "check" it. This will produce 
a new unknown word file that will have all duplicates and words 
found in the master dictionary removed, as well as being sorted 
alphabetically. 

7. UPDATING THE MASTER DICTIONARY 

The distribution disk contains a program called DICTEDIT.COM. 
This program can be used to add or delete to the master dictionary. 
There is also a file called EMPTYDIC.BIN on the distribution disk 
which is a empty dictionary. It can be used with DICTEDIT to build 
up a totally new master dictionary. 

DICTEDIT is simple to use, although is does require that there 
be room for the original DICT.BIN and the updated copy, plus any 
words added. Before running DICTEDIT, you should prepare a list of 
words that you wish to add or delete to the master dictionary. This 
will normally be your master auxiliary dictionary. 

Start DICTEDIT by entering: 

DICTEDIT 

after the CP/M "X>" prompt. The program will first ask if you want 
to add or to delete words in the dictionary. Answer 'A' or 'D'. 
Then you will be prompted for the file name with the word list. 
DICTEDIT will then read that word list. The file may contain words 
of any size and in any order, and duplicates will not hurt. There 
may be at most about 4,000 words in the file, however. 

DICTEDIT then asks for the name of the new dictionary for 
output. You could answer with "DICT.NEW", for example. After that, 
you will be prompted for the name of the old master dictionary. 
This will usually be "DICT.BIN", although it may be mounted on a 
different drive. You will also be asked for the name of the new 
index file. It is very important to keep track of which index file 
goes with which dictionary. CORRECT and LOOKUP require the correct 
index file to look up words in the master dictionary. 

After these file names are entered, the program will update the 
dictionary, and write the updated version the new index file. There 
is little penalty for keeping your new words in an ASCII auxiliary 
dictionary, so it is not necessary to update the master dictionary 
often. It is probably best to wait until you have a hundred words 
or so in your auxiliary dictionary. 
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You should keep track of what modifications you have made to 
the master dictionary. By keeping the word files used to update the 
dictionary on a backup disk, you will be able to later reverse the 
update process. After updating the dictionary, you should rename 
the new dictionary to DICT.BIN so that it can be used by Correct-It 
automatically. 

8. LOOKUP UTILITY 

LOOKUP is a utility program that allows you to interactively 
look up words in the dictionary. Start LOOKUP by entering "LOOKUP" 
after the CP/M prompt. The program will then ask you for a word to 
lookup. You may enter any word you wish, and spell it as closely to 
correct as you are able. LOOKUP will then search the dictionary 
using the word you supplied as a key. Depending on how close of a 
match is found in the dictionary, 10 to 20 surrounding words will be 
displayed. 

A sample session with LOOKUP follows. User input is 
underlined. Notice that in the first example, an exact spelling was 
used. In the second, only the first four letters of "Albuquerque" 
were needed to get the correct spelling displayed, demonstrating 
that you need not enter the entire word to look it up. 

B>LOOKUP 
Morrow Designs Correct-It(tm): LOOKUP utility Version 1.0 
Licensed from Aspen Software Company (c)(p) 1982 

Enter word to lookup (Ctrl-C to exit): example 

Looking for: example ***** FOUND! 

exalt exaltation exalted 
exalting examination examine 
examined examiner examines 
examining example examples 
exasperate exasperated exasperating 
exasperation excavate excavation 
exceed exceeded exceeding 

'Enter word to lookup (Ctrl-C to exit): albu 

Looking for: albu 

alamo 
alarmed 
alas 
albeit 
alchemy 
alcoholism 
alcoves 

alan 
alarming 
alaska 
album 
alcohol 
alcorn 
alden 

alarm 
alarmingly 
alba 
albuquerque [notice word foundl] 
alcoholic 
alcove 
alder 

Enter word to lookup (Ctrl-C to exit): ~ 
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9. CORRECT-IT TECHNICAL NOTES 

This section contains some technical notes about Correct-It's 
dictionary and the methods used to detect unknown words. 
Correct-It's dictionary is a little over 36,000 words long. That is 
fairly big, but by no means contains all the words of the English 
language. Just because an unknown word is listed does not mean that 
it is really incorrect. 

Correct-It ignores upper and lower case completely. If 
Correct-It lists "mistak" as an unknown word, then some form of 
"mistak" appears somewhere in your source file. However, that may 
be as "Mistak" or "MISTAK" or any other combination of upper and 
lower case letters, as well as just "mistak". Keep that in mind 
when you go back to correct your file. Also, don't forget 
that the misspelled word may appear more than once in your docu
ment. 

All words just one letter long are considered correct. 
Correct-It does not handle hyphenated words. You should check your 
document before inserting hyphens. Also, words are only checked to 
see if they are in the dictionary. Correct-It cannot find mistakes 
such as 'from' misspelled as 'form'. 

Correct-It also handles plurals of words found in the source 
document a little differently. If the letter before the ending's' 
is not a vowel, another's', an 'f', an 'x', a 'y', a 'ch', or an 
'sh', Correct-It assumes the word is a regular plural and drops the 
's' to form the singular of the word. The singular is then used to 
look up the word in the dictionary. This technique extends the 
effective dictionary size by about 10,000 words with no sacrifice in 
accuracy. This algorithm is very accurate, and used only for 
regular plurals. Since it is not possible to use an algorithm to 
correctly form the singular of words that do not meet the above 
conditions (i.e., words that end in a vowel, 'ch', etc.), the 
dictionary contains many plurals for that class of words. 

Correct-It allows you to disable the plural recognition 
algorithm. When starting Correct-It if you use the "NaP" switch, 
no plural checking will be performed. For example: 
"CORRECT FILE.TXTNOP". You will find that using "NaP" greatly 
increases the size of the unknown word list. 
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